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The Woodstock Inn & Resort, one of New England’s most scenic, romantic, and luxurious destinations
for a Vermont wedding, is ready to make your celebration perfect in every way. Our experienced staff will
assist you with every detail — from room reservations to dinner menus, wedding cakes to rehearsal dinners.
Personal Wedding Planner • Full Wedding Venue Services • Exclusive Wedding Packages
Exquisite Wedding Cakes • Customizable Wedding Menus • Bridal Packages at The Spa
Award-winning Golf • Exclusive Room Rates
The World’s Best Hotels ~ Travel + Leisure

WOODSTOCK, VERMONT | 802.457.6647 |
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The Perfect Setting for an Exquisite Wedding
is Vermont’s Most Beautiful Address.
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YOU KNOW
DARMOUTH.
NOW DISCOVER
TUCK.
TUCK EXECUTIVE EDUCATION helps today’s top executives advance their leadership
potential. The immersive curriculum taught by Tuck faculty offers participants the
tools and frameworks to transform organizations, inspire teams, and drive results.

Leadership and Strategic Impact

Advanced Management Program

May 20 to 25, 2018
September 30 to October 5, 2018

July 8 to 20, 2018

For high-potential executives seeking to
cultivate their strategic leadership style and
maximize their organizational effectiveness.

For top executives seeking to develop an
enterprise-wide mindset and visionary
approach to leadership.

AMP.TUCK.DARTMOUTH.EDU
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Dartmouth and Tuck alumni and their referrals enjoy a 10% discount. Group discounts are also available.
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THETFORD, VT Victorian home. 4 BR,
2.5 BA. All new windows. Village setting
backs up to conservation land. Deeded
access to Ompompanoosuc River. $345,000

NEWBURY, VT 1820 brick colonial.
Original woodwork, 10 rooms, 4 BR,
2 BA. 1.2 ac. 7 fireplaces. Great mountain
views. $465,000

SOUND BITES

D E PA R T M E N T S
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10 | YOUR TURN Readers

react.

Notebook
14 | CAMPUS

News and notes from
around the Green
“Confidence is
nothing more than
willingness to try.”

You
have the
dream.
LYME, NH In the village on 4+/-ac,
4 BR, 3 BA. Updated with lovely
kitchen, a sunroom and a huge
workshop & 2 offices. $459,000

A young cartoonist
makes his mark at
The New Yorker.

—MEL ROBBINS ’90

PAGE 53

BY JAMES NAPOLI
24 | INFOGRAPHIC

Where are you? A cartographic look at top cities
and countries populated
by alumni around the
world
29 | THE ARTS

LYME, NH Classic 1790 cape has
18+/-ac and large barn. 3 BR, 2 BA.
Meadows, stone walls, woods. Old
house flavor, new systems. $649,000

HANOVER, NH Mid century modern
on private 1.93+/-ac in town. Open floor
plan. 4 BR, 3.5 BA. Close to Richmond &
Ray schools. $950,000

22 | HUMOR

“You can finish in
third one day and
80th the next because
of the shooting.”
—SUSAN DUNKLEE ’08

PAGE 42

Dorm dwellers turn to
their undergraduate advisor peers for just about
anything.

Welcome to the Woods

BY TIFFANIE WEN

Pursuits

BY JIM COLLINS ’84

53 | VOICES IN THE
WILDERNESS

42

“It’s great to know
that some of the
instruments I’ve set
up have played at
Carnegie Hall.”
—ERIC HWANG ’96

PAGE 29

Motivational speaker Mel
Robbins ’90 insists you
can make big changes if
you act on the impulse.
Also, Alexandra Friedman ’04 and Jordana
Kier ’08, Abigail Ogilvy
’11, Allison Lange ’01 and
Warren Allmon ’82

Dead Aim

Biathlete Susan Dunklee ’08 sets her sights on
Pyeongchang—and an Olympic medal.
BY BILL GIFFORD ’88

46

The Contenders

58 | ALUMNI BOOKS

DAM checks in with Dartmouth athletes as they
prepare for trials that will determine whether
they’ll head to South Korea for the Winter Olympics.

Class Notes

76 | THE CLASSES
102 | CLUBS & GROUPS
102 | DEATHS

BY ANNIE PHIFER ’20

48

112 | CONTINUING ED

No Ordinary Joe

On The Green
Lyme, NH 03768
603-795-4816

—JOE RAGO ’05

PAGE 48

•

ENFIELD, NH Waterfront home on Lake
Mascoma with 3 BR, 2.5 BA, and bonus
room – perfect for home office. Great lake
views. HOA takes care of grounds. $619,000

Allen Street
Hanover, NH 03755
603-643-4200
•

www.marthadiebold.com

HANOVER, NH Home on 5ac lot with
views of Moose Mtn. 3 BR, 3.5 BA. High
efficiency heat! Only 10 minutes from
DHMC and Hanover. $525,000

Pulitzer winner Joe Rago ’05, a quintessential
Dartmouth man, is gone too soon.
B Y E M I LY E S F A H A N I S M I T H ’ 0 9
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Martha Pollack ’79 on
leading a university
CLIVE ROSE/GETTY IMAGES

“What’s the point
if you’re not going
all out?”

BY HEATHER SALERNO
32 | STUDENT LIFE

34

A mountain of work went into the planning and
construction of the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge.
Here’s how it all came together.

LYME, NH 1785 cape with beautifully
great old house charm. 4 BR, 4BA, 7+/-ac.
Large barn with finished, heated rec room.
Fenced pastures. $875,000

We
have the
place.

46

ANDREW WEIBRECHT ’09

Eric Hwang ’96 finds
his calling after fiddling
around in the corporate
world for 20 years.

BY LISA FURLONG
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Big Time

What attracted me to Dartmouth was its
size. Not just the student-faculty ratio, but
the overall size of each class and the physical size of the campus. During four years I
had the ability to get to know, on at least
a passing basis, the majority of my classmates. One of the arguments cited for the
proposed student body expansion [“Campus,” November/December] is to increase
diversity. I strongly believe that such a move
would foster more homogeneity of experience. Much as in a small town, the smaller
class size fosters interaction with people
from all backgrounds, whereas a larger class
allows subsets to form and people to naturally gravitate to their affinities.
While at a larger institution I may have
ended up with a core group of friends who
mirrored my background or who projected
the future I wanted for myself, at Dartmouth
I was exposed to, became acquainted with
and grew to appreciate the perspectives
of people who would otherwise have been
merely faces in the crowd of a larger student
body. I strongly oppose the proposed expansion on these grounds, never mind the logistical obstacles to such an implementation.
MARC LEWINSTEIN ’98

New York City

Lately the other Ivies all seem to be expanding their student bodies. Dartmouth has to
keep pace, right? One idea for expansion
the November/December issue mentions
is housing 750 students in College Park.
“Expansion” is just a ploy that really gives
the administration the opportunity to turn
Dartmouth into “Michigan on the Connecticut.” But this takes money, big money. Remember this is the same administration
that had a 2016 operating loss of $112 million a year after posting a loss of $15.2 million. So more students equal more tuition
money for more misguided ventures; expansion when there are more pressing problems
to be fixed beforehand.
Here are a few things that should be
10
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tackled first: installation of a modern heating system for the campus, refurbishment
of unhealthy dorms, renovation of dated
classrooms, provision of adequate housing
and parking for faculty and grad students,
making faculty salaries competitive (here,
Dartmouth doesn’t keep pace).
College Park is not the place for dorms,
just tradition. So I’m going to update an ad
headline that I wrote years ago addressing a
similar problem—the desecration of a place
held sacred. The updated version would
read: “…and over here we’ll put a massive
dorm complex. Of course, the Old Pine will
have to go.”
Stop College Park expansion.
DAVE SCHAEFER ’63

Concord, Massachusetts
Increasing enrollment will only create more
distractions and instability at a time when
Dartmouth is already constantly moving
and changing, more crowding and overuse
of already taxed facilities, destruction of
more open space to house and service an
increased population, and a need for increased faculty, staff and administrators.
And, of course, alumni, already solicited for funds, will be asked to foot part of
the price tag for this unwise idea, both for
building costs and the increased need for
student financial aid.
The fact that other Ivy League schools
are increasing their enrollments is irrelevant. They are not Dartmouth College. Let’s
leave well enough alone and not risk ruining
a good thing—if it’s not broken, don’t fix it!
WILLIAM K. STABLEFORD ’69

Madison, Connecticut

Showstopper

I was delighted to hear from Stephen Geller
’62 regarding his performance on the balcony of Robinson Hall [“Tyrants on the
Balcony,” November/December] and most
engaged by this detail: “Backstage was a tiny
stairwell that corkscrewed directly to the
basement.” He even mentions it again: “We
climbed the spiral stairwell to the second
floor, backstage right, in the theater.” He
does not mention the second, tiny spiral
staircase that ascended from the basement
backstage left. My Robinson Hall story from
fall of 1957 involves it.
We were doing Macbeth. I joined the
cast as future King Duncan in order to
avoid a paper due in freshman English. Our
last performance was our best. When our
Macbeth engaged in his final battle with

Macduff, Macduff’s sword really did come
down on Macbeth’s scalp. Blood streaming
down his face, Macbeth staggered backward into backstage left. The audience sat
in stunned silence as the curtain closed.
Our stage manager ran down the backstage right staircase, crossed the basement, where “the tyrants” from the balcony changed their clothes, ran up the tiny
backstage left spiral staircase and opened
a wound on his head by crashing into a fire
extinguisher. The extinguisher fell to the
backstage floor in the semi-darkness as our
stage manager fell bleeding and moaning
next to our bleeding, writhing and moaning
Macbeth, filling backstage left with a white
foam tinged with blood.
The curtain stayed closed. When it
became apparent that Malcolm was not
coming out to speak of being “crowned at
Scone,” the audience erupted in wild, unappeasable applause. We ignored them. The
curtain stayed closed as we tended to our
wounded. At last the audience filed out,
thunderstruck.
The larger point is that we did not need
the new theater promised to Warner Bentley, which arrived in the 1960s as the Hopkins Center, to put on great theater. Bigger
is not always better.

LIVE UPPER VALLEY

ANTHONY H. HORAN ’61

Delano, California

CORRECTIONS

In our November/December issue the entry from professor Russell Muirhead in
“Subject Matter” should have read “asocial
tendencies of people themselves.” In “New
Energy,” the $80-million gift referenced
came from Irving Oil, the Arthur L. Irving
Family Foundation and Arthur L. Irving,
his wife, Sandra, and their daughter, Sarah
’10, Tu’14. We regret the errors.

WRITE TO US

We welcome letters. The editor reserves the
right to determine the suitability of letters
for publication and to edit them for accuracy
and length. We regret that not all letters
can be published, nor can they be returned.
Letters should run no more than 200 words
in length, refer to material published in the
magazine and include the writer’s full name,
address and telephone number.
Write: Letters, Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine, 7 Allen Street, Suite 201,
Hanover, NH 03755
Email: DAMletters@dartmouth.edu
Online: dartmouthalumnimagazine.com

ANTIQUE BRICK CAPE COD HOME

HUNDRED MILE VIEW OF WHITE MOUNTAINS

Large 266 acre parcel of land with a classic 1850’s home
offering four bedrooms. This is an exceptional opportunity
to create your own homestead on this amazing land
consisting of open meadows, fields, and woods.

Magnificently crafted Post and Beam home offers absolute
privacy, beautiful acres of pasture and woodlands, with
workshop and barn. State-of-the-art kitchen, 30-foot
fireplace and outdoor hot tub are perfect for entertaining.

HANOVER, NH | $3,800,000 | MLS#4665815
JUDY CASHMAN | 603.998.9386

WEATHERSFIELD, VT | $985,000 | MLS#4662311
MELISSA ROBINSON | 603.667.7761

Your best life begins with a home that inspires you.
HANOVER 603.643.6070/603.643.6400 | WEST LEBANON 603.298.5155 | FAIRLEE 802.333.4701 | FOURSEASONSSIR.COM
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

notebook

Refresh the Way You Travel
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when you stay in luxury accommodations from Pyramid Hotel Group.

• Just 2 Miles from Dartmouth College
• NEWLY RENOVATED
• Just 2 Miles from Dartmouth College
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with Complimentary Shuttle Services
with Complimentary Shuttle Services
• Spacious, Eco-Friendly Light Filled Rooms with Complimentary Shuttle Services
• New State-of-the-Art Lobby
• Fully-Equipped Kitchens
• Studio, 1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
• Free High-Speed Internet
• Fully-Equipped Kitchen
• 24-Hour Business Center
• Free High-Speed Internet
• Signature Heavenly® Bed
• Separate Spaces for Working, Living
• Fitness Center
• Free Hot Breakfast Buffet
• Spa-Inspired Bathroom
• Pool
• Complimentary Evening Reception M-W
• Complimentary Breakfast
• A Variety of Breakfast and Dinner
• Exercise Room
Options at The Bistro
• Light Food M-TH Night
• Free High-Speed Internet
• An Evening Bar
• Indoor Saline Pool, Exercise Room,
• Ask About Our Special Rates for
• Specialty Starbucks® Beverages
• Extended Stay Options, Pet Friendly
• Ask About Our Special Rates for
Dartmouth Alumni
• Ask About Our Special Rates for
Dartmouth Alumni
• Pet Friendly
Dartmouth Alumni
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Youth of
the Year

10 Morgan Drive
603.643.5600
Marriott.com/lebcy

25 Foothill Street
603.448.5000
ElementHanoverLebanon.com

32 Centerra Parkway
603.643.4511
Marriott.com/lebri

JOHN SHERMAN

Carlos Polanco ’21 earns
national honor from the Boys
and Girls Clubs of America.

Before arriving on campus from Clifton,
New Jersey, Polanco made headlines when
he organized his class’ outreach to University of Virginia students after the deadly
Charlottesville rally. Soon after, the firstgeneration student was named Youth of
the Year. In addition to $145,000 in scholarships, a car and a family trip to Disney
World, Polanco received the thrill of delivering a ceremonial ball for the opening game
of the World Series, where he met Michael
Jordan, Lady Gaga and Jackie Robinson’s
widow, Rachel. He says his club experience
and his parents have made him believe he
has “unlimited potential.”
J A N U A R Y/ F E B R U A R Y 2 0 1 8
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VISITING VOICES

Incentivized
Opinions
Out of the “Black Lives Matter” protests at Dartmouth
in 2015 and 2016 rose Pulse, an online polling platform
built by students. Pulse clearly filled a void—it boasts an
active user base of 95 percent of the College’s student body
and provides a reliable source of student opinion.
Founder Terren Klein ’17 saw traditional Dartmouth
surveys, plagued with low engagement and high financial costs, as broken and ineffective.
Students, faculty and administrators
had no way to accurately gauge campus sentiment aside from unreliable
social media apps such as Yik Yak.
In response, Klein sought to create a
transparent, student-centered opinion
platform and, with Robin Jayaswal ’18,
launched Pulse at Dartmouth in late
2016. “I wanted to create a resource
where everyone can go to a centralized place, type in anything from ‘Black Lives Matter’ to ‘freedom of speech’ to
‘campus food’ and figure out exactly what students are thinking, so policies can be based on that data as opposed to just
guessing,” says Klein.
This fall Klein and his team launched a Pulse app and
expanded to every Ivy League campus. Klein aims to introduce Pulse to 100 college campuses by the end of 2018 and,
later, to high schools, large corporations and even towns and
cities. “We’re providing a reliable source of public opinion
on college campuses about anything from national politics to perceptions of dating culture to sex life,” says Klein.
“We’re asking any question that students find interesting
and providing them with really reliable, accessible data.”
After taking a Pulse survey, students can explore the data
and see how their opinions compare to those of their peers.
Interactive visualizations break down results by relevant
demographics including class year, gender, major and more.
Pulse also incentivizes students to provide their opinions
with a built-in rewards system where users can exchange
points for free products and gift cards to local and national
brands, including subscription gift boxes, local restaurants
and even an electric bicycle. “I think the rewards system is a
great idea,” says Sunny Drescher ’20. “I’ve redeemed points
for donations to the Upper Valley Haven, and I think Pulse
could offer more options that encourage giving back to the
community.” 			
—Annie Phifer ’20

>

“Will younger
scientists
want to come
to work for an
EPA that’s
not really
doing its
job protecting public health
and safety?”

—KEN KIMMELL,
PRESIDENT, UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS

5

ISTOCK

Tuck School of Business’
rank on Forbes’ 2017 list of
the best domestic biz schools

14.6
MARKETS

Percentage increase in investment gains for Dartmouth’s
endowment in fiscal 2017
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LOOK WHO’S TALKING
> SARA LINDQUIST ’18, Country Singer

How did you get started as a recording
artist?
I was in a women’s choir in high school, and the
group’s director did recording work in Nashville. She introduced me to a guy who needed
harmonies on his music. I did some solo work
with him, then I got introduced to a producer
from Skyville Records and made an EP that
was released mid-freshman year at Dartmouth:
Good Day for a Good Day. It’s still on iTunes
and Spotify.
What drew you to country music?
Country’s a good fit for the mood of my voice.
It’s positive, it’s upbeat—that reflects who I am.
How often do you perform?
Being in college isn’t super-conducive to going
on tour, but I did perform locally in Seattle
after my EP came out. I joined the Decibelles
to stay in touch with music, and I’m hoping to
get back on the country scene after I graduate.
To compensate for not being in Nashville, I’ve
been working on my songwriting. My goal is to
have an album full of my own songs.
What’s your songwriting process?
I like to sit in a coffee shop with my journal
and listen to what people are talking about.
For example, I heard someone say, “I can’t
read your mind.” That’s a great hook. Then
I sit with that and think, How is that relevant
in my life? Then I tell the who, what, when,
and where of the song: develop a setting in the
first verse, establish the hook or thesis in the
chorus, then the climax in the bridge. Songwriting is fun—it’s like a puzzle.
Do you set your own lyrics to music?
A tune will catch in my head and I’ll just take
out my phone to record what I’m thinking. I’ll
play around with the lyrics and melodies, then
sing my ideas for my vocal coach. She helps me
piece together the puzzle. It helps to get other
people’s input.

FOUR BY FOUR

M.B.A.S

“Songwriting is all
about
storytelling.”

Four seniors on the soccer team won four consecutive Ivy League
titles and berths in the NCAA tournament. “We had different challenges each year, yet it was our unselfish and resilient attitude that won us
those titles,” says Matt Danilack ’18 (left) of his teammates, including
fellow four-peat seniors Wyatt Omsberg ’18 (No. 3), Tyler Dowse ’18
(No. 20) and Yima Asom ’18 (No. 7). “Every single player who has
come through the Dartmouth soccer program since I’ve been here is a
winner, and that is why we have done what we have done.”
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BY THE NUMBERS

Fall Sports

▲

CAMPUS

61

Saves made by goalie Christine
Honor ’19 of the women’s hockey
team against Quinnipiac, setting an
NCAA record for saves in a shutout

3

Consecutive Ivy League championships won by the women’s rugby
team, which defeated Harvard 22-8
to take the title

6

Consecutive football games
decided by five points or fewer this
season. Dartmouth went 4-2
in those games.

4

Overtime losses this season by
the women’s soccer team, which
finished 7-10

115

Points scored by the women’s
cross-country team at the NCAA
regionals, good for second place
and a trip to the NCAA championship in Kentucky

18

Which musicians inspire you?
My favorite right now is Grace Potter. The edge
of her voice is amazing—she gives me chills.

New members of the Wearers of
the Green inducted during a
Homecoming weekend ceremony

You’re also co-captain of the volleyball
team—how do you manage it all?
Dartmouth has been a lesson in time management, for sure. It’s jam-packed and chaotic, but
I just take it one day at a time.
—James Napoli

Number of consecutive wins by the
women’s basketball team to start
the season

ph oto g ra ph b y JO HN S HERM A N
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SHOP IN THE STORE 21 SOUTH MAIN, HANOVER OR ORDER ONLINE

CAMPUS

NEWS AND NOTES

CAMPUS CONFIDENTIAL
AWARD WINNER
Associate professor of
history Rashauna Johnson
won the annual prize from
the Historic New Orleans
Collection and the Louisiana
Historical Association for
her book, Slavery’s Metropolis: Unfree Labor in New
Orleans during the Age of
Revolutions.

PLENTY TO READ
Novelist and English
professor Alexander Chee
served as a judge for the
2017 National Book Award
in fiction.

NEW FORMATION
Eight cheerleaders took a
knee as the national anthem
played before the Yale football game in Hanover October 7. They were protesting
President Donald Trump’s
order to end DACA.

NOTEWORTHY
The College Wind Ensemble
celebrated female composers with an October performance that featured works
by Julie Giroux, Jennifer
Higdon, Libby Larsen and
Sally Lamb McCune.

THE COST OF LIVING
An editorial in The Dartmouth called for dynamic
dormitory pricing: Students
would pay based on the
dorm to which they are
assigned.

FAMILIAR NAME
Artist Clemente Orozco ’85
visited campus in October.
An artist, printer and book
designer, he’s the grandson
of José Clemente Orozco,
who painted the famous
murals at Baker Library in
the 1930s.

UH OH
The congressional tax plan
calls for the taxation of
college endowments at
institutions with endowment
assets of at least $500,000
per student. Dartmouth—at
$716,520 per student—
would be included.

>>> The College’s Martin Luther
King Jr. celebration will feature
keynote presenter M. Kalani Souza, a
cross-cultural storyteller, singer, poet
and political satirist who directs the
nonprofit Olohana Foundation. The
office of institutional diversity and
equity sponsors the January 15 talk.
In addition, Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity will conduct its 26th annual MLK
candlelight vigil that evening.

THE FINAL CLIMB
That’s the title of a movie
film professor Bill Phillips
’71 is directing on the life
of climber and former
outdoor programs director
Andy Harvard ’71, who was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease several years ago.

MAKING TRACKS
You can check out the latest
from the Dodecaphonics,
the College’s oldest coed a
cappella group, on Spotify
and iTunes. The group’s EP,
DDX, dropped in August.

THE THREE BEARS
Last spring three “nuisance”
bears that had been bothering Hanover homeowners were slated to be
euthanized by state wildlife
officials. The governor
intervened and had the cubs
relocated to northern New
Hampshire. Eighteen days
later, a hunter in Quebec
legally shot and killed one
of the bears.

Honoring King

SUNROOF
The roof of Berry Sports
Center now sports an array
of solar panels, good for
156,000 kilowatt hours
annually.

Provost to Leave Post
>>> After four years in the position,
Provost Carolyn Dever is stepping
down to resume her teaching and
research. She’ll teach a class during
winter term and will then take a
research leave to complete a book.
President Phil Hanlon ’77 has appointed computer science professor
David Kotz ’86 to serve as interim
provost, starting at the end of fall
term. “His research leadership and
his six years as associate dean of
the faculty for the sciences make
him the ideal choice for the interim
post,” Hanlon wrote in an email
to staff and students. Professor
Deborah Nichols will lead a search
committee to find a permanent
provost.

CHUBBER NEWS
After 30 years at the College, outdoor programs
director Dan Nelson ’75 has
retired.

GRADE A
At a ceremony held in
the president’s home, 22
students from the class of
2018 were inducted into Phi
Beta Kappa.

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“Without them, I’m probably not here
right now. I don’t like to spend a nickel,
but this way, if we need to, we can.”
—Coach Buddy Teevens ’79 on the Friends of Dartmouth Football,
which raised $1.5 million last year
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OUTFITTING DARTMOUTH STUDENTS AND ALUMNI SINCE 1919 ON MAIN STREET HANOVER
YOUR PURCHASE SUPPORTS DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

What’s Your
Favorite Year?

Trustees Nominated

JUDGMENT DAY
Grafton Superior Court
denied an appeal by the
College to gain approval for
a new 70,000-square-foot
indoor practice facility near
the Boss Tennis Center.
Dartmouth officials say they
will appeal this decision to
the N.H. Supreme Court.

>>> The Alumni Council has nominated two alums for seats on the
board of trustees that open in June:
former engineering major Elizabeth
Cahill Lempres ’83, Th’84, a senior
partner emeritus at McKinsey & Co.
who lives in Boston, and former
history major Jeffrey M. Crowe ’78,
managing partner of Norwest Venture Partners in the San Francisco
Bay Area.

Prof Investigations
Continue

ROMAN MURADOV

NET GAIN
Former soccer captain Stacy
Smith Branca ’94 and her
family donated $2 million to
endow the women’s soccer
head coach position.

FIND US

1

T H E S TA C K S

Baker-Berry Library’s rank
on a list of “Most Beautiful
University Libraries in
America” by cheatsheet.com

>>> Several agencies are investigating allegations of sexual misconduct
against three Dartmouth professors.
They include the New Hampshire
attorney general’s office, the Grafton
County attorney, New Hampshire
State Police, the Grafton County
sheriff’s office and Hanover police.
The College is also investigating. The
three faculty members have been
put on paid leave, and their access
to campus has been restricted.
“It is important to remember that
investigations are ongoing, with no
official findings yet produced,” said
President Hanlon. “I want to say in
the most emphatic way possible that
sexual misconduct and harassment
are unacceptable and have no place
at Dartmouth.”
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“Landscape of Fear”

@CBLifestylesRE
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Beware of the giant crabs.
.

The Art of the Pitch

JAMIE COUGHLIN | DIRECTOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

“The ability to pitch is rapidly expanding past the world of entrepreneurship,” says Coughlin.
As the founding director of the Dartmouth Entrepreneurial Network (DEN) Innovation Center, Coughlin works with students, faculty and alumni to help bring new ideas to fruition. A
crucial step in any venture is convincing other people to buy in. Whether you’re trying to sell
an idea, product or service, Coughlin believes pitching “is a skillset that people can give more
reflection to.” Here are his tips.				
—Ishaan H. Jajodia ’20
K NOW T HY
AU D I EN C E
As with cover letters
and speeches, Coughlin
says, the first step in
pitching is learning how
to tailor your message
appropriately. “Always
consider whom you’re
pitching to, because
different audiences have
different goals. When
you’re pitching to the
Dartmouth Entrepreneurs Forum, you’re
pitching to a series of
judges who are evaluating you. That could be
very different from trying to pitch somebody
to join your team as a
cofounder. Always know
your audience.”
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Rank of the
College among
America’s 25 “Best
Colleges for LGBTQ
Students” by the
nonprofit Campus
Pride

T EL L A G O OD STO RY
“Often the goal of a
pitch is to tell a story.
Why? To hook somebody. Get them interested enough to have a
next meeting with you.
In the entrepreneurial
world we often think
about ways to convey
an idea very simply.
Everybody may not
be as deep into your
technology or your
market, so you need a
way to close that gap.
A picture is worth a
thousand words and
orients people to what
you’re trying to do. Be
succinct—time is of
the essence in these
pitches.”

H YPE YOUR TEAM
“People invest in
people. Would you
rather invest in an A+
product with a C team
or a C product and an
A+ team? Most people
will say the A+ team. If
you have people who
can be adaptable and
resilient, who can work
collaboratively to navigate the landmine that
is the world of startups,
you will find your way
to getting an A product
that then matches the
market and develop
that further. At the end
of the day, it’s all about
the people.”

KEEP YOUR COOL
“Always be ready for
pitching to go awry.
Sometimes demos
don’t work. People
show up to the meeting late. Do you freak
out? ‘Oh, my goodness,
where are my slides?
This was supposed
to be done.’ Or do
you say, ‘Hey folks, it
seems like we have an
audio-visual issue. I’ve
got a backup. Let’s
jump in with the hard
copies. We’ll just move
on from here.’ How you
react to that situation
is very telling to people
who are in the business
of evaluating entrepreneurs.”

QUOTE/UNQUOTE

“Well-designed tax policies have the
potential to raise economic growth.
But there are many stumbling
blocks along the way and certainly no
guarantee that all tax changes will
improve economic performance.”

—Economics professor and Tax Policy Center member Andrew Samwick in a
paper he coauthored in 2016
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Proud To Be The Official Real Estate Partner Of

>>> When Mark Laidre, assistant
professor of biological sciences, filmed
a coconut crab stalking and devouring an adult red-footed booby in the
middle of the night on a remote island
in the Indian Ocean, he didn’t just have
a terrifying viral video on his hands. He
had the first verifiable evidence that
this crustacean—the world’s largest
terrestrial invertebrate, with claws
nearly as strong as a lion’s jaws—is
capable of hunting backboned animals. The species was previously believed to consume coconuts along with
the occasional scavenged carcass (one
theory posits that an injured Amelia
Earhart met her demise at the claws
of coconut crabs). During his fieldwork
in 2016, Laidre discovered a few
islands inhabited by an abundance of
crabs and hardly any ground-nesting
shorebirds, while on other islands he
found the exact opposite. The impact
of coconut crabs on shorebird populations is an example of a “landscape of
fear,” Laidre writes, in which “predators may induce widespread avoidance
behavior in prey.”

A THLE TICS

45 Rip Road, Hanover

192 Pinnacle Hill Road, Lyme

415 Grafton Pond Road, Grafton

5 beds | 4.5 baths | Spectacular!
MLS# 4622467 – $2,350,000

5 beds | 4 baths | Stunning Topography
MLS# 4651835 – $985,000

9 beds | 4 baths | Heavenly Estate
MLS# 4666271 – $850,000

Call Shelley & Co. at 603.667.1730

Call Heidi Reiss at 603.443.0895

Call David Cleveland at 603.748.4738

70 Surrey Lane, New London

7 Gates Road, Hanover

122 Blood Hill Road, Norwich

3 beds | 3.5 baths | Premier Yankee Barn 3 beds | 2.5 baths | Stunning Views
MLS# 4648870 – $799,000
MLS# 4650261 – $825,000

5 beds | 4 baths | Spacious Contemporary
MLS# 4663822 – $659,000

Call Jeff Adie at 603.568.0609

Call Sally Rutter at 603.643.1893

Call Jennifer Snyder at 603.643.1891

149 Pinnacle Road, Croydon

108 Hewitt Street, Pomfret

29 Evergreen Court, Lebanon

Big Dip

Midlife is, in fact, the worst.
>>> Humans experience the lowest
levels of life satisfaction and happiness in their 40s and early 50s,
reports professor of economics David
Blanchflower in a working paper
published by the National Bureau of
Economic Research. Blanchflower
analyzed seven data sets covering the
psychological well-being of more than
1 million randomly sampled individuals from 51 countries. He found that,
regardless of the historical or cultural
circumstances of survey respondents,
happiness is a consistent U-shaped
pattern: We experience a decline in
life satisfaction from early adulthood
to midlife, followed by an uptick in
happiness in later years.

ISTOCK (2)

ASK THE EXPERT

www.CBLifestylesRE.com

3 beds | 3.5 baths | Breathtaking Setting 4 beds | 2.5 baths | Beautiful Views
MLS# 4625444 – $649,000
MLS# 4664856 – $399,000

3 beds | 3.5 baths | New Construction
MLS# 4660369 – $389,000

Call Amy Redpath at 603.643.9405

Call Shane MacDonald at 603.252.0679

HANOVER |

Call Kirsten Elin at 603.359.1881
EASTMAN

|

NEW LONDON

|

SUNAPEE

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

|

WA R N E R

Wounded Warrior Project
helped me reclaim my life.

CAMPUS

notes from around the gree n

▲

“No matter
how intimidating it
seemed from the outside,
it felt like home: Chilly
dark winters feel normal,
just less rainy.
I fit right in.”

WOUNDED WARRIOR
SEAN KARPF

▲

“Dartmouth’s
small enough for close
bonds, large enough that
it’s not claustrophobic, has
world-class academics and
a beautiful location.”

—GABRIAL “GABE”
CANFIELD ’21
KETCHIKAN,
ALASKA

—CALLUM ZEHNER ’21
LONDON,
ENGLAND

I N S TA - S T U D E N T

Why Dartmouth?
Freshmen tell us what drew them from afar.

▲
▲

“The people!
I had a chance to
visit for Dimensions
Weekend. I left knowing
this could be my home
away from home.”

“People are
just as passionate
about making
a difference as they are
about helping you express
your differences. Nothing
makes me more content
than discord.”
—RACHNA SHAH ’21
CHICAGO

—MARCO CABRERA AGUILAR ’21
SAN JOSÉ,
COSTA RICA

HELP MAKE AN IMPACT AT

iamlivingproofwwp.org

©2017 Wounded Warrior Project, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Comic Relief

Lars Kenseth ’04 makes his mark at The New Yorker. b y J A M E S N A P O L I

O

“I was a terribly
distracted kid, just
drawing all the
time in school,”
says Kenseth. “I
didn’t learn a damn
thing.” Here he
shares cartoons
The New Yorker
rejected.

ne morning in fall 2016, Lars Kenseth rode an elevator to the 38th floor of One World Trade Center in
downtown Manhattan. After signing in with other
cartoonists, he sat in the waiting room, clutching a small selection of his best single-panel gags. His knees were knocking. He
worried he might even pass out from nerves and wake up in the
hospital. Kenseth had already found success pitching animated
shows to bigwig TV executives on the West Coast, but this was
different. This was The New Yorker. And he’d been dreaming of
this moment since he was a child.
“I was probably 6 or 7,” recalls Kenseth, “when my dad foisted
this Charles Addams retrospective on me. It was way too dark
for me to even comprehend, but I fell in love with the weirdness and cleverness—they’re the quintessential New Yorker
cartoons.” Kenseth spent much of his childhood doodling, but
when he got to Dartmouth he didn’t draw cartoons. Instead,
with the encouragement of film and media studies professor
David Ehrlich, he found his calling in the world of animation.
Kenseth moved to Los Angeles shortly after graduation. He
eventually worked on animated shows for Fox and MTV, including Lifers and Popzilla. In 2016, inspired by a documentary about
New Yorker cartoonists, he started producing gag cartoons again
in earnest. “I got into the routine of doing 10 per week,” he says.
“Lars has a great work ethic,” says Matt Diffee, head of the
Los Angeles chapter of the National Cartoonists Society. “He
also has the ability and the confidence to do really absurd, nutty
jokes.” Diffee recognized Kenseth’s potential and helped secure
a meeting with Bob Mankoff, then the cartoon editor for The
New Yorker.
When Mankoff finally called Kenseth in
from the waiting room to review his submissions, he praised the young cartoonist’s sense
of humor. He also derided Kenseth’s drawing style, which featured sinister-looking
characters with long, pointy noses. “Mankoff
told me to ‘get rid of that avian proboscis,’ ” says Kenseth. “So I
went back to the drawing board.” A few weeks—and a few design
tweaks—later, Mankoff bought two submissions.
Beyond his cartoon work, Kenseth continues to produce the
animated show Chuck Deuce for Adult Swim, has multiple scripts
in development for other projects and will soon take the reins of
the local Cartoonist Society chapter from Diffee. “I don’t know
anybody who’s working harder than Lars. He’s in a great position,
and I think the road is upward for him,” says Diffee. (Kenseth,
a fan of Keggy, the unofficial Dartmouth mascot, also created
the “Sketchbook” illustration on pages 4 and 5 of this issue.)
Kenseth’s first New Yorker cartoon—featuring a creepy
clown peering through a window into a psychiatrist’s office—
ran in the November 14, 2016, issue. In the months since, he’s
sold more than a dozen to the magazine. Still, for every cartoon
bought by The New Yorker, many more are turned down. Here’s
a selection of single-panel gags from Kenseth’s pile of rejects.

“He has a sensibility that’s dark and goofy at
the same time. He also has the ability and the
confidence to do really absurd, nutty jokes.”
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“As a first-generation, low-income student, I’m committed to making our campus more

THE ARTS

“When I first applied
Dartmouth,
inclusive for all. Dartmouth’s financial aid is incredible—without
it, I to
don’t
knowtimes
if I’d

were tough financially for me and my family.
be going to school. I’m very blessed to have that assistance.”
—Rachel Muir ’20

I did not know if I was even going to be able to
go to college. The incredible gift of financial
aid turned my life around. Because of your
generosity, I have been able to work with
terrific faculty who have helped me prepare
for medical school. I am so grateful.”
—Marissa Evans ’18

YOUR SUPPORT
CHANGES LIVES

Your annual Dartmouth College Fund gifts
make Dartmouth possible for thousands
of students like Marissa. Someday, they’ll
change the world. Right now, you’re
Your giftslives.
to the
Dartmouth
changing
Thank
you. College Fund make Dartmouth possible for thousands of
students like Rachel—who’ll go on to make a difference in the world. You make that
happen. Our students can’t thank you enough.

dartgo.org/marissa
Creating better futures
since 1769

Instrumental
Eric Hwang ’96 finds his calling after fiddling around in the
corporate world for 20 years. by H E A T H E R S A L E R N O

M

ost weekdays, for seven hours
a day, Eric Hwang can be found
hard at work in an unassuming
building in Skokie, Illinois, bent over a block
of wood with a chisel in hand, surrounded
by knives, planes, rulers and other tools of
his newly adopted trade. He’s in the final
stretch of a full-time, three-year course
of study at the Chicago School of Violin
Making (CSVM), where he’s learning to
build string instruments based on centuries-old techniques by masters such as
those in the Stradivari family.
It’s an exacting, painstaking art. Despite today’s technological advances, the
preferred way to make a high-quality violin
is still by hand. Hwang is passionate about
the craft, thrilled by the idea that his instruments can affect performers—and those
who listen to the beauty of the sound they
create. “As a violin maker, I have the opportunity to directly enrich individuals for
a lifetime and to leave a legacy for multiple
generations to come,” he says.
Becoming a luthier is a major shift for
Hwang, who spent nearly 20 years as an
analyst and corporate strategist for companies such as IBM and Walgreens. He wasn’t
interested early on in a music-related career, though he adored playing the violin in
his high school orchestra and a local youth
symphony while growing up in upstate New
York. Among his fondest memories are listening for hours to virtuosos such as Itzhak
Perlman and Isaac Stern with a good friend
and fellow violinist. “Instead of rock music,
I gravitated toward classical music,” says
Hwang. “We bonded over buying and trading recordings, swapping CDs, critiquing
them and just being in awe of the music
and the talent.”
He still plays, but at Dartmouth his
interest waned as he pursued a degree in
government and Asian studies. Hwang set
out on a typical corporate track after graduation, but never felt content at places such
as IBM, where he helped launch an internal management system, or tech advisory
company Gartner, where he was a senior

MUSIC MAKER
“It’s great to know
that some of the
instruments I’ve set
up have played at
Carnegie Hall,” says
the luthier.
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The preferred way
to make a highquality violin is
still by hand.
research analyst. In 2004 he moved to Illinois to be near his now-wife, Miranda, who
works in finance. Hwang earned an M.B.A.
at the University of Chicago and spent four
years as a project manager at Walgreens
before moving to stints at smaller firms
including wi-fi provider Gogo Inflight. He
realized the traditional workplace didn’t
suit him. “I was craving self-sufficiency,” he
says. “I wanted to be my own boss.”
At 40 he became a stay-at-home dad to
daughter Berkley, now 10, while plotting
his next professional move. “I recognized
that I could keep going down the same path
or I could use this as my last opportunity
to find my own path,” he says.
Meanwhile, his childhood friend had
started collecting rare instruments and frequently stopped in Chicago to shop. Hwang
joined him in visiting well-known dealers
downtown, which reignited Hwang’s love
of music and got him thinking about the
trade. Some online research quickly led
him to CSVM, the largest program in the
country dedicated to violin making and
repair. “There are only three full-time programs in the United States and only about a
dozen in the world, so there was a little bit
of kismet involved for one to be just down
the road from me,” says Hwang.
Founded in 1975, the school draws students from all over the globe. No more than
30 people are admitted at one time and
the classrooms are usually full. Tuition is
steep: It costs more than $32,000 to attend
for a full three years. Yet Hwang saw it as a
relatively modest investment compared to
30 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E

most options for starting his own business.
“Plus it endows me with a skill set that is
portable, offers professional independence
and is lifelong,” he says. Much of Hwang’s
first year was spent on basic woodworking
and the proper use of hand tools, forming
violin bodies, carving scrolls and installing bridges on a minute scale. “We have to
cut by hand to the precision of a tenth of a
millimeter,” he says. Meticulousness is key:
CSVM codirector Fredric Thompson says
any deviation can affect an instrument’s
sound quality. “It’s important for a violinist
to pick up any violin and be immediately
comfortable,” he says.
Students continue to refine their skills
from there. To graduate, each must make at
least six instruments from scratch. Hwang
recently completed his first fully varnished
violin, a task that took about 2,700 hours—
though it won’t take him that long to craft
each of the next five. He’ll receive that first
instrument as a graduation gift from the
school, along with his final one. He has the
option to buy the others wholesale and sell
them for a profit. “Most violins that sell
will move in the $2,000 to $4,000 range,”
he says. Thompson notes that the initial
violin shaped by Hwang, who plays in the
school’s ensemble, stood out. “He has a good
eye and a natural talent,” says Thompson.
“He also has experience with the violin as
a player, so that helps a lot.”
Thompson adds that there’s been a renaissance in the field in recent years, due
largely to improved music programs for
schoolchildren in cities such as Chicago.
Still, the job market for builders is slim, so
many graduates wind up doing restoration
and repair. For Hwang, the goal is to launch
a shop that rents and repairs instruments
for student musicians, while developing
a sideline business of handcrafting new
violins for sale to players at all levels. He’s
gotten a head start, too, working as a freelance luthier at several local companies,
including one that maintains violins at the
Betty Haag Academy, a prestigious music
school whose students have performed at
the White House, the Vatican and a certain
world-famous New York City venue.
“It’s great to know that some of the instruments I’ve set up have played at Carnegie Hall,” says Hwang. “I love knowing
I’m making a small difference already in
the lives of young musicians. That’s really
where the reward is.” 		
HEATHER SALERNO
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STUDENT LIFE

Helping Hands

Atlanta, says residents of his dorm have
approached him to talk about everything
from relationships to mental and emotional
health. “Sometimes they’re worried about
someone else who is feeling depressed.
They might be worried about self-harm.
They might be going through something
back home. It can take up a lot of their mental space and they might not be able to deal
with their class loads,” he says.
UGAs report to assistant directors of
residential life and are responsible for “facilitating the development of communities
that support and enhance the intellectual,
cultural and social development of residents,” according to the office of residential
life. They have the leeway to be creative in

Dorm dwellers can turn to their undergraduate advisor peers
for just about anything. b y T I F F A N I E W E N

S

arahi Pineda ’18 recalls one of her
biggest challenges as an undergraduate advisor (UGA): a resident of
her dorm who could often be heard fighting
with her boyfriend. One day Pineda saw
him trying to lock the resident out of her
room. “In the moment I debated intervening, but I knew somebody was in trouble,
and we were taught in our training to not
be a bystander and let something like that
continue. I was going to address it because I
wanted them to know that there was someone in the dorm who would feel responsible
for coming up and asking what was going
on.” The troublemaker ultimately let both
his girlfriend and Pineda into the room,
where Pineda was able to assess that the
situation was safe. She also later talked to
the resident to offer support.
Though on-campus residents at Dartmouth benefit from several full-time staff
members, including community directors,
house professors, graduate-level resident
fellows and assistant directors of residential education, the people most likely to understand students are their fellow undergrads. “The challenge and cool thing about
being a UGA is that you’re given training,
but you still have to use your own judgment and experience to help a student,”
says Andrew Sun ’18, a physics major from
Charlotte, North Carolina, who is in his
seventh term as a UGA.
Even with added infrastructure and
support systems brought about by the new
house communities, the personal support
long provided by UGAs remains critical,
especially for first-year students.
The need for that one-on-one connection is highlighted by a recent survey of
nearly 20,000 students at 40 post-secondary institutions conducted by the American
College Health Association. In it, 24 percent
of students reported that anxiety had affected their academic performance. Thirty
percent were affected by stress, 15 percent
by depression and 10 percent by concern for
a troubled friend or family member.
Anirudh Udutha ’18, a UGA from
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“We pick up on things other
people wouldn’t if they didn’t
live in the same space.’’
how they create a sense of community, says
Katharina Daub, associate director of academic initiatives, first-year programs and
living-learning communities. “Some plan
many group events and others prefer to connect with residents one-on-one,” she says.
Always upperclassmen, the roughly 100
UGAs chosen from as many as 400 applicants—and trained by the office of residential life—are assigned to both freshman and
upperclassman housing. The College hires
one UGA for every 20 to 40 residents, depending on the term and housing situation.
As paid staff members—each receives a stipend of about $2,000 plus a $1,500 credit toward student bills per term—UGAs are expected to dedicate 15 to 20 hours per week
to conduct walk-throughs of their dorms,
report drinking and other violations, build
relationships with residents, and organize
floor meetings and social events.
UGAs might also supply treats and
encouragement during finals or issue invitations to meet one-on-one for coffee, so
they are likely to be the first to notice when
a student has problems. “We pick up on
things other people wouldn’t if they didn’t
live in the same space,” says Pineda. “Sometimes you stop seeing residents as often,
or you stop seeing them at a certain time.
If they don’t come out of their rooms, stop
responding to your emails and don’t come
to your events, something might be wrong.”

DORMI TORY
CONFI DANTS
“This job has helped
me get out of my
shell,” says Pineda
(left), with fellow
UGAs Sun, Udutha
and Frost-Belansky.

p h otog rap h by J OH N S HERM A N

“This is not a campus that’s free of bias
or sexual assault, so UGAs support students
when something does happen,” says Daub.
“UGAs can make sure students are connected to the appropriate resources and
make sure reports are made confidentially.”
UGAs must be mature and openminded, says Daub. “Things we focus on
in the selection process are understanding
of community and how to build a healthy
community, [the ability to] hold peers accountable, as well as knowledge of diversity, identity, social justice and where are
they trainable,” she explains. UGAs attend
off-campus training where they sleep in
cabins, participate in outdoor activities,
learn campus policies and protocols, and
become familiar with the array of College
support systems available.
“The training with campus colleagues
was the most useful,” says Maya FrostBelansky ’20, who is from Boulder, Colorado. “The office of pluralism and leadership
came in and did a session about being sensitive to diversity. A representative from
WISE of the Upper Valley, a sexual assault
advocacy organization, came in and spoke
to us about the resources they offer. We
learned how to be a bridge between them
and residents.” UGAs also learn evidencebased techniques for communicating with
residents, such as motivational interviewing, which is designed to elicit self-reflection and opportunities for growth.
Daub notes that UGAs need a lot of support also. They can find that from fellow
UGAs, their supervisors or counselors, if
necessary. “If a UGA is helping a student
with a marginalized identity, for example,
and the UGA is of a marginalized identity,
at some point there may not be enough
emotional energy to go around,” Daub says.
“The training committee introduced me
to a wellness coach who opened my eyes
to the fact that I’m so busy I need to remember to budget time for myself,” says
Frost-Belansky.
UGAs can derive satisfaction from
knowing their efforts are appreciated:
Recent year-end surveys of first-year students show that they consider UGAs along
with trip leaders as the people who most
helped them transition to Dartmouth. “If
I can make a difference for even a few residents, that’s the ultimate goal,” says FrostBelansky.
TIFFANIE WEN is a freelance writer based
in Lebanon, New Hampshire.
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SNEAK PEAK

The southern summit
of Moosilauke beckons
from the terrace of the
$11-million mountain
retreat. Photographed
October 10, 2017

A MOUNTAIN OF WORK WENT INTO 				
THE PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION
OF THE NEW MOOSILAUKE RAVINE LODGE.
HERE’S HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHER.
>>>> BY JIM COLLINS ’84

WELCOME TO THE WOODS
34 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E
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n the dying light of a September evening in 2016, in a remote
mountain cabin 45 miles from Hanover, they gathered for
the last supper. Former Dartmouth Outing Club members,
lodge crew, students, faculty, alumni—even parents with
their children—came together for one last Thanksgivingstyle feed and a chance to pay their respects. After years
of study and passionate, sometimes tear-filled debate, the decision had
been made to tear down the College’s aging Moosilauke Ravine Lodge and
replace it with something new. Demolition would begin the following day.
Inside the lodge, they squeezed onto benches at wooden tables that
had been pushed together in long rows, crowding the great room. Small
bouquets of end-of-season wildflowers—orange hawkweed, yellow-tipped
Indian blankets—dotted the table settings. Green-aproned Dartmouth
students filled the tables with heaping platters of turkey, bowls of gravy,
steaming potatoes. From the tables and from windowsills and along the
mantel of the old stone fireplace votive candles softly flickered.
Laughter and talk and spontaneous reunions animated the room.
Above the din, as the food was being passed around, an alum from the class
of ’06 said, “This is great! They should tear down the lodge every year!”
Across the table professor David Kotz ’86 turned and said, more quietly,
“Yeah. Isn’t this when old friends get together? Weddings—and funerals.”
During dessert Jack Noon ’68, who knew the old building as intimately
as anyone, stood up and shared memories of managing the lodge over several summers in the 1970s. He talked about the creosoting parties and the
first time he’d come here: looking on, rapt, as President John Sloan Dickey
’29 told the freshman trippees about the importance of “place loyalty.”
Whitney Flynn ’07 stood up and recalled how she hadn’t felt at home
at Dartmouth until she worked at the Ravine Lodge. “It had something to
do with stewardship,” she said. “Following so many upperclassmen and
elders who were willing to share their experiences and pass down their
traditions…it felt like looking into the eyes and hearts of strangers and
recognizing family.”
Rory Gawler ’05 read a poem he’d written for the occasion. He wrote
of beams with the burnished sheen of a cherished instrument, a patina
of timeless affection.
Afterward, as crew members cleared the tables and stacked them out
on the side porches, caller David Millstone and muscle memory led the
alums through the contras and squares and the “Salty Dog Rag.” The floor
swayed underfoot. Later, as everybody sat around the old fireplace, Evan
Skow ’03 leisurely recited a 40-minute version of the Doc Benton ghost
story (many here had heard his virtuosic two-hour version), surrounded
by all those mounted animal heads and moose antlers and wooden skis and
framed black-and-white photos and old trail signs, all that campy decoration and burnished patina, all those memories and rituals that connected
thousands of Dartmouth students across the decades. Anybody looking on
could tell this wasn’t just a cabin in the woods or another College-owned
building. It was more like a beloved retreat that had absorbed the imprint

2

INTERIOR DESIGN

1. Energy-efficient lights
illuminate a sign salvaged
from the old lodge.
2. Natural light seeps
through an opening in the
stone chimney.
3. The great room features
a massive fireplace under
an 11-foot-long granite
lintel. With tables that fold
and roll, lodge crew will find
it much easier to convert
the space into a dance floor.

3
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LIFE, ELEVATED

1. A hidden interior
stone staircase winds
up and through the
20-by-20-foot stone
chimney structure.
2. The giant branching
white pine dubbed
“Slingshot” by timber
framers rises from a
22-ton granite boulder
through the first-floor
framing.
3. A second-floor
walkway traverses
Slingshot.
4. A screened porch
offers respite in the
lodge’s northwest
corner.
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glory

1
2

GO TELL
IT ON THE
MOUNTAIN

1. The setting
sun highlights
architectural
details such as
cedar shingles,
a standing-seam
metal roof and
the fieldstone
chimney.
2. A heavytimbered
portico shelters
the lodge’s main
entrance, which
features a new
door with an
eye-shaped
window that
incorporates a
section of an
inosculated tree
branch.
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of generations of the Dartmouth family. Within a couple of days it would
no longer exist.
To those who knew the long history of the Ravine Lodge, that it still
existed at all was a miracle. The log structure had been built as a ski lodge
in the summer and fall of 1938, just as the trails on Mount Moosilauke were
blazing Dartmouth’s position atop the new collegiate sport of downhill ski
racing. The College’s legendary woodcraft advisor Ross McKenney led the
construction, overseeing a crew of professional woodsmen from the nearby
town of Warren. Architect R.D. Butterfield ’30 made the bold decision to
forgo an easier, flatter building site just to the north, which would have
sheltered the lodge and placed it looking down the valley. He set it instead
on a steep and difficult perch, facing into the teeth of the prevailing northnorthwest wind—but looking up at Moosilauke’s summit 2,200 feet above.
With spruce logs cut from nearby Jobildunc Ravine, using axes and adzes,
hand tools, two draft horses and no power equipment save a gas-powered
cement mixer, McKenney’s crew built a crude but dramatic 6,600-squarefoot log cabin. Their centerpiece was a great room with a perfectly scaled
stone fireplace and chimney off to the side so that its windows were the focal
point by day. Moosilauke’s presence was felt throughout the building, and
the lodge transformed Dartmouth’s relationship to the mountain.
World War II came, and all that momentum stalled. Use of the Ravine
Camp (as it was called until 1949) dwindled. The camp struggled financially
after the war as New England’s emerging chairlift-driven ski industry enticed skiers to more accessible areas. The College folded its winter operations on Moosilauke in 1953. A decade later it offered to lease the Ravine
Lodge to the Appalachian Mountain Club for a dollar a year. Through the
1960s, the lodge sat derelict and mostly abandoned—except for freshman
trips in the fall and for the occasional hippies and summer campers who
moved in and used the building as if it belonged to them.
It was only in the 1970s, after Dartmouth adopted its year-round calendar, and with interest in the outdoors spiking, that the Ravine Lodge came
into its second life as the spiritual center of Dartmouth’s outdoor culture.
Freshman trips, which had begun in 1935 with optional participation,
became institutionalized. Suddenly, 70 percent of the incoming classes
took part in the fall ritual (the percentage would eventually rise into the
mid-90s), getting their introduction to Dartmouth and each other, not on
a manicured campus but through songs and stories and shared meals in a
log lodge 2,500 feet up the eastern flank of Mount Moosilauke.
Use of the Ravine Lodge expanded dramatically beyond the fall. From
May through October students in the DOC managed the lodge and offered
rustic accommodations and hearty family-style meals for the Dartmouth
community and the general public. The burgeoning use required extensive
repairs and a dramatic upgrade in water and septic systems. The College
invested in a maintenance schedule. A Moosilauke advisory committee
was formed, made up of students, faculty, alumni and administrators. For
the first time Dartmouth began regularly monitoring the condition and
safety of the building.
No one had ever pinned an official number on the Ravine Lodge’s life
expectancy, but McKenney, and later, ski coach Al Merrill and DOC director
Earl Jette, the two people at Dartmouth who pushed hardest to resurrect
the old place, figured that 50 years of hard use in that unforgiving setting
was the upper end of what anyone could reasonably hope for.
The crudely built lodge passed that mark in 1988.
By the time the College commissioned a comprehensive engineering
study in 2014, the rot and longitudinal cracking in the spruce logs had been
progressing for decades. The lodge’s corner posts had become so weakened
that they were in danger of no longer supporting the loading of the roof.
The accumulating freeze-thaw damage to the foundation had reached a
tipping point. The constant need for repair had been growing costlier by

the year. Lodge crews were losing ground
to antiquated electrical and water systems.
There were accessibility issues, building
code issues, capacity issues. And yet the
number of people who wanted to eat and
sleep in the shadow of Moosilauke kept
growing.
Renovating the lodge wasn’t out of
the question. Indeed, strong voices inside
and outside the campus community argued
for just that. Former lodge crew member
Craig Sakowitz ’93 spearheaded a 2015
#SaveMoosilauke campaign and launched
a petition to preserve the old structure,
as the Dartmouth Outing Club of Northern California had recently done with its
70-year-old cabin in Donner Pass. Alumni
wrote impassioned letters to the trustees.
But the options for renovation explored
by Maclay Architects of Waitsfield, Vermont, turned out to be unworkable and exorbitantly expensive. In any case, bringing
the existing lodge up to code would fundamentally change much of what people loved
about the old building in the first place. David Hooke ’84, a professional timber framer
and member of the Moosilauke advisory
committee, says it took him a long time to
accept that the Ravine Lodge had to be torn
down. The engineering study was unequivocal. The advisory committee ultimately
endorsed the firm’s recommendation to
rebuild rather than renovate.
The discussion shifted to how any
new building could possibly replicate the
warmth and quirkiness and rustic charm
that had become an integral part of the
lodge’s character. Putnam “Put” Blodgett
’53, chair of the advisory committee, made
a plea for building a grand, traditional, fulllog cabin. On the outing club’s email listserv, he lobbied for Dartmouth students
to have the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to help create the largest log structure in
New Hampshire. It would be, he wrote, a
monument to the College’s spirit and its
North Country heritage. The listserv lit
up with support, including a positive and
detailed feasibility analysis from engineer
Chris Polashenski ’07, who as a student
had spearheaded the impressive full-log
replacement of the DOC’s Harris Cabin in
Etna, New Hampshire.
In formal and informal sessions with
the community, architects Bill Maclay and
Eileen Hee got an earful from all sides:
not just from lovers of history and rustic
charm, but also from former lodge crew
members who loved (continued on page 104)
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TOP GUN
“SUSAN IS THE BEST
AMERICAN FEMALE
BIATHLETE PROBABLY
EVER,” SAYS U.S.
BIATHLON ASSOCIATION
CEO MAX COBB ’87.
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BIATHLETE SUSAN DUNKLEE ’08 SETS HER SIGHTS ON PYEONGCHANG—AND AN OLYMPIC MEDAL. BY BILL GIFFORD ’88
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in a world championship biathlon race is, for an American athlete, a strange and
bewildering place to be. Yet Dunklee had been preparing for that moment last February since before her
college graduation.
The sport was invented by Norwegian border
guards in the 1700s, and since then it has been dominated by Scandinavians, along with Russian and German athletes. Before 2017, only two Americans had
THE FRONT OF THE PACK
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BIATHLON WASN’T EVEN ON
DUNKLEE’S RADAR WHEN
DARTMOUTH RECRUITED HER AS A
CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNER.
ever won a medal at a world championship. Our Olympic biathlon medal count
stands at exactly zero.
That could be changing. Thanks to Bailey’s world championship medal and
Dunklee’s increasingly strong performances on the World Cup circuit, where
she is ranked in the top 10, both American athletes are heading to Pyeongchang
as medal contenders. “Susan is the best American female biathlete probably
ever,” says U.S. Biathlon Association CEO Max Cobb ’87.
Biathlon wasn’t even on Dunklee’s radar when Dartmouth recruited her as
a cross-country runner. She’d excelled at running at St. Johnsbury Academy,
the small private school she attended in northern Vermont. But Dunklee also
excelled at Nordic skiing, and she liked it even more, helping lead Dartmouth
to a team title at the NCAA championships in 2007.
This was no surprise: Both her parents, Stan and Judith Dunklee, had been
top cross-country skiers for the University of Vermont, and her father had
been an Olympic teammate and friend of Bill Koch, whose 1976 silver medal
remains the first and last cross-country skiing Olympic medal ever won by
an American. “Having a parent who was an Olympian means, yeah, you might
have some fairly good genes,” says Dunklee, “but it’s also important just having
somebody in your life who is a role model for believing that sort of achievement
is possible. It just seems so much more real.”
When she wasn’t ski racing at Dartmouth, Dunklee was often seen riding
a unicycle around campus—her bike broke, she explains, and a unicycle was
just simpler. A pragmatic thinker who began her college career as an engineer,
she’s good at drilling down to the essence of a problem and solving it. That’s
also been her approach to biathlon.
In March of 2008, the U.S. Biathlon Association invited her to apply for a
training program designed to turn top NCAA skiers into biathletes. She was
ambivalent at first. Part of her wanted to put her biology degree to use, get a
job and get on with adult life. A conversation with her dad changed her mind.
“He said, ‘You know what, Susan, if you don’t try this, you’re always going to
wonder what if ?’ ” she says. “He knows me better than anyone in that way.”
Dunklee moved to the Olympic training center in Lake Placid, New York,
and started learning how to combine skiing with a new discipline, shooting.
She loved the new sport almost immediately, in part because it had an extra
dimension that pure skiing lacked. “You can finish in third one day and 80th
the next because of the shooting,” she says. “It’s so unpredictable. It keeps you
hungry and it fires you up.”
But even her own teammates had doubts that Dunklee could combine the

intensity of racing with the focus required to shoot well. “Her racing style had
always been to go as hard as she possibly could,” says Dartmouth skiing teammate Chelsea Little ’09, who writes about biathlon for FasterSkier. “Imagining her on a shooting range was like, oh, that’s not gonna work. She can’t slow
down enough!”
But in fact, Dunklee had the opposite problem: When she came onto the
shooting range she was too slow, losing valuable seconds to the other women.
When she got back onto the course, she’d find herself playing catch up. After a
string of should’ve-could’ve finishes in 2014 and 2015, including a near miss
at medaling in the 2014 Olympics in Sochi, she resolved to fix the problem. As
it turned out, part of the solution involved bees.
IN LATE OCTOBER, as Dunklee was preparing to leave for a preseason training camp

HARRY HOW/GETTY IMAGES

oming into the stadium somewhere in the middle of a pack
of 30 female skiers, Susan
Dunklee tries to clear her mind
of everything—to forget, for a
moment, about the 40,000
screaming fans, and that she’s
going for a medal in the world
championships in biathlon
and, above all, the possibility that she might miss a shot
and have to ski a “penalty loop,”
which will likely knock her out of contention.
Combining cross-country ski racing and target
shooting, biathlon is the most popular televised winter sport in Europe and Russia. In the United States?
Not so much, despite our penchant for firearms. That
could be changing: Just one day earlier, Dunklee’s
teammate, Lowell Bailey, had sprinted to America’s
first-ever gold medal at these world championships
in Hochfilzen, Austria. Now, Dunklee realizes, it
could be her turn.
She focuses her thoughts on the first of four key
words that she hopes will help her shoot down five
small targets, a difficult accomplishment in the middle
of an intense cross-country ski race, when her heart
rate is somewhere around 180 and her lungs are heaving. The next few seconds will determine whether she
stays with the leaders or drops to the back of the pack.
OPEN: Dunklee reaches back and flips open the
metal flap covering the sights of her .22-caliber target
rifle, which she carries on her back. She checks the
wind flags and finds her shooting station, drawing a
deep breath to fill her lungs with precious oxygen.
RELAX: Diving down into a prone position at the
station, skis splayed, she props herself on her left
elbow, pointing the gun downrange and whooshing
out a big breath, hoping to quiet her thoughts and
calm her body, which feels like it is on fire because
she’s just skied 2.5 kilometers at race pace with the
best athletes in the world.
SET: Quickly but carefully, she pops in the fiveshot magazine, clicks the bolt home and puts her eye
to the gunsight, searching for the small black targets
50 meters downrange, each the size of an Oreo.
STILL: She goes motionless. At the right moment,
her trigger finger moves imperceptibly and the gun
fires. The first target goes down. She fires four more
times in rapid succession, hitting all her targets, and
when she exits the stadium for her second lap, she is
in the lead.

in Canada, she went to pay one last visit to her bees. They live in two tall hives
set off behind some cabins at the Craftsbury Outdoor Center in northeastern
Vermont, not far from where Dunklee grew up. An electric fence surrounds the
hives to keep out hungry bears.
Soon the bees would be hunkering down for the winter, even as Dunklee’s
own life would be ramping up. She would be on the road until just before Easter,
traveling to training camps and then World Cup races all around Europe, plus
three weeks for the Olympic Games in South Korea, halfway around the world.
Craftsbury has been home for six of the last seven years. During that time
Dunklee has been part of something called the Green Racing Project, a group of
Olympic hopefuls in skiing, rowing and biathlon who receive room and board
and training facilities in exchange for performing odd jobs and coaching junior
athletes at the center, which is owned by Dick Dreissigacker and Judy Geer ’75,
founders of the Concept2 rowing-machine company. Just this morning the
promising biathlete was out doing race-pace intervals on roller skis with biathlon teammate Emily Dreissigacker ’11 (a daughter of Dick and Judy) and U.S.
ski team member Ida Sargent ’11, who are also Olympic hopefuls. “We’ve been
skiing together here since we were little kids,” Dunklee says. “It’s kind of nice.”
She keeps the bees because she thinks they’re cool, but also because she
knows them well. In her ecology studies at Dartmouth she specialized in pollinator systems and spent summers doing research on bees in the Rocky Mountains.
She considers the beekeeping an important part of her training, helping her
develop the mental focus and calm under pressure that she needs to succeed
in biathlon, which requires athletes to go from full-gas ski racing down to the
stillness of target shooting in a matter of seconds.
“If you’re trying to inspect the hive and see what’s going on, the second
you start to fear, they sense it—so you have to stay super focused,” Dunklee

says. “You can’t make sudden movements, you can’t
bump the hive and piss them off. It reminds me a lot
of shooting in a high-pressure race situation.”
Shooting in a biathlon race is a lot harder than
it looks, as I realized during my visit to Vermont in
October. When we had finished talking in the newly
rebuilt Craftsbury lodge, Dunklee got her gun out of
the back of her blue Honda Fit, and we walked over
to the shooting range for a demonstration. (Her car
also contained a half-dozen planks and a book on how
to build your own wooden canoe.)
The gun is a thing of beauty, a .22-caliber Anschutz precision target rifle with a walnut stock that
she’s customized to her own dimensions. Her fingers
fit exactly into the grooves in its base. (Price: $3,590.)
Dunklee loaded a clip with five bullets, showed me
how to sight it, and I lay down to shoot. I hit five out
of five targets—“cleaning,” in biathlon lingo. She put
in another clip, and I tried again, this time from a
standing position (biathlon races usually require a
mix of prone and standing shots). This time it was
harder to train the sights on the small black target,
and I hit only two of five.
“Now go run around the field a few times,” Dunklee
ordered, and off I went. A couple of minutes later she
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the shooting range for their
third lap of four, back at Hochfilzen, Dunklee is still
a handful of seconds ahead of a chase group that has
dwindled from 10 skiers to five to three. As the only one
without a World Cup or world championship win, she
is the clear underdog. “There are one or two nervous
bookies watching right now,” quips a TV commentator.
But to Dunklee, being in the lead is not an accident.
She’d been rising steadily in the rankings, pulling off
top-10 and then top-five finishes, reaching the podium
for the first time in 2014. In the Sochi Olympics that
season, she was in medal position in a race when she
barely missed her final shot. The 30-second penalty
loop dropped her from a likely second or third place
to 14th. “She was millimeters away from winning a
silver medal,” says Cobb.
Since Sochi, Dunklee has focused as much on her
shooting as on her skiing—and not only her accuracy,
but her speed. “I was losing 15 seconds or more to
people in the shooting stage,” she told me at Craftsbury.
“That’s like two-thirds of a penalty loop.” That required
her to ski hard just to catch up to the leaders. “So I
said, I am sick and tired of this! And I want to fix it.”
Working with Sean McCann, a sport psychologist
with the U.S. Olympic team, she broke down the whole
process of coming into the range, getting into position,
sighting, and shooting into four discrete segments,
each signified by one of Dunklee’s keywords: Open.
Relax. Set. Still.
The results were dramatic. Not only did her speed
improve dramatically, so did her accuracy. “She took
herself from probably the slowest athlete on the range
to the fastest,” says Cobb.
And now, at Hochfilzen, it is all coming together.
When they come into the shooting range for the fourth
and final time, this time from a standing position, it’s
down to Dunklee and three other women. She cleans
it yet again, hitting all five targets perfectly. Two competitors miss a shot, meaning they’re out. Only one
racer is left to chase Dunklee: Laura Dahlmeier of
Germany, perhaps the sport’s most dominant woman.
Dunklee leaves with a five-second lead, Dahlmeier
in pursuit, as 40,000 mostly German-speaking fans
bellow and scream. As the pair charges up the biggest
hill on the course, Dahlmeier passes Dunklee and gets
a 20-yard gap that the American can’t close. Helplessly,
she watches the German ski away from her.
“I was in survival mode, I had so little energy left,”
Dunklee tells me later. She hangs on for second place,
a historic finish, and as she crosses the line she throws
both arms in the air in a jubilant salute. Even though
she didn’t win, it’s still a victory. 		
WHEN THE SKIERS LEAVE

BILL GIFFORD

City, Utah.

is a freelance writer. He lives in Park
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ALL EYES ON
PYEONGCHANG

beyond an athletic pursuit for me.
Skiing is not only what I love to
do, but it is something I do with
the people I love.”
SOPHIE CALDWELL ’12

Cross-country skiing
Peru, Vermont
Psychology major
6th, sprint FS, and 9th, 4-by-5k
relay, 2014 Sochi Olympics; 1st,
sprint CL, and 2nd, 4-by-5k relay,
2016 World Cup

DAM CAUGHT UP WITH DARTMOUTH ATHLETES AS THEY READIED FOR
TRIALS THAT WOULD DETERMINE WHETHER THEY’LL HEAD TO SOUTH
KOREA FOR THE WINTER OLYMPICS TO BE HELD FEBRUARY 9-25.
INTERVIEWS BY ANNIE PHIFER ’20
MICHAEL ANKENY ’13

“My goal is to be part of the team
that wins the first Olympic medal
for U.S. women in cross-country
skiing. In Sochi I was just riding a
high of excitement. This year I’ll
know what to expect and hope
to be able to focus more on the
races and less on the Olympic
buzz. That said, I perform best
when I’m enjoying myself, and I
think it’s important to enjoy the
Olympic experience.”
EMILY DREISSIGACKER ’11

MICHAEL ANKENY ’13

Alpine skiing
Minnetonka, Minnesota
Engineering sciences major
Three top-30 finishes, slalom
(SL), World Cup, 2016-17; fourtime U.S. Nationals medalist, SL,
2012, 2016, 2017; overall champion, SL, 2015 North American
Cup; U.S. representative, SL,
2017 World Championships; 2014
Winter Carnival Champion
“I’d simply like to represent my
country in an honorable fashion.
I’d be extremely thrilled with a
top-10 finish. I think it’s important
to approach every race with a
clear and level head in order
to stay focused. There are a lot
of talented slalom skiers in the
United States who are also jockeying for spots on the team.”
DAKOTA BLACKHORSE-VON JESS ’09

Cross-country skiing
Bend, Oregon
Computer science major
Three-time U.S. National Sprint
Classic (CL) Champion, 2013,
2015; 30th, 2015 World Championships

“I’m hoping to race the fastest
race of my life. My preparation
is focused on that—and a top-25
result. This sport has given me
so much—even the sacrifices are,
themselves, gifts. I’m thankful
every day for the experiences
I’ve had, the places I’ve been and
the people I’ve met.”

Biathlon
Morrisville, Vermont
Economics major
Raced IBU cups, 2015-17; U.S.
Biathlon National Team since 2017;
two-time NCAA All-American in
rowing, 2009-11

ROSIE BRENNAN ’11

“I’m relatively new to the sport,
so my goal now is to just make
the Olympics. It’s important for
me to focus on the process, not
the result, so I’m trying to treat it
like any other year and not think
about what’s on the line.”

Cross-country skiing
Park City, Utah
Geography major
U.S. Ski Team member since 2015;
2015 and 2017 World Championship teams
“I’m working toward earning a
spot on our 4-by-5k relay team,
and my eyes are set on the 30k
CL, a very traditional Olympic
race that suits my strengths as
a racer. The Olympic Games are
the only time most Americans
even know cross-country skiing
is a competitive sport, so it’s a
big deal for us to be able to share
with the world what we spend
every day doing.”

AJ GINNIS ’19

Alpine skiing
Park City, Utah
Economics major
2017 U.S. National SL Champion;
2017 Canadian National SL Champion; 2017 U.S. World Championship team; bronze, SL, 2015 World
Junior Championships; U.S. Ski
Team member since 2012

PATRICK “PADDY” CALDWELL ’17

Cross-country skiing
Lyme, New Hampshire
Geography major
U.S. Ski Team member since 2014;
2015 NCAA Champion; two top-10
finishes, 2017 U23 Championships; four podiums (1st-3rd place
finishes), U.S. Nationals, 2015-17
“I’m hoping to represent Team
USA in the 15k freestyle [FS]
event and the 4-by-10k team
relay event. My goal is to finish in
the top 20 in the distance event
and to help bring the team relay
to a top-five finish. Cross-country
skiing, which I’ve been doing
since I could walk, is a family
tradition [Sophie Caldwell is a
cousin] and the sport goes far

ALEXIS BOICHARD/AGENCE ZOOM/GETTY IMAGES

handed me the rifle and I dropped down into the prone
position. Forget about it: My lungs heaving, shoulders
aching, I could barely hold the gun level. I missed five
out of five. Each missed shot means you ski an extra
penalty loop and, in all likelihood, puts you further
out of contention. I’d earned myself five extra loops.
Dunklee took her rifle from me. “Looks like you’re
going skiing,” she said.

“It’s always great coming back
to campus in the spring after
experiencing the different cultures and pandemonium of living
out of a duffel bag to compete.
By the end of term I’m always
ready to get back to the career
I love. I didn’t start racing until I
was 12 years old, and there’s no
way you could have convinced
me 10 years ago that I’d be an
Olympic hopeful at age 22 for
the U.S. team!” (Ginnis was born
in Athens, Greece.)
ANNE “ANNIE” HART ’14

Cross-country skiing
Stillwater, Minnesota
Government major
2nd, women’s CL and skate
sprint, 4th, women’s FS 20k, 2016

U.S. Nationals; 2nd overall, 2016
Women’s U.S. Super Tour finals;
five-time NCAA All-American
“The U.S. women’s circuit has
seen an impressive boost recently
in quality and competitiveness,
and I’m excited to even be among
those being considered. If my
fastest self is enough to make it
onto Team USA, I’ll focus more on
certain races in South Korea. I’ve
been working really hard to find
meaning in skiing beyond racing
and results. It’s an astounding
proxy for learning other extremely
valuable life lessons.”
NOLAN KASPER ’14

Alpine skiing
Morristown, New Jersey
Economics major
Two-time Winter Olympian (top
American men’s SL 2010, 2014);
five top-10 World Cup finishes,
2010-12; men’s SL podium, 2011
American World Cup
“I’m definitely looking forward
to the entire Olympic experience—the opening and closing
ceremonies and the other events
we get to see when we’re there.
This year is very different for me
because I’m coming into this season having not raced for almost
three years due to injuries.”
JULIA KERN ’19

Cross-country skiing
Waltham, Massachusetts
Economics major
Bronze, relay (first-ever U.S. medal
in event), and 9th, 2017 World
Junior Championships; 24th, 2017
World Cup; 2nd, 2017 U.S. Super
Tour overall sprint ranking
“The 2018 Olympic Games could
be my first Olympics. I want to
gain experience so I’m comfortable with the atmosphere, media
and pressure for 2022. My biggest
goal, though, is to place in the
top 30 in an Olympic race. My
training and racing plan is built on
the long-term—I’ve learned that
to reach your goals, you need to
have patience and work hard.”
NICK KRAUSE ’18

Alpine skiing
Northborough, Massachusetts
Economics major
Currently ranked 44th in the world
in super-G (SG); 2nd, 2017 North
American Cup Overall; 5th, SG,
2016 U.S. Alpine Championships;
first World Cup start, 2016; three
top-25 finishes, Junior World
Championships, 2013-14; 3rd, 2013
North American Cup
“Since breaking my leg in March,
I’ve had to take a big step back
to focus on my body instead of
training on snow in the Southern

Hemisphere, like I usually do in
the summer months. My goal is
to race on the World Cup circuit
in December and January. I hope
to progress and to give myself a
solid chance to qualify for South
Korea.”

ERIC PACKER ’12, TH’12

PATRICIA “TRICIA” MANGAN ’19

“I’m really looking forward to the
chance to represent the United
States. I missed qualifying for the
Olympic team in 2014, but I’ve
taken the lessons from that experience. I moved back to my home
state of Alaska, and my proximity
to a glacier facility has allowed me
to train on snow year-round, which
has been super beneficial. Skiing
for Dartmouth had an incredible
impact on me, and I wouldn’t be
competing for an Olympic spot
today without the lessons Coach
Ruff Patterson taught me.”

Alpine skiing
Buffalo, New York
Engineering sciences major
Winner, 2017 North American SG
and super-combined title; Junior
World Championship team member, 2015-17
“If I make the Olympics, my goal
is to leave everything I have on
the table. My biggest fear on race
day is regret. I’ve made more
time this year for skiing, taking
three terms off and training
harder. I come from a nontraditional background in ski racing
in western New York, which has
shaped my mindset on race day
and has led me to surprise a lot
of people.”
STACI MANNELLA ’18

Alpine skiing
(Paralympics, held March 9-18)
Randolph, New Jersey
Anthropology major
6th, SL, 2014 Sochi Paralympic
Games; bronze, super-combined,
and 5th, SG, 2017 U.S. World
Championships
“My personal goal for my guide
and me is to be proud of our
performance at the Games. We
travel the world together and are
really close friends on and off
the snow. Most people know ski
racing to be an individual sport,
but for visually impaired skiers it’s
very much a team sport. I owe a
lot of my success to the dedication and hard work of the guide in
front of me.”
ERIKA FLOWERS NEWELL ’12

Cross-country skiing
Bozeman, Montana
Geography major
Represented U.S. at 2017 World
Cup finals; 3rd, skate sprint, 2017
U.S. National Championships;
3rd, 2015 and 2016 American
Birkebeiner; more than 10 Super
Tour podiums; five top-six finishes
at U.S. National Championships,
2015-17; three-time NCAA AllAmerican, 2011-12
“I plan to show up fitter and
stronger than I’ve ever been to
earn a start spot and help the U.S.
women earn their first Olympic
medal. I’m especially looking
forward to the 10k skate race
and the excitement and positive
momentum that accompanies an
Olympic year.”

Cross-country skiing
Anchorage, Alaska
Engineering sciences major
2016 U.S. National Champion,
sprint; overall champion, 2016 USSA
Super Tour; 13 World Cup starts

IDA SARGENT ’11

Cross-country skiing
Barton, Vermont
Biology major
19th, sprint FS, and 34th, 10k CL,
2014 Sochi Olympic Games; World
Championship team member, 2011,
2013, 2015, 2017; 24th, sprint FS,
2017 World Championships; 3rd,
team sprint FS, 3rd, sprint CL, and
5th, sprint FS, 2017 World Cup
“I’m focusing on the CL sprint and
the team events. After medaling
in the World Cup on the Olympic
courses last winter, I’m dreaming
about medals, but I’m staying
focused on the details of preparation to put together the best
possible performance on the day.
In my first Olympic race I was so
incredibly nervous I wasn’t sure I
was even going to be able to ski.”
ANDREW WEIBRECHT ’09

Alpine skiing
Lake Placid, New York
Earth sciences major
Silver, SG, 2014 Sochi Olympic
Games; bronze, SG, 2010 Vancouver Olympic Games; six top-five
finishes, World Cup, 2015, 2016
“My first goal is to qualify for
the team and race the downhill
and the SG. I would love to win
another medal, but racing well
is my first priority. The Olympics
for U.S. skiing are obviously the
focus from a viewership and
interest standpoint; however, a
lot goes unnoticed with the way
we work from year to year. The
athletes are pretty much nose to
the grindstone year in and out,
and I think that is often something
that’s overlooked and underappreciated.”
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No
Ordinary

Joe

PULITZER WINNER JOE RAGO ’05,
A QUINTESSENTIAL DARTMOUTH MAN, 		
IS GONE TOO SOON.
BY EMILY ESFAHANI SMITH ’09
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ONE OF JOE RAGO’S GREATEST PLEASURES

in life was staying up all night with his Phi
Delta Alpha brothers and then heading to
Lou’s for an early morning breakfast. It was
a tradition he began as a student and continued as an alum up until his final visit to
the iconic Hanover restaurant a few months
ago.
Joe was in town for reunion weekend.
His waitress that day was Becky Schneider,
a woman who’d served him so often through
the years that the two of them had become
friends. He ordered his regular breakfast
of two eggs over easy with dry wheat toast,
dousing his food with hot sauce, a condiment he applied as liberally to a greasy
breakfast plate as to a fancy dinner of seafood. Before he left, he took Becky’s hand
and made her a promise. He said he’d do
everything in his power to help her publish
the memoir she was working on.
Sixteen years earlier, Joe had come to
Hanover as a gangly college freshman. His
friends would tease him affectionately for
looking like a “baby giraffe” and an “unmade
bed.” Now, he was a Pulitzer Prize-winning
member of the editorial board of The Wall
Street Journal.
The following month, Joe died suddenly and unexpectedly. The cause was a
rare inflammatory disease called sarcoidosis, which is fatal in only 5 percent of cases
and often goes undiagnosed. No one, not
even Joe, knew he had the disease. When
he didn’t show up to work on July 20 and
was unreachable by phone and email, police were sent to his Manhattan apartment,
where they found his body. He was 34.
In the days following his death, it became clear just how many lives Joe touched
beyond Becky’s. Speaker of the U.S. House
of Representatives Paul Ryan said, “Joe
Rago was a brilliant talent. Gone much
too soon. He will be greatly missed.” Yuval
Levin, writing online at National Review,
commended Joe’s genius, adding: “But he
was most extraordinary for his decency. Joe
was utterly unpretentious and instinctively
considerate.” Roger Kimball, editor of The
New Criterion, praised Joe’s “allegro spirit.”
Joe never talked about his relationships with leading figures in American
politics and letters. He never talked about
his Pulitzer. Downplaying his own talent,
he often said he “caught a break” getting
into journalism—a statement that reveals
his characteristic modesty.
It’s true that luck plays a role in the unfolding of each human life, but Joe was also
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a preternaturally gifted writer who excelled
at almost everything he did from a young
age. “I don’t think I even understood how
brilliant he was,” says Paul Gigot ’77, Joe’s
boss and mentor at the Journal. Few people
did. Joe was multifaceted, but he compartmentalized the different parts of his life.
His family and childhood, his career at the
Journal, his continued involvement with
two Dartmouth institutions that profoundly shaped him, Phi Delt and The Dartmouth
Review—he kept each of these spheres of his
life walled off from one another.
But when those walls come down to
reveal the full man, Joe emerges as one who
contained multitudes. He was a sardonic
writer, but also a thoughtful artist. He was
an intense polymath, but also a playful frat
boy. He was nostalgic for the past and all
things “Old School,” but also found joy in
the world as it was. His life was short, but
he lived more in less than four decades than
most people do across the span of nine. One
of his favorite words—appearing frequently
in the marginalia of his books—was “hilarious.” His motto: “What’s the point if you’re
not going all out?”
JOEY, AS HE WAS KNOWN AS A CHILD,

was born in 1983 in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
where his father, Paul, was finishing up a
doctoral degree in natural resources at the
University of Michigan. Paul’s work as a
fisheries statistician soon took the family to
Winchester, Virginia, where Joey spent his
early childhood. But it was the family’s next
move to Falmouth, Massachusetts, a small
town on the southern tip of Cape Cod, that
Joe would later call “one of the major influences in my life.” He was 10 years old. “The
flinty character of Cape Cod,” he wrote in
his college essay, “has shaped my personal
growth and evolution”—in particular, its
“ethic of common sense and hard work,
its demands for a life of independence and
clarity, and its aesthetic of simplicity and
harmony.” Joe liked saying, with a note of
mischief in his voice, that moving to Falmouth rescued him from the “clutches of a
Southern upbringing.” He was a New Englander at heart, following in the footsteps
of his great-grandfather, Arthur Vose, who
was from Milton, Massachusetts, and wrote
a book called The White Mountains: Heroes
and Hamlets. It was also in Falmouth, at
age 10, that Joey asked his parents to start
calling him “Joe.”
In Falmouth, Joe’s father worked at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-

RAGO LEFT BEHIND HUNDREDS
OF INDEX CARDS ON WHICH
HE’D JOTTED DOWN GOALS AND
OTHER THOUGHTS, INCLUDING
WHAT MAY BE THE FRAGMENTS
OF A NOVEL. SOME CARDS ARE
SHOWN ABOVE, ALONG WITH
PHOTOS SHARED BY HIS PARENTS
AND FRATERNITY BROTHERS.

istration’s Northeast Fisheries Science
Center while his mother, Nancy, took care of
Joe and younger siblings Adam and Grace.
It was an idyllic childhood. They went to
church every Sunday and lived near the
ocean. Joe divided his time between school,
Boy Scout outings and teasing Grace with
nicknames such as “The Face.” “It wasn’t
mean-spirited,” she says. “He was loving
and supportive.”
Above all, Joe read. His family remembers him always with a book in hand, paging
through one after another at a breakneck
pace, occasionally lifting his head to contribute some witty line or joke to the family
conversation. As a small child he loved the
Berenstain Bears books. As he got older, it
was the Redwall series by Brian Jacques. In
seventh grade he read all of John Grisham’s
novels. “As kids we had these science magazines called Zoobooks,” says Joe’s brother,
Adam. “I read one. Joe read them all—and
catalogued them in his room. In high school
he got really into Theodore Roosevelt. But

he didn’t read just one book, he read every
single book he could find.”
The main thing to understand about
Joe, his family and friends say, is that he
was intense.
Paul and Nancy knew Joe was talented,
but they didn’t think he was an exceptionally gifted child at first. Yes, they started
reading to him before he turned 1 and played
creatively with him—when Paul traveled for
work, he sent young Joey postcards from
the road detailing the adventures of an
imaginary family of hotel towels—but they
never pressured him to achieve and excel.
In retrospect, though, his talents emerged
early. When he was 3 he became obsessed
with dinosaurs and by 4 had learned the
names and characteristics of each type—an
early indication of his ability to absorb vast
amounts of information. When he was 10
his parents realized that he was an innately
gifted artist after he painted an ethereal
watercolor of the Cape Cod shoreline for
Nancy as a Mother’s Day gift. By high school

his watercolors were winning statewide
awards. So was his independent scientific
research about the effects of gravity on
germination.
High school was also when Joe began
showing a flare for language that would become his signature professional achievement. When his freshman English teacher,
Joanne Holcomb, had the students act out
some scenes from Romeo and Juliet in class,
Joe always wanted to play the part of Mercutio. The quick-witted master of wordplay
was one of his favorite literary characters,
and Joe performed the role with flourish in
front of his classmates—poncho, wooden
sword and all: “Consort? What, dost thou
make us minstrels?” He loved doing analogy
exercises with the class. When he was 16 he
asked Holcomb if she thought it was true,
per George Orwell, that those who control
language control thought.
Like Orwell, who became one of his
major influences, Joe was not afraid to
challenge received (continued on page 108)
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Looking for steady retirement income?
Whether you’ve been retired for one day or one decade—

Motivational speaker insists
everyone can make big changes
if they act on the impulse.

or more—a Dartmouth gift annuity can provide you or
whomever you specify a steady stream of income for life.

by HEATHER SALERNO

Plus, you receive an immediate tax deduction.
To learn more, visit dartgo.org/annuity, call 800-451-4067,
or email us at gift.planning@dartmouth.edu

Dartmouth | Gift Planning
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AS THE NEW KID IN FOURTH GRADE,
Robbins was picked last for playground
teams. The incident left a mark. “It occurred to me that in life you can either be
the one doing the picking, or you can stand
around and wait to be picked,” she says.
That attitude has helped Robbins become
a motivational speaker sought out by the
world’s biggest corporations as well as private individuals to stimulate change and
boost personal and professional growth.
Her weekly newsletter has more than
200,000 readers and her 2011 TEDx talk
“How to Stop Screwing Yourself Over” has
been viewed more than 10 million times.
Her latest book, The 5 Second Rule: Trans-

“Confidence is nothing
more than willingness to
try,” says Robbins. <<<<
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PURSUITS

voices in the wilderness

Organic Options

“Most people spend too
much time thinking
about what we need to
do. That hesitation will
paralyze you.”

HEATHER SALERNO

York City area.

is a freelance writer based in the New
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“

ALEXANDRA FRIEDMAN ’04 AND JORDANA KIER ’08

Inviting people into
the art world is really
important to me.”

A WOMAN CAN USE MORE THAN 10,000 TAMPONS
in her lifetime, yet the U.S. Food & Drug Administration
does not require companies to list product ingredients
on the packaging. Lola, the organic cotton feminine care
company Friedman and Kier founded in June 2015, brings
transparency to the materials and processes that go into
the toiletry staple.
The pair first met in 2014, when Friedman was at a
tech startup and Kier had just graduated from Columbia
Business School. “I asked Alex—this stranger!—if she’d
ever thought about what was in her tampons. She was
actually intrigued,” says Kier. After that first meeting,
the pair spent months conducting consumer research to
understand whether women even cared about the materials in tampons—most are a combination of cotton, rayon
and polyester—and whether they’d be willing to switch
to organic materials. “The lightbulb would go on for so
many women: ‘Huh! I’ve never thought about what’s in
my tampon.’ It was at that moment we realized there was
a massive opportunity for a new brand, product and experience,” Kier says.
Since its launch, the company has raised $11 million
and attracted customers in all 50 states. Lola is sold direct
to consumers online and can be found in bathrooms at
high-end fitness clubs and numerous businesses. Last
spring the pair launched period kits for young girls. One
box of 18 Lola tampons costs $10 (about double what a
typical mixed box costs) and can be customized to the
amount of light, regular and super-absorbency tampons.
“Only a woman could have thought about that,” says Kier.
“Women are becoming informed and empowered to share,
telling friends about ingredient transparency.”
—Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03

Entrepreneurs Kier
(left) and Friedman
have started a unique
product line. >>>>
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form Your Life, Work, and Confidence with Everyday Courage,
has placed her among Amazon’s most popular self-help
authors, and in January she plans to launch an advice talk
show with Audible.
Robbins says she hasn’t always been so self-assured.
“I’ve come to believe confidence is nothing more than willingness to try,” she says. “And I’ve become the kind of person
willing to try just about anything.” Her career path has had
its detours. A history, film and women’s studies major, Robbins started as a public defender in New York City before
moving to Boston. After a couple of other jobs left her uninspired, Robbins hired a life coach who told her what she
should be: a life coach. “At first I was like, that’s the dumbest thing I’ve ever heard,”
she laughs. But Robbins
was good at helping others figure out solutions to
complex problems. Soon
she attracted clients such
as executives from Johnson & Johnson and Wells
Fargo. “The mistake most
of us make is that we think in order to change anything,
we’ve got to blow everything up,” she says. “At the heart of
innovation is a small decision somebody makes to change
something. Those small decisions add up.”
In 2008, after hosting a short-lived Sirius radio show,
Robbins shuttered her private coaching business and
signed a deal to mentor office workers on a new Fox reality show. By the time the first episode taped, the show had
changed—producers now wanted Robbins to fire people
“from real jobs on national TV,” she says. Robbins tried
to quit and was told she’d be sued. The show never aired,
but she couldn’t work on air elsewhere until her contract
expired. At 41, she was unemployed with three children,
her husband’s restaurant business was failing, their marriage was disintegrating, and she was drinking too much.
“It was a really dark period,” she says.
Then one night Robbins saw a TV commercial featuring a rocket ship launch, which inspired her “five-second
rule.” She decided the moment she had a goal-related instinct, she’d do her own five-second countdown and then
act on the impulse. “Just like NASA does,” she says. “Slowly
but surely I turned my entire life around.” Robbins began
cold calling for radio auditions and landed a show with Cox
Media Group that won a 2014 Gracie Award. CNN hired
her as a legal analyst and commentator. She also started
booking speeches at companies such as Microsoft and
J.P. Morgan Chase; in 2016 she gave 121 talks around the
country. “There’s a lot of talk about change, but there are
not a lot of tools,” she says. “I’m not a ‘why’ speaker. I’m a
‘how’ speaker.”
Robbins recently cut back her travel a little and
launched a series of online workshops, with more than
2,000 people registering for her first, “The Power of You.”
“It’s the personal stories that energize me,” she says. “It’s
seeing the small impact you can have on somebody’s day.”

AS AN ART HISTORY MAJOR, OGILVY
spent a semester living in Florence, Italy,
a city filled with world-famous masterpieces. But it was working at two tiny
galleries there that provided her with
the most excitement of her stay. “It was
my first experience working with living
artists, and I fell in love with it,” she says.
She’s been doing that on her own since
2015, when she opened the Abigail Ogilvy
Gallery in Boston, which focuses on new
pieces by emerging and mid-career artists.
When it comes to what goes on the gallery
walls, her taste goes beyond aesthetics.
Many of her artists—including painter
Natalia Wróbel ’11 and sculptor Katherine
Taylor ’97—have an unmistakable style. “It
has to be compelling, intriguing and more
than just pleasing to the eye,” Ogilvy says.
Her resume is somewhat unconventional for the art world. After Dartmouth
she was hired at home goods website
Wayfair before moving to Moontoast, a
social media advertising startup, where
she spent 18-hour days. Burned out, she
quit to follow her passion. Ogilvy worked
for more than a year at multiple jobs to
fund the gallery. She also took courses at
Sotheby’s Institute of Art in Manhattan
and networked hard to prepare. “I knew
I could do this with my whole heart every
day of the week,” she says.
In the gallery’s first year, Ogilvy
hosted 40 events—from whiskey tastings to poetry readings—to get clients in
the door. Moving forward, she wants to
expand beyond Boston and participate
in international art fairs and cultivate relationships with collectors and curators.
“One day, museums might want to buy
from our artists,” she says. “That would
be a big deal.”
—Heather Salerno

Ogilvy’s gallery
focuses on
emerging artists,
including fellow
alums. <<<<
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voices in the wilderness

ALLISON LANGE ’01

Suds-cess
LANGE SPENDS MUCH OF HER DAY HOPPING ON
and off fermentation tanks and driving forklifts as head
brewer at Old Ox Brewery in Ashburn, Virginia. “Brewing is a sweaty endeavor, but it’s worth it because you’ve
made beer at the end,” she says. After earning a biology degree at Dartmouth and a Ph.D. in biochemistry
at Emory, followed by a few years as a postdoc, Lange

BEST IN THE EAST
FOR A REASON.

Allmon oversaw
construction of
PRI’s $11-million
Museum of the
Earth. >>>>

Discover why we’ve earned the distinction by SKI magazine of #1 and #2 in the
East for snow and grooming the last 5 years. Explore the state’s largest ski
area for cruisers, signature glades and powder stashes. After a day on the
slopes, come inside and relax with award-winning lodging and dining.

WA R R E N A L L M O N ’ 8 2

Keeper of the
History of Life
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illu st rat ion by R O B E RT N E U BECK ER

COURTESY WARREN ALLMON

made the move to a different kind of lab, working as a beer
scientist at two Washington, D.C., area breweries before
joining Old Ox. “Brewing is great because it is one of the
few scientific areas where you’re encouraged to drink your
experiments,” she says.
A L L I SO N ’ S
At Old Ox, Lange leads a four-person team
TO P 4 B EER S
responsible for all aspects of production, from
recipe development and yeast management to
TASTING NOTES ON
conditioning and kegging. She also oversees
WHAT’S BREWING
the brewing, fermentation and packaging
schedules and makes sure the brewery keeps ➻ Black Ox Porter: “hints
of coffee and chocolate”
its flagship beers—including Black Ox rye
porter and Hoppy Place IPA, which recently ➻ Hoppy Place IPA: “pine
earned gold and silver medals at the Virginia
and citrus notes ride the
wave of hops”
Craft Brewers Cup—on local store shelves
and novel beers available in the tasting room. ➻ X-Ray Specs: “crimson
concoction of hearty red
But Lange says good beer is about more
malts, hops and a dash
than flavor: “No matter what styles they brew,
of rye”
the breweries that make clean, consistent beer
will rise to the top.” Her future plans include ➻ Saison d’Ox: “French
farmhouse ale is a favordevelopment of the brewery’s first qualityite of wine drinkers”
control lab. With more than 5,000 breweries
in the country—an almost 17-percent increase from 2015,
she says—Lange’s scientific approach will ensure Old Ox
stays on top of the booming industry.
—Ishaan H. Jajodia ’20

LONG BEFORE ALLMON BECAME THE DIRECTOR
of the Paleontological Research Institution (PRI), home to
one of the 10 largest fossil collections in the United States, he
had quite a collection of his own. “Whale teeth and bones, barracuda jaws, giant shark teeth—I made it into a real museum
of evolution and the history of life,” he says of the specimens
he gathered in his parents’ South Carolina basement as a
teenager. “I had little business cards. My mom would give
tours when I was away at school. It was pretty hokey, but I
was training myself, really.” Allmon’s family vacationed on
the Chesapeake Bay and in north Georgia. “We went to these
miserably hot limestone quarries and we’d collect amazing
fossils,” he says.
After studying earth sciences at Dartmouth, he earned
his Ph.D. in earth and planetary sciences at Harvard, where
Stephen Jay Gould, one of the leading evolutionary biologists
of the 20th century, became a mentor. Allmon then taught at
the University of South Florida until 1992, when he loaded
two tractor trailers with 3-million-year-old fossils he’d collected from the nearby Sarasota shell pits and headed to PRI,
his professional home ever since. Founded in 1932 in Ithaca,
New York, PRI has grown under Allmon’s leadership from a
small staff with a tiny budget to an internationally respected
research and education institution with more than 3 million specimens. In 2004 the institute formally partnered
with Cornell, where Allmon is a paleontology professor in
the earth and atmospheric sciences department. He also
spearheaded construction of PRI’s Museum of the Earth, an
$11-million project that took nearly a decade to complete. “It
was an amazing thing to take that mountain of fossils and do
something with it,” he says. —Abigail Drachman-Jones ’03

(800) 258-0330 • brettonwoods.com
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Bartlett Tower Societ y Honor Roll

alumni books

The Bartlett Tower Society —named for the tower inspired by President Samuel Colcord Bartlett to symbolize building on the
past to benefit the future —honors alumni, parents, and friends who have remembered Dartmouth in their estate plans.

EDITOR’S PICKS

▲

ROBERT REICH ’68

List of members as of October 31, 2017.
If your name is not listed and you believe it should be, please contact Dartmouth Gift Planning at 800-451-4067. Thank you.

Economics In Wonderland:
A Cartoon Guide to a Political
World Gone Mad and Mean
Fantagraphics

The former U.S. labor secretary and
current University of California at
Berkeley public policy professor offers a collection of lectures—with
cartoons to illustrate his major
points—to explain the consequences
of the disastrous policies of global
austerity with humor and insight.

MIKE LEWIS ’11

Say No to the
Status Quo
ONLY A YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE, LEWIS HAD A
plum corporate job with Bain Capital, but he couldn’t
shake his dream to become a professional squash
player. So the venture capital analyst did what came
naturally: research. He contacted people who made
big career changes and asked how they made the leap.
“In the darkness of my office, long after office hours
ended, I tracked down other people—ex-electricians,
consultants, teachers—each of whom had left a place
of comfort to chase a passion,” he says. “It became
clear that there is a smart way to try for a dream, a
certain discipline around responsible planning.” For
When to Jump: If the
Job You Have Isn’t the
a year and a half Lewis gathered insights from others
Life You Want
and drew up what he terms the “jump curve,” a series
HENRY HOLT & CO.
of steps that eventually propelled him to leave Bain
336 PP.
$26
and travel the world as a pro squash player.
In When to Jump, Lewis shares his journey as
well
as
the
anecdotes
he
has
collected from 44 others, including seven Dart,
mouth alums who made big career changes. He maps the trajectory of a good
jump: Be thoughtful and listen to the little voice in your head, plan well,
put yourself in a smart position, and don’t look back. “I haven’t yet found
a person who has regretted making the jump—whether professionally or
personally—if they followed these steps,” he tells DAM. Lewis is also using
these lessons as a springboard for his next big thing: a social media platform
designed to support a jump (whentojump.com). In October he launched a
weekly podcast series that features interviews with executives, academics
and public figures—including Facebook chief operating officer Sheryl Sandberg and Huffington Post founder Arianna Huffington—on making a change.
It’s a roadmap he says almost everyone, regardless of bank account or stage
of life, can follow. “Applying for an internal promotion at work, going back
to school at night, teaching cooking classes on the weekends—big jump or
small jump, very many of us have something that we’ve longed to try doing,”
he says. “If you can’t do it now, write it down. And if you can do it now? Go.”
—Theresa D’Orsi
Read about Lewis’ year-and-a-half journey on the pro squash circuit in our
November/December 2015 issue, available at the DAM website.
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LAURA INGRAHAM ’85

Billionaire at the Barricades
St. Martin’s Press

Ingraham traces the DNA of the
populist movement, from Barry
Goldwater’s 1964 campaign through
the Tea Party rallies of the Obama
presidency, to explain the movement that swept Donald Trump into
the White House. With a forecast
for the future of the Make America
Great Again agenda, the conservative commentator offers prescriptions for bringing what she calls
“real change” to D.C.
JENNIFER (COLLINS) CROSS ’94

Writing Ourselves Whole
Mango

Cross draws on her work leading
writing groups for sexual trauma
survivors to provide a collection of
essays and exercises to encourage
creative writing. She shares recollections of her own process of longterm trauma survival and explains
how keeping a journal can lead to
recovery.
SARAH IVES ’03

Steeped in Heritage
Duke University Press

Anthropologist Ives explores how
different ethnic groups make
cultural claims on South African
rooibos tea, which is harvested from
plants grown in a region defined by
poverty, dispossession and racism.
She “brilliantly brings together the
political ecology of a commodity
with an astute analysis of the intersection of land-based politics,”
according to one reviewer.
QUEENIE SUKHADIA ’16

A City of Sungazers
Bombaykala

The Mumbai, India, native won the
College’s highest creative writing
prize when she wrote this collection of linked short stories while at
Dartmouth. The book follows the
broken lives of two families and offers a glimpse of the city of Mumbai
through six unique perspectives.

CL A SS OF 1929
Anonymous (2)
Dwight H. Allen*
Katherine P.* & F. W.* Andres
Harry W. Baehr Jr.*
Merrill G.* & Katherine T.* Beede
Mr.* & Mrs.* Frederick J. Bereman
Myvanwy* & Walter C.* Bergstrom
Herbert D. Bissell*
Kathryn G.* & Richard W.* Black
Christian E. Born*
Anne* & A. M.* Braverman
Ruth E.* & Thomas T.* Brittan
Richard W. Brown*
Edwin C. Chinlund*
John Clements*
Caroline* & Edwin B.* Coddington
David G. Cogan*
John H. Cornehlsen*
John A. Dearth*
Christina* & John S.* Dickey
Robert T. Drake*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles M. Dudley
Richard F. Eberline*
Edwin P. Felch Jr.*
Allen R. Floyd*
Stanton A. Freidberg*
Jack D. Gunther*
Raymond C. Hedger*
George A. Hersam*
Harold S. Hirsch*
James W. Hodson*
John C. Hubbard*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Richard E. Hunke
J. Frederick Ingram*
John W. Irving*
Edmund E. Jacobitti*
Laflin C. Jones*
Edward A. Kennard*
Harold H. Leich*
Harry T. Lewis*
Mary S.* & William* Magenau
Daniel Marx Jr.*
William D. Mooney*
Kenneth M. Moran*
Richard R. Morgan*
Howard G. Nichols*

Kingsbury S. Nickerson*
Arthur H. Nighswander*
Wesley A. Nord*
Florence* & Dudley W.* Orr
Jeanne R. & Laurance A.* Paisley
Stanley K. Platt*
John H. Quebman*
Rollin J. Reading*
George B. Redding*
Rich R. Rimbach*
Mary Lougee & Harold C.* Ripley
Charles M. Shaeffer*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Walter D. Sherwood
Dmitry A. Shiraeff*
Olive & Carl E.* Siegesmund
Donald R. Simpson*
Edward L. Spetnagel*
Benjamin F. Stacey*
Henry J. Stein*
Nicholas F. Vincent*
Erwin P. Vollmer*
Janet* & Paul C.* Woodbridge
Archer E. Young*

CL A SS OF 1930
Charles H. Adams*
Horace W. Allyn*
Richard Barnard*
Henry R. Bishop*
Louise G. Perry* & Wallace Blakey*
Nathaniel A. Blumberg*
Victor G. Borella*
Martha* & Arthur M.* Browning
Richard B. Butterfield*
Llewellyn L. Callaway Jr.*
Clarence R. Chase*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Herbert E. Chase
Robert H. Chittim*
Vivian* & E. Shaw* Cole
Mr.* & Mrs.* Stanton W. Davis
Mr.* & Mrs.* Dudley M. Day
Clark Denney*
Edmund B. Downey*
Harrison F. Dunning*
Lee A. Eisler*
Henry S. Embree*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles K. Faye
William N. Fenton*
Edith B.* & John R.* Fitzpatrick

Milton W. Fleischman*
William M. Fletcher*
Mr.* & Mrs.* George W. Fredrickson
G. Warren French*
Mr.* & Mrs.* John French
George W. Geiger*
Avery H. Gould*
R. Gordon Granger*
Carl W. Haffenreffer*
Donald Hight*
Henry T. Hillson*
Richard B. Hood*
Robert E. Hooker*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Jerome W. Howard
Evelyn W.* & M. L.* Leatherby
Fannie H.* & Alan N.* Leslie
Daniel W. Loeser*
G. Evarts Low*
Charles S. Lynch*
Eugene F. Magenau*
Robert M. Marr*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Robert McClory
Walter A. McCulloch*
Kirt A. Meyer*
Edward S. Meyers*
Lou C. Mourey Jr.*
Harold D. Newman*
William L. OBrion*
Frederick W. Page*
Richard Peabody*
Joseph C. Placak Jr.*
Charles A. Pooler*
Charles E. Rauch*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles V. Raymond
Mr.* and Mrs.* William J. Reinhart
Lawrence S. Richmond*
Griffith W. Roberts*
Mary L.* & Herman T.* Schneebeli
Charles E. Simmons*
Richard C. Squire*
Samuel M. Stayman*
G. Winchester Stone Jr.*
Florence S.* & Leon H.* Sturman
James H. Taylor*
John M. Tiedtke*
Doris* & W. Scott* VanDerbeck
Mr.* & Mrs.* John S. Whipple
Alene* & Charles E.* Widmayer
J. Walker Wiggin*
Theodore R. Wolf*

CL A SS OF 1931
Anonymous (2)
George M. Adams Jr.*
Eva V.* & Thomas G.* Anderson
Robert E. Asher*
Basil F. Austin*
Baxter F. Ball*
John K. Benson*
Gabriel Bromberg*
Edward C. Brummer*
Robert W. Caverly*
John H. Chamberlin*
Barbara Jefferson*
& Richard B. Chase*
Frank B. Clarkson*
David G. Clifford*
Rhoda* & Joseph M.* Clough
George W. Conklin*
Frank B. Cornell*
Daniel Denham*
Vance Dickerman*
Walter D. Douglas II*
Peter B. Evans*
Walter L. Farley Jr.*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Ronald W. Findlay
George E. Frankel*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Robert W. Fraser Jr.
Francis E. George*
Malcolm W. Hall*
Edmund M. Hanauer*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Orodon S. Hobbs
Hawley Jaquith*
A. Searle Leach*
Wilbur R. Light*
William E. Little*
David S. Loveland*
James Lyall*
John B. Martin Jr.*
Charles S. Marx*
Willard E. Matteson*
Henry J. McCarthy*
John H. McCortney*
Susanna* & W. C.* McDonald
Val* & Edward T.* Mecutchen
Joseph P. Merriam*
John F. Milos*
John M. Nelson*
Louise* & Franklin T.* Nichols
George C. Nickum*
Robert S. Oelman*

*Deceased
Find additional alumni books at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com.
i llu st rat i on by M IGU E L DAV I LLA
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Bartlett Tower Society Honor Roll
List of members as of October 31, 2017
John T. Patterson*
Roland F. Peterson*
George L. Phillips*
Alice Wolfe* & John H. Reno*
James W. Rice*
Roger K. Richardson*
Allan A. Rikkola*
Frank Rogers*
Isabel* & Robert A.* Rolfe
Sidney S. Rubin*
Virginia E.* & Charles D.* Ryder
Charles A. Schneider*
Katherine* & William M.* Schuyler
Wilson T. Seney*
Edmund Sieminski*
Fred A. Slaughter*
Elgene A. Smith*
Tower C. Snow*
Parker F. Soule*
Edwin F. Studwell*
James B. Sudduth*
Charles L. Sullivan Jr.*
Elizabeth* & Edmund A.* Symonds
Robert A. Wallace*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Hart E. Walter
John S. Weatherley*
William T. Wendell*
Willard C. Wolff*
Eric E. Wollaeger*

CL A SSS OF 1932
Anonymous (5)
Robert E. Ackerberg*
Nelson S. B. Alexander*
Arthur E. Allen Jr.*
Lillian T.* & Milton* Alpert
Marie A.* & John F.* Barry
Barbara B.* & Robert S.* Black
George M. Blaesi*
Joseph R. Boldt Jr.*
Robert B. Buckley*
Benjamin D. Burch*
Joseph G. Byram*
Eugene H. Catron*
Marvin Chandler*
Alexander Christie*
James D. Corbett*
Donald E. Dalrymple*
Belden L. Daniels*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Reuel N. Denney
Delfina* & Aniello F.* DeStefano
Mr.* & Mrs.* Tennant R. Downs
Mr.* & Mrs.* Benjamin W. Drew
Thomas D. Dublin*
Ralph B. Elias*
Ted Ellis*
Wilbur H. Ferry*
John E. Fish*
Kay* & James E.* Gardner
Mr.* & Mrs.* Herman S. Goodman

Mr.* & Mrs.* Rodney N. Hatcher
Richard Hazen*
Louis B. Heavenrich*
Roger W. Hofheins*
Everett P. Hokanson*
Edward S. Judd Jr.*
Calvert G. Keirstead*
Mr.* & Mrs.* William H. Kendall
Henry R. Kingdon*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Francis H. Lathrop
Thomas L. Lott*
Eleanor* & Donald E.* Marcus
Edward B. Marks*
John T. McRae*
Dorothy S. & Charles F.* Meyers
Virginia & Robert W.* Mitchell
Walter H. Modarelli*
Constance N.* & James B.* Moore
William H. Morton*
James D. North*
Richard W. Olmsted*
Howard W. Pierpont*
Olin V. Porter*
Frederick A. Post*
Robert D. Reinhardt*
Joseph Y. Roberts*
Harry P. Rowe*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Walter S. Rushmore
Harold M. Sack*
Bruno M. Saia*
Howland H. Sargeant*
George C. Sawyer*
William P. Shaw*
Anise* & Mark* Short
Edmund S. Smith*
Richard E. Stoiber*
John Swenson*
Bernard P. Todd*
Edward H. Truex*
Adrian A. Walser*
Nathan H. Wentworth*
Frank H. Westheimer*
Frederick R. White*
Jay C. Whitehair*
Barbara Bogdan* & Robert C. Wilkin*
Max H. Wolff*
Marjorie K.*
& Gustavus H.* Zimmerman
John O. Zimmerman*

CL A SS OF 1933
Anonymous (4)
Estelle* & Clarence H.* Albaugh
Ralph E. Alexander*
Robert B. Allen*
William F. Atwood*
Frederick H. Awalt*
Gustavus Babson Jr.*
Janet D.* & Wesley H.* Beattie
John S. Black Jr.*

John H. Branson Jr.*
Constance* & Roland W.* Burbank
Robert E. Burns*
Carleton P. Burrill*
Doris* & Ralph O.* Campbell
Henry P. Carruth Jr.*
Alexander S. Cunningham*
Ernest S. Davis Jr.*
Walter S. Douglas*
George P. Drowne Jr.*
Stuart H. Durkee*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Darrow A. Dutcher
Norman W. Erlandson*
May Fechheimer*
David V. Flynn*
Wood R. Foster*
Samuel A. Gass*
Richard Gerstell*
Richard P. Goldthwait*
Robert J. Grow*
Francis A. Harrington*
Parker T. Hart*
Henry A. Hawgood*
Florence* & Carl E.* Hopkins
Mr.* & Mrs.* Howard C. Howe
Jack B. Huntress*
Frederick L. Jackson*
E. Clifford Johnson*
William R. Jones*
Martin M. Kerwin*
Ralph S. Keyes*
Katharine* & Henry B.* King
William H. Lang*
William B. Lewis Jr.*
Eloise* & Robert T.* Ley
John C. Manchester*
Helen* & John H.* Manley
Ford Marden*
Philip A. Marden*
James P. McFarland*
John F. Meck*
Vincent N. Merrill*
Frederick A. Meyer*
H. Burling Naramore*
Robert E. Niebling*
John L. Parker*
Virginia* & Judson T.* Pierson
William G. Raoul*
Lorrin A. Riggs*
F. Fuller Ripley*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Richard A. Rocker
John H. Rockwell*
Carl E. Rugen*
John M. Scanlon*
Mr.* & Mrs.* W. Clark Schmidt
Malcolm E. Sherwood*
Everett A. Shineman*
Henry P. Smith III*
Roger V. Smith*
Chilant* & Mansfield D.* Sprague
Helen L.* & Justin A.* Stanley

Sidney Stoneman*
John S. Thompson*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles W. Tozier
Maxwell O. Waldsmith*
Jay E. Weidenhamer*
Jo Stafford* & Paul Weston*
Philip F. Whitbeck*
Stanton H. Whitman*
Nancy* & James F.* Woods

CL A SS OF 1934
Anonymous (2)
Stanley A. Abercrombie*
Robert F. Allabough*
John F. Anderson*
Robert P. Balgley*
Rosamond L.* & Harlan P.* Banks
Perkins Bass*
John N. Bathrick*
Thomas M. Beers*
Sidney S. Bernstein*
Helen* & Richard N.* Campen
Samuel G. Carson*
Bernice & Irving M.* Cohen
Oscar Mandel Cohn*
George N. Collins*
Jerry A. Danzig*
Edwin R. Davis*
Gerry Scherman & Emerson* Day
Andrew Donaldson Jr.*
Orvil E. Dryfoos*
Seymour B. Dunn*
David V. Easton*
Mary* & Richard L.* Emerson
Mr.* & Mrs.* William S. Emerson
Harry F. Espenscheid*
Richard J. Fowle*
Jeremiah E. Fries*
Therese* & Joseph B.* Furst
Harry B. Gilmore Jr.*
Elizabeth G. Lauppe*
& Homer T. Gregory*
Robert W. Griffin*
Richard F. Gruen*
Melville A. Gunst*
William B. Hart*
William N. Hartman*
David T. Hedges*
Alice* & Edward M.* Heffernan
Laurence T. Herman*
Alan E. Hewitt*
Edward L. Hilton*
Richard H. Houck*
Gordon R. Hunter*
Hubert A. Johnson*
William H. Judd Jr.*
Mary H. & James K.* Keeley
Edward N. Klee*
Emile Kluge*
Joseph B. Lehmann*

Arthur J. Leonard Jr.*
Charles L. Levesque*
Leslie A. Lummis Jr.*
Ruth E.* & Arthur P.* Moebius
Roald A. Morton*
John D. Murphy*
Henry Necarsulmer*
Robert G. Newman*
Lionel H. O’Keeffe*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles F. Orvis
Robert C. Palmer*
John H. Poole*
John S. Randall*
Louise* & James C.* Reardon Jr.
John B. Roberts*
Charles E. Rolfe Jr.*
Oscar M. Ruebhausen*
Mr.* and Mrs.* Donald C. Sandy
Oliver M. Sargent*
George P. Sayre*
William H. Scherman*
Robert M. Smith*
Stanley C. Smoyer*
Herman M. Spitzer*
Mr.* & Mrs.* William M. Stein
Mr.* & Mrs.* Isaac M. Sulzbacher
Robert F. Thompson*
Barbara* & John D.* Tobin
John B. Torinus*
Carleton M. Vail*
Edward L. Valier*
Arthur D. Ward*
Jeanette L.* & Karl H.* Weber
Robert L. Wildman*
Irja H.* & William L.* Wilson
Fred Wolf Jr.*
Helen H.* & Arthur L.* Wood
Perry S. Woodbury*
Charles H. P. Yallalee*
Alfred Yankauer*

CL A SS OF 1935
Anonymous (1)
Frank L. Allen*
Alexander S. Atherton*
H. Reginald Bankart*
Mimi & Murray R.* Beiley
John F. Blanchard*
Frances* & Robert L.* Boehm
Betsy & Charles H.* Brown
Allen S. Brush*
David A. Buxbaum*
Richard E. Carpenter*
B. Cramton Carrick*
Lewis D. Cole*
Robert H. Collins*
Ruth M.* & George H.* Colton
Franklin J. Cornwell*
Jean E.* & Daniel C.* Cotton
Dean H. Couper*

Carlyle W. Crane*
William D. Crouse*
Ellwood F. Curtis*
Gardner C. Cushman*
Elizabeth A.* & Harry S.* Ferries
Charles W. Ganzel*
George E. Goodman*
Robert K. Hage*
John S. Harrison*
Grant Herman*
Betty* & Colson H.* Hillier
Richard W. Hube*
James A. Hughes*
Nicholas B. Jacobson*
Janet* & Loring P.* Jordan
Gregoire Karch*
William E. Kuhn Jr.*
George W. Lansberry*
Judith E.* & Victor H.* Luneborg
William H. Mathers*
Douglas C. Mook*
Reynolds E. Moulton*
Richard D. Muzzy*
Robert W. Naramore*
Charles F. Nayor*
Edward P. Offutt*
Wilfred R. Ogg*
Rudolph Pacht*
Edwina* & Charles S.* Parsons
George Price*
Donald Radasch*
Edwin L. Ramsey Jr.*
Maurice Rapf*
Frederick W. Raymond*
Alistair E. Ritchie*
Neil F. Roberts*
Howard B. Rowe*
Jack M. Rubin*
Dudley J. Russell*
Dero A. Saunders*
Eleanor* & Donald K.* Saunders
Mr.* & Mrs.* Richard C. Schneider
Charles H. Sewall*
Eleanor* & David P.* Smith
Robert S. Smith*
Jane L.* & A. John* Todd Jr.
Helen* & John* Wallace
Virginia T.* & William B.* Walrath
Kenneth W. Webster*
Jean K.* & Adolph* Weil Jr.
David D. Williams*
Philip A. Wilson*
Thomas E. Wilson*
Lila & Frank J.* Wright
Carolyne* & James S.* Ziemen

CL A SS OF 1936
Anonymous (2)
Roy A. Adams*
Dorothy* & Richard K.* Allen

Donald W. Andrus*
Arthur I. Appleton*
Lockwood C. Barr*
Louis T. Benezet*
Lindley S. Bettison*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Joseph W. Bishop Jr.
Charles C. Brooks Jr.*
Sumner Burrows*
Robert E. Button*
Court Catron*
Hugh C. G. Chase*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Richard T. Coffin
George E. Cole*
Joseph W. Davis III*
Albert W. Doolittle Jr.*
Ilona* & Edwin J.* Drechsel
Mr.* & Mrs.* Clifford W. England
Allen F. Flouton*
Baxter T. Fullerton*
Albert L. Gibney*
Dean R. Gidney*
H. Frederick Gonnerman Jr.*
Paul L. Guibord*
Richard J. Hefler*
Horace M. Huffman Jr.*
Robert R. Kable*
Robert T. Keeler*
William A. Kirk*
Charles A. Lehman Jr.*
A. Thomas Luey*
Paul B. Lynch*
Earnestine* & William G.* Martens Jr.
Ross Martindale*
Lawrence Marx Jr.*
Morton D. May*
Lee S. McGonagle*
William McNulty Jr.*
H. Clay Mellor*
Albert W. Momenee*
Richard H. Morton*
William U. Niss*
John C. Patrick*
James P. Pollock*
Isabelle & William F.* Pounder
Boyce P. Price*
John C. Reardon*
Charles E. Richards Jr.*
Brinton T. Schorer*
R. Jackson Smith*
C. Franklin Sornberger*
Richard H. Spencer*
Marian H.* & Richard M.* Spong
Morris Stein*
E. James Stephens Jr.*
William H. Stimson*
Stevens S. Stotzer*
Richard W. Stowell*
Barry C. Sullivan*
Gene P. Tamburi*
Dora Ann* & Richard H.* Taylor
Frank H. Teagle Jr.*

James K. Tindle*
Arthur B. Toan Jr.*
W. Brewster Towne*
James D. Tracy*
Robert M. Tyler*
Charles F. Venrick*
Frank T. Weston*
Donald A. Williams*
William T. Wyman*

CL A SS OF 1937
Donald B. Albertsen*
Angela C. & Herman E.* Anstatt
Frances R.* & Frederick* Asher
Charles H. Bassett*
Raymond W. Bauer*
Robinson Bosworth Jr.*
Elizabeth P.* & Lem W.* Bowen
Lester G. Bratton Jr.*
Janet & Emerson E.* Brightman
Katharine* & Laurence F.* Brooks
Natale L.* & J. Willcox* Brown
Ronald W. Brown*
Clara S.* & Alan W.* Bryant
Frederic S. Bunce*
Douglas E. Butman*
Oliver Butterworth*
David M. Camerer*
Barbara* & Benjamin* M. Cardozo
A. Bancroft Coggeshall*
Jonathan W. Coggeshall*
Charles A. Collis*
Eleanor K.* & G. Gardner* Cook
LeRoy Cooley Jr.*
Richard F. Cooper*
Robert J. Crabb*
Marion C. Cruce*
Frank K. Danzig*
John D. Detlefsen*
Mr.* & Mrs.* John H. Dingle Jr.
Mr.* & Mrs.* A. Benedict Doran
Jere E. Duffy Jr.*
Robert L. Ekin*
John E. Emerson*
Carl L. N. Erdman*
Bill Falion*
Mary B.* & Francis T.* Fenn
Peter H. Ffolliott*
Wallace C. Fisher*
Frederick D. Forsch*
Quincy E. Fortier*
Josiah M. Fowler*
Donald H. Frank*
Phyllis* & Bertram* Geller
Albert R. Gray*
Ralph L. Griffith Jr.*
Leonard W. Harris*
Dorothy* & William B.* Heroy
Crawford H. Hinman*
Elizabeth V.* & H. Franklin* Irwin Jr.

*Deceased
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H. Eugene Jones*
Mortimer L. Karp*
Sidney Lansburgh Jr.*
Irene* & Stanley W.* Lappin
Donald C. McKinlay*
Florence* & Lansing P.* Moore
Alice H.* & Sherman A.* Murphy
Thomas D. Nast*
William H. Newburger*
Jason E. Newton*
Seymour F. Ochsner*
Patricia Leopold & Robert E. Olson*
Mary J.* & Edward B.* Petersen
H. Wilder Pierce Jr.*
Harold B. Putnam*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Theodore B. Ripsom
Franklin E. Robin*
William B. Rotch*
Richard H. Rush*
William M. Sayre*
John A. Schilling*
Jerome B. Sherman*
Furman K. Stanley*
Kendall Stearns*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Carl W. Stern
Harvey C. Tull*
Robert Turner*
Frederick H. Vogt*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Thomas F. VonTacky
Tudor A. Wall*
Thomas N. Willins Jr.*
Richard G. Wood*

CL A SS OF 1938
Anonymous (2)
Donald B. Badger*
J. Clark Barrett*
Arlington Bensel*
Leroy Benatar Block*
Virginia H.* & James* Bonnyman Jr.
H. Ross Borneman*
Donald W. Boyle*
David J. Bradley*
James A. Briggs*
Irving E. Brown Jr.*
Sidney B. Cardozo Jr.*
Howard E. Casler*
Robert S. Cheheyl*
Runyon Colie Jr.*
Du Val Cravens*
William I. Dennen*
John H. Emerson*
Robert L. Emlen*
Paul H. Feakins*
Robert H. Frese Jr.*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Edward J. Griffing Jr.
Walter W. Halfman*
E. W. Hartung Jr.*
R. Philip Harty*
Marion L.* & Parker* Holden
Richard T. Holt*

Ralph J. Hossman*
John D. Johnson*
Robert B. Jones Jr.*
George T. Kingsbury*
Asher B. Lans*
William R. Lansberg*
Philip F. Leach*
Charles T. Main II*
Robert L. Manegold*
Mary S. Barnard* & Philip J. Merritt*
F. Charlton Mills III*
Hamilton B. Mitchell*
Paul I. Ossen*
Harald Pabst*
Frances M.* & W. J.* Parker
Phyllis Addison* & Robert S.* Pollack
Sarah H.* & John A.* Rand
Carl A. Raymond Jr.*
H. Robert Reeve*
Robert H. Reno*
Robert H. Ross Jr.*
John S. Russell Jr.*
Karl F. Seidenstuecker*
Ralph E. Sethness*
Arthur Turner Soule Jr.*
Eben Stoddard*
Richardson Stoughton*
Frances A.* & Gilbert R.* Tanis
Philip P. Thompson Jr.
Russell F. Tolles*
John L. Tower*
Gerald H. Ullman*
George H. Wheelock Sr.*
Helen M.* & William J.* Wiggins
Gross T. Williams Jr.*
Everett W. Wood*
James R. Yankauer*

CL A SS OF 1939
John K. Adams*
Robert Alpert*
James D. Andrews*
Wayland Avery Jr.*
Margaret L.* & James H.* Barr
Howard K. Bemis*
Mildred* & John A.* Boynton
Clement F. Burnap*
Peter S. Cardozo*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Howard P. Chivers
H. Foster Clippinger*
Colby A. Cogswell*
Henry Conkle*
James O. Corner*
John L. Coulson*
John S. Cumming Jr.*
John N. Davenport*
Patricia M.* & Robb M.* DeGraff
Roy C. Demmon*
John D. Diffenbaugh*
Daniel L. Dyer*
Michael Ellis*

Herbert McLean Furlow*
John H. Gauntlett*
Thomas B. Gist Jr.*
C. Henry Glovsky*
Wesley D. Goding*
William S.* & Joan* Green
Robert S. Hagge*
George R. Hanna*
Ruth* & Ernest H.* Heydt
Mr.* & Mrs.* Louis A. Highmark
Herbert E. Hirschland*
Richard L. Hobbs*
Ralph E. Holben*
Martin H. Howell*
Evelyn M.* & Robert L.* Kaiser
David M. Lilly*
Alden E. Loberg*
William L. Lyon*
Robert F. MacLeod*
Sally* & Bertram R.* MacMannis
Henry W. Merrill Jr.*
Helen M.* & LeRoy E.* Middleworth
Cornwall Miller*
Ruth E.* & Frederick W.* Mowatt
Irwin Naitove*
George F. Neiley Jr.*
Herbert C. Nichols*
Louis F. Oberdorfer*
Louis F. Oldershaw
John F. Page*
Virginia Risley Decourcy*
& William H. Risley*
Harvey L. Rohde*
Howard M. Rowe*
Andrew C. Ruoff III
James O. Sampson*
Donald A. Sayia*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Henry A. Schueler
Edward J. Searles*
Harry F. Sinclair Jr.*
Howard G. Snyder*
Hilliard Spitz*
Roger D. Stanwood*
Elizabeth* & Howard* Stoughton
Robert M. Sullivan*
Merton B. Tarlow*
Alan V. Tishman*
Robilee* & William S.* Tomkins
Frederic D. Tower*
Frederic K. Upton*
Richard Varey*
William O. Webster*
Marjorie Tomlinson*
& Ralph C. Wright*
Bettina Wyman Emmons*
& Richard M. Wyman*

CL A SS OF 194 0
Anonymous (1)
T. Gary Allen*
Dorothy & Kenneth J.* Arwe

Margaret T.* & Lloyd G.* Blanchard
Leila & Richard W.* Bowman
E. Robert Breech Jr.*
Joyce T.* & Elmer T.* Browne
John H. Browne*
Virginia & Karl F.* Bruch
Robert P. Bunker*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Irvin L. Chipman
Robert L. Clark*
Everett W. Czerny*
W. David Dance*
Suzanne & Ray S.* Dau
Ellen B.* & Frederic A.* Davidson
J. Malcolm de Sieyes*
Walter G. Diehl*
Kelvin Doyle*
Alfred S. Eiseman Jr.*
J. Bruce Espy
Richard C. Everett*
Clifford A. Falkenau*
Gardner L. Friedlander*
Edward M. Fritz*
Thomas R. George*
Alvin P. Gutman*
Allen C. Hessler*
Robert W. Hewitt*
Ned L. Jacoby
Ruth W.* & Stafford J.* King
David W. Leake*
John W. Little II*
Crosbie* & Robert W.* MacMillen
Stuart L. MacPhail Sr.*
Carla Manley-Russock
& John M. Manley*
Mr.* & Mrs.* William F. Martin
Harold C. McAllister Jr.*
John M. McDonald*
H. Dwight Meader*
William C. Mercer*
Edith J.* & Fred W.* Miller
Bettina Towne* & John B.* Moore
Frank E. Orenstein*
W. Robert Reid Jr.*
Louis I. Rose*
John W. Schleicher*
Hugh W. Schwarz*
James P. Scott*
Richard L. Seidman*
Joseph S. Sudarsky*
Gordon K. Wentworth*
Stetson Whitcher*
Lorraine S. & Samuel C.* Williams
Fanny* & John F.* Willson
Ethel H.* & Harold S.* Wonson

CL A SS OF 1941
Anonymous (2)
Eugene B. Adkins*
Marion* & Herbert E.* Bailey
Richard F. Blanchard*
Stewart C. & Gustave T.* Broberg

Emily E.* & Frank P.* Brooks
Bruce L. Brown*
Robert M. Chase Jr.*
George F. Clabaugh*
William L. Clark*
George R. Cruze Jr.*
William S. Danforth*
George C. Denny*
John C. Everett*
Priscilla K. Maynard*
& Henry M. Frechette*
Genie M.* & Russell M.* Garfield
R. Jordan Gotshall*
Philip H. Hall*
Robert B. Hamilton*
John P. Hands*
William D. Hartman*
Richard D. Hill*
Mr.* & Mrs. Arthur R. Hills
Jean P.* & William E.* Hotaling
Betty* & Irving G.* Jackson
Mary B.* & Hugh* Kenworthy Jr.
Clayton T. Koelb*
Carl C. Krogh*
Lawrence S. Kryle*
Edward A. Larner Jr.*
Robert R. Leske Jr.*
Felix Lilienthal Jr.*
Stuart L. May
George B. McCallum
Edward N. McMillan Jr.*
J. Albert Meier*
Frederic H. Meyer*
Thomas E. Oakes*
Samuel M. Pratt*
Harris S. Richardson Jr.*
Harold P. Rodes*
Malcolm F. Scott*
George A. Simpson Jr.*
Stewart H. Steffey*
Donald H. Stillman*
Donald M. Taber*
Edmund A. Tanzi*
Isabella* & Alexis M.* Tarumianz
Theodore Wachs Jr.*
Stewart R. Wallace*
Walter H. Winchester*
Stephen W. Winship*

CL A SS OF 1942
Anonymous (2)
Huntly Allison*
Lydon E. Amy*
Bert W. Anger*
O. James Barr III*
Harry O. Bartlett*
Thomas S. Blankley*
John D. Brewer*
Sidney H. Bull*
John C. Campbell*
Richard H. Cardozo*

Frederick W. Cassidy Jr.*
William S. Clark*
Franklin S. Cushman
Michael J. de Sherbinin*
Mr.* & Mrs. Robert G. Emerson
Rosanna E. & Clifford B.* Ewart
Rumsey Ewing*
A. Alexander Fanelli*
Melvin M. Figley*
Clifford J. Fuller Jr.*
Robert L. Gale
John B. Glesmann*
Daniel L. Hagge*
Thomas J. Harriman
Dewilda N.* & William P.* Harris
Edwin Hawkridge*
Jane W.* & David* Heald
Edward R. Hodgson*
A. Camp Hopkins Jr.*
Trumbull Huntington*
Fred E. Huntley*
Joyce & James M.* Idema
James H. Ingersoll*
Ward S. Jenkins*
E. Burton Keirstead Jr.*
Richard W. Lawton*
John D. LeSeur*
E. Wayne Martz*
Richard B. Maxwell Jr.*
Sylvia McElin-Corrigan
& Thomas W. McElin*
William G. Miller*
William J. Mitchel Jr.*
John Montagne*
Lois & Arthur J.* O’Mara
Proctor H. Page Jr.*
Anne & Joseph C.* Palamountain
Richard R. Peebles Jr.*
Betty M. & Henry E.* Pogue
Edward J. Rasmussen*
Henry S. Reynolds*
Athalinda* & William G.* Russell
Frederick W. Schaefer Jr.*
Theodore R. Schoonbeck*
Robert K. Schoonmaker*
Robert P. Sherman*
Richard G. Smith*
Robert J. Strasenburgh*
Guy A. Swenson Jr.*
James B. Thompson Jr.*
Vincent B. Tibbals*
Madge G.* & Thomas P.* Wagner
Raymond W. Wattles*
Robert M. Whelden*
Duncan E. Williams*
Milton L. Williams*
Robert P. Williams*
Andrew M. Wood*
Jack H. Zimmer*

CL A SS OF 1943
Anonymous (1)
Charles M. Arnstein*

Joan D.* & Robert C.* Barnum Jr.
Robert W. Bradford*
Hazel* & Richard M.* Bugbee
Mr.* & Mrs.* Robert M. Clark Jr.
C. Carlton Coffin Jr.*
Albert Coons Jr.*
Charles R. Cusack
Charles J. Dittmar*
Ruth* & Charles M.* Donovan
Robert J. Fieldsteel*
Howard E. Geer Jr.*
Thomas W. Gerber*
James L. Gilfillan*
William M. Glovsky*
Harry L. Gustafson Jr.*
Anne Luise* & David C.* Donaldson
H. Brereton* & Dorothy J.* Hall
Philip M. Harmon
Frank W. Hartmann*
Ora M. & George R.* Hebard
Beverly* & David L.* Hoffman
Gertrude* & Richard W.* Houghton
C. Walter Howe*
D. Joseph Hurley*
Donald L. Kersting*
Robert R. Krumm*
Richard M. Lansburgh*
Barbara C.* & Robert W.* Liming
Herbert L. Marx Jr.*
John D. Milburn III*
C. William Milmore*
Joseph B. Miskell Jr.*
Emil Mosbacher Jr.*
George B. Munroe*
John J. Murphy Jr.*
Robert E. Ott*
Robert B. Power
R. Donald Reich*
John W. Reps
John S. Robinson*
Gerson M. Rosenthal Jr.*
Norman B. Smith*
James M. Stewart*
Fred F. Stockwell*
Donald H. Taylor*
Richard B. Tower*
Henry H. Townshend Jr.*
John G. Troster*
E. Smedley Ward Jr.*
Larned A. Waterman*
Charles J. Webb II*
James D. Wells*
Frank West*
William T. Wolf*
Paul F. Young*

CL A SS OF 194 4
Anonymous (3)
Stanley Barr*
Eric G. W. Barradale
Ruth* & Alexander L.* Bensinger

John W. Berry*
Burton M. Bickford
John T. Billington*
Homer G. Bogart*
Sydney D. Bowers*
W. Dale Brougher*
J. Whitney Brown
Walter Burke
Harry H. Carey*
Marshall Clark
John William Craig*
Joseph A. Dammann*
Dorothy M.* & Richard A.* Davis
Alfred J. Densmore Jr.*
Merlin K. DuVal*
Christina & Carleton G.* Eldridge Jr.
Richard P. Ettinger Jr.*
Clinton C. Gardner*
Robert L. Gifford
Alexander J. Gillespie Jr.*
John E. Grimm III*
Priscilla & John M.* Haffenreffer
William B. Hale*
Beatrice R. & Robert A.* Harris
Don R. Hinkley*
Allen E. Howland*
Arthur H. Kiendl*
Mr.* & Mrs. Warren S. Leopold
Martha Louise G.*
& Richard H.* MacDonald
David B. MacGregor*
Barbara H. Andrews
& Richard E. Mayberry*
William H. McElnea Jr.*
Edwin W. McGowan*
Mary P. & Harry R.* Morse
Joan & Edward A.* Mortimer Jr.
Richard T. Murchie*
Francis P. Murphy Jr.*
Lois & Allen Myers*
Robert E. Nystrom
Robert H. Purnell*
Charles C. Richardson*
George S. Springsteen Jr.*
Thomas W. Streeter
James W. Towsen
H. William Trease*
Hubert W. Williams*
Dudley A. Wilson Jr.*

CL A SS OF 1945
Anonymous (1)
Catherine* & Henry M.* Abbot
Thomas P. Beaumont*
Craig J. Cain*
B. L. & Paul J.* Caravatt
Eva* & Charles B.* English
Raymond J. Fontana*
Maurice E. Frye Jr.*
Richard C. Gilman*
Alvin C. Gluek Jr.*

*Deceased
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Harry L. Hampton Jr.
R. Gordon Hinners Jr.*
Stephen S. Hull*
Frank M. Hutchins*
Edmund R. Kohn
Robert G. Lee*
John E. Leggat*
W. Carter Lockwood*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Vincent P. Malahan
J. Donald McNamara
Leslie F. Murch*
Arthur N. Nichols
John C. Osborn*
Scott Parrot*
Eugene T. Pinney*
John D. Reed*
John M. Robinson*
Theodore Safford Jr.*
Arlene Ellen & Paul H.* Samek
Nichol M. Sandoe Jr.*
Donald M. Sisson*
Martha E.* & Edward B.* Smith
H. Matson Smith*
Vesta & Victor C.* Smith
Robert L. Steiner*
Virginia Pacala
& Edwin G. Strasenburgh*
Andrew Ten Eyck Jr.*
Edward G. Washburn*
John W. L. White*
Jane T. & Homer A.* Yates

CL A SS OF 194 6
Anonymous (4)
Judith & Earle K.* Angstadt Jr.
Edward A. Attix*
De Witt C. Baker III*
Donald W. Barr*
Robert A. Barrows
Richard L. Bowser*
Arthur W. Bullock Jr.
Mary* & Robert F.* Case
Thomas W. Cohn*
William M. Cooper*
William B. Davidson Jr.
Roberta E.* & William* DeStefano
Henry H. Dodd*
Frank K. Ettari*
Stanley H. Feldberg*
Duncan M. Fitchet*
Samuel C. Florman
Charlotte & Harold S.* Frank
D. Wayne Frerichs
Mr.* and Mrs.* Daniel B. Fuller
Leonard J. Gammel*
Thomas H. Gillaugh
William W. Graulty*
Frank J. Guarini
Harold C. Gurnee
George W. Hilton*

Doris & Le Roy U.* Jerman Jr.
Paul H. Kaemmerlen*
Patrick F. Kennedy*
Mr.* & Mrs. Joseph Dray Kepes
June* & Edward S. Kirkland
Robert A. Levinson
James F. Lynch Jr.*
Mary Jane & Horace M.* Macartney
Albert W. Martin*
Mary Y.* & Thomas J.* McCollow
Thomas R. Montgomery Jr.*
Edward W. Norton*
Arthur P. O’Hara Jr.*
Roger F. Patterson*
James H. Pert*
William W. Poole
Philip J. Reinertsen*
Robert H. Reny*
Ann* & Harry S.* Sarkisian
Edward M. Scheu Jr.*
Henry F. Stern*
Robert W. Stevenson
Lowell Thomas Jr.*
Guy W. Van Syckle*
Nancy R. & George H.* Vogt
Edward S. Waring*
Harvey White
John T. Witte*
Richard W. Young*

CL A SS OF 1947
William O. Bailey*
Lee E. Bartholomew*
Philip E. Booth*
Wallace D. Bradway
Albert C. Burbank*
Daniel T. Carroll*
Hugh M. Chapin*
Paul R. Cohen*
Elizabeth W.* & Albert J.* Colton
Roger H. Dickinson*
Alan R. Epstein
Sheila* & Donald J. Evans
Norman S. Fink*
Lila & Joseph M.* Flounders
John W. Fondahl*
Mr.* & Mrs. George B. Gerrish
Alan Goldstein
Harry E. Graves*
Jack H. Halpin
Townes M. Harris Jr.*
David H. Hauser*
Eleanor & W. Hardy Hendren III
Robert R. Huffman*
Ann D.* & David D.* Huntoon
Hal Johnston
John M. Kaufman*
Joseph R. Kincaid*
Robert B. Kirsch*
Carl A. Kuniholm

Joseph G. Kurey
Sybil T.* & Jay L.* Laskey
Thomas E.* Leggat
Irving Levine*
G. Richard Lezius*
Barry A. Marks*
Joseph F. Marsh Jr.*
H. Jefferson Mills Jr.*
Robert T. Mortimer*
John M. Murray Jr.
Bernard D. Nossiter*
Robert W. Owens*
Gerald F. Phillips*
Blanchard Pratt
James Smith Rudolph
Paul H. Spiers Jr.*
David F. Squire
David G. Stahl*
Frank A. Weber
Eugene P. Whittier Jr.
Arthur R. Wilson*
William C. Yakovac*

CL A SS OF 194 8
Anonymous (1)
Peter H. Batchelder*
Everett E. Chapman*
Elaine W. & Howard T. Cook
Robert H. Cormack*
Dorothy & Warren F. Daniell Jr.
Burton Elliott*
Janice Barrett & Carlton F.* Evans
Donald R. Gilmore*
Judith Cross & John H. Hatheway*
Harland Hoisington
John C. Jansing*
Robert W. Jeavons*
Walter W. Kliebe*
John R. Mahoney*
Allen E. McMichael*
George R. Michalek*
William G. Pace III*
Foxhall A. Parker
Hugh Shearer*
Morton Smith
John A. VanRaalte
Kenneth T. Young Jr.*
Roger V. Zorn*

CL A SS OF 1949
Anonymous (2)
Robert J. Bellemare*
Michael Bernkopf*
Sarah R. & William H.* Boardman
Maurice L. Bombar Jr.*
H. Allen Brooks*
Peter R. Brown*
John N. Dahle
George F. Day
Walter DeHoog

Charles K. Dodge*
Richard O. Elliott*
Carl V. Granger
Ralph Greenhouse*
Barbara & Vail K.* Haak Jr.
Orton H. Hicks Jr.*
Edward R. Hunt*
J. Michael McGean*
Emmanuel W. Metz*
Dana E. Miller*
Donald E. Mose*
John H. Mudie*
Emil J. Popke Jr.*
Raymond J. Rasenberger
Bertram Rodman*
Robert C. Rooke
John H. Schaaf*
Alma & Donald B.* Scully
Roger H. Sheldon*
Martha A.* & Kenneth W.* Soule
Winifred Anthony & John P.* Stearns
Carl C. Struever Jr.*
Thomas J. Swartz Jr.
Phyllis M. & Robert B.* Swift
Gordon A. Thomas*
Thomas H. Towler
Raymond F. Truncellito
Ernest W. P. Vesey*

CL A SS OF 1950
Charles L. Abbe*
Francis M. Austin Jr.
Barbara S.* & James G.* Birney
Carol Virginia* & Seward B.* Brewster
William H. Carpenter
Smiley N. Chambers Jr.*
Philip C. Chapalas
Kenneth F. Clark Jr.
Adolph B. Cramer*
Judith & William J.* Cross
Sally & H. Newcomb* Eldredge
Joseph M. Ely
J. William Embree III*
Daniel F. Featherston Jr.*
Katharine B. & Walter L.* Fisher
Richard K. Frey*
John G. Gammie*
Caro & James* Gregg
Jacques Harlow
Dick T. Hollands
Larry Huntley*
Joan R. & Paul J.* Lena
John George Henry Lotter*
James H. McCrum Jr.*
Henry P. Meijer*
Kingsland Oakes*
Scott C. Olin*
David C. Pendleton*
W. Scott Peters*
Herbert B. Ray*

Richard A. Robie
K. V. Rothchild
William R. Sapers
Marvin M. Stephens Jr.*
James Stevens III*
William S. Stone II*
Carroll M. Swezey Jr.*
Peggy & James D.* Vail
Robert V. P. Waterman*
Robert S. Wilkinson Jr.

CL A SS OF 1951
Anonymous (1)
Dwight L. Allison Jr.
Thomas B. Arnold*
Charles D. Bagot*
David W. Batchelder*
Adolph J. Berger*
George B. Biggs Jr.
James A. Bovaird III*
Robert C. Brod
William M. Brooks*
Alan Brout
Bruce H. Bryant
H. Richard Bucey*
Marcus V. Cole*
Chester F. Cotter
James M. Culberson Jr.
Russell C. Dilks*
William H. Duke*
David W. Emerson*
Robert A. Gatzert*
John L. Giegerich Jr.
Irene* & Carl L. Glassberg
David K. Hall*
Michael A. Harris*
John Higley*
David H. Hilton*
Charles O. Hoban*
Charles H. Hood*
Robert W. Hopkins
John A. Hoskins
Nason A. Hurowitz
Robert G. Hustek*
Michael Iovenko*
Harold C. Johnson Jr.*
Stuart M. Johnson Jr.
Allan R. Karcher*
Nancy Gordon & Herbert B. Knight
David S. Krivitsky
William J. Leffler II
Hugh P. MacBrien*
Lucretia L. & Peter B. Martin
Richard D. McFarland
Peirce McKee
Loye W. Miller
Richard A. Miner
Robert H. Moore
Albert H. Mori*
Alfred H. Moses

Marr P. Mullen
Amy & Henry Nachman Jr.
Wesley L. Nutten III*
Paul W. Orth
Martin B.* & Joan Person
Andrew L. Pincus
Richard C. Pugh*
Aaron R. Rausen*
Charles M. Richardson Jr.*
Samuel R. Roberts*
James B. Robinson*
James D. Rogers
Janet & Robert L.* Rutstein
Henry M. Sanders*
Benjamin Schore
Parke H. Sickler
Edward P. Sine*
Albert F. Streelman Jr.*
John J. Sutton Jr.*
W. Hayden Thompson*
Stanley Van Den Noort*
Ralph F. Watkins*
Jack A. Weingarten
Betty* & Edward A.* Weisenfeld
Josiah H. Welch
David Wiggins*
Erich S. Wisiol*
Julius R. Wolf*
Stephen J. Wolff Jr.*
Arthur F. Worden Jr.

CL A SS OF 1952
Anonymous (9)
Jay H. Anderson
Emanuel S. Balkin
John A. Bartlett*
Nancy L.* & Charles E.* Benisch
Robert D. Brace
Richard M. Bressler
Peter W. Burnside
John W. Collins
Wendell H. Cox*
Percy Crosby*
Margaret & John B. Crowell Jr.
Richard B. Dalbeck*
George A. Davis
Charles F. Dey
Judith & David A. Drexler
Roger F. Evans Jr.*
Theodore F. Frankenbach
Ann & Francis I. Frellick
Alden Guild*
George M. Howard
King L. Howe*
Remsen M. Kinne III*
John C. Klein
Charles M. Liddle III
Drewry E. & Frank A. Logan
Paul C. T. Loo*
Katharine M. & Charles M.* Lyon

Terence S. Malone
Ann & Stephen F.* Mandel
Lawrence T. Markin
Mary Louise* & Frank A.* Mate
Richard D. McDonough*
Dorn C. McGrath Jr.
Peter F. McSpadden*
Robert S. Medvecky
Donald P. Moore
Evan L. Nelson Jr.
Lawrence J. Noling
John S. North*
Joe Novak
Herbert R. Nubel*
Franklin T. Osgood Jr.
Everett H. Parker*
Nathan K. Parker Jr.*
Edwin T. Rice
Kenneth Roman
James H. Rosenfield Sr.
Angus M.* & Elisabeth W. Russell
Preston H. Saunders*
George J. Scully*
James F. Shepherd*
Nicholas Skylor
Patricia & E. Martin Spencer
Peter W. Stanley
Edmond A. Sullivan*
William H. Thomas*
Victor R. Trautwein Jr.
Donald R. Wagner*
Drew E. Waitley*
Virginia Dye & Emerson W. White
Henry W. Williams Jr.
Robert H. Williams*
Louis A. Zehner Jr.*
Alice Marian & Peter H.* Zischke

CL A SS OF 1953
Wallace F. Ashnault*
John B. Auerbach*
Richard W. Badger*
Abdul S. Bahrani*
Philip E. Beekman
Burton Bernstein
Putnam W. Blodgett
Richard J. Blum
Edgar Boody
Charles B. Buchanan
Robert L. Callender*
Fred Carleton*
William L. Chamberlin*
Harry Leroy Cherry Jr.
Clyde R. Claus*
Russell A. Cook
Robert A. Derzon*
John B. Dodge
Richard S. Dunham*
Robert G. Edgar*
Frederick J. England Jr.*
Harlan W. Fair

Philip S. Fast
Richard T. Fleming
Michelle & David W. Florence
Adolph Franz II
Leonard I. Gochman
Richard H. Goodman*
Lillian P. & Donald C.* Goss
Edwin H. Grant Jr.
John C. Green
Richard S. Greene
Rudolf K. Haerle Jr.
Richard A. Hall
David G. Halloran
Robert F. Heilmann
Robert P. Henderson
Sylvia & Ralph E. Heyman
Catherine H. & George H.* Jacobus
L. W. Johnson
John H. Kennedy
W. George Krall
Mary A. & Robert L.* Lambert
Mary & C. Blair Law
Liliane & Ronald H. Lazar
Richard J. Loewenthal Jr.
Richard D. Lombard*
Robert F. MacNally II*
Robert A. Malin
Helen & Thomas P. McCrea III
Zeta & Donald E. McMichael
Laura Campbell & Allan L. Miller
John W. Newton
Lynne J. & Gilbert S.* Osborn
Paul D. Paganucci*
John W. Patten
Douglas D. Perkins
Donna & Charles C. Reilly
David C. Salter
Barron W. Schoder Jr.*
Arthur B. Schweich
Frima & Gilbert L. Shapiro
Bruce R. Sherman
Andrew C. Sigler
Robert C. Simpson
Mary L. & Russell S. Smale
Denny W. Speidel*
Audrey M.* & Edward J.* Spiegel
Jane & John K.* Springer
Edward Van R. Spurgeon
David G. Stanley
Frederick H. Stephens Jr.
Lowell S. Thomas Jr.
Richard B. Thomas*
James A. West*
Ann & Thomas W. Wiley
A. Donald Williams III*
Edward T. Wood
Robert S. Yates*

CL A SS OF 1954
Anonymous (1)
Richard D. Barker

*Deceased
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Bartlett Tower Society Honor Roll
List of members as of October 31, 2017
Donald L. Berlin
Robert V. Berry*
Donald K. Brief
Wilbur W. Bullen Jr.
Marilyn T. & Robert* Clements
Roy R. Coffin Jr.*
Clark S. Davis*
Joseph L. Davis Jr.
Donald R. DesCombes*
Edward F. Everett*
Stephen H. Fast
Michael M. Finigan
Judith & Morton Galper
William H. Garland*
Arthur J. Geller
Roger Gilmore
William A. Grover*
Frederic C. Hartman
Brenda Storrs & Edwin J. Hayes Jr.
Herbert J. Hillman Jr.
Anthony Kane
Elizabeth & Thomas V. A. Kelsey
Kent M. Klineman*
I. Robert Levine
Anne E. & Dana E. Low
Lawrence S. Martz Jr.
Edward L. May
John M. Moran
Stephen M. Mullins
William E. Murane
Hugh T. Nolin*
Richard M. Page
Richard A. Pearl
Charles M. Reed Jr.*
John A. Reed Jr.
Hugh L. Roberts Jr.*
Thomas D. Sayles Jr.*
Peter R. Schenck
John F. Steel III
Richard A. Steinberg*
Donald A. Swanson Jr.
Lloyd B. Tepper
David R. Thielscher
Thomas L. Tyler
Myra Annette & Frank M. Weiser
Genevieve & Glenn A.* Wesselmann

CL A SS OF 1955
Neal M. Allen
Harry T. Ambrose*
Sue Born & John W. Ballard II
Stanley N. Bergman
Richard K. Blodgett
Elizabeth & Hugh M. T.* Brady
John C. Braestrup
Peter F. Branch
Charles B. Carpenter*
Donald J. Charbonnier
John H. Cogswell
David L. Conlan

Jere R. Daniell
Alice & William G.* DeLana
John J. Doyle Jr.
Robert D. Fanger
Lynn S. & William Foggle
John French III
Lane W. Goss*
Peter A. Greenfield
Asaph H. Hall*
Alice K. & Warren S.* Hance
Roy B. Hill*
Paul F. Jacobson*
Julian R. Klein*
John H. Krumpe
Robert W. Lenker
Neil M. Levenson*
Harry T. Lewis Jr.
Donald A. MacKay*
Paul Mannes*
Leon C. Martel
Joseph D. Mathewson
Betsey & David P. Miller
Robert L. Morse*
Richard B. Mount
David K. Page*
A. Brooks Parker III
Robert A. Perkins
G. Gale Roberson Jr.*
Allen W. Root
Malcolm S. Roth*
Gordon W. Russell
Ralph L. Sautter
Willard A. Small*
Peter V. Teal
James M. Wechsler*
Matthew B. Weinberg
Carl G. Weisenfeld
Robert L. Wenz
Howard M. Zelikow

CL A SS OF 1956
Anonymous (1)
Joel D. Ash
Kathryn & Peter A. Bernard
Jack L. Billhardt
Robert J. Bransten
Robert W. Burnham
Prentiss Carnell
Leonard J. Clark Jr.*
John E. Cotton
John W. Crowley
Robert A. Danziger
Charles P. Driscoll
Robert R. Faulkner
James L. Flynn*
Frederick K. Franz*
Glendon E. French
Alan J. Friedman
Samuel E. Fry Jr.*
Harold Gordon

David E. Haight Jr.
Sandra & Thomas J. Harper
Dudley D. Heath
Kenneth L. Herrmann
John H. Higgs
Emerson B. Houck
Duke Hust*
Whitney A. Jenkins*
Henry A. Kappel
Herbert D. Kleber
John E. Kramer Jr.
Paul Kreindler
Thomas R. Kuhns
Nils H. Larson Jr.*
J. Richard Leaman Jr.
Gordon K. Lenci
Earle S. Lenker
Ronald L. Lewis
Robert L. Long, Jr.
William J. Magavern II
William B. Norton*
John S. Parke
Henry J. Pratt*
H. Flint Ranney*
Nancy & George J. Records
Lester A. Reid
George D. Robison III
David K. Rubin
Kevin G. Ryan
Noel E. Sankey
Lawrence W. Scammon Jr.
Robert R. Slater
Charles E. Soule
Frank P. Strong Jr.*
Jonathan Strong*
Eric Valentine*
John K. Van de Kamp
Elliott G. Weinstein
Bert R. Whittemore
Kristin & R. Stewart Wood Jr.
Richard Worrell

William P. Curry
Ann & William H. Edgerton
Eric Y. Eichler
Clark A. Griffiths
Daniel P. Harrington
Frank B. Hoefle
Francis P. Howland
Byron C. Huse
Edward M. Jennings
Clarence D. Kerr III*
W. Stan Knipe*
Victor P. Kohl Jr.
Stephen C. Lampl
Sharon* & Richard P.* Lanahan
Michael L. Lasser
G. Robert Macdonald
J. Thomas Macy
Katherine & Leon I. Mann
Robert Marchant
Harrington K. Mason*
Frank J. Mooney III
Robert W. O’Neill
D. Monte Pascoe*
Richard F. Perkins
J. Robert Porter Jr.*
Peter L. Powers
Thomas H. Schwarz
John Scully*
Dan Searby
Frederick W. Searby*
Robert L. Shirley
C. F. Simpson*
John B. Spring*
John A. Stempel*
George H. Stern
Jane M. & Josiah Stevenson IV
Eugene P. Stichman*
James C. Tankersley
David C. Thompson
James R. Treadwell Jr.*
Jonathan P. White

CL A SS OF 1957

CL A SS OF 1958

Anonymous (1)
Wallace E. Ackley
Virginia & Randolf H. Aires
Ricardo J. Alfaro II
Philip A. Anderson
Majid Arbab
Robert Baehr*
Jane Noyes & Alfred C. Bancroft Jr.
Bruce H. Bernstein
Edward K. Bixby*
Robert A. Burton Jr.
Arlan Y. Cady*
Larrie S. Calvert
F. Peter Carothers
Walter S. Clark Jr.
David W. Cook
Robert K. Creasy

Gershen M. Abraham
Melvin G. Alperin
Bryant Barnard*
Philip B. Bell
John C. Bennett
Harold J. Bernsen
Joseph B. Blake
Frank H. Blatz Jr.
Harvey M. Bloom
Robert S. Bolinger
Ann D. & David H. Bradley
Frederick G. Coggin
John M. Coulter Jr.
Charles H. Cowperthwaite
Robert N. Downey
John D. Durno
Peter B. Flowers

James B. Geier*
Bruce A. Gemberling
Carroll McR. & Robert D. Gilges
Robert F. Goodell
Craig B. Haines Jr.
L. Joseph Jacquet*
Robert M. Jaffe
Joseph W. Kabat Jr.*
Preston T. Kelsey II
Sandra & Jerry Manne
Ralph N. Manuel
David E. Maryatt
Brendan V. McAdams Jr.
Donald H. McCree Jr.
Donald O. McIntyre
Trygve Myhren
Charles J. Neff Jr.
S. Peter Pappas
Richard H. Pew Jr.*
Gerald M. Polin
Joel B. Portugal
Arthur D. Raybin*
James F. Riffle
Robert H. Rudolph
John M. Ryan
Frank E. Sands II
Joseph J. Slotnik
Samuel G. Smith
James R. Spence Jr.
William R. Stevens
Philip B. Stoddard
Andrew H. Thomas*
Thomas C. Towse*
Linda & John C. Trimble
Walter W. Vail
Otto G. Wagenbach
David G. Weber
Lowell W. Wilder
Susan* & Peter D.* Williamson
Jack Wolper*
Philip F. Wood
James B. Young

Max C. Fischer*
Wayne G. French
Mark T. Gates Jr.
James W. Giddens
Goodwin O. Gilman
Earl W. Glazier Jr.*
George Hampton Jr.*
A. Stuart Hanson
David L. Heine*
Constance & Michael M. Hellman
Laurance P. Hurlburt*
Richard G. Jaeger
Peter Jaffe
Richard P. Karpawich*
Leslie H. Larsen Jr.*
David E. Marshall
Allan F. Munro
John B. Nason III*
James E. Neff
Edward H. Noll*
Wilfred Ogg Jr.
Diane & D. Scott Palmer
G. Richard Paul
Charles D. Pinkerton
David K. Porter
Kent L. Rickenbaugh*
Richard E. Sameth
Herbert M. Schoenberg
Peter J. Schreier
Donna & Gerald D. Silverberg
Barry D. Smith
Roger W. Squier Jr.
Paul A. Stein
William R. Sweet*
Michael A. Tighe Jr.
Walter W. Topham
Dorothea & Joseph A. Wattleworth
Kurt J. Wehbring
Albert B. Wende*
James D. Wilson*
Joanne & Douglas Wise
Emily Neece & Alan R. Ziegler

CL A SS OF 1959

CL A SS OF 1960

Anonymous (2)
Nancy & Samuel S.* Adams
Thomas J. Adriance*
Rodger S. Agre
G. Thomas Aley Jr.
Mary Atchley & David H.* Allen
Peter I. Barber*
Ray E. Becker
Burton C. Binner
Kurt P. Christiansen
William S. Colehower
Stanley I. Cundey Jr.
Robert A. Danielson
Dix F. Davis
Charles J. Donovan
Ben W. Drew Jr.*

Anonymous (4)
James R. Adler
Joel B. Alvord
J. Eric Anderson
Marc A. Austen
Joseph L. Batchelder
Dwight A. Beebe
Pamela F. & Don M. Betterton
Patricia & Russell E.* Brooks
Douglas C. Bryant
Martin L. Budd
Paul S. Cantor
Richard H. Chase Jr.
Bruce M. Clark
Jonathan L. Cohen
Robert J. Colyer

Peter J. Crumbine
Walter E. Daniels
Richard I. Davidson
Robert M. Derderian
Bruce W. Eaken Jr.*
Jessee E. Fate III*
Quentin P. Faulkner
Estelle Bender & T. Richard Fishbein*
Richard J. Foley
Walter G. Freedman
Paul J. Freud
Haley J. Fromholz
Sheldon M. Gisser
Allan H. Glick
Sidney H. Goldman
Dennis C. Goodman
Thomas C. Grow
William E. Gundy
Jerome E. Gurst
Robert M. Hager
J. Roger Hanlon
Bruce H. Hasenkamp*
Susan & Michael Heitner
David B. Hiley
Jack N. Hodgson*
David S. Hull*
Patricia Ann & Russell W. Ingersoll
Alexander V. W. Ingham
Murray J. Janus*
Kenneth E. Johansen
Norris C. Knosher*
Eugene H. Kohn
Morton M. Kondracke
Neil M. Koreman
Philip C. Kron
Susan & Richard M. Levy
Sheldon A. Lippe*
Bruce R. Lively
Franklin X. Loeb*
Roberta D.* & Martin A.* Lower
Richard T. Lyman Jr.*
Barry L. MacLean
Joseph D. Mandel
R. Duncan Mathewson
Reynolds E. Moulton Jr.*
Allen F. Muglia
Roderick O. Mullett
Ryan M. Ostebo*
Samuel W. Parke Jr.*
John C. Passeggio
Andrew R. Paul
Robert M. Philips
W. Robert Prouty
Andrew J. Purdy*
Susan C. & Harry W. Quillian
Kenneth Reich*
Beatrice M. & E. Lee Robbins
Sol Rockenmacher
Linda & Frederick A. Roesch
Roger F. Schaefer

Donald A. Sheffield
D. Barry Sibson
Stephen Sayre Singer
Dudley R. Smith
Albert M. Stark
Gary J. Stass*
Leila M.* & Melville* Straus
Richard W. Strehle
Seth Devore Strickland
Charles B. Stuart
The Reverend Kenneth W. Taber II
Allan R. Walker
Kenneth E. Weg
John R. Wheaton
Douglas W. Whitney
Thomas C. Wood
Frederick L. Yocum*
Roger L. Zissu

CL A SS OF 1961
Anonymous (3)
David G. Armstrong
Oscar P. Arslanian
William E. Atkinson Jr.*
Samuel R. Baker
Morris W. Banks
Ralph G. Barton
H. James Baum
David H. Blake
Peter A. Bleyler
Michael G. Burnett
R. Bruce Callahan
Cleve E. Carney*
Roger D. Coates
Thomas S. Conger
Robert H. Conn
G. Barclay Corbus
Duane H. Cox
John L. Damon II
Charles K. Dayton
Kenneth DeHaven
G. H. Denniston Jr.
Henry E. Eberhardt III
Irwin L. Facher
Maurice K. Hanauer
George C. Harrington
Arthur L. Jacobson
Marsha & Bruce K. Johnson
Carol & Ivar A. Jozus
Gerald P. Kaminsky
Richard F. Keith
Arthur M. Kelton Jr.
John G. King
Michael W. Kirst
Norman R. Klath
Laurence R. Levy
Gerald Libby
Richard E. Lodmill
Susan & Morton D. Lynn
Harris B. McKee

*Deceased
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Bartlett Tower Society Honor Roll
List of members as of October 31, 2017
Patrick B. McManus
J. Michael Murphy
Donald F. O’Neill
Peter M. Palin
David E. Prewitt
Fredrick T. W. Reed
Victor S. Rich
Constance D. & David G. Robinson
John T. Russell
John E. Schlachtenhaufen
Walter C. Schliemann
James S. Silen
Dawn C. & Franklin M. Stephens
Peter F. Stuart
Andrew W. Urquhart
Margot & Kenneth K. Walker
Hartley D. Webster
Maynard B. Wheeler
R. Oakley Winters
Ronald Wybranowski
John L. Zabriskie Jr.*
Douglas P. Zipes

CL A SS OF 1962
Anonymous (2)
Karen G. Smith & Thomas B. Ackland
Gordon B. Aydelott
Anderson G. Bartlett III
Jeffrey K. Brinck
Karen* & Alan W.* Bryant Jr.
John E. Clark Jr.
Charles C. Cohen
William H. Davis
James G. Godsman
Robert L. Goodman
Richard G. Green
David H. Gundy
James B. Haines V
Gabrielle & Roy J. Halstead
Peter L. Halvorson
Richard J. Hannah
Carl F. Herbold
Edward Hirsch
Carl G. Jaeger
Ellis E. Kern
Zaida & Peter T. Knight
Jack A. Lavine
Warren T. Loomis*
Stefan M. Mason
Gordon A. McKean
Erwin H. Miller
Penelope & William A. Obenshain
E. Prather Palmer Jr.
William C. Pierce
Ben S. Read Jr.
J. Stephen Reid
Karen J. & Joshua A. Rich
Steve Roth
Mike Rouzee
John D. Ryder

Allene A. & Robert H. Sayre
Jill G. & John T. Schiffman
David l. Smith
Virginia R. & Manning J. Smith III
Robert P. Sprafkin
Daniel P. Tompkins
Paul Weinberg
Virginia* & Gordon R. Williamson

CL A SS OF 1963
Anonymous (1)
Lawrence B. Bailey
Stephen P. Bank
Ann & Lyle H. Bjork
George C. Bonstelle Jr.*
William E. Brazda
Robert M. Bysshe
Michael H. Cardozo V
W. Scott Carlisle III
Thomas M. Chandler
Robert G. Chavey
Theodore J. Cutler
David Dawley
David A. Downey*
Charles B. Faegre
James M. Friedman
Maurice G. Friedman*
Francis X. Gina Jr.*
Ann & John R. Goellner
William V. Hindle Jr.
Gary Russell & John L. Huber
Reginald L. Jones
John B. Kovas*
Abby & Dennis M. Kratz
John L. Kubacki
Virginia & Michael R. Leone
Jane & Barry R. Linsky
Helen C. & Geoffrey E. Nothnagle
Kenneth J. Novack
John Lee Patterson*
A. Thomas Perry
Timothy V. I. Ratner
Thomas R. Richards
Steven B. Rosen
Percy H. Russell Jr.
Petra & D. William Subin
Richard B. Swett
Stanley W. Tebbetts*
Frederick D. Thompson*
Gaetano R. Vicinelli
Thomas G. Washing
Jeffrey G. Weaver
Gordon C. Weir
Judith R. Derasse
& William R. Wellstead
Barbara & Richard Wong

CL A SS OF 1964
Anonymous (1)
Larry M. Ayres*

William Barnet III
Robert V. Bartles
Robert I. Bayer
Steven D. Blecher
Thomas B. Campion Jr.
Alfred J. Cotton Jr.
Sabin Danziger
Charles Devens Jr.
Amy Dennison & Carl S. DuRei
Dale F. Eickelman
Wilmer C. Faust III*
George J. Fesus
Edward J. Gingras
Peggy & Leonard L. Glass
Mariellen & Thomas A. Good
Newell M. Grant
Paul E. Hale
John E. Holobinko
James S. Hughes
Roger H. Hull
Glen R. Kendall
Marc S. Kirschner
Stephen L. Koch
David W. Kruger
Donald E. Kubit*
Kenneth M. Lapine
Lawrence L. Laster
Richard J. Lessow
Deborah A. & Roy J. Lewicki
Franklin O. Loveland*
Mark L. Lowmiller*
Peter E. Luitwieler
Marguerite & Robert S. MacArthur III
Charles L. Marsh Jr.
Gene B. Marshall*
Arthur McGinnes
Mr.* & Mrs. Fredrick S. Meils
Douglas G. Montgomery
Kevin O’Gorman
E. Christopher Palmer
Frederick M. Rothenberg
John W. Russell
John H. Sanders Jr.
Gale & Stephen A. Sherman
Robert L. Shirley III
Harvey M. Tettlebaum
Eugene R. Veto
Nancy K.* & Brooks* Wheeler
Edward G. Williams
Becky and Larry D. Williams
James Wright

CL A SS OF 1965
Carl H. Amon III
Theodore W. Atkinson Jr.
Richard J. Avery
Thomas C. Bettman
Robert D. Blake
Carl A. Boe
Theodore L. Bracken Sr.

Donald E. Bradley
Mark J. Brodkey
Timothy C. Bryant
J. Gary Bucher
John D. Bullock
Brian E. Butler
James F. Carey III
Karen Bell & Robert M. Cox Jr.
Harry B. Crosswell
H. Lee Daneker
Richard J. Davey
Stephen R. Demeritt
Robert J. Eckert
John Chris Fisher
Thomas W. Flechtner
Michael Gonnerman
James W. Griffiths
James W. Hamilton*
H. Roger Hansen
Richard J. Harris Jr.
Gary C. Herbst
John D. Herney
Bruce D. Jolly
Sven B. Karlen Jr.
Edward A. Keible Jr.
Diane G. & Stuart J. Keiller
Charles D. LaFiura
Richard P. Leach Jr.
Douglas C. Leitch*
C. Thomas Long
Jaan Lumi
John S. Macdonald Jr.
Michael W. Mascari
Whitefoord S. Mays III
Robert S. McConnaughey
Kenneth R. McGruther
Jane A. & Thomas E. Meacham
Stanlis D. Milkowski
Richard T. Mosher Jr.*
Mark E. Nackman
Michael B. Orr
Paul C. Pringle
Peter A. Sapione*
Richard K. Shaw
Barbara E. Shiers & Joel W. Sternman
Peyton A. Storli
Bruce S. Wagner
Marshall F. Wallach
Stephen L. Waterhouse
William O. Webster Jr.
Robert R. Williams
Judith & Allen W. Zern

CL A SS OF 1966
Anonymous (4)
Robert M. Bach
Judith Liff & Joseph N. Barker
A. George Battle
L. Graeme Bell III
George W. Berry*

Richard H. Blacklow
Elizabeth C. & Thomas E. Brady Jr.
Michael R. Bromley
James M. Byers III
Robert E. Cleary*
Robert M. Cohn
Richard D. Daly
Richard J. Dellamora
Peter J. Dorsen
Peter Schuyler Eddy
William P. Ferris
Jeffrey L. Futter
Glenn E. Gavin Jr.
Brewster H. Gere Jr.
Edward S. Grew
Wayne Hill
H. Gaylord Hitchcock Jr.
Joanne & Alan C. Keiller
Eric M. King*
Marya & Paul F. Klee
Roger C. Kline*
Stephan P. Lanfer
R. Bradley Laycock Jr.
Thomas D. Lips
James M. Lustenader
Jeannette C. & Oliver O. Miller
James M. Oathout
K. Peter Orbanowski
David P. Osborne*
John W. Rollins Jr.
Alan W. Rottenberg
Robert Serenbetz
Richard D. Sheaff
Charles R. Sherman
Augustus R. Southworth III
David B. Spring
Kenneth H. Taylor Jr.
George R. Trumbull III
Pieter VanDenSteenhoven*
George A. Vincent III
Stephen H. Zeller

CL A SS OF 1967
Anonymous (1)
Steven E. Ayres
Charles T. Berry
Susan & Ethan M. Braunstein
Bruce J. Chasan
R. Stephen Cheheyl
Lee C. Clyburn*
Kenneth J. Davidson*
Lawrence J. Fabian
Frederick W. Geissinger
James R. Gifford
John K. Hager
Marina & Kip K. Harris
Erik E. Joh
William H. Judd III
Richard F. LaRoche Jr.
Harold McIver Leich

Elizabeth R. & David C. Lowenstein
A. David Mangelsdorff
Nicholas B. Mason
John F. Meck
William M. Moore*
Gloria G. & Stanley C. Morson
Kathleen & Peter J. Nistad Jr.
Samuel D. Ostrow
Charles A. Riley
Michael W. Seely
Howard F. Sharfstein
Robert S. Smith
Robert L. Thurer
John S. Toomey*
Aubrey B. Willacy

CL A SS OF 1968
Charles A. Anderson
Roger A. Anderson
Jonathan G. Axelrod
Tamae & William L. Beers
Warren E. Connelly
Frank E. Couper*
Dennis F. Donahue
John S. Engelman
Peter M. Fahey
Edward S. Heald
Lawrence F. Himes
Gary R. Hobin
Stanley A. Hooker III
Gary N. Horlick
Benjamin H. Johnson
Joanne N. & Roger R. Lenke
Susan & D. Terence Lichty
John G. Migliori
William C. Mutterperl
James E. Noyes
Richard B. Noyes
Kevin F. O’Donnell
Patrice & Jonathan R. Page
Kenneth R. Page
Henry M. Paulson Jr.
Patricia McKee & Donald E. Pease
Theodore Renna
Walter D. Richter
Charles W. Schweizer
Ronald P. Weiss
Roger M. Witten

CL A SS OF 1969
Anonymous (1)
Michael D. Adickman
Bruce S. Alpert
Stephen W. Bates
J. Lawrence Carter
Allen T. Denison
Robert W. Dickgiesser*
John S. Gilbert
Gary L. Goodenough
Judson Graves

Kathryn Irene
& William H. Greenwood III
F. Thomas Hopkins III
Robert F. Houser
Thomas C. Hunt
Norman A. Jacobs
Byrd Charles W. Kempe*
William J. Kneisel
Stephen C. Larson
David H. Lieberman*
Donald A. Lofty
Loren C. Lortscher
F. Lane McBurney
Alan D. Neubert
Stephen S. Page
Charles C. Pineo III
David L. Prentice
R. Hampton Rich
Daniel Romer
James J. Ross
Gerald H. Schulze
C. Troy Shaver Jr.
James E. Sheldon
Robert D. Shellard
Tower C. Snow Jr.
Paul K. Tuhus
Virginia P. & David S. Wakelin
Susan DeBevoise Wright

CL A SS OF 1970
James V. Aukerman
Thomas Lynn Avery*
Charles R. Bacheller*
Wayne B. Bardsley
Gary T. Brooks
Arthur E. Brown
Jeffrey S. Dahlman
R. Demarest Duckworth III
Paul M. Gambaccini
Joseph L. Garrett
Peter F. Kardon
Susan L. Gershenhorn & James Lazarus
Andrew D. Lewis
Brian A. Maher
David F. Noyes
Stewart G. Rosenblum
Geoffrey G. Scott
Edward E. Shumaker III
Thomas K. Tiemann
Peter H. Van Demark
Thomas R. Wentworth

CL A SS OF 1971
Anonymous (3)
Buck G. Allen III
Gail V. Coleman
& Kenneth M. Bruntel*
Charles W. Collier
Samuel M. Cuddeback III
David P. Edson

Eugene R. Elrod
Michael L. Fay
Bruce D. Frankel
David C. Herrick
Wayne P. Hobin
William E. Hoover Jr.
Darrell A. Hotchkiss
Stephen K. Hoverman
Katherine Stevens*
& Kenneth P. Jacobsen
James K. Jenkins
Malcolm L. Jones
Bruce R. Karr*
Robert Y. Lider
J. Michael Maynard
Jeffrey K. McElnea
James G. Meyer*
Peter S. Pratt
James T. Rager
Henry K. Ricklefs
Katherine Duff Rines
Michael J. Ross
Peter B. Webster
Samuel J. Webster
Holly & Bernard B. Wysocki Jr.

CL A SS OF 1972
David G. Bailey
Bruce W. Boyd
Peter S. Broberg
Pamela J. & Christopher B. Cain
Daniel Cooperman
Joseph R. Davis
John P. de Regt
Laura & Gary Dicovitsky
Susan & Robert H. Doerr
Kimball S. Fuiks
Lawrence E. Lieberman
Beverly R. Love
Michael E. Moore*
Christie C. & Win J. Neuger
Gary G. Null
Karen R. & Charles B. Schudson
William G. Schur
Bruce J. Shnider
Neal D. Traven
Roger G. Wilson

CL A SS OF 1973
Anonymous (1)
Patricia & Robert A. Barr
Jim Brandstetter
David I. Chemerow
Robert G. Conway Jr.
David G. Duggan
Sarah P. & James S. Fleischer
Constance M. Haddad
& David R. Garver
Susan L. Gordon
Michael D. Havern

*Deceased
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Bartlett Tower Society Honor Roll
List of members as of October 31, 2017
Harley D. Kaufman
Patrick F. Kennedy
Jonathan D. Low
John F. Lundgren
Steven C. Morelli
William G. Nisen
Trevor Q. O’Neill*
Peter S. Shedden*
Nicholas M. Simonelli
Debra Ann Clark & D Randall Spydell
Bruce C. Stuart
John S. Weatherley Jr.*
Jonathan H. Winer*

CL A SS OF 1974
David C. Bonga
Gerald G. Bowe
William B. Cater Jr.*
Thomas C. Csatari
Sheryl & Michael W. DeGenring
Michael R. Draznik
John W. Elsenhans
Christopher C. Gates
William F. Geiger
Kenneth F. Hall
William G. Hart
David S. Johnson
Kenneth J. Marable
Bruce D. Miller
Christopher S. Pfaff
Neal E. Rakov
John R. Sample
Joel B. Sanborn*
Richard F. Spellman
Robert J. Stevenson
John F. Wehner
Richard G. Woolworth Jr.

CL A SS OF 1975
Michael Caldwell
Patricia L. Chan & Howard M. Hodel
Peter F. Kolack*
M. William Macey Jr.
Mark A. Myers
John L. Reed
Claude A. Saucier
A. Coleman Tuggle
Steven P. Wise

CL A SS OF 1976
Anonymous (2)
Michael F. Aylward
David M. Bandfield
James L. Beattie
Martha Johnson Beattie
Carol Vaughan Bemis
Thaddeus A. Bennett
Catharine J. Brennan
John J. Brennan

Timothy W. Caldwell
Judith Burrows Csatari
Christopher H. Daniell
William C. Davison
K. Brewer Doran
David Q. Ferguson
Robert G. Fisher Jr.*
Andrew Gettinger
John L. & Susan Gile
Pamela Gile*
Amy J. Gillenson
Carey E. Heckman
Thomas J. Heim
W. Philipp Hertz Jr.
Hilary W. Hoge
Kenneth W. Horton
Joel M. & Naomi Baline Kleinman
Peter K. Leer
Laurence M. & Anthony J. Magro
Melanie Fisher Matte*
Charles P. McCann
Stephen G. & Sylvia Dolores Melikian
Marion McCoy Mustard*
John K. Nicholson
Rob Saltzman
Andrew H. Shaw
John F. Shepherd
Margaret McGrath & John S. Sherman
David M. Shribman
David P. Spalding
Rita Diane Stiles
Thomas J. Swartz III
Neil T. Tarzy
Stefanie B. Valar & Edward A. Hauck
Robert O. Wetzel
Paul K. Windrath
Judith M. Yablong*

CL A SS OF 1977
Philip J. Andryc
Anne A. & Daniel F. Attridge
Leslie Embs Bradford
Cathy A. Burnweit
Scott J. Cameron
Amy Cammann Cholnoky
David M. Cutler
Beth Daniell
B. Cort Delany
Susan Dentzer
Eric D. Donnenfeld
A. P. Duffy
Donna E. Fletcher
Garth H. Greimann
Lindsay L. Greimann
Frank T. Ittner
Elizabeth Eptstein Kadin
Elizabeth C. Kent
Mary Collins McDougall
T. Martin Milligan
Peter B. Mills

Katharine A. Phillips
David G. Pierce
Gary A. Rogers
Georgina Tugwell Russo
Thomas A. Russo
John Storella
Robin Travers
Nancy Parssinen Vespoli
Peter F. Volanakis
Marianne Enos Walsh
Michael R. Walsh
Jeffrey F. Welles
Maud Iselin Welles
Thomas B. West
Donald H. Wiviott
Alexander B. Wood
Jocelyn Shaw Woolworth

Bruce T. Peyser
Vicki S. & David A. Philhower
Ben & Janet Riley
Victoria Riley
Elizabeth P. Roberts
Stanley S. Sack
Adam H. Samuels
Mark P. Snyderman
Kathryn & David A. Stone
George S. Stone
David A. Thomsson
Thomas J. Tomai
Mark Tomalonis
R. James Wasz
Paul F. Wetmore
Nancy H. Wilder
Mark M. Winkler

CL A SS OF 1978

CL A SS OF 1980

Mr. and Mrs. Martin I. Cole
Barbara Dau
David G. Dietze
Mara J. Dinsmoor
Edward J. Dohring
Mark C. Hansen
F. Richard Heath
David C. Hodgson
William P. Hunt Jr.
Jeffrey R. Immelt
Melinda R. Kassen
Bruce A. Kaufman
Richard H. & Kathryn Kimball
Charles R. Kreter
David Michael LeMay
Judith A. Osher
Jeffrey Paul Petrich
Peter E. Raskind
Christine Hayer Repasy
Margaret McGrath Sherman
Steven F. Strauss
Mary-Ellyn Tarzy
David A. Taylor

Anonymous (3)
Merle Adelman
Mark R. Alperin
Stuart Bell
Camilla & Daniel J. Berry
Brent R. Bilger
Cameron Crone Bilger
Brian D. Boyer
Ronald K. Chen
I. John Cholnoky
Jane S. & Alexander C. Frank
Robert J. Garry
Christopher P. Gorton
Andreas P. Graham
Earl M. Grossman
Wade W. Herring II
Steven E. James-Herrmann
Charles E. Jarrett
Regina R. Ketting
Katharine Wiley Laud
Joseph R. Mannes
Catherine H. McGrath
Todd Pellett
Cynthia Shortell Peyser
Stacy Donna Phillips
Cornelia Mahn Purcell
Keith P. R. Quinton
Charles C. Richardson Jr.
Robert M. Rough
Laurel J. Smith
Perry M. Smith
Susan G. Spagnola
Mark S. Speers
Paula Ness Speers
Ellen Martin & Kenneth Stanley Taratus
Mark A. Terrero
Ellen J. Remsen Webb
Jonathan F. Weed

CL A SS OF 1979
Laurie A. Branch
Mark Connolly
Barbara & John H. Currier
Matthew J. Donovan
Peggy Epstein Tanner
Gail Frawley Granowitz
Harry E. Griffith Jr.
Jennifer H. Hughes
Pamela J. Joyner
Laurie Laidlaw
Richard A. Magnuson Jr.
Nancy Schwartzman Malmquist
Debra Bray & William H. Mitchell
Ellen Gomprecht
& William J. Oppenheim Jr.

CL A SS OF 1981
Karen McKeel Calby
Holly K. Dustin

Thomas I. Farmer
Pamela M. Hedstrom
Paul E. Kinson
Steven L. Kroll
Anne Scott-Putney
Richard T. Silverman
Claudia Sweeney Weed
Lori A. & Martin J. Weinstein

CL A SS OF 1982
Gina Blus
Thomas S. Burack
Kelly Dixon Cooper
Amelia Craig Cramer
Charles G. Crane
William B. Crenshaw
Albert E. Dotson Jr.
M. Peter Feer
Edward K. Frechette
Peter C. Frechette
Heather Guild
Donna L. Halverstadt
Jennifer Chandler Hauge
Charles F. Hoffman
Matthew B. Hoffman
Dale S. Janik
Amanda & Gregory A. Jones
Gabriel M. Kind
Elizabeth Leggat
Adrienne R. Lotson
Sarah Gaines McCoy
E. Ralph McDevitt III
David L. Plekenpol
Pamela & Shaun Rai
Steven A. Zilber

CL A SS OF 1983
Anonymous (2)
Stephen J. Baggott
Thomas S. Bain
Lisa Feinberg Densmore
Maren J. Christensen
D’Maris Amick & Joseph F. Dempsey Jr.
Heather Roulston Ettinger
Andre A. Hunter
Kelly Fowler Hunter
Sharon L. L. Waxman
Samuel P. Reckford
Anni Dupre Santry
Melanie Law Shugart
Elliot A. Stultz
Stephen W. Webster

Peter T. Gunn
Robert L. Harteveldt
Paul S. Hill
Aaron J. MacArthur*
Jenkins C. Marshall
Martha L. McCoy
Cola G. Parker
Kate Hotchkiss Taylor
S. Tien Wong

CL A SS OF 1985
Anonymous (1)
James C. Alex*
Barry H. Bass
Pamela Lower Bass
Eamonn F. Brady
Lorenzo A. Chambers
Todd L. Cranford
George A. Eldridge
Mary Ellen Reilly Eldridge
Jennifer & Thomas R. Eldridge
Mark Gross
Kathleen Reilly Gross
Jonathan P. Grussing
Valerie Hartman
Nancy C. Hill
Elizabeth Gilman & William T. Hobbs II
Merrick R. Kleeman
James M. Laden
Aloke K. Mandal
Linda Cooper Marshall
Susan S. Reckford
Rich Stoddart
Daniel R. Studnicky
William B. Tyree

CL A SS OF 1986
Anonymous (4)
Sarah Metzgar Boggess
Peter E. Gibson
Thea H. Cleminshaw
Brian B. Conroy
Celeste Boatwright Grace
Craig B. Granowitz
Mark C. Lamarre
William A. Marozas
Gregory S. Nerland
Lynn Tracy Nerland
James F. Minter & David J. Schnabel
Lucie Haswell Voves
Kendall Burney Wilson

CL A SS OF 1984

CL A SS OF 1987

Anonymous (2)
Charlotte & William E. Bannister-Parker
David S. Chao
Fran & Aris Damianos
Karen C. Francis-DeGolia
Leigh Miller Garry

Anonymous (1)
Roseanne Wood Arseneau
Mark E. Chavey
Deborah Rowe Marchiony
H. Randall Morgan Jr.
Joseph J. Voves

CL A SS OF 1988
Anonymous (1)
Jennifer R. & Alex M. Azar II
Elena H. B. Baum
Catherine Craighead Briggs
Kristen Ramstad & R. Craig Carlock
Victoria Woodin Chavey
Richard L. Cloobeck
Cuong V. Do
Janine Rauch Eagle
Jevin S. Eagle
Scott D. Gentry
Traci A. Byrne Gentry
Marjorie W. Gibson
Mary Flounders Green
Geoffrey Hyatt
Janine K. Lambert
Robert W. Lasher
Christopher J. Lena
Glory Martyn Lena
David B. McConnell
David J. McCusker Jr.
Stephanie G. McCusker
Catherine de V. Rainey
John B. Replogle
Robert L. Striker
Taylor G. Thomas
Stephanie Welsch-Lewin
Peter S. Woolley

CL A SS OF 1989
Anonymous (1)
Jan B. Brzeski
Susan S. & Scott W. Ellison
Nancy Bernard Felix
Philip D. Harrison
Kenneth L. Horton
Ann M. Huebner
Elizabeth Mahoney Loughlin
Philip H. Loughlin IV
Jennifer Kochman Marrus
Michelle Martine
& Everett A. McCassey II
Anne E. Moellering
Antonia Rutigliano Nedder
Christie Neuberger Reilly
Richard T. Reilly
Elizabeth Lyon & John H. Shaw Jr.
John D. Tantum
Andrew J. Thompson
John O. Van Hooser
Ross P. Waller
Elizabeth H. & Andrew W. Ward

CL A SS OF 1990
T. Gregory Ames III
Sarah J. & John S. Banks
Trina T. & Quyen D. Chu
Kristen Politica Eckler
Todd H. Eckler

Bruce H. Greenberg
Catherine Griffiths Harrison
Jacqueline S. Joy-Ames
Jeffrey S. Martz
Stefanie R. & Daniel W. Offit
Kate F. & Barnett D. Osman
Chandra T. & Gil B. Rosenthal
Mark S. Sternman
Jonathan D. Weatherly

CL A SS OF 1991
Geoffrey V. Bronner
Kristen K. Bronner
Andrew M. Edison
Deborah Karazin
Lauren & Mike Lazar
Darshana D. Patel*
P. Peter Sagar*
Donna Soave Weber

CL A SS OF 1992
Craig G. Bergstrom
Lynne Schiffman Delise
Robert M. Delise
Dan Fisher-Owens
Susan A. Fisher-Owens
Winnie W. Huang
Kyle K. Huebner
Geoffrey Kim
Suzanne Sellers Kolenski
Kelly Shriver Kolln
Thies O. Kolln
Mark R. Larson
Margaret McCrudden
& Matthews Rightmire
Anthony B. P. Moody
Richard M. & Laura A. Murawczyk
Jennifer K. Newsom
Jeffrey A. Owens
Alice S. Paik
Mary Kate Rejouis

CL A SS OF 1993
Alexis A. Boss*
Beth P. Krakower
Cindy A. Larson
Robert K. McConnaughey
Nicole E. Nelson
Elise A. Vincent

CL A SS OF 1994
Robert C. Bordone
Kristin J. Forbes & Steven C. Calhoun
Charles F. Kessler
Edmond R. Macri
Melanie & Steven B. Norall
Shelby Jean & Andrew K. Silvernail
Gregory K. Waller

*Deceased
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Bartlett Tower Society Honor Roll
List of members as of October 31, 2017

CL A SS OF 1995

CL A SS OF 20 04

Julie S. Erikson
David-Alexandre C. Gros
Lara E. Morse
Louis C. Spelios

Patrick S. McCarthy
Marina L. McClure

CL A SS OF 1996
Heather Miles Brady
Jason H. Brady
Enrique G. Colbert
David S. Erikson
Jeneen Di Benedetto Graham
Elizabeth A. Kelley
Gabriel S. Schlumberger

CL A SS OF 1997
Emily S. Auerswald
David S. Belden
Theresa M. Ellis
Taja-Nia Y. Henderson
Shefali Shah

CL A SS OF 20 05
Kristine M. Charbonneau
Matthew S. Guernsey
Kyle J. Polite

CL A SS OF 20 06
Christine Benally Peranteau
Grace Crandall Escobedo
Julie M. Crudele
Mariah P. Cunnick
Dana H. Guernsey
Megan C. Hamilton
Megan L. Rast
Alexandra R. Stein

CL A SS OF 20 07
Elizabeth H. Wol

CL A SS OF 1998

CL A SS OF 20 08

Tracy L. Van Dorpe

Peter N. Chau
Drury J. Heinz
Sindhura Kodali

CL A SS OF 1999
David M. Altman
James D. Gallo
Charles D. Gibson
Courtney V. Peschel
Jamison N. Peschel
Bryan A. Stennes
Curtis R. Wilgosh
Christine M. & William K. Wynne

CL A SS OF 20 0 0
Joshua B. Green
Sean D. Padgett

CL A SS OF 20 01
Sean A. Alpert
Brian S. Lavoie
Katherine R. Norton

CL A SS OF 20 02
Eli B. Diament
Jeffrey S. Hafner
Jeffrey L. McDaniel
Philip Mone
Heather S. Pixley
Jonathan M. Sussman

CL A SS OF 20 03
Travis R. Escobedo
Andrew S. Wilkins

CL A SS OF 2010
Nathan L. Bruschi

CL A SS OF 2011
Joseph L. Coleman

CL A SS OF 2013
Anonymous (1)
Jonathan B. Webster

CL A SS OF 2014
Erica Y. Sun

GR ADUATE
& PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
Anonymous (8)
Ariel F. Acuna TU’94
Lauren E. Adler TU’95
Peter B. Andjiano* TU’31
John H. Antil TU’70
Justin C.
Barton-Caplin GRAD/MED’04
Robert J. Beitel Jr.* MED’46
Barbara T. Blough GRAD’74
Alastair Marc Bor TU’00
Robinson Bosworth III TU’67
Susan Boyd* TU’93
Jim Butterworth TU’91
Guy F. Campbell III TU’68
Gregory Paul Carlson TU’75

John N. Catlett TU’66
Amy & Mei-Wei Cheng TU’87
Alexander MacDonald Cutler TU’75
Laurie F. Draughon MED’85
Sandra J. England GRAD/MED’81
Jane R. GRAD’89
& Richard B. Evans Jr. TU’51
David Brooks Fernald TU’75
Roderick W. Fletcher TU’86
Lindsey M. Forsythe TU’95
John H. Foster TU’67
Martha C. Fransson TU’70
Michael E. Garst GRAD’74
David G. Garvey TU’77
Jeffrey T. Gill TU’81
Richard C. Goldstein* TU’66
Paul D. Grand Pré TU’83
Faye & Jeffrey S. Greenwald MED’76
Frederick H. Grein Jr. TU’73
Kate Wojciechowski Grussing TU’91
Deven D. Hickingbotham TU’80
Peter K. Hoffman TU’72
Harry H. Holland TU’61
Michael D. Jeans TU’72
David C. Jung* TU’64
Cindy M. & Paul W. Kaplan GRAD’93
Donald R. Kendall Jr. TU’76
Nancy P. King TU’77
Keith H. Kuhlman TU’67
Nicolai A. & Ronald E. Lewis TU’74
Gene E. Little TU’67
W. Curtis Livingston III* TU’67
Robert B. MacIntosh TU’83
Roderick J. MacLennan TU’62
Alan J. Mandel MED’79
Donald D. Marsden* TU’46
Kevin M. McGonigle TU’89
J. Vernon McHugh* TU’38
Clemente Micara-Sartori TU’86
Carl Bliss Monroe* MED’70
Adele M. Morrissette TU’82
Leonard E.
Morrissey Jr.* TU’48 GRAD’64
Barbara M. Osborne* MED’67
Robert N. Parke TU’69
Georges Peter MED’62
Karen E. Lauterbach
& Mark A. Powers MED’77
Harold A. Prusa* TU’53
Joan R. de Regt TU’79
Tore Rynning-Nielsen TU’85
Charles N. Santry TU’89
Lawrence J. Scinto Jr. TU’94
Joanne V. Scott TU’77
David P. Southwell TU’88
Andrew R. Steele TU’79
William J. Stoloski TU’63
F. Richard Svelta TU’67
John S. Taylor Sr. TU’79
Alexis Teitz* GRAD’93
John R. Trauth TU’66

Margery Trumbull* GRAD’89
Suzzanne M. & John P. Ward TH’86
James N. Weinstein GRAD/MED’95
G. Page West III TU’77
Andrew T. White GRAD’00
Edward A. Wiese TU’84
Don M. Wilson III TU’73
John T. Wiseman* TU’56
Gary F. Wood* TU’72
Erik Paul Young TU’96
Oglesby H. Young MED’75

FRIENDS & REL ATIVES
Anonymous (19)
Robert L. Adams
Ann M. Aikens
Herbert C. Altholz*
Heidi E. & Richard G. Anderson
Suzanne Angstadt*
Alice Katharine Awad*
Marion F. Bailey*
Judith Liff Barker
Bernice O. Barr*
Edmund E. Barrett Jr.*
John P. Bassett*
Mary E.* & William W.* Beck
Kathryn Bernard
Celia Bernhard*
Loren M. Berry Sr.*
Suzanne C. Beyea
Agnes C. Bole*
Barbara M. Bossi*
Debbie & Larry D. Brady
Sybil Bralver*
Elizabeth B. Brockunier*
Samuel Bromberg*
Ada E. Brown*
Lucy Brown*
Anna T. Burnap*
Philip Burnham*
John J. Byrne Jr.*
Marion H. Callender*
Mrs. Forrest Callihan*
Nardi R.* & Thomas B.* Campion
Annette M. Carroll*
Irene Cash*
Gregg A. Cerveny
Mrs. Frederick C. Chandler*
Kathryn E. Chapin*
Robert A. Chase
Ruth Chaskel*
Dorothy G. Cholnoky
Robert W. Christy
Burton A. Cleaves*
Marjorie L. Cohen*
Barbara L. Cook
Mary Louise Corbus*
Marian Cordiner*
Carol Crotty*
Eva R. Crowley*

John T. & Daphne H. Cunningham
Fred L. Daggett*
Marilyn Daniels
Mrs. Eric W. Davidson*
Alfred J. Densmore*
Susan Diamond*
Roger C. Dixon*
Robert T. Drape*
Julius Duberstein*
Robert W. Dudley*
S. Judson Dunaway*
Robert B. Earley*
Dorothy A. Farrell*
John J. Fennessey*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Robert J. Finney
Gertrude C. Fisher*
Timothy James Floyd*
Claire J. Fowle*
Nancy K. Frankenberry
Mrs. Arthur L. Frellick*
Katherine V. French*
John Robert Friday
Mr.* and Mrs.* Daniel B. Fuller
Henry M. Fuller*
Elizabeth Gaffney*
Joan I. Gale*
George W. Gay*
Hildegarde Gebhardt*
Alice C. Gilbert*
Bernice B. Godine*
Dorothy B. Goodstein*
Hope M. Gordon*
Wendy J. Gordon & Lawrence J. Rowe
Barbara Grace*
Joseph L. Grant*
Marion Weathers Grassi*
Robert J. Greene*
Patricia Ann Seaton Griffin*
Robert Grinnell*
Harold B. Gross*
Elizabeth P. Guenther*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Charles Hall
Evelyn J. Hall*
Mrs. Paul K. Halter*
James H. Hamlen*
Frances F. Hampshire*
Mrs. John B. Handrahan*
Susan E. Hanifin
Mary O. Hardigg*
Dorothy Harmon*
Jean Harmon*
Sandra Harper
Ruth L. Harris*
T. James Harvey*
John M. Head*
Dorothy Behlen Heinrichs
Mrs. William A. Henry*
Patricia W. Hewitt*
Mabel F. Hirsch*
Ethel H. Holden*
Irene Hollister*

Frances S. Holmlund*
Kenneth B. Hopkins*
James F. Hornig
Frances T.* & Earl H.* Huff
Dolores V. Hurlburt*
Katherine Jackson*
Antoinette B. Jacobson*
Harry P. Jeffrey Sr.*
Beatrice M. Johnson*
Barbara M. Jones*
Paul Jones Sr.*
Frances R. Jordan*
Lynne A. Kalustian
Arthur Kantrowitz*
Mrs. Kenneth K. Kesser*
Eugene F. Kettering*
Lillian W. Kingsbury*
Joan S. Kleeman*
Laurence T. Knott*
Mrs. Richard J. Koblitz*
Margaret L. Koch*
Margaret E. LaHaye
Michael Stephen Lajoie
Philip K. Langan Sr.*
Mrs. Peter A. Lankenner Sr.*
Julius J. Lankes*
Heather and Joseph Lauricella
Theodore Lazar*
Helen F. Lazarus*
Mrs. Laurence G. Leavitt*
T. Benson Leavitt*
John C. Leggat*
Mrs. Nathaniel W. Leonard*
Eberhardt E. LeSchin*
Keith D. Lewandoski
Barbara H. Jones & Bin Lewis*
Nicolai A. Lewis
Agnes M. Lindsay*
Adelaide B. Lockhart*
Eugene M. Lyons*
Dorothy J. MacLean*
William C. Magelssen*
Richard V. Mandeville*
Lina Mariani*
Thomas R. & Jennifer Marron Eldridge
Carolyn P. & Gordon L. Marshall
Barbara E. Mathews*
Edgar Mead*
Irene W. Meister-Armington
William B. Meredith*
Geneva M. Merrill*
Marian Michl*
Virginia Mercer Miller*
& James Bonnyman Jr.*
Joyce Harris & David Wilson Milne
Donald J. Molick
Maureen K. Molloy*
Joseph C. Moore
Eleanor W. Morgan
Winifred White Morrissey
Jane M. Muller*

Lois Elizabeth Mulliken
Pauline S. Murray
W P L. Myers*
William H. Nelson
Rosemary Nicholson*
Julie Carroll Noolan
Elizabeth M. Oliver*
Ruth C. Overhiser*
Will Owen*
Isaac Pacht*
Shirley N. Pan*
Winifred N. Park*
Virginia Patterson
Helen MacGregor Paul*
Albert N. Pelz*
Theodora F. Penrose*
Dorothy E. Perri*
Frances P. Perri*
Evelyn R. Peterson*
Mr.* & Mrs.* Earle B. Pierson
Edmund C. Platt II*
Lilla M. Pond*
Pauline Portland*
Patricia & Herbert Prem
John J. Preotle*
Marie I. Preston*
Horton R. Prudden*
Guido R. Rahr Sr.*
Gertrude H. Rehor*
Elizabeth N. Rhoten*
Jenifer* & Eugene D.* Richter
Mrs. George Roberts*
Gloria Robinson*
Mary C. Rockefeller*
Patricia Rogers*
Ellen S. Rogoff*
Alice W.* & Robert L.* Rooke
Mrs. Edward W. Rosston*
C. Carter Ruml
Barbara K. Sawyer*
Hans L. Schlesinger*
Mrs. Ralph S. Schmitt*
Elizabeth L. Schultz*
Eric Schwarz
Dorothy W. Sears*
Ellen J. Selden*
Mrs. Wallace M. Sheridan*
Milton L. Shifman*
J. Davis Shuster*
Emanuel M. Sickel*
Demetrios Simopoulos*
Edward A. Sitzer*
Florence M. Small*
Blanche H. Smith*
Stephen W. Smith*
Dorothy Spanos
Winifred Anthony & John P. Stearns
Mrs. Everett Stein*
Arlene W. Stern
Frank Stetz*
Jane M. Stevenson

Otto F. Stock Sr.*
William H. Storrs*
Marion Stratton*
Mrs. Clarence W. Teal*
Marie Elaine Tefft
Henry L. Terrie Jr.*
Chester A. Thompson*
Nelson B. Todd*
Rueben E. Tostman*
Joan & Tom B. Towers
Mary S. Tucker*
Celeste Weed Tuttle*
Howard S. Upton*
Virginia Van Meter*
Jeannette B. Varnum*
Fabrice & Victoria Vasques
Elizabeth Walker*
Martha Bartlett Walker*
Xiaoyu O. Wang
Elizabeth J. Watson*
Myra Annette Weiser
Esther R. West*
Gustave Wetterhahn*
Elizabeth P.* & Henry M.* Wiesenfeld
Katherine H. Williams*
Mrs. Leo E. Williams*
Mary J. Wilson
Lucy Hawkes Winship*
Clara N. Wisbach*
John D. Woodberry*
Marilynne Wool*
Martha Wright*
Fred H. Young*
Carole & Walter O. Young

*Deceased
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To Have and To Hold in The Heart of Hanover

Skiers from the 1935 team display their Intercollegiate Ski Union Championship trophy in Saint
Sauveur, Quebec, in March of that year. From left:
A.L. Washburn ’35, E.H. Hunter ’38, D.J. Bradley ’38,
W. H. Chivers ’38, captain S.J. Hannah ’35, A.A. Titcomb ’36 and R.H. Durrance ’39. Washburn, Hunter,
Chivers and Durrance went on to the 1936 Olympics.
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CLASS NOTES

38

Present: “Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to attend this incredible
institution and truly enjoy it every moment without the weight of financial worry hanging
over me,” writes Weiling Huang ’19, with deepest
gratitude as the recipient of the ’38 scholarship
fund. “Despite my parents’ effort to tell me otherwise, I recognize that they would have been making
many sacrifices to give me this opportunity. Thank
you for helping lessen our burden and the strain to
give me this opportunity—I am writing this from
an apartment in London as a participant in the
government foreign study program—an incredible few days.”
Past: Circa 1938, “It was just two years ago that
a group of Dartmouth students welcomed a young
man on the pier where the Europa docks. They
didn’t know any more of the man than that he was
a Swiss skier of world prominence, was tanned and
lithe and had a boyish smile and he was to be their
new ski coach. The man was Walter Prager. He
had no idea what to expect. These were Dartmouth
men, they were skiers—anything might happen!
Walt knew practically no English. His conversations at first were like puzzles put together piece
by piece with words found in a little dictionary
no bigger than a postage stamp—to his listeners
they were delightful puzzles. But they soon found
that Walt had a ready laugh; he was an out-of-door
man, a lover of the mountains. Walt could swing the
best ski songs on a vest-pocket concertina too, and
wanted to eat apple pie a la mode three times a day.
He was a regular fellow; he would make a good ski
coach. And he did! Walter Prager has turned out
two of the greatest teams in Dartmouth history and
has become the center of winter sports at Hanover.
His coaching has never depended upon his capacity
to mutilate English. No, it is his quiet personality,
his comradeship and his unquestionable ability
as a skier that have welded a group of fairly good
skiers into a fine team.” Kudos to the 1938 skiers!
Future: In June 1938 the amazing class of ’38
left the hallowed grounds of Dartmouth to put into
effect all that was learned. In June 2018, a mere
80 years later, they will celebrate “80 out”—the
amazing class of ’38 lives on and on! Bless you all!
—Jean M. Francis, 2205 Boston Road, O-139, Wilbraham, MA 01095; jmfcarmel@charter.net

41

Dear friends, I have done it! In my haste
to dispose of some waste, I tripped and
fell on a cement floor and smashed my
upper waist and broke my left elbow and four ribs.
Nieces Bonnie and Barbara have both come to help
Aunt Jane and home health aides started in mid
October. My son, Dean, and his wife, Robin, will
arrive tomorrow for the winter in their Fort Myers, Florida, home. So I am beautifully cared for,
just sitting here puckered at what I have done to
myself and the inconvenience I have caused for
myself and others. Anyone have something more
cheerful to think about?
The College reported the death of classmate
Merle Perkins, Ph.D., of Madison, Wisconsin, on
76
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April 16, 2017.
Dum vivimus vivamus!
—Jane Hanks, 2630 Kings Crown, Fort Myers, FL
33908; jhanks1@gmail.com

42

My promised report of the 75th Reunion follows: The Dartmouth team
treated us to an historic game overtime
September 23 not seen since 2013 and 2009 and
won in the last minute, 27-26. The shouts in the
Hayward Lounge at the Hanover Inn were heard
throughout the Upper Valley. The team has gone
on to dramatic victories such as Homecoming: The
Big Green came from 21-0 down to a historic 28-27
win against Yale October 7. This was the largest
comeback in the history of the team. The weather
was perfect, albeit like a mid-August weekend. Your
classmates Stu Finch, Jon Mendes (with son Joshua
’84) and Bob Gale (with daughter Christine) were
there to represent you, with yours truly, Ginia Allison, Gaby Elitov-Berman and Louise Clark.
President Hanlon addressed the attendees
about what is being done to address campus drinking and former President James Wright provided
an excellent war history of those who served in WW
II, North Korea and Vietnam. The College provided
exposure to students from the Hill Wind Society,
giving us a chance to learn about their experiences
at Dartmouth. It is always special to hear the Aires
singing the alma mater, and “Dartmouth Undying”
always brings tears.
We also had a presentation on the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge. Very impressive.
We held a class meeting, the final one for the
class. There are 30 of you left and it is up to you to
provide this column with news. Our class continues
to provide scholarships for deserving students and
that will go on. Our class newsletter will feature two
letters from this year’s freshman scholars. In addition the newsletter will show pictures and other
details of the reunion.
I realize when you read this you will be getting
ready for Christmas and New Year’s, having just
celebrated Thanksgiving. Hard to believe it in the
middle of October.
I have the sad duty to report the loss of three
more ’42s: Warren Carlson in 2016; John Brooks in
August 2017; and Leroy L. Eldredge October 5, 2017,
who provided Dartmouth with six family members.
The class sends its condolences to the families.
—Joanna Caproni, 370 East 76 St., Apt. A 406, New
York City, New York 10021; (212) 988-6012; (212)
988-6715 (fax); caproni@aol.com
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U.S. News & World Report named Dartmouth seventh nationally in a ranking
of “best value schools.” It considered
academic quality vs. cost, as well as the percent of
students receiving needs-based grants. In another
ranking, Forbes magazine has rated Tuck School No.
5 nationally among business schools. The ranking
is determined by subtracting the cost of the M.B.A.
from total earnings during the first five years after
graduation.
The new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge has opened
to rave reviews. Built of white pine from the Dartmouth Grant, its dedication was attended by enthusiastic undergraduates, staff and local alumni.
In 2013 Frank Guarini ’46, a New Jersey con-

gressman, gave Dartmouth $10 million to establish
a new institution to support foreign study. He has
now given a second $10 million to expand study
abroad opportunities for students, saying, “There
is no better way to promote peace in our world than
for young people to immerse themselves in different cultures.”
Dartmouth’s ban on liquor seems to be effective. In 2016 there were 40 arrests involving liquor,
in 2014 there were 100. Sexual abuse cases are also
down—33 in 2016 vs. 55 in 2014.
Dartmouth might close the golf course. The
average yearly deficit during the last four years
was $595,000 and membership declined to about
300 in 2016—it was 551 three years ago. The final
decision rests with President Hanlon.
We regret to report the deaths of Charles E. Dorkey Jr., Raymond J. McMahon Jr., Allen W. Phillips and
William Porter. Our condolences to their families.
—John M. Jenkins, 80 Lyme Road, Apt. 304, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-2757; mmjenkins@kahres.org
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It is with great sadness that I begin
these notes. I just learned of the death
of our class secretary, Betty Munson, on
May 11, 2017, in Kittery, Maine. She was an honorary member of our class who did a superb job
of writing our meeting notes for our Friday noon
executive meetings and Saturday dinner meetings
at our reunions and mini-reunions for many years.
Another of her contributions was the writing of the
Class Notes for DAM. She also played a big part—
with Stan Barr—in providing the lobsters for those
wonderful Friday dinners. She also carefully kept
track of the class members who were deceased. She
was more than just a class secretary to me; she was
a close friend. I shall sorely miss her.
I also learned of the death of Jim Towsen. He
and his wonderful family came from Texas to our
reunions and were the stars that made them such
fun and enjoyable.
On the brighter side, nearly 10 percent of our
class members are still alive. The class of 1944 is
a great class that has contributed a great deal to
Dartmouth in monies, buildings and activities. It
has been and is an honor to serve as its president.
—Carlton P. Frost IV, 721 Warren Ave., Ho Ho Kus,
NJ 07423-1521; (201) 444-1569; pennfrost@
optimum.net
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Our giving to the Alumni Fund, ending
June 30, wasn’t the best, as our percentage dropped from the previous
year’s 38 percent to 30 percent. However, we still
managed to do better than the ’44 and ’46 classes.
In answer to my cry for classmates’ status, Harry
Hampton’s reply was, “I’m still here.” He says longevity is achieved by not stepping on your own feet.
Otherwise there are painful difficulties, including
a wobbly walk. With his heartbeat Peg, he continues to enjoy contented comfort at Riverwoods,
an upscale nonprofit continuing care retirement
community in Exeter, New Hampshire, with aid
of a landline phone and the U.S. Postal Service—no
email or electronic wonders of any kind. He welcomes phone callers speaking slowly and distinctly
at (603) 772-6055, and sends best wishes to all ’45s
upstanding. He reports our elm on Tuck Drive in
memory of a great class is doing well.

I was given notice of our loss of Henry N. “Hank”
Blansfield, M.D., July 24. He was a valued fraternity

brother of mine at Delta Tau Delta. After graduating
cum laude from Dartmouth and Yale University
School of Medicine in 1947, his medical career was
in surgery with stints at New Haven, Connecticut,
and Nashville, Tennessee, and in World War II as
an ensign and captain in the U.S. Air Force in the
Korean conflict and winding up as chief of the surgical service at March Field in Riverside, California.
He then returned to his home base of Danbury,
Connecticut, as a top surgeon for the rest of his
career at the Danbury Hospital. He also spent time
for 15 years as a clinical surgery instructor at Yale
Medical School. Our condolences go out to his wife,
Lorraine, and his four children.
—Bud Street, 99 Locust Lane, Barnstable, MA 02630;
(508) 362-3780; mlnbud@comcast.net
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Undaunted by a recent stroke, Jack
Howard is now back in action as our
beloved class president, much to the
relief of our executive committee, our classmates
and their families. He is attempting to make arrangements with the College alumni office to
produce our annual newsletter and there is no
better prescription for his recovery than sending
in updates of your recent activities, regardless of
how active or inactive you may be, for publication
in the letter.
A few responses have already been received.
Bob Skutch is unable to accept Jack’s challenge for
the largest number of classmate family members
attending a family event. He claims a big zero for
great-grandchildren, although he has two grandchildren about 30 who are still happily single. So
far Jack and Ruth have set the mark of 35 attendees
at their recent 70th wedding anniversary, as noted
in the previous issue of DAM. Bob’s foundation
started 42 years ago publishing a spiritual document titled A Course in Miracles, with 3 million
copies distributed in 25 languages, in addition to six
books he had published. He gave up playing singles
tennis at 90, when he ran out of opponents. Watch
out, Bob! I may show up at your doorstep with my
tennis racket.
Richard Fitzgerald regretted missing our 70th
because of a “bug.” He traveled to Quebec City for
the biannual reunion of Price Waterhouse retired
partners. He went to Marco Island, Florida, in October and pleasantly recalls the nice dinner Mary
Louise and he had with Ruth and Jack at the Aurora Inn. Fen A. Ludke and Bunny flew to Australia
for a cruise that included New Zealand in midDecember, returning in January. Norm Weissman’s
novels, memoir, screenplays, correspondence and
research files are now archived at the Yale Collection of American Literature at the Beineke Library.
Our class sympathy goes out to the families of
our recently deceased classmates. Donald Edmund
Millians died February 15, 2017. He was actively
involved in Dartmouth regional clubs as president,
officer and career development advisor. Gene Jay
Boker died May 19, 2017. I knew Gene as a fellow
camper at Schroon Lake Camp in the Adirondacks
of New York around 1935-36 and later when he
was sports editor and I was managing editor of
The Dartmouth. William Webb Striker died July 28,
2017. He was with the Navy V-12 and was a class

agent and admissions interviewer.
Correction: Please note, in the class of 1946
notes in last issue of DAM, an editorial error in
naming Jack Hayward in place of Jack Howard for
the Jack Howard challenge for most family members returning to a family reunion.
—John L.E. Wolff, M.D., 860 Knollwood Road, White
Plains, NY 10603; (212) 772-1700; (212) 772-9933
(fax); jlewolffmd@aol.com
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Greetings from the great class of 1947. In
1943 we had approximately 185 civilian
freshmen, with the V-12 consisting of
about 865 Navy and Marine enlistees. Needless to
say, there was a slight interruption for many classes.
This epistle is being written at the end of October
and our 70th reunion is still fresh in the writer’s
memory. The reunion classes of 1942, 1947 and
1952 were put up by the College at the Hanover
Inn for two nights, with a well-planned schedule
of speakers and events. We were joined by three
sprightly members of the class of ’42. The College
told us early on to come and just enjoy the weekend,
and for this to happen they loaned us their best
people from the alumni relations office. Thanks to
Angela Stafford ’91, Ray Garcia, Dee Dee Roy-Deyo
and Lisa Bates—the whole class is in your debt for
making this happen.
The weekend was especially rewarding for this
old jock. Phil Segal and I went to the Friday night
football game against Holy Cross. Dartmouth won
in overtime because Holy Cross missed a field goal.
A great game is always enjoyed from 50-yardline
seats—especially a win! Phil and I walked back to
the inn from the stadium to find members of the
class of 1952 arriving by bus! They were more than
a little chagrined.
As noted earlier, we are all saddened to lose our
class president, John Trethaway, and class secretary,
Don Page. They served us well for almost 20 years. In
the next newsletter, our editor, Liz Sistare, will cover
the reunion as well as list the new slate of class officers. She will include the Green Card for you to
fill out if you have information you want published.
We are also saddened to report the death of
Edward H. Churchill of Lake Worth, Florida, and John
Amorosino of New Britain, Connecticut.
—Joseph D. Hayes, P.O. Box 697, Rye Beach, NH
03871; (603) 964-6503; jhayes697@yahoo.com
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Our regular annual mini-reunion was
held October 6 and 7 and was attended
by Bud Munson, Dot and Warren Daniel,
Anne and Pete Foster, Judy Cross, who was John
Hatheway’s companion for a number of years before
he died last summer, and widows Ellie Huke, Jean
Guthrie, Marilyn Greene, Alice Becker and Marian
Page. Pat McAllister, who has done such a grand job
working with our widows, arranged the Friday
night dinner that was held in the Winship Room
of the Blunt Alumni Relations Building (old Crosby
Hall) and catered with sandwiches by the Hanover
Coop. Since it was alumni weekend, there was a
good view of the bonfire and the circling freshmen.
Several sat on the steps of Robinson Hall to better
view the fun. As Judy put it, “The next day we sat
through a drizzle to watch a miserable first half then
a glorious second half, where we defeated Yale by
one point in the very last minute. Happy but wet, we
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>>> Peter Klaren ’60, a history and interna-

tional affairs emeritus professor at George
Washington University, was awarded the
Orden del Sol del Perú by the Peruvian government. The highest honor bestowed by the
nation, the medal recognizes Klaren’s scholarship on the history and politics of Peru.
>>> Thomas Peisch ’70 has been
reappointed chair of the board
of trustees of MassBay Community College in Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts. A
founder of Boston law firm
Conn Kavanaugh Rosenthal
Peisch & Ford, Peisch has
served since 2012 on the board
of MassBay, the top-ranked two-year college in the state.
>>> Edward Merrens ’88, DMS’94, the chief
clinical officer for DHMC, has been named
to the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency board. Merrens served as team physician and medical
director for the U.S. Biathlon Association
from 1998 to 2014, as well as a team physician with the U.S. Olympic Committee for
the past four Winter Games.
>>> Molly Hardie ’92 has been
elected to the board of trustees of the Thomas Jefferson
Foundation, the nonprofit organization that owns and operates Monticello, Jefferson’s
plantation in Charlottesville,
Virginia. Hardie is co-chair of
H7 Holdings LLC, a private
family investment company that owns and
manages hotels in the region.
>>> Jennifer Barrett ’91, an equine surgery
professor at Virginia Tech’s Marion duPont
Scott Equine Medical Center, has earned
a national Zoetis Award for Research
Excellence in recognition of her work in
regenerative medicine, such as stem cell
treatment and platelet rich plasma therapy.
Barrett is also a founding director of the
North American Veterinary Regenerative
Medicine Association.
>>> Award-winning composer Oliver Caplan ’04 is the
new artistic director of the
Boston-based Juventas New
Music Ensemble. Caplan’s
works have been performed
in more than 125 events nationwide, and his album with
Juventas, You Are Not Alone,
was released in December.
>>> Max Kingsley ’14 earned the Distinguished Honor Graduate Award as well as
the Academic Achievement Award for the
highest GPA in his 115-member class at U.S.
Army Officer Candidate School. An infantry
officer, Kingsley will continue his training
at Fort Benning, Georgia.
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all went to Bud’s house in Quail Hollow in Lebanon
[New Hampshire] for drinks and supper.” At an
informal class meeting Warren advised the College
credited the class of 1948 with gifting $42,000 to
the Alumni Fund, with a participation rate of 44
percent. The class has set a goal of 60 percent for FY
2018, which he thought was reasonable for our 70th
reunion. Bud advised the class has about $22,000
in the bank, sufficient for our Hanover Inn porch
chairs maintenance program and other commitments. Our annual athletes’ scholarship awards
program for one male and one female student is
fully funded and awards will be selected by the
College for 2017-18.
I subsequently had a very nice chat with our
class chronicler, Sonny Drury, and his wife, Joan,
still living in Houston. Sonny is pretty much fully
blind, but is otherwise physically healthy, cheerful
and enjoying life. Joan says he is able to hear all of
Dartmouth’s football games over the radio and is
now deeply involved listening to Churchill’s memoirs. He enjoys hearing from his Dartmouth friends
and can be reached at (281) 531-8606.
—Dave Kurr, 4281 Indian Field Road, Clinton, NY
13323; (315) 853-3582; djkurr@verizon.net
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Flashback! Dartmouth Forty-niners
originally numbered 389: 49 matriculated in March, 1945; 221 in July and
119 in November. Total civilian enrollment in November was 680, so we comprised 57 percent of
the College; 958 Navy ROTC V-12s and V5s dominated the campus; our average age was 17 years
and nine months, and 24 of us were only 16. How
times change!
Bill Ballard checked in from Daytona Beach,
Florida, recounting memories from our Dartmouth
trip to Ireland with about seven other classmates
during which 9/11 occurred. My late wife, Vi, and
I and Bill and his late wife, Nomi, journeyed on
afterward to a London devoid of Americans. He
remembered a lively discussion with the late Burt
Proom over his choice of dinner wine, and credits his daily three glasses of vino for keeping him
healthy now. Take notice!
Paul Woodberry called to talk about the late
John Stearns. Paul remembers “Bull Moose” refereeing a campus tug-of-war between the ’49s and ’50s
when he almost swallowed his whistle and needed
medical aid to retrieve it. Unlike the seven dwarfs,
John stopped whistling when he worked.
Curtis Reed Parke Jr. died on May 11, 2017, in
Glenview, Illinois, where he lived. Reed, a lawyer,
spent his career as an executive with the Chicago
investment firm of Duff Anderson & Clark Inc. A
musician, he belonged to the Handel Society and
Marching Band at Dartmouth and the music group
at his church. Reed is survived by sons David and
Mark and daughter Mary.
Robert Donald Hill died on August 22, 2017, in
Sleepy Hollow, New York, where he lived. At Dartmouth Bob managed both the tennis and the all-star
hockey team featuring classmates Dick Desmond,
Joe Riley and Jack Kilmartin. Bob spent his career
at his family real estate business in Riverdale, New
York. His principal hobby was curling, possibly
unique for the class. Bob is survived by daughters
Cynthia, Susan and Elizabeth.
Stafford Warwick Keegin II died on September
78
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4, 2017, in Holland, Michigan, where he lived. Staff
spent his career in sales for PPG Industries. He
is survived by his wife, Margaret, and sons David
and John.
—John Adler, 1623 Pelican Cove Road, BA123, Sarasota, FL 34231; (203) 622-9069; (941) 966-2943
(fax)
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Nineteen of us greatly enjoyed our
2017 mini-reunion over the weekend
of October 6-8, drizzly weather notwithstanding. Dramatis personae included Jack
Harned and Jilly, Jaques Harlow and Rusty, Bob Kirby
and Brownlee, Joel Leavitt and Vida, Joe Medlicott
and Stephanie, Doug Smith and Merideth, Dave Taylor and Karren, Tom Ruggles, Joan McIlwain, Marge
Nichols, Molly Scheu and Alex Hoffman.
Smiley Ruggles and his banjo led our singers on
a flatbed truck in the Friday night parade before the
bonfire on the Green. At the class meeting Saturday morning treasurer Harlow reported that, after
making our yearly $2,500 contributions to the
Dickey, Collis and athletic foundations, we’ll have
a balance of about $22,000. Though down a bit in
2016, our class still ranks first or second in lifetime
giving to the College. In the absence of challengers,
you’re stuck with incumbent class officers.
On Saturday afternoon the football team fell
behind 17-0 before beating Yale 28-27 in the closing seconds. That evening we had our own room
for a convivial dinner at the Norwich Inn. After the
meal we shared reflections on events and actions
in our long lives that have meant the most to us,
and both the pleasures and problems of this late
stage of our lives. Our next mini-reunion will be on
the weekend of October 26-28, Homecoming 2018,
with football vs. Harvard. Put it on your calendars.
Kayla McFarland has informed me of the
passing of her grandfather, J. Leo Appel, on September 5, 2017. The College has informed me of the
passing of Parton Crane Keese on August 25, 2017.
We live now in a parlous and unprecedented
time that has drawn attention to a seldom-considered aspect of the Constitution. The 25th Amendment empowers a majority of the president’s cabinet to remove him from office if they judge him to
be unfit to fulfill its duties. When one of the White
House staff mentioned the 25th Amendment to
him recently, the president said, “What’s that?” He
seems equally unaware of the First Amendment,
having said it is disgusting that the press can say
anything they want and that this must be looked
into. Does this frighten you?
—Alex Hoffman, 49 Maple St., Apt. 113, Manchester
Center, VT 05255; (802) 362-2486; twinksalex@
comcast.net
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Don O’Dowd is the 2017 recipient of our

Spirit of ’51 Award, the 34th member
of our class to be so honored. Don was
recognized for his “extraordinary impact as a leader of four institutions of higher education.” Don
and his wife, Jan, have also devoted themselves
to the arts and the environment. The full citation
accompanying Don’s award will be carried in ’51
Fables, our class newsletter.
Thirty-one classmates, spouses and widows
were on hand to salute Don and enjoy our annual
mini-reunion in Hanover. They included Nat and

Howie Allen, Joan and Al Brout, Don Dworken and
guest, Carole and Jack Giegerich, Barbara Hall,
Pete Henderson, Bob Hopkins, Ki and Bill Leffler, Lu
and Pete Martin, JoAnn and Peirce McKee (all the
way from California), Loye Miller, Dotty Mori and
daughter Nina, Amy and Henry Nachman, Peggy
Read, Charlie Russell, Connie and Jack Skewes, Liz
and Jack Weingarten, and Joe Welch and his guest.

Weekend highlights included a delicious dinner at Barbara Hall’s delightful Hanover home, a
tour of Al Brout’s remarkable orchid collection
(which underpins Dartmouth’s expanded course
offerings and research in botany), dinner at Three
Tomatoes in Lebanon, New Hampshire, and a
thrilling overtime victory by the football team
over heavily favored Holy Cross.
Our class executive committee met to discuss, among other topics, our year-old ’51 Cares
initiative, which fosters outreach to classmates,
especially those experiencing illness or loss. A
concerted effort was made to reach out to ’51s
living in Texas and Florida following last summer’s devastating hurricanes. All participants
valued these reconnections among members of
the ’51 family. I reached Tom Trolle in Vero Beach,
Florida, following the Florida storms. “Are you in
one piece, Tom?” I asked. “Yes,” he responded. “In
fact, a few extra pieces floated over to our place
from our neighbors!” Dick Bergman (Bradenton),
Gay Cummings (Key Largo), Carl Glassberg (Sarasota) and Helene Berger (Miami) were all safe
but experienced extended loss of power or water
during those scary days.
We have learned of the recent deaths of four
members of our class: Francis Burns, Joe Caldwell,
Wilson Cross, Al Katz and Ev Odell.
—Pete Henderson, 450 Davis St., Evanston, IL
60201; (847) 905-0635; pandjhenderson@gmail.
com
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For the past five years, under the
very pro-active leadership of president Alden Fiertz, our class has had a
series of bonding events—and a fine time in the
process. Seasonal lunches and dinners at local
venues of interest kept the class in touch and two
projects, the renovation of Bartlett Tower and the
surrounding park, plus adoption of two beautiful
trees in the center of the Dartmouth campus, have
involved a number of classmates and families.
These have been reported earlier in some detail
and we are grateful to Alden for his successful
leadership with these projects and the class. At the
same time, thanks to the good effort of treasurer
Steve Parkhurst, your class dues participation has
been well managed for these activities and we
thank both you and Steve for that. Support for
Dartmouth in the annual fund drive has been led
by chairman Jim Churchill and his team of fundraisers. Each year we have had excellent response
from the class in this effort. This year, for example,
we achieved 116 percent of our goal. Finally, our
team of Frank Logan and Liz Russell, co-chairs of
the planned giving program, have served you and
the College well in their work for extended-term
financial commitments by our class to Dartmouth.
Looking ahead, at our 65th reunion in Hanover
in September we elected Frank Logan to be our
president for the period 2017-22 and we re-elected

all the other class officers for another term. Frank
is a long-serving Dartmouth administrator, retiring from the College as director of bequests and
trusts. He also served in the admissions office at
the start of his Dartmouth career, so he knows
the College well. We should also note Frank is
an accomplished pianist, a former professional
baseball pitcher, a long-term volunteer at DHMC,
an instructor in the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at Dartmouth, an active ’52— and much
more. This is an experienced leadership team for
our next five years. We close with a wish to all ’52s
the best in good health for 2018 and we hope you
will keep in touch.
—William J. Montgomery, 11 Berrill Farms Lane, Hanover, NH 03755; (603) 643-0261; wmontgod52@
aol.com
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The mist was rising over the glasslike river as I drove to the College this
morning for the Class Secretaries
Association meeting. Meager flecks of browns
and reds reflected in the water, festooning the
shoreline and creating a counterpoint to its serenity. It was easy to forget the turbulence in our
world and think back to a more gentle time, less
complicated by the cacophony of our present life.
The beauty of this place is that it has progressed
with the times yet retained so much of what made
it so appealing 68 years ago. I note with pleasure
the completion of the new Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge. For many, its predecessor welcomed them
for the first time to the great, wonderful outdoors.
From its initial planning to its completion, Put
Blodgett has been an instrumental contributor
supplying his know-how as well as the majestic
timbers from which this magnificent lodge has
been constructed. We have been here in Hanover
for a couple of weeks, and the leaves are at last
creating their colorful landscapes. Our classmates
have returned to Dartmouth for Homecoming and
our class meeting and dinner, a chance to once
again share the magic of Dartmouth. With the
Paganucci Room of the 1953 Commons readied,
the following arrived for either the meeting, the
dinner or both: Bobby and Skip Adams, Put Blodgett,
Allen Collins, Alice and Forrest Anderson, Peter Anderson, Margie and Russ Cook, Cynthia and Dave
Donovan, Harlan Fair and Granthia Preston, Dick
Fleming, Marita and Len Gochman, Lillian Goss,
Holly Goss Betts and Paul Betts, Carol and Bob
Henderson and granddaughter Noelle Henderson
’20, Barbara and John Kennedy, John Kennedy
Jr. ’86, Liliane and Ron Lazar, Sharon Lazar ’82,
Elizabeth Watson and Bill Murray, Cynthia and Dick
O’Connor, Marilyn Paganucci, Caroline and Jack
Patton, Ann and Bob Simpson and granddaughter
Kylie Simpson, Thayer School, Bobby and Mark
Smoller, Joan and Bernie Sudikoff, Jeff Sudikoff,
Jane and Joe Stephens, Jean Vitalis, Paige Whittemore ’20, and Jodie and Jack Zimmermann, Joan
Collins and David McKee.
Sadly, I must end by offering our sincere
condolences to the families of our dear deceased
classmates Burton Bernsten, Richard Conn, Gerry
Grady, William Liebovitz, Jack Newton, Tim Reed
and Prasong Sukhum.
—Mark H. Smoller, 4 Schuyler Drive, Jericho, NY
11753; (516) 938-3616; dartmark@gmail.com
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The College announced that the class
of 1954 ranked No. 5 in the “class gift”
category. Our $3,000 tied us with 1952
and both of us were edged out for No. 4 by 1950
with a $3,065 gift. Our 2017 sponsored athlete,
Riley Ricciardi ’21, was one of the senior leaders on arguably the best lacrosse defense in New
Jersey. The Maroons allowed 10 or more goals just
twice all year, while keeping teams to four goals
or less 11 times. Ricciardi was also a big part of
the transition game, using her blazing speed to
form a one-player fastbreak. The trial of Sen. Bob
Menendez will be heard before District Judge
William H. Walls. Last month I short-changed Steve
Mullins. Besides the gold medal world champion
in the 800-meter freestyle, 85-to-89 age group, he
also took two silvers in the open water 400-meter
freestyle and 3,000-meter freestyle. Our mini-reunion team, led by Herb Hillman with Sarah Gilson
and Betty Heston, pulled off another outstanding
Hanover mini-reunion topped by an incredible
Dartmouth football win over Holy Cross, 27 to
26 in overtime! In case you missed this event,
here are a few highlights: 45 classmates, wives
and friends made it back to Hanover. In addition
to the executive committee meeting on Friday,
they assembled for a dinner at Jesse’s Restaurant
with a talk by professor Aine Donovan on medical
ethics. Saturday they heard from professor Ross
Virginia and the “last global frontier.” The weekend
ended with a final reception before the wining game
against Holy Cross. Shelly Woolf is recovering from
knee surgery. A little short on information this issue. Please let me know what’s happening in your
life. We are saddened by the passing of classmates
Arnold Linsky, William McKee Jr.
—Wayne Weil, 246 Ridge Road, Rutherford, NJ 07070;

(201) 933-4102; wayne@dartmouthgraphics.com
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Lou Hance, who has arranged for a
splendid mini at Stowe, Vermont,
June 19, 20, 21 says to call Trapp Family Lodge at (800) 826-7000. We have a special rate,
$180 per night. Plans include dinner Tuesday night
and bierhall fest Thursday night; use code 50W50A.
We have 10 rooms on hold until April 20.
Pete Buhler, Mike Gorton, Tom Byrne, John Dinan
and thousands will have attended the DartmouthBrown football game at Fenway November 10. This
is mentioned because Dartmouth-Princeton will be
at Yankee Stadium in 2018. Make your plans now.
David Miller, then a second lieutenant in the
Marine Corps, was stationed at Iwakuni, Japan,
with the Third Air Wing. David was responsible
for all fueling and often met incoming aircraft. One
rainy night a plane from the Philippines arrived,
and down the ladder comes 2nd Lt. Nick Kotz. Nick
was on emergency leave from maneuvers in Luzon
because of the passing of his dad. Dave found him a
steak, a bunk and another hop for the ride home to
Washington, D.C., for the services. Nick recalls his
stop in California, where a major commented on his
new mustache as “a scrofulous growth.”
Five years prior, Nick and Bill Lenderking were
lifeguards at Jetties Beach on Nantucket, Massachusetts, during Dartmouth summers. After
the beach closed for the day they would swim to
town for their evening social times with other
Dartmouth-ites. Forward 60 years: Mary Lynn

Kotz has been a member of the National Archives
for 24 years and helped it change from a museum at
which to simply view the nation’s holy documents
to a hands-on site for exhibits, lectures and active
participation. October 23 Tom Hanks was given its
man of the year award and Mary Lynn, Nick and
Karen Mannes shared a table. Hanks gave evidence
of his knowledge and respect for the history of our
country in his splendid talk.
Your secretary will be off to the Grant in November—it’s like Frost’s “The Death of the Hired
Man”: “When you have to go there, they have to
take you in.”
We note with regret the passing of Jack Bailey
and Bill Contini.
—John Dinan, 20 Gardiner St., Richmond, ME 04357;
(207) 252-7442; captdinan@yahoo.com
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After missing Homecoming Weekend
last year, I carefully planned this year’s
cruise so that we could attend this time.
Unfortunately, the cruise that we planned for an
August departure was canceled due to problems
with the ship’s engines, and the only viable replacement was a cruise in the opposite direction leaving
September 28—so no Homecoming Weekend once
again. Fortunately, our 1956 annual get-together
with four other couples was graciously moved
ahead, so that we did get to see Alan and Diane
Friedman, Harold and Joan Gordon, Mike and Marge
Grunebaum, and Elliott and Alice Weinstein in New
York City on October 22. The Friedmans hosted
a lovely dinner and a fine time was had by all. We
also were able to welcome Bill Loyer, along with his
daughter, Ann, as well as his granddaughter, Emily,
to our home for dinner on October 13. Emily was
visiting Dartmouth as a prospective student and
we wish her the best of luck in future schooling.
Now the sounds of the Barbary Coast jazz band
marching up Main Street signals the passing of two
classmates, Charlie Honig and Phil James. All remaining class members bow their heads in silent tribute
as the procession marches around the Green.
I spent some quality time with Bob Faulkner
during Class Officers Weekend and this included
a discussion of books recently read. We share the
enjoyment of thrillers written by Lee Child and
Vince Flynn. Classmates are encouraged to email
me about their favorite authors.
I got a nice email from Abner Oakes responding
to a previous column about our trip to Montreal.
Abner grew up there and held dual citizenship until
the age of 18, when he became American all the way.
Now, in honor of the new Ravine Lodge, I include here the final stanza of a six-stanza poem
titled Atop Moosilauke, written in 1998.
Culmination atop Moosilauke,
Ravine Lodge up upon the bedrock;
Raucous laughter and song,
All the freshman belong,
How I wish I could turn back the clock.
—Joel D. Ash, P.O. Box 1733, Grantham, NH 03753;
(603) 863-3360; jash_125@comcast.net
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Earth, wind and fire…plus lots of water.
Lately, Mother Nature dealt many in our
class some of her historic challenges. Jay
Greene reports that he’s okay in Napa, California,
but that Ted Jennings was rushed from his Bodega
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Bay summer place to undergo emergency heart
surgery in Santa Rosa, California; with a full aortal valve replacement accomplished, the wildfires
arrived and Ted was evacuated to his daughter’s
in nearby Berkeley for recovery. Ted and Sally are
now safely back in their Albany, New York, home.
Here on the Atlantic, our little barrier island place
is being re-roofed and old live oaks re-foliating
as we write. What are your stories? Meanwhile,
on the good news front, the great class of ’57 is
“Reunion Class of the Year”! The class received a
standing ovation from 300 alums attending Class
Officers Weekend; Charles Tseckares, Happy and
Clark Griffiths, Wendie Howland, Al Rollins and
Alice and Tom Macy cheered along. Tom deemed
the award a fitting capstone to Bruce Bernstein’s
five-year presidency and well-deserved acknowledgement of Clark Griffiths and his stellar reunion
committee. Clark also organized ’57’s Homecoming activities, with Happy and Clark again serving
their world-famous sausage and blueberry pancake
brunch cooked over a woodstove at their Lebanon, New Hampshire, home. Jean and Mike Smith
hosted a post-game reception at their Lyme, New
Hampshire, home following Dartmouth’s triumph
over Yale, with the Big Green winning 28-27 in the
final seconds, the largest comeback in Dartmouth
football history. Clearly, Homecoming was more
than leading the parade of classes, a spectacular
bonfire, football and great meals in great settings:
Homecoming should be on every ’57’s bucket list.
In other breaking news, Paul Hagedorn and Fern
relocated from Wayne County, Pennsylvania, to
Philadelphia, answering his Lutheran bishop’s call
to help a struggling congregation in Philly’s Kensington section; this is Paul’s seventh congregation
since “retiring” in 1997! Paul Sloane engages in Virginia politics: After his 2016 presidential campaign
canvassing, he now works on the upcoming state
gubernatorial election, believed to be a high-stakes
national test. Sadly, seven classmates have passed
away since our 60th reunion. Send in those Mother
Nature cosmic joke reports, please!
—John Cusick, 251 Sabal Palm Lane, Vero Beach,
FL 32963; (772) 231-1248; johnwcusick@aol.com
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Relax! Reconnect! Reminisce! That’s
what our upcoming 60th reunion is all
about. Hope to see you there June 11
through 14! That three-word theme—deftly crafted
by Larry Weltin—drew a great initial response. Dan
O’Hara reported in October that 135 classmates and
others would attend, with many maybes. When you
read this in December, the drum-beating by Walt
Vail, reunion communications chief, and reunion
co-chairs Frank Gould and Gersh Abraham will have
upped the attendance count considerably. Those
four days in June, after the Commencement hoopla
in Hanover, should see abundant early-summer
sunshine and moderate temperatures. And there’s
still time to make plans to attend.
We’re assigned the same comfortable dorm
on East Wheelock Street facing the old gym, as
at our 50th, near planned events. It’s a great place
just to hang out—to relax, reconnect and reminisce! There’ll also be an art exhibit and undergrad
memorabilia exhibit in a secure space. But if you
sally forth, vans will be available to haul us to meals,
banquets and shopping.
80
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Clarification regarding the pre-reunion and
post-reunion options—that is, the preceding
overnight at Moosilauke Ravine Lodge and the
post-reunion get-together off-campus (like the
delightful three days at Trapp Family Lodge after
the 50th): Be advised that both are separate from
the reunion itself. You must make and pay for your
own reservations. Call the Ravine Lodge at (603)
764-5858 after March 1. When this was written,
the post-reunion location hadn’t been determined,
Also, Gersh and Frank were seeking volunteers to
run it, as well as folks to run the reunion’s art and
memorabilia exhibits. Memorabilia? Any personal
items from undergrad days that might amuse or
interest.
We will have one more “every-fifth-year” reunion in 2023, partially subsidized by the College.
But we’ll still convene annually at Homecomings
in October, wintertime banquets in Florida and
luncheon minis in Vermont. So come to this major
reunion if you can! Who knows? As often happens,
you just might meet your “newest best friend”—a
classmate you never really knew before—while
you relax, reconnect and reminisce June 11 to 14.
—Steve Quickel, 411 North Middletown Road, Apt.
F-310, Media, PA 19063; steve58@quickel.net
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About 750 men matriculated in the
autumn of 1955 and a few others may by
some other path have attended the College and become identified as ’59s. Of those, there
are about 530 classmates still living. With very few
exceptions, our living classmates are substantially
retired from the careers they once pursued. Bob
Josephsberg is one of those rare classmates who
continue to ply their trade, which in Bob’s case
is as an active partner of a Miami-based law firm
specializing in complex litigation throughout the
nation. Although his working hours are no longer at the prodigious level they once were, Bob
still pursues his passion for representing clients
on a full-time basis. He has long been recognized
as a premier trial attorney and recently received
awards for his commitment to the ethical practice
of law and for lifetime achievement.
During the recent autumn months a series
of natural disasters have struck, beginning with
several powerful hurricanes followed by, as these
notes are being prepared, wildfires north of San
Francisco. Of the many locations affected, the ones
with the largest concentrations of ’59s are Florida
and the Sonoma and Napa regions of California.
Although more than 40 of our classmates identify
as Floridians, about half of them are not year-round
residents. Year-round Floridians Carol and John
Towle evacuated Miami Beach and were with their
daughter in the Gainesville area when Hurricane
Maria came ashore. Doreen and Lee Othon, also now
year-round Floridians, heeded advice to evacuate their quarters and sheltered in place at Shell
Point, south of Fort Myers. After two days in the
shelter they returned to find their house dry and
otherwise unharmed. Of the six or so classmates
who live in the area swept by wildfires in northern
California, Stephanie and Joe LaVigna seem to have
been most affected, being forced to evacuate their
house for several days, although, as of this writing,
the house survived the fires without substantial
damage other than a pervasive smell of smoke.

A full account of their wildfire experience can be
found on the class website.
—Dick Hoehn, 845 Union St., Marshfield, MA 02050;
(781) 834-4113; rhoehn@choate.com
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Homecoming meant class meeting,
where we decided to raise $500,000
for the Alumni Fund, purchase art from
the students for the dorm art program and continue
to welcome Summer Enrichment at Dartmouth
program’s worker bees who help high schoolers
learn about college.
Then your correspondent and Peter Crumbine
headed south to Newport, Rhode Island, to revel in
high society with Bob Armknecht, Don Belcher, Frank
Bell, Jim Burns, Bill Danforth, Bill Langley and Jim
Nolan, along with assorted wives and girlfriends,
to celebrate victory over Yale at Alumni Field. We
sailed on the True Love’s big-sister ship, gasped
at the mansions and dined in splendor. It was a
good exercise in helping decide to take in Key West,
Florida, next February.
On a sadder note, Eric Sailer let us know his
wife, Joanne, had been living with cancer for some
months. She has passed away, and those of us who
had the privilege of knowing Joanne will remember
her as a warm, caring, delightful person.
But all is not lost: John Goyette wants to inform
us of an “old age” achievement. Last week he and
Margie successfully concluded their 13-year quest
to climb to the summits of all 48 of New Hampshire’s 4,000-foot mountains. The tallest is Mount
Washington at 6,288 feet. They concluded with
Mount Adams, second highest, and Mount Isolation, the most distant. Adams was tough with steep
terrain, high wind gusts and fog. Isolation was a very
long 15-hour day on the trail. The awards ceremony
for the Appalachian Mountain Club 4,000-footers
club will be April 21. Hurrah!
Peter Klarén ’60, professor emeritus at George
Washington University, and Sara Castro-Klarén,
professor at Johns Hopkins University (and former
professor of Spanish and Portuguese at Dartmouth
from 1970 to 1982), were each awarded the Orden
del Sol del Perú by the Peruvian government. The
medals, the highest honor bestowed by the nation,
are in recognition of Peter’s scholarship on the history and politics of Peru and Sara’s scholarship
on the literature and culture of Peru. The Order
of the Sun was founded by Gen. José de San Martín in 1821 shortly after the declaration of Peru’s
independence.
—John M. Mitchell, 300 Grove St., Rutland, VT 05701,
(802)775 3716; john00033@comcast.net
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What a fantastic mini-reunion weekend
Maynard Wheeler, on-campus reunion
chair, put together for us in Hanover
during early October. He gave us perfect weather
and kept us busy from dinner on Friday through
brunch on Sunday. All classmates who were able to
attend the event, which coincided with Homecoming Weekend, experienced a thoroughly enjoyable
time. Some of the highlights included interesting
presentations at Friday’s dinner by three current
students who received grants from our class to help
them finance their respective projects, lunch with
Dartmouth students on Saturday, a class meeting
led by class president Don O’Neill that included a

presentation by Pete Bleyler about our new endowed
class project, the traditional Dartmouth Homecoming march and subsequent bonfire, a presentation by the new director of the Hop to our class
at Saturday’s dinner, the formal presentation by
Dave Prewitt of the first Outstanding ’61 Classmate
Award to Harris McKee and, last but not least, a truly
remarkable comeback and last-minute football
victory by Dartmouth against Yale.
On October 27, at the semi-annual Alumni
Council meeting, Art Kelton became the sixth member of our class to receive the prestigious Dartmouth Alumni Award during a period of 56 years.
Art’s wife, Elaine, and other members his family
were in attendance at the event. Also attending
were classmates Hank Eberhardt and Laurie, Art
Johnson and Ellie, Al Rozycki and Diane, and Vic
Rich. Both Hank and Vic were also included in a
short video tribute celebrating Art and his award.
John King reported that he was now the chair of
the board for Golf Fore Africa, a nonprofit foundation that assists in providing clean water to villages
in Zambia. The foundation was founded by LPGA
Hall of Fame golfer Betsy King (no relation to John),
more than eight years ago and has since improved
the lives of the men, women and children of those
African villages. John recently returned from his
third trip to that country, where he reviewed the
work being done by the foundation.
In closing, remember this unattributed quote:
“War does not determine who is right; it determines
who is left.”
—Victor S. Rich, 94 Dove Hill Drive, Manhasset, NY
11030; (516) 446-3977; richwind13@gmail.com
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Thanks to Mike Schaefer, Heide Bruegmann and Irwin Kramer for their superb
organization of the annual class minireunion during Homecoming week in October, attended by 26 classmates plus spouses. In addition
to the traditional parade, pep rally, bonfire, Friday
pizza and beer, Saturday tailgate, football (lastseconds victory over Yale, making it 5-0 so far!),
many of us attended a moving lecture by President
Emeritus Jim Wright on his latest book, Enduring
Vietnam. This year’s Class of 1962 Faculty Fellow,
Dr. Zenovia Toloudi, assistant professor of architecture, presented her latest work during the formal
dinner at Dowds’. Our new president, Barry Alperin,
presided over the class meeting, the minutes of
which can be found on Peter Knight’s extraordinary class website (1962.dartmouth.org). (See also
“Dartmouth Class of 1962” Facebook page.)
Before the mini Peter Knight and Zaida hosted
their annual nano-reunion at his Deer Isle, Maine,
cabin on Penobscot Sound. In attendance: Bill Carpenter and Donna Gold (who after 27 years of blissful cohabitation finally tied the knot!), Dick and Sue
Maynard, my wife, Elizabeth, and myself. Absent:
David Laing, recovering from recent surgery.
Passing through Boston on our way to the reunions, Elizabeth and I met Alan and Lisa Dynner
for lunch. I’m pleased to report Alan is looking well,
continuing his steady and encouraging progress
overcoming his health challenges reported in the
last issue of Class Notes.
Kudos to Gerald “Jerry” Cohen on the publication of his Origin of Kibosh: Routledge Studies in
Etymology. The book treats the expression “put the

A Great Place To Live
For the Dartmouth Family
Roger Smith became a part of the Dartmouth
Faculty in the Chemistry Department in
1960, and has lived in Hanover ever since.
Raising 3 children throughout those 49 years,
the Dartmouth community and Hanover
have become an important part of his and his
wife Renna’s lives.

(603) 442-5970
INDEPENDENT LIVING

(603) 448-7458
ASSISTED LIVING

apdlifecare.org
Located in New Hampshires’ beautiful Upper Valley
on the Campus of Alice Peck Day Memorial Hospital

Joining the Dartmouth faculty in 1960
wasn’t exactly the plan, but after serving
in the army at an Army Medical Hospital
Laboratory in Germany I wouldn’t change a
thing. My work in Medical Chemistry and
Pharmaceuticals kept me at Dartmouth as
an active Faculty Member until 2000 and
then as an adjunct until 2009.
After full retirement Renna and I decided
that it was time for us to move to a facility
that offered us the comforts of home,
without the concerns of owning our own
home. We wanted to stay in the area because
we consider it home, and the Woodlands
was a wonderful choice. Since moving into
The Woodlands our needs for care have
changed and we were accommodated right
here on the same campus by moving into
the assisted facility Harvest Hill where we
also have a deluxe apartment with our own
furnishings. Having the comforts of your
own place in such a caring community gives
us a sense of freedom and independence.
The Woodlands and Harvest Hill is a
place that we have now called home for
almost 8 years, and we couldn’t be happier.

Hampton Inn by Hilton- White River
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kibosh on,” whose origin has long been mysterious,
and develops and defends the suggestion that it
derives from “kurbash” (a fearsome Mideastern
whip made of hippopotamus or rhinoceros hide).
Oliver Larmi reports joining a player in “taking a
knee,” hand on heart, and reciting the Pledge of Allegiance during the playing of the anthem at recent
Penn-Columbia rugby match, where he served as
“touch judge.”
Frank Kehl, noted anti-war activist in the 1960s,
leads an insightful discussion of the PBS documentary The Vietnam War on the “Great Issues”
listserv. Contact Dan Tompkins (pericles@temple.
edu) to join this lively forum.
—David L. Smith, RR4 Box 225B4, Galveston, TX
77554; (775) 870-2354; david@davidlsmith.com
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A record turnout of nearly 70 classmates, family and friends attended
Homecoming Weekend October 6-7
featuring dinners and an executive committee
meeting organized by Sam Cabot, plus parade, bonfire and a 28-27 come-from-behind football victory
over unbeaten Yale, reminiscent of the rain-filled
game in New Haven, Connecticut, our freshman
year, October 31, 1959, when Dartmouth rallied to
stop another undefeated Yale team 12-8.
The 2017 version began under similar rainy
conditions, tapering off into drizzle and dry conditions while the ’63 class section—including Joe
Shannon of North Haledon, New Jersey, and Gil
Knight of West Falmouth, Massachusetts, retired
respectively from finance and advertising—cheered
on the Big Green. Festivities began Friday night
as nearly 50—including Tom Kraig of Barrington,
Rhode Island; Mike Emerson of Seattle; Jeff Nothnagle of Cohasset, Massachusetts; and Tom Coghlin, Jack Huber, Ted Suess and Dick Suett—dined at
the Canoe Club on Main Street, concluding with a
“Happy Birthday” serenade to Ernie Torres, retired
federal judge from Wakefield, Rhode Island.
During the course of the weekend we had the
opportunity to learn about George Hellick’s trip to
Sitka, Alaska, where he was helped by Niki Bunting,
a tour guide who turned out to be the daughter of
the late Dave Bunting; Marty Bowne’s volunteer work
with three generations of Guatemalans sponsored
by his church; Dan Muchinsky’s new endeavor as a
mystery writer; Dave Schaefer’s recovery from a
debilitating heart attack; and retired architect John
Lehigh’s new career at wife Missy’s adoption agency.
Nearly 30 classmates attended our annual executive committee meeting in the Treasure Room
of Baker Library, where near the end of a packed
agenda president Larry Bailey announced he would
appoint a committee to nominate class officer candidates to carry us into a new term. Subsequently
Larry named Dave Schaefer committee chair and
Dick Berkowitz, Bob Bysshe and Marty Bowne as
members. Chair Ed Mazer issued an update on the
55th reunion, June 11-14, and two-day extension
till June 16. It will now include a two-day pre-extension (June 9-10) managed by Chuck Wessendorf
at Moosilauke Ravine Lodge.
Saturday night we celebrated the victory at the
beautiful center chimney, 18th-century colonial
of Dan Muchinsky and Mary Barnes in Plainfield,
New Hampshire, where classmates included Bruce
Baggaley, Dick Booma, Bill Breetz, Bruce Coggeshall,
82
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Freeman Ford, Dave Goodwillie, Tom Jester, Steve
Lewinstein, Hank Rogers, Bill Subin and Gordon Weir.
In other news, Bob Greenwood, who has run

theater-dance company Sun.Egos for 40 years far
from Hanover in Calgary, Canada, recently created
a series of paintings on the theme of reconciliation
that can be viewed online at flickr.com/photos/
sunergos/albums/72157682137371643. John Merrow was interviewed on PBS NewsHour in October
about his new book, Addicted to Reform: A 12-Step
Program to Rescue Public Education.
I regret to report the deaths of Jim Knappenberger, Walter Kincaid and Bob Haubrich.
Peter Rollins, whose death was previously reported, was inducted posthumously October 21
into the Oklahoma Military Hall of Fame. Peter
served as a Marine in Vietnam and was professor
of English at Oklahoma State University.
—Harry Zlokower, 190 Amity St., Brooklyn, NY 11201;
(917) 541-8162; harry@zlokower.com
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The latest natural disasters—hurricanes, floods and wildfires—often
cause us to reach out to classmates living in these danger zones to see how they are doing.
In response to an inquiry I made of classmates in
many of these regions, I heard from the following
classmates. Bruce Cole writes that he and his wife,
Harriet, who live in Naples, Florida, did okay during the hurricane. They evacuated and “when we
finally got back home we had some very minor wind
damage in the entryway soffit, no power for a few
days and that was it! We were very lucky when the
storm surge never developed as the western side of
the eye wall petered out. Foxfire [their subdivision]
did lose many trees but all three [golf] courses were
playable within three weeks!” Carlos Ballantyne reports: “I actually had an idyllic time as I left Florida
a few days before the crunch came and drove up to
Thousand Islands area of New York State, where
my daughter and granddaughters live. I made it for
the fifth birthday party of the twins and stayed in
perfect weather for two weeks before heading back
down. My location, Hobe Sound, didn’t even suffer
a power outage. My decision to leave was greatly
aided by the windy.com weather app. People who
attempted to leave in the days after I split Florida
had horrific tales of taking four days to drive to
Tennessee and hotels in Atlanta filled with Florida
escapees. My girlfriend and I are moving to Sedona,
Arizona, area. Other than all those doings, life has
been uneventful. And at this time I am holding a
reservation to Kathmandu, Nepal, for April for another six-week trip to the Mount Everest region.”
Tony Lott writes: “Debbie and I live on a barrier
island in the far northeast corner of Florida [Amelia
Island]. In the last 11 months we have been hit by
hurricanes twice [Matthew and Irma]. Luckily we
came out reasonably well in both cases. In Matthew
[October 2016] we completely lost our 180-foot
dock on the Intracoastal Waterway along with assorted screens, fencing, etc. Insurance company
refused to pay a dime. It is still only partially rebuilt.
We did not stay for that one, but went to Debbie’s
sister’s condo in Tampa on the other side of the
state. We were lucky it came through at low tide. If
it had come through at high tide we would have had
about six feet of water in the first floor. For Irma, last
month, I stayed while Debbie was in Ohio babysit-

ting grandchildren. Only damage was the cupola
and weather vane on top of garage, which ended up
in our driveway—it’s already back up. I also lost a
huge magnolia. I was without power for three and
a half days. For Irma we had tornados bouncing all
around our neighborhood, but luckily they skipped
around our place.” I would love to hear from any
others who experienced these natural disasters.
—Harvey Tettlebaum, 56295 Little Moniteau Road,
California, MO 65018; (573) 761-1107; dartsecy64@
gmail.com
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Greetings, all. As noted in the last column, the first step of our cyber-odyssey
is to convert the mailed newsletter to an
Internet conversation (who says old guys can’t be au
courant?). Mike Gonnerman says, “We will be holding
quarterly conference calls to update classmates on
class, Dartmouth and Hanover issues.” The first
such meeting, which included online notes as well
as audio, occurred November 15. If you did not get
an invitation, confirm your current email address
with Gonnerman at michael@gonnerman.com.
While we’re on the subject of the cyberspace, web
wizard Stu Keiller has set up a “Class of 1965 Store”
on biggreen65.com. Run down the left column, select the store and you will find Land’s End more
than willing to provide you with a variety of goods
featuring the ’65 boot and beanie (surely the finest
of class logos).
The October 5-8 mini-reunion was a great success. It kicked off earlier than usual with a Thursday
morning micro-mini organized by Bob Murphy at
Skinny Pancake in Hanover that included Murphy,
Gonnerman, Pete Frederick, Mark Sheingorn, Bob McConnaughey, Larry Duffy and Jim Griffiths. Thursday
night Keiller arranged for cocktails in the Class of
1965 Conference Room at the new Moosilauke
Ravine Lodge, followed by dinner in the lodge. A
number spent the night in the 1965 Cabin and an
intrepid crew led by Dave Beattie and including Hank
Amon, Sue and Dick Avery and Rich Beams climbed to
the Mount Moosilauke summit on Friday morning.
We expect to repeat the Moosilauke trip and climb
in 2018. On Friday afternoon Jane and George Wittreich helped erect the 1964-1965 tent at the Sphinx.
Debbie and Jim Griffiths hosted a cocktail party at
their home, finishing with a singalong around a
campfire. Saturday featured college Homecoming events in the morning. The traditional tailgate
lunch at Sphinx with the 1964s was the prelude
to football and Dartmouth’s exciting comeback
victory over Yale. Cocktails at Pierce’s included
toasts to Ed Keible with a fine cabernet from his
Alpha Omega vineyard. Dinner with the 1964s followed, and was capped by songs from the alwaysastonishing Decibelles. The dinner included Jim
Aiken and his niece, Hank Amon and daughter
Carly ’17, Marcia and Ted Atkinson, Sally and Dick
Avery, Mahala and Rich Beams and guests, Sue and
Dave Beatty, Marianne and Don Bradley, Dianne
and Tom Campbell, Larry Duffy, Linda and Steve
Fowler, Marcia and Pete Frederick, Betsy and Mike
Gonnerman and guests, Debbie and Jim Griffiths,
Nancy and Roger Hansen, Diane and Stu Keiller,
Brenda Ringwald and Jaan Lumi, French and Bob
McConnaughey, Jory and Ken McGruther, Sue and
Bill Webster, Jane and George Wittreich, as well as
class scholars Madison Hazard ’20 and Amanda

Nee ’21 and Dartmouth College Fund managing
director Jennifer Hardy. We have word of the passing of Dan Corbett after a long illness. Dan was an
active class officer, a decorated military officer and
a regional club leader.
Last and not least, I need stories, folks. Let
me know yours.
—John Rogers, 6051 Laurel Ave., #310, Golden Valley, MN 55416; (763) 568-7501; johnbairdrogers@
comcast.net
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Okay, what’s the chance this would happen? Bob Spence’s grandfather, Walter
Abbott Conley, was a fullback on the
1905 Dartmouth football team, which, as you will
recall, finished 7-1-2 under 32-year-old Coach
Fred Folsom, class of 1895. Blocking for Walter
was guard Joseph Taylor Gilman, who turns out
to be the great-grandfather of Susan, the wife of
Bob’s middle son, Kevin ’97, Th’98. You could look
it up in Bob’s copy of the 1905 Aegis.
You could also look up that Bob and Linda
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary last
July by taking their three sons, their spouses and
four grandchildren to the very same dude ranch
in Montana where, in 1962, Bob, then a $100-aweek horse wrangler, and Linda, exploring the high
country on vacation with her family, first met on a
cold and rainy day. Bob lent Linda his rain coat and
gloves and, well, the rest is history.
Following Bob’s three-year stint in the Marines and a 30-year career as a Citibank global commercial banker, he and Linda have settled down in
Medford, Oregon. They do venture east, however, to
visit their oldest son, Brian ’95, an anesthesiologist
and assistant professor at DHMC.
It was during one of those trips back east that
Bob participated in class Homecoming activities on
the October weekend highlighted by that historic
21-point comeback win over Yale. At a class meeting president Jim Lustenader announced a couple
of well-deserved College awards to the class: Erv
Burkholder and Bob Cohn were Honorable Mention
Newsletter Editors of the Year and Al Keiller won
the Outstanding Mini-Reunion Award, with big
assists from Chuck Sherman (66th Night) and Brad
Stein (class trips).
In addition to the Spences, the Homecoming mini-reunion was attended by more than 30
classmates and spouses, including Mary and Pete
Barber, Dan Barnard, Sharon and Gary Broughton, Teresa and Robin Carpenter, Sue and Jon Colby, Budge
Gere, Nancy and John Hughes, David Johnston, Jo
and Al Keiller, Margy and Rick Kornblum, Ed Larner,
Barbara and Steve Lanfer, Kathy and Wayne LoCurto,
Terry Lowd, Elizabeth and Jim Lustenader, Myra
and Hector Motroni, Chuck Sherman and Margie
Carpenter, and Susan and Gus Southworth.
Our award-winning class webmaster, Ben Day,
and wife Sharon welcomed their first grandchild,
Jason Benjamin, on August 19. Mom Alexandra,
VP marketing and communications at Julliard,
lives in New York City, giving Ben a good reason to
take a break from his activities as a councilman in
Rumson, New Jersey, and head to the Big Apple.
Veteran reporter Lance Tapley has written a
major investigative series on Maine’s treatment of
its seriously mentally ill citizens. It can be found
at pinetreewatch.org.

Dr. Bill Ramos is still engaged in his Las Vegas ob-gyn practice, although down to every other
week, and still flies his Cessna 414, with support
from ace mechanic Mike Busch. What’s new is a new
granddaughter who lives in Vermont, so Bill may
be heading his Cessna east.
It is with sadness that we report on the recent passing of three classmates—George Bond, Bill
Roberts and Rick Worland. We extend our deepest
sympathies to their family and friends. Obituaries
can be found on the class website and the online
alumni magazine.
—Larry Geiger, 93 Greenridge Ave., White Plains, NY
10605; (914) 860-4945; lgeiger@aol.com
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In October I asked ’67s the question:
“If you could travel back in time, what
advice would you give to your 18-yearold incoming freshman self?” Nick Mason: “If you’re
going to take French I, II and III, apply yourself
better.” Jim Rooks: “Your business here is learning!”
Warren Cook: “While my frat experience was great,
given the times I would suggest I bypass the Greek
system. It narrows your focus, it’s too exclusive and
expensive. Check to see how much each class costs.
It might motivate you!” John Hager: “Drag yourself
out of the basement and away from the year-round
parties and beer.” Chris Smith: “Get to know professors. Spend time chatting with them if possible. Go
to the library, but never sleep there.” Dean Ericson:
“Look for mind stretching ‘outside the box’ course
offerings and get to know as many fellow students
as you can.” Rob Kugler: “It’s okay to feel nervous
and have self-doubts, but don’t let either of them
keep you from speaking your mind.” Paul Killebrew:
“Don’t be so concerned about what you’re supposed
to do,” and Bruce Pacht said, “Don’t be so afraid to
engage things with which you’re not familiar.” Ethan
Braunstein: “Don’t enter with a preconceived notion
of what you want to study or what you want to be.”
Chuck Hobbie: “Don’t worry so much about the opposite sex.” John Isaacs: “Wait 10 years to attend
Dartmouth until coeducation begins,” and Ethan
Braunstein also said he’d “advise myself to transfer
to a coeducational college ASAP.” Bob Smith: “But
for the draft, take a gap year—or maybe two.” Dan
Freeman: “Take a break year.” Al Hine: “Take a year
off and learn a trade that requires problem solving
and working with your hands.” Win Johnson: “No.
1, take time off before you go to college (at least
one year), preferably in some form of national or
public service.” Dan Kraus: “Take more advantage
of what extracurricular things the College has to
offer instead of taking your studies so seriously.”
John Hager also said: “Join the Outing Club and
go camping and skiing and do any other outdoor
activities that appeal to you.” Ed Kern: “Go to Dartmouth but just stay up at the Ravine Lodge.” Phil
White, Rick Geissinger and Mike Tucker: “Go on the
freshman trip!” John Lobitz: “Mix fun with work.
Enjoy both but pay attention to your academics
and, most importantly, take advantage of all the
opportunities that Dartmouth has to offer.” John
Manopoli: “It probably wouldn’t have mattered what
advice I gave myself as an incoming freshman, because I would almost certainly have disregarded it.”
Here’s more sage advice: Come to the annual
Boston dinner Saturday, February 3, at Longwood
Cricket Club (contact me or Curt Anderson, curt.

anderson@medical-billings.com) and contact
John Lobitz (johnlobitz@gmail.com) to join us at
CarniVail, March 1-4.
Here’s even more sage advice: You recently
received a dues letter from Sam Ostrow and our
new treasurer, Ed Gray. As the letter makes clear,
the treasury needs to be rebuilt so that the class can
continue all the important activities that keep us
together. Please pay your dues as soon as you can
and consider a donation to our checkoff funds, including the one-year treasury replenishment fund.
—Larry Langford, P.O. Box 71, Buckland, MA 01338;
larrylangford@mac.com
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Holiday greetings and a happy new
(reunion) year. As I write these notes
in October, we have 237 classmates on
board, and only a few months to go to June 7-11—anticipation is building! Be sure to participate in the
Dartmouth 1968 “Who Are You” experience. The
results of this should be fun and informative. Log on
at www.D68WhoAreYou.org. Registration number
is 1968. You have until March 31 to participate, and
could save up to 20 percent in reunion fees. Another
thing to keep in mind is legacy planning, both for
Dartmouth and your own families; Ed Heald has put
together a very nice outline of options to consider.
It is available on our class website. In response to
the Gerry Bell challenge to all of us about our favorite
professors at Dartmouth, and why, my own favorite
profs include Hugh Morrison, who introduced me
to architecture (and my eventual career), and Matt
Wienecke, who introduced me to archeology, my
favorite avocation. And I credit Paul Zeller, Glee
Club director, for my lifetime enjoyment of choral
music. How about you guys? During Columbus
Day our mini-reunion dinner at Dowds’ Country
Inn gathered John Engelman, Bev and Jim Lawrie,
Helen and Peter Fahey, Don Marcus, Dave Walden, Joe
Nathan Wright, Marti and Cliff Groen, Barbara and
Jack Hopke, Sylvia Griffiths and Bill Rich, Ed Heald,
Joanne and Roger Lenke, as well as Barbara and Bob
Grant ’79. Don’t forget upcoming mini-reunion
opportunities between now and June: skiing at
Vermont in January, executive committee meeting
(everyone welcome) in February during Winter
Carnival, more skiing in Colorado in March and a
Danube River trip to Hungary in April. Interesting
statistics: In 1968, when we graduated, an average
house cost $14,950, an average wage was $7,850, a
new car was $2,822 and gasoline cost 34 cents a
gallon. And our peers, born in 1946, include Tommy
Lee Jones, Jimmy Buffet, Cher, Dolly Parton, Stephen Spielberg, Sylvester Stallone…and Donald
Trump. We and our generation certainly have been
living through a period of enormous change! Other
assorted news: Tom Couser has recently published
Letter to My Father: A Memoir. One reviewer noted
“the narrative reveals a son struggling to maintain
respect, even love, amidst temptations to anger
and disillusionment.” Ed Schneider did not lose his
home in Santa Rosa, California, in the massive fires,
but did come close. We did hear parts of the Silverado Resort, where we have had mini-reunions,
were affected. Deb and Dick Olson took a “journey
of reconciliation” to Vietnam this past fall. Mark
Waterhouse was noted on Facebook as “croquet
champion”—of what? News of two more classmate
deaths recently arrived: Dirk de Roos died of apparJ A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 1 8 83
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ently sudden onset pancreatic cancer on July 1 in
Greenwood Village, Colorado. And we received
very belated news of the death of Land Washburn,
who passed away January 14, 2014. Obituaries will
be included in a future class newsletter and will be
on the magazine and class websites.
—David Peck, 16 Overlook Road, Plymouth, MA
02360; davidbpeck@aol.com
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I encourage all of you to check the class
of ’69 webpage at www.dartmouth69.
org. Webmaster Peter Elias has done a
spectacular job of providing a wealth of information
about our class in general and the march to our 50th
reunion occurring in just 18 fast-moving months.
The latest class gathering was Homecoming
and included a terrific football game with the Big
Green defeating Yale in the final minute of the contest. Nearly two dozen classmates attended and
many had guests or spouses. The usual fine time
was reported at the dinners, parade, bonfire and
pregame tent gathering. The class annual meeting
was held and Greg Lau did an excellent job of filling
in for yours truly as secretary. His notes on the
meeting have been posted on our webpage. Those
notes include choosing the SIBS (siblings) program as our 2017 class project. Dimitri Gerakaris has
once again found a worthwhile local organization
to support. SIBS is a mentoring program pairing
Dartmouth mentors with disadvantaged youth in
the Upper Valley. The class will be donating $10,000
toward this worthy endeavor. In addition, we raised
our commitment to Dartmouth athletic sponsors to
$1,000 for the year. These causes and several others
supported by our class through the years are funded
by your class dues. Please step up and participate
in the class of ’69 with your annual support of our
efforts. If you have not been an active member of
the class and wish to add your support contact our
treasurer, Rick Willets, or me.
You may have noticed a brief note in the
September-October Dartmouth Alumni Magazine about our classmate Richard Walden, but if
you missed it I will repeat here that earlier this
year he was awarded a James Madison fellowship
by the James Madison Memorial Foundation of
Alexandria, Virginia. Richard is a teacher at Saint
Johnsbury Academy in Vermont. The fellowship
supports further study of American history and
is awarded to distinguished teachers to further
strengthen their knowledge of the origins and development of American constitutional government.
We received notice that Daniel Chandler passed
away on August 21, 2017. Danny left school to join
the Marines and served two tours in Vietnam, finishing his education at the University of Arizona,
but he is remembered by many of his Dartmouth
friends. Also of note is the passing of one of our
most influential professors, Vincent Starzinger,
at the age of 88.
Work continues by the various committees
looking forward to our 50th reunion, and our main
objective remains to make this the best reunion
ever with the best reunion book and the greatest
class attendance. If you wish to add to these efforts,
volunteers are welcome!
Please give Allen Denison and me information
about the happenings in your life so we can share
that with your classmates.
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—Steve Larson, 837 Wildcat Trail, 10328 Big Canoe,
Big Canoe, GA 30143; (360) 770-4388; wheat69@
outlook.com
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Shortly after returning from Class
Officers Weekend I received an email
from Duncan Wood. Duncan was digging
through boxes removed from his mother’s house
in 1989 following her passing. Twenty-eight years
later, approaching another downsizing, he decided
it was time to go through the boxes. He found a letter
sent by Dean Brewster to our parents on May 12,
1970, with two attachments. He found the letter
and especially the enclosed Dartmouth Bulletin
to be very interesting reading 47 years later. The
letter informed our parents of the suspension of
class on May 5 followed by the vote of the faculty
to terminate the regular class schedule. The letter
to students described the three possibilities for
completing coursework, including taking a “pass”
for credit. Duncan suggested that PDFs of the letters and the Bulletin be attached to a future class
newsletter, since all of the class might find these
memorable at this point in our lives.
Duncan requested one statistic that he would
like to see available by the time of our 50th reunion:
The percentage of the class that entered the armed
forces in some manner, through ROTC, the draft or
volunteering for Army Reserve, etc. Duncan views
his time in the Navy Civil Engineering Corps, via
officer candidate school, as his first graduate school.
He matured a lot in that time.
MassBay Community College announced
that Gov. Charlie Baker had reappointed Thomas
E. Peisch as chair of the college’s board of trustees.
Tom has served on the MassBay board of trustees
since his appointment by former Gov. Deval Patrick
in July 2012. In November of 2012 he was elected
vice chair. Gov. Baker appointed Tom as chairman
of the board of trustees in November 2015. Tom’s
wife, Alice Hanlon Peisch, currently serves as state
representative for the 14th Norfolk District in the
Massachusetts House of Representatives and cochairs the state joint committee on education.
James Nachtwey, along with eight other distinguished photographers, was inducted to the
International Photography Hall of Fame and
Museum on November 17 in St Louis, Missouri.
The program for the induction states, beginning
in 1981, James Nachtwey has dedicated his career to documenting wars and critical social issues,
motivated by the belief that public awareness is
an essential element in the process of change, and
that photographs of war can intervene on behalf of
peace. He has photographed conflicts worldwide,
from the breakup of the former Yugoslavia to the
Rwandan genocide, the Somalian famine, the civil
wars in Central America, the Palestinian-Israeli
conflict, the September 11th attack on New York
City and the subsequent wars in Afghanistan and
Iraq, among many others.
During the past few months I have learned
of the passing of four of our classmates—Jonathan
Rapoport on July 10, Ron Perell on July 25, Traylor
Mercer on August 29 and Bill Sewall on September 12.
Thank you for the contributions to these Class
Notes.
—Gary Miller, 7 East Hill Road, Canton, CT 06019;
garettmiller@mac.com
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This class note covers two major film
projects spearheaded by some of our
dedicated classmates.
Bill Phillips is directing The Final Climb, a film
on the courageous life of Andy Harvard and his
battle with Alzheimer’s. Here’s Bill’s vision of the
film: “Alzheimer’s disease is one of the cruelest and
costliest health crises of the 21st century. In 2017
classmates Michael Maynard, Tom Loucks and Pete
Webster established a nonprofit organization, The
Final Climb Inc., for the professional production of
The Final Climb, a film that honors Andy Harvard
and advocates an end to Alzheimer’s. Throughout his life Andy worked with others to overcome
insurmountable challenges on 13 expeditions to
South America, China, India, Nepal and Tibet, including the most challenging route to be attempted
on Mount Everest. He climbed to the extremes
of joy and experienced the depths of human loss.
In 2009 Andy was diagnosed with younger-onset
Alzheimer’s disease. While health professionals,
caregivers and friends share his optimistic attitude,
Andy now confronts his biggest challenge—and it’s
one for all of us. Bill is supported on the film by a
team of professionals and six Dartmouth student
filmmakers and researchers. The film uses tragedies and triumphs from Andy’s adventurous life
as metaphor for the medical, legal and financial
challenges facing the growing epidemic. Interviews
with leading researchers, clinicians, lawyers, ethicists, politicians and personal heart-wrenching
stories from Andy’s family, friends, climbing
partners and colleagues will inform and inspire.
All his life Andy lived by the principle that with
teamwork, determination and leadership, nothing is impossible. Visit thefinalclimb.org to learn
more about this important film and how you can
help. Contact michaelmaynard2@gmail.com for
more information.”
Kathy Duff Rines, with a team of fellow exchange students and support from our classmates,
is working with nationally recognized filmmaker
Bill Aydelott ’72 to capture the history of the first
four years of women students at Dartmouth, 196972. At our cluster reunion in June 2016, Aydelott
put together a promotional clip of women and men
telling their personal stories from these years.
Please visit vimeo.com/206180288. The stories
range from thoughtful comments to “did this really happen” anecdotes. Of importance is that for
the first time, these fours years will be researched
and documented. Dartmouth made no attempt to
keep the exchange students’ contact information,
acknowledge their contribution or recognize them
as part of Dartmouth’s history (there was no mention of the exchange program in the Aegis). This will
be an independently produced film; seed money has
been raised, yet additional funding for this budgeted
$35,000 film is being sought. Tax-deductible donations may be sent to Jim Bays, 460 Walker Road,
Grantham, NH 03753. Please make checks payable
to “Class of 1971” and specify “Women’s Film” in
the memo line. Aydelott will be using Dartmouth
students in the production of this film; a panel discussion of exchange students and current students
is planned, focusing on what has changed and what
still needs to be addressed.
—Bob Lider, 9225 Veneto Place, Naples, FL 34113;
liderbob@yahoo.com
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“Summer friends will melt away like
summer snows, but winter friends are
friends for forever,” writes George R.R.
Martin. Winter is upon us and, as with many of
us, some of my favorite memories of Hanover are
winter memories. I decided to ask a few of our classmates to share their winter memories with the rest
of us. Here are a few of the responses I received.
Bill Schur: “On a crisp fall morning during our
freshman year I emerged from the basement on
Allen Street where The Dartmouth was printed. I
had completed a ‘night ed’ and had the first copy of
that day’s paper in my hand. As I walked to Thayer
Hall for breakfast I saw the sun glistening on the
roofs of Dartmouth Row. Reflecting the sun’s rays
was the first frost of the season. At that moment
I knew I was at one with all that is Dartmouth.”
Gary Dicovitsky: “I recall walking across an
empty campus from basketball practice in subzero temperature, mid to late December, kind of
feeling sorry that friends and family at home were
not within reach. Then I reached the Green with
the giant Christmas tree, surrounded by probably
30 additional glowing Christmas trees, with Baker
Tower shining and a zillion brilliant stars seemingly
within reach. It was magical, and the winter campus
silence, frankly, added to the beauty!”
Joe Davis: “January of senior year in high
school I visited campus after a major blizzard. I
walked by New Hamp and they were jumping out
of a fourth-floor window into a snowbank. That’s
when I decided to go to Dartmouth.”
Shel Prentice: “Winter Carnival junior year I
fixed up [several friends with dates]. Merrily Gerrish, my ‘date,’ was a good sport as I was going back
and forth trying to make sure everyone was happy.
Merrily and I still are friends.”
Bill Roberts: “Seeing the 1969 Winter Carnival
dragon with flames coming from its nostrils!”
John de Regt: “How crisp and clear everything
was when it was very cold. Didn’t matter day or
night, just stepping outside, taking that first breath
and feeling the cold was best for me.”
Larry Elia: “I have a very clear memory of walking across the Green on my way to an early class and
figuring out that ice crystals formed inside my nose
only when the temperature was 5 degrees or lower.”
Neal Traven: “Walking to my dorm on a deadstill, minus-25-degree night after a midnight shift
on WDCR, I turned around and saw my breath
hanging in the air, all the way back to Robinson
Hall.”
Dan Cooperman: “Walking alone on campus
late at night after a new snowfall with the moonlight reflecting off the snow: the silence, stillness
and solitude.”
Thanks to everyone who shared!
Sadly, I have to report that John E. Rutledge
and Stephen Alan Hill have both passed away recently. Our condolences go out to their families.
Our thoughts and prayers are with you during this
difficult time!
—David Hetzel, 5 Chestnut St., Windham, NH 03087;
dghetzel@gmail.com
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A pristine year is upon us!
The year 2018 marks 45 years
since graduation, but our reunion will
be in 2019. Mark your calendars now for June

13-16, 2019. Plan ahead!
In October goldsmith Paul Gross celebrated
40 years in business in downtown Hanover, where
his Designer Gold is one of the oldest single-owner
retail establishments. The years he spent in the
Claflin Jewelry Studio as a student clearly were
not wasted. Classmates are among those who have
benefited from his artistic skills.
Dedication of the new Moosilauke Ravine
Lodge occurred in mid-October; a celebration of
not only a spectacular state-of-the-art building,
but memories, traditions, friendships and community—the lodge’s foundation. The craftsmanship
and beauty of the unique facility are impressive:
Indisputably 21st century, it should last well into
and possibly beyond the 22nd. All old red bunkhouses also have vanished, replaced with contemporary timber-framed ones providing varied
accommodation options.
Pat Kennedy is CEO of Hawthorn Retirement
Group, a for-profit, privately held management
and consulting service operating communities
in the United States and Canada that offer retirement, personal care, assisted living and memory
care services. In his spare time Pat is on several
boards in Seattle, including the one for Seattle
University.
Described as a “womb to tomb” business lawyer, Dick Guy concentrates his practice at Vandeventer Black in Norfolk, Virginia, on business formations, purchases, sales and mergers. In several
instances his clients sold businesses he helped
start and he began the cycle again by forming new
companies using sales proceeds.
As both a licensed physician and nationally
recognized trial attorney, Ken Sigelman has pursued a niche practice of protecting the rights of
children who have suffered birth injuries due to
medical malpractice. Licensed to practice in both
Florida and California, Kenneth M. Sigelman &
Associates is located in San Diego. Ken has served
as chair of the medical malpractice committee of
the Consumer Attorneys of California, which afforded him multiple opportunities to testify before
the state legislature on injured children.
Mike Magill has had a varied career as a family
physician educator, researcher and clinician. He
moved to Utah in 1994 to found the Utah Area
Health Education Centers Program, which he
still directs. Mike served as University of Utah
department of family and preventive medicine
chair from 1995 through 2016. Engaged in global
health, he works with partners in China, East Africa and elsewhere to help transform healthcare.
“I have had the privilege of serving in a number
of national leadership roles along the way, while
also engaging deeply in transformation of health
founded on robust primary care.”
Doug Britton retired as CEO of Britton Lumber
Co. in Ely, Vermont. With innovative nurturing, he
built the company into the largest manufacturer of
lumber in Vermont; the building supply arm was
the largest wholesaler in northern New England.
Doug now serves on too-many-to-count Vermont
nonprofit boards. He actively keeps up with college
news and passes that on to his numerous alumni
guests at his “B&B” in Norwich, Vermont.
—Val Armento, 227 Sylvan Ave., San Mateo, CA
94403; valerie.j.armento.73@dartmouth.edu
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Steve Bell lives in Denver, where he

is a partner in the law firm of Dorsey
& Whitney LLP, working out of the
Denver and Missoula, Montana, offices. Rick Gerardi recently visited Steve and a few other Dartmouth alumni during the weekend in Missoula.
They played some golf and took in a University of
Montana Grizzlies football game. Jack Manning
’72 was also part of the group. Jack and Rick did a
little bragging to the assembled few about the five
straight Ivy League championship football teams
they were part of from 1969 to 1973. As Rick says,
“The older we get, the better we were.” Rick is currently the chief operating officer of Edgewise Energy with offices in Plainview and Saratoga, New
York. Jack is also a partner at Dorsey & Whitney
in the Missoula office.
Forty-seven volunteers worked over the weekend of September 8-10 at the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge planting, landscaping and working on
the grounds. Continuing in the spirit of our Class of
1974 Bunkhouse dedicated during our last reunion,
10 of the volunteers were our classmates: Ken Cuddeback, Dave Goodwin, Tom Guidi, Rex Holsapple, Dave
Kruschwitz, Jeff Scott, Doug Shufelt, Dick Spellman,
Duncan Todd and Jim Taylor. Jim reported that it was

quite an impressive effort by the experienced group.
President Hanlon dedicated the new Moosilauke
Ravine Lodge on Saturday, October 14. Again, our
class was well represented by Dave, Jim, Matt Putnam, Bernie Waugh, Bob Rooke, Peter Blodgett, Jim
Regan and Carl Levick among the estimated 300

attendees at the lodge dedication ceremony.
Be safe and send news.
—Rick Sample, Retreat Farm, 1137 Manakin Road,
Manakin Sabot, VA 23103; samplejr@msn.com
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This fall there were at least two notable
mini-reunions. One witnessed a real
nail-biter at Penn. Pamela Brewer Smyth
writes, “We had a class mini-reunion at the tailgate
party at Penn: Lon Cross, Chris McConnell, Al Barstow,
Al Austin and spouses and Ted Stone and his wife,
Lynn, drove down from Stamford, Connecticut!”
Then there was the annual freshman soccer
bash in Hanover about which both David Kepes
and Robbin Derry provided roster accountings. As
usual the affair was well attended, and included
Frank Gallo, Mike Caldwell, Drew Remignati, Stephen
Buglione, Mark Porto, Andy McDowell, Steve Papai, Ron
Cima and the ever-present Al Austin. Apparently, Al

heard there was free food and booze at both events.
Now from the “Long Lost Soul” category comes
news from Brian Kingsbury, who wrote a lovely note:
“Professionally, like a number of classmates, I’ve retired from the full-time employment wars. Spent an
entire career selling groceries for Safeway. I spend
time volunteering for Make-A-Wish and tutoring
in an elementary school in Spokane [Washington].
I get to work with first- through fourth-graders
on basic math, reading and writing. Probably the
tougher challenge for kids in my grade group would
be angles—obtuse, acute, right and so forth. We have
a lot of fun and the kids keep me young. I’m still running, but with the inevitability of age it’s easier now
to do triathlons and give the various muscle sets a
break. A full Ironman takes about 13 hours. Marathons are still do-able in under 3:30. But the speed
isn’t exactly what it was when our cross-country
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team ran out on the Hanover golf course. I get in
quite a bit of backpacking—the Sierras, Elkhorns,
Wallowas and Hells Canyon. For the first time ever
I recently went to the top of Mount Whitney—turns
out the view is more awesome looking up at that
mountain from the east or west profile than the
actual summit view. And yes, the solar eclipse from
a 7,600-foot ridge in eastern Oregon was flat-out,
over-the-top amazing! If any classmates are ever
passing through the Spokane area, feel free to reach
out to me at bhking02@gmail.com.”
Lon Cross also reminds me that it is not too
early to be thinking about our 45th, which is tentatively scheduled for June 13-16, 2019. As in the
past, we will be clustered with the classes of 1973
and 1974, so this will actually be our 44th reunion.
Dave Cook and Tom Denison will serve as our
reunion co-chairs again. They are currently looking
for classmates to serve on the reunion committee in various capacities. We are also looking for
a temporary class newsletter editor, a temporary
class webmaster and a temporary class necrologist.
The commitment for these roles will end in June
2019. Please contact Lon or me if you are interested
in serving in one of these very rewarding positions.
The benefits packages associated with these positions are beyond your imagination.
Vox clamantis in Tejas.
—Stephen D. Gray, 3627 Avenue M, Galveston, TX
77550; (650) 302-8739; fratergray@gmail.com
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The surprising news that Chris Bjelland
was not the only classmate to have
achieved knighthood led to the following note from Ken “K.C.” Cohen, knighted in France:
“I’m often asked what it confers, and it’s like those
credit card ads: buying (yes, you have to buy it) the
medal…$20; framing the diplôme…$175; buying the
champagne…$50; telling people you’re a ‘chevalier’…priceless! The funny thing is that this all came
from business and community engagement, made
easier because of my language study abroad family
from Bourges. Forty-three years and our relationship remains closer than ever. Another of the many
ways Dartmouth shaped my life for the better.”
Sir K.C. lives in La Jolla, California, with his
wife of 32 years, Elena, a professor at San Diego
State University. His career in the life sciences and
animal medicine led to his trusteeship with the
San Diego Humane Society. “This year,” he says,
“we’ll take care of nearly 20,000 pets and 10,000
wildlife. A couple of years ago, we reached our goal
of zero euthanasia.”
On the human medicine front, Dr. Spencer
Kubo is a well-known cardiologist in Minnesota’s
twin cities. He was bummed to have to cancel his
June reunion trip last minute and remains committed to Dartmouth and to our class, currently
serving as an alumni interviewer. Now married 38
years, he and wife Adele had their first official date
at Winter Carnival in 1974. Says Spencer, “She had
no chance—just too great a weekend!”
Our man from Alabama Milton Harsh is as
cheerful and friendly as ever. He reports that life
in Birmingham, where he runs Harsh Realty Capital, is good. He is married to best friend Allison,
who owns a commercial design company. He says,
“One of the most joyful aspects of my life is still
having my parents with us at 93 and almost 90.
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How lucky is that!”
Stu Gasner recently took a quick break from
trying big cases in San Francisco to raft and hike
in the Grand Canyon with his wife, Kate. (I bet she
complained less than I did struggling behind Stu on
our freshman trip.)
In one of the longest, best-deserved tributes
I’ve seen, Dartmouth announced the retirement of
VP of alumni relations Martha Beattie. Tasked with
strengthening the ties of Dartmouth’s 70,000 alumni, Martha welcomed record numbers of alumni
to reunions and campus events, spearheaded new
continuing education and admissions programs,
strengthened regional women’s gatherings and
remained and remains an untiring cheerleader
and ambassador of our college during her six-year
tenure. There may be just one alum who is happy
she is moving on, our classmate Jim Beattie.
We mourn the passing of Alton “Al” Chapman,
who truly was his “brother’s and sister’s keeper.”
In his 40-year career caring block by block for his
Chattanooga, Tennessee, neighbors, he galvanized
the community and devoted his life to ministering
to the youth, the elderly and the needy of his hometown. Please see dartmouthalumnimagazine.com/
obits for the complete obituary.
—Sara Hoagland Hunter, 72 Mount Vernon St., Unit
4B, Boston, MA 02108; sarahunter76@gmail.com
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According to Max Anderson, you can
acquire good taste. Max is featured in
the October 5, 2017, “Style” section of
The New York Times in an article titled “Is Good
Taste Teachable?” He explains how in his book,
The Quality Instinct. Based upon his long experience as the director of museums ranging from the
Whitney in New York to the Dallas Museum of Art
in Texas, Max sets forth guidelines for developing
aesthetic judgment that even you can master. (Hey,
can’t hurt, might help.)
Earlier this year Tom Russo received the Gabelli
Prize from the Columbia School of Business “for
his longstanding efforts as a ‘global value’ equity
investor.” When pressed by your dedicated class
secretaries for comment, Tom credited Gina Tugwell Russo, “my partner from day one for whatever
success there may have been.” Gina’s passion for
art history, inspired at Dartmouth by the great
John Wilmerding, has led her back to Hanover;
she has become a trustee of the Hood Museum of
Art. A savvy investor herself, Gina delights in their
“grandchild dividend,” Alexander.
Joanne Mather Conroy has also come full circle.
She has been named CEO and president of Dartmouth-Hitchcock, New Hampshire’s largest private employer and its sole academic medical center.
Trained as an anesthesiologist, she entered hospital
administration almost a decade ago. Joanne believes that the most successful healthcare providers
aren’t just medical professionals, but people who
serve their patients in multiple ways and that D-H
isn’t just a collection of individual facilities, but a
healthcare system.
In January Rory Laughna became CFO at True
North Ale Co., founded by Gary “Hoss” Rogers and
his son, Jake. The company has just completed a
state-of-the-art brewery in Ipswich, Massachusetts, with four 30-barrel brews in tanks. There’s
a taproom on premises so plan to stop by for a (lei-

surely) visit or sample their products throughout
Boston’s North Shore.
Don Givler writes, “If I had been able to design
my ‘dream job,’ this would be it.” Don, like wife Amy,
is a family physician. He teaches at Louisiana State
University Medical School, cares for “salt-of-theearth, working, poor patients” in northeast Louisiana and spends two months every year in Kenya
running mobile medical clinics with LSU medical
students. Don enjoys teaching and feels he’s pretty
good at it. He loves his patients. He pushed the LSU
administration for years to pursue the Kenya mission and is thrilled to have this annual opportunity
in his “sunset years.”
Please send news. It’s hard to craft an engaging narrative out of nothing. The alumni magazine
forwarded info about Tom and Joanne. Leslie Embs
Bradford spotted Max in the Times. Rory and Gary
provided artisanal beer at reunion so we knew to
pester them. We prodded Don after he sent a nice
note—about us. We value modesty and appreciate
privacy, but we would like to hear from you. After
all these years, we would still like to know how you
are. Enjoy the holidays!
—Eric Edmondson, Signal Hill Capital LLC, 425
California St., Suite 19, San Francisco, CA 94104;
eweedmondson@gmail.com; Robin Gosnell, 31 Elm
Lane, Princeton, NJ 08540; robins.nest@icloud.com;
Drew Kintzinger, 2400 M St. NW, Apt. 914, Washington, DC 20037; akintzinger@hunton.com
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When Delaware Gov. John Carney wanted to fill an open spot on the Delaware
Supreme Court, he didn’t have to look
any farther than Gary Traynor. “Gary is one of Delaware’s sharpest legal minds and has a diverse legal
background that will serve him well,” said John.
Gary was “thrilled” by the nomination, which the
Delaware Senate confirmed in June. “My investiture ceremony in August was attended by many old
Dartmouth friends, including several ’78s—Gov.
J.C., Dave Mathews, Jay Murphy, Phil Jackmauh, Dan
O’Connor and Rick Foster.” A host of other alums
attended as well. Gary and his wife, Kathy, live on
the beach with their dog Dewey. “As one of my colleagues remarked, I get paid to read, write and think
about things. Life is good.” By my count the class
now has three judges: Gary, N.H. Supreme Court
Justice Jim Bassett and Federal Magistrate Judge
Barbara Moses. Any others?
David Hathaway recently volunteered to become the class webmaster, taking the responsibility
off the hands of yours truly. “I told Barbie Snyder I
was a webmaster for three organizations, and she
asked me if I would be willing to take on a fourth.”
Thank goodness, the answer was yes! David married Carolyn Greene ’79 in Rollins Chapel, and went
to work for IBM in Essex Junction, Vermont, creating programs to help people design computer
chips. He retired after 32 years there. In recent
years he has done some teaching at University
of Vermont and a great deal of volunteering for
the Green Mountain Club. An avid hiker, he has
climbed the 100 highest peaks in New England
and hiked Vermont’s Long Trail twice.
I was deeply saddened by of the passing of professor Vincent Starzinger, whose classes were the
academic highlight of my Dartmouth experience.
Mark Germano summed up my feelings exactly: “He

was a towering, indelible and cherished figure of
my college years.” I can see him in my mind’s eye,
bullet-headed, crew cut, a commanding presence in
the classroom, crisply calling on “Mr. Beyer” or “Mr.
Kutcher,” waiting to pounce if your answer wasn’t
up to snuff. Despite his distant demeanor, he clearly
cared about stimulating students to think. And
he occasionally allowed a glimpse of a softer side.
Before taking “Constitutional Law” senior year, I
joked with him that I had never received an A in one
of his courses and hoped to this time. “I approach
it, Mr. Beyer, with an open mind, some might say
an empty mind,” he replied, with that tight toothy
grin of his. I tanked the final, but was surprised to
receive an A- in the course anyway. When I asked
to see the corrected exam, he said with a straight
face that his dog had eaten it, so he was forced to
give me an A. “If that’s your story, stick with it,” said
I. Farewell to the “Zinger”—he was one of a kind.
—Rick Beyer, 190 Bridge St., #4409, Salem, MA
01970; rick@rickbeyer.net
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This has been a challenging year on
many fronts, with Mother Nature being high up on the list. Since our last
Class Notes column submission, two major Atlantic
hurricanes made landfall in the United States and
a rash of devastating fires scorched much of Northern California. On behalf of your class officers, our
prayers go out to all those who have suffered from
these natural disasters.
Our Homecoming 60th birthday celebration
weekend, orchestrated to perfection by mini-reunion co-chairs Carl Briscoe and Phil Odence, offered
some relief in the form of new and rekindled friendships and a thrilling, last-minute 28-27 come-frombehind gridiron victory—the largest in 136 years
of Dartmouth varsity football—over Yale. Here’s
to head coach Buddy Teevens, his staff and their
resilient squad!
Speaking of football, on October 13, 2017,
National Football League chief marketing officer
Dawn Hudson served as the keynote speaker of the
Gasser Lecture Series at the Saunders College of
Business at the Rochester Institute of Technology. In a display of ’79 Partycipatory spirit, Dawn
kindly donated her entire speaker fee to the Brandon Marshall Foundation in support of its mission
“to help promote awareness of mental health, end
the stigma and raise funding for treatment.”
While more than 60 classmates and guests
reunited in Hanover over Homecoming weekend,
Barb Smiley Bula, Suzanne Carr Shepard and Louisa
Guthrie organized another 60th birthday bash that
drew 19 of the 25 women who lived in North Mass
our first year on campus to Austin, Texas. A great
picture of these lifelong friends can be found at
our ’79 group on Facebook; if you don’t yet belong,
please visit the class website (1979.dartmouth.org),
cursor over the “Social Media” tab in the “Staying
Connected” drop-down menu, click on “Facebook”
and join in!
In Girdwood, Alaska, Steve Tower and his wife,
Janice, brought a number of alums together this
summer to celebrate the marriage of their daughter,
Dana, and son-in-law, Dermott McHugh ’09, Th’12.
The festivities were held in a beautiful setting at
the base of Mount Alyeska with John and Barbara
Currier among the guests in attendance. The recep-

tion had the potential to turn into an orthopaedic
research meeting as Steve and the Curriers collaborate at Thayer on studies of joint replacements.
Coincidentally, the bride and groom met at Thayer’s
biomedical engineering lab when Dana was a summer intern and Dermott was a graduate student.
The award for most spontaneous appearance
at a mini-reunion goes to Tom Ryan, who made a
quick round trip from his home in Kansas City,
Kansas, to reunite with Larry Gordon, Rich Brown
and Dave “Wils” Wilson the weekend before Tom’s
61st birthday on October 25. Tom writes, “We went
and paid a visit to our former Dartmouth soccer
coach, Tom Griffith, who now lives in Princeton,
New Jersey. We had a wonderful time and even
told a few old stories!” No soccer was played, we’re
told; instead they kicked back and watched a Wilsproduced slide show of the group’s glory days for
entertainment.
—Stanley Weil, 15 Peck Road, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549;
(917) 428-0852; stanno79@gmail.com; John Currier,
82 Carpenter St., Norwich, VT 05055; (802) 6492577; john.h.currier@dartmouth.edu
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April, come she will. On April 26 I will
be standin’ on a corner in Scottsdale,
Arizona, hoping that a flatbed Ford
slows down and that almost anyone might take
a look at me. Our class will gather in Scottsdale
to celebrate its 60th birthday. Available activities
include hiking, biking, golf, tennis, museums, spas
and ballooning. But wait, there’s more! A highlight
will be dinner Saturday night at Taliesin West, the
western studio of Frank Lloyd Wright. Go to the
class of 1980 webpage for more details and sign
up today. Operators are standing by.
Picasso said, “One starts to get young at 60
and then it is too late.” We will never pass this way
again. See you in Scottsdale.
Homecoming in Hanover last October featured a great tailgate, complete with green tablecloths, fresh-cut flowers and hot food. Fancy! The
classes of ’79 and ’81 intermingled amongst us.
Thanks to Cathy McGrath for being the organizer
extraordinaire.
Dan Freihofer, looking very much the same as
he did 37 years ago, was one of several locals at the
tailgate. Dan lives in nearby Lyme. Dan’s Facebook
photos of his daughter’s recent wedding make the
marriage of a child look simultaneously joyful and
cinematic.
Other local tailgaters included Anne Daigneault
MacEwan, Rich Ackerboom, Jay Weed and Ann Munves
Malenka. They always help the returning prodigals
feel welcome.
Some 50 souls gathered Saturday night for
dinner at the DOC House on Occom Pond after
Dartmouth’s last-minute, come-from-behind victory over Yale. The crowd included Emma Demers
’20, daughter of Jeff Demers, our photographer and
documentarian for the weekend. The hearty twin
sons of Todd Pellet, Nicholas and Peter, also members of the class of ’20, dined with us as well, sans
Todd, who was off a-hunting in the Grant.
Fearless leader Mark Alperin reminded those of
us assembled that we were as old to the students
present, as the class of ’40 would have been to us
during our sophomore fall in 1977. Slowly processing Mark’s comparison, we seniors were finally

able to groan in protest and exclaim, “Have you no
decency, sir?”
In case of a medical emergency, we were wellcovered. Fortunately, orthopedist Carol Pelmas,
rheumatologist Scott Zashin, anesthesiologist Jim
Loftus and ophthalmologist John Coco were able
to eat in peace.
This year’s Homecoming will be October
26-27.
Last August while traveling through Holland,
Michigan, I visited with professor Ion Agheana,
twice retired from Hope College, where he remains
much beloved. While at Dartmouth Professor Agheana led more than one trip abroad, including one to
Bourges, France, in the winter of 1978. A raconteur,
Professor Agheana regaled me with stories, some
that I remembered dimly and some I never knew.
Among others, Professor Agheana fondly recalled
Mark Germano ’79, Bill White, Scott Bechler and Bill
Helman. The ol’ prof’s story about Bill and Scott is
best told another day, but he was most impressed
that Bill had been chair of Dartmouth’s trustees.
Happy New Year! Make plans for Scottsdale.
—Wade Herring, P.O. Box 9848, Savannah, GA 31412,
(912) 944-1639; wherring@huntermaclean.com;
Rob Daisley, 3201 W. Knights Ave., Tampa, FL 33611;
(813) 300-7954; robdaisley@me.com; Frank Fesnak,
242 River Road, Gladwyne, PA 19035; (610) 5818889; ffesnak@gmail.com
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As I write this column, the splendorous
autumn colors grace all surfaces outside.
Variations of amber and scarlet replace
previously omnipresent, unripe verdancy. Especially on the Hanover Plain, sugar maples surge
with radiant hues, replicating the energy we all
experienced each fall while blessed to be undergrads there. Reality of Terra Firma and spirit of
alma mater join.
The two have joined this football season to
produce historic success on the gridiron. Devout
fan Toby Reiley continues his run of organizing Dartmouth tent events. He was seen with Dawn Decker,
Nancy Baskin, Jody (Awad) Evans and his wonderful
wife, Sally Ankeny Reiley, at the Harvard game and
earlier in the month with Kim Young, Betsy Brew,
Pat Berry and Bob Van Wetter. Sally has recently
finished her fifth sub-3:38 marathon in Chicago,
raising funds for ALS research. This year’s finish at
the Boston marathon was 3:29 on her way to raising
$132,000 for eye research. All of these “runs” were
completed this decade; inspired am I.
Earlier in the fall in Boston our own Peter
Oudheusden and Danielle Dyer lit up the course at
the Head of the Charles crew race on a beautiful
Saturday morning, resplendent in awesome Big
Green gear. The ranks of ’81s who have been honored as Wearers of the Green expanded to include
Anthony Desir, who continues to roll the dice by
playing rugby to this day. Remarkable.
Not to be too proud or anything, but class officer props went to the class officers of ’81s and ’82s
for an outstanding fall mini-reunion last year. It was
a spectacle and, to be honest, we should do it a lot
more often. There is great joy in getting back together, or meeting for the first time, at these events.
Elizabeth Wang has worked her mini-reunion
magic again, this time to the Civil War Manassas
Battlefield (Bull Run). She was joined by Betsy
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Slotnick Rubinstein, Beth Shapiro Lewyckyi, Kathy
Kiernan and Tom Kiernan. A winery tour followed

for some. For all of you in the D.C.-to-N.Y.C. corridor, pay attention to the class of ’81 newsletter
for more events.
Doug Bates represented the class at the inaugural public opening of the Ravine Lodge at Moosilauke. He took in the first dinner, overnight and
breakfast. From all accounts, it is highly energy
efficient and architecturally enticing. A long way
from the original and sounds like a destination spot
for sure. Many classmates made lifelong friendships there, such as Grace Macomber Bird and Anne
Hallager McGonagle.
Regretfully, professor Vincent Starzinger
passed from this earth September 6, 2017. There
are few of us who were not touched by the force of
intellect and awesome discipline known respectfully as “Zinger.” His prophetic insights into the
politics of the center (middlingness) are worth
reexamination.
Buoyancy, fluidity, equanimity and joy to you
all. Please reach out to all of us through the class of
’81 Facebook page or directly to Vee or myself via
email or snail mail.
—Emil Miskovsky, 77 Bates St., Suite 202, Lewiston, ME 04240; (802) 345-9861; emilmiskovsky@
gmail.com; Veronica Wessels, 224 Buena Vista Road,
Rockcliffe, ON K1M0V7, Canada; (613) 864-4491;
vcwessels@rogers.com
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With temperatures approaching 80
degrees during Class Officers Weekend,
it was hard for Cathy Judd-Stein, Michael

Berg, Jenny Chandler Hauge, Carol Davis, Daniel Black,
David Plekenpol, Matt Hoffman, Jon Baker, reunion
chair Mary Thomson Renner and me to believe it was

fall in New Hampshire.
Our 35th—actually 36th—reunion is fast approaching. Mark your calendars for June 14-17.
Mary and her committee are busy crafting a weekend that will guarantee a fabulous time. There will
be something for everyone, including lots of informal time to catch up with classmates, good food and
drink, the most welcoming tent, great music and
dancing, plenty of opportunity to explore Hanover
and connect with professors, interesting panels and
presentations, time to visit the new Moosilauke
Ravine Lodge and our ’82 bridge and time to just be
together! Registration for this reunion (including
College housing) will take place online beginning
during the first week of March. Please sign up and
please reach out to your ’82 friends and encourage
them to join us. Mary notes, “We all chose Dartmouth and the Hanover Plain for a reason. We are
the great class of ’82 and we are greater together!”
Starting early, a crowd of revelers gathered
for Homecoming, including Gina Kunz Podlesak,
Laura Murray Dobbin, Al Forbes, Rich Schwartz, Mary
Thomson Renner, Cathy Judd-Stein, Todd Audsley,
Beth Johnston Stephenson, Jon Baker, Colin McNay,
Marc Lewis, Dan Gaulin, David Andryc, Jon Sadick,
Crashy Zacher Brown, Kelly Dixon Cooper, Mark Nesline, Ann MacAffer, Cheryl Bascomb, Sharon Flynn
McClymonds, Dana Burroughs Klinges, Vaune Dugan,
Matt Norton, Alison Schmultz Burns, Sherri Carroll
Oberg and Mike Berg.

Even 35 years out we continue to write new
chapters. Rich Nadworny reports, “I’m back in Stock88
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holm with the family after a 20-year absence. It’s
something we’ve talked about doing for a while and
then we realized that this was the last year we could
do it with both of the kids. My daughter, Olivia, is a
Dartmouth ’21, well now ’22, since she’s over here
doing a gap year.” Rich is working at Scandinavia’s
biggest service design company, Transformator
Design, helping them expand their training business. He is hoping to be back in Hanover this summer, working with the Dickey Center on the Young
African Leaders Initiative.
Meanwhile, J.J. Hanley is the new director of
Illinois Achieving a Better Life Experience (ABLE)
for the office of the state treasurer of Illinois. J.J. explains, “ABLE is a paradigm-shifting new program
that allows individuals with disabilities to save and
invest money for their disability-related expenses
without losing much-needed federal benefits.”
J.J. notes, “After an early career in financial
services, I changed personal and professional direction when autism spectrum disorder entered
my family life about 23 years ago. Since then I’ve
dedicated my work to creating innovative programs
that foster economic and community participation
by people with disabilities—from a documentary
on autism to training companies in disability communications skills to founding a yelp.com-style
nonprofit review platform about the disability
friendliness of businesses.”
—Robin Shaffert, 5044 Macomb St., NW, Washington, DC 20016; robinshaffert@gmail.com; David
Eichman, 9004 Wonderland Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90046; dme4law@sbcglobal.net;
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Homecoming saw a large group of ’83s
in attendance. Wade Welch reports that
he saw Paul Willis, Mary Beth Shimkus
Murphy, Bob del Isola, Mac Gardner, Sally Moyer, Mark
Flessel, Kathy Bowler Mitchell, Andre and Kelly Fowler
Hunter, Ed Lear, and Brian Hebert. Sounds like a fun
time, especially with a big win!
Peter Kilmarx and his wife, Nicha, are enjoying
Bethesda, Maryland. Peter bikes to work at the
National Institutes of Health and Nicha enjoys
substitute teaching at area Montessori schools.
Peter was promoted to rear admiral (assistant U.S.
surgeon general) in the U.S. Public Health Service
at the beginning of the year, with classmates Dan
Zelikow and Keith Moskow among family and friends
attending the ceremony. Highlights of the past
year include skiing and maple sugaring in Lyme,
New Hampshire, with Rob Hirschfeld and Keith
Moskow and snowboarding with his son Hunter,
Keith Moskow and Rob Rohn in Snowbird, Utah.
They’ve stayed at the Atla Peruvian the last two
years and Kevin Schulman has showed up with his
son both times! Peter adds that any other ’83s are
welcome in 2018. They’re looking forward to our
35th reunion June 14-17 and Peter asks everyone
to pencil in June 13 for an overnight at the new
Moosilauke Ravine Lodge and June 14 for a hike
up Mount Moosilauke.
Roger Satterthwaite sent in his first note ever!
After a three-year college interlude in the Army as a
medic and paratrooper, Roger graduated from Dartmouth in 1987. After getting his M.D. and M.P.H. at
Columbia in 1991, he trained as a urologic surgeon
at the University of Southern California, then spent
six years in the Air Force, serving stateside and in

England, Germany and Turkey. He then did a fellowship in robotic surgery at the City of Hope in Los
Angeles 2006 and remains with the City of Hope
Medical Group. He is currently the director of community urology for City of Hope, runs the Pasadena
office and sits on the medical group board. Roger
married Corinna Wong in 2004 while they were
living in Honolulu. They now live in San Marino,
California, with their son and daughter. He makes it
back to the Hanover area almost every year thanks
to his parents living in the Upper Valley. Swimming
has replaced running for his aging joints although
he still bores people with stories of running on the
legendary Dartmouth cross country teams of the
mid 1980s. He sees his old roommate George Linzer
every other year when he has a conference in D.C.
As I type this, I’m on the plane back to San
Diego after spending a very fun, informative and
tiring weekend in Hanover for Alumni Council.
Roger Baumann, Michelle LaFond and our class rep
Walter Foster were all there too. Congrats to Liz Cahill Lempres on her nomination to the Dartmouth
board of trustees!
Plan on being in Hanover for our 35th reunion
in June. Let it be green!
—Maren Christensen, P.O. Box 9778, Rancho Santa
Fe, CA 92067; marenjc@yahoo.com
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I like science fiction movies, especially
ones where the characters are in deep
space and awaken from a cryogenic
sleep only to discover that the world has changed
dramatically while they were asleep. Writing this
column is sort of like starring in that type of movie.
If my calculations prove correct, you are reading
this column on January 7, 2145. The following information is likely a bit dated, but it wasn’t really
that accurate when I wrote it, so it’s probably no
worse for the wear. However, in an attempt to make
my writing seem slightly less dated, I have decided
to add some future fabrications to the column.
I received a long missive from superhero Ted
Cooperstein. When we last left our hero, Ted was
working in Florida as a federal prosecutor. Ted
eventually vanquished all felons in the sunshine
state and has moved to our nation’s capitol, where
he is training his sights on villains in our federal
government. Ted’s cover is as general counsel of
the U.S. office of personnel management. This job
requires him to wear a jacket and tie—a clever ruse.
Underneath said outfit are his regulation superhero
tights, cape and utility belt. Though his superhero
identity remains a secret at the time of this writing,
I’m sure it will be revealed before this column hits
the newsstands.
Living in the “wild west,” Gail Chicoine Richards
has begun teaching a course in entrepreneurship
at the University of Colorado. Gail also continues
her work as a marketing consultant for a variety of
companies, including one that is working to reduce
concussions and traumatic brain injuries. Gail and
husband Paul ’85 remain die-hard New England
Patriots fans. In the future these two influences will
collide and Gail will abandon her beloved NFL in
favor of the burgeoning professional curling tour,
where concussions remain thankfully rare.
Phyllis Utley was named as one of the eight most
influential people in Asheville, North Carolina, by
Mountain Xpress, a newspaper in that part of the

world. There is an amazing article about Phyllis,
describing her work helping underrepresented
students further their education. Phyllis does a
lot more than that, but there were a lot of words
in the article and only one picture. My attention
span remains quite limited. In the future, Phyllis
becomes president. She calls on Cooperstein from
time to time to battle evil.
Finally, Juliet Aires is a professor in the department of English and creative writing at SUNY
Oswego, which is located in Oswego, New York.
Now, I’m originally from New York. I’ve never heard
of this “Oswego” place. I’m not sure it even exists.
Come to think of it, the only person who ever mentions it is a certain professor of “creative writing”
at a school reputed to be right there in downtown
Oswego. Sounds a bit suspicious. But I’m the one
who falsifies large portions of the column? In the
future, we find out which class secretary really tells
the truth. (Hint: Not Juliet.)
—Eric Grubman, 2 Fox Den Way, Woodbridge, CT
06525; (203) 710-7933; grubman@sbcglobal.net;
Juliet Aires Giglio, 4915 Bentbrook Drive, Manlius,
NY 13104; julietgiglio@gmail.com
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Though ’round the girdled earth our
classmates have roamed, her spell on
them remains and continues to draw
them back! Take our very own book designer and
printer Clemente Orozco. Grandson of Jose Clemente Orozco (whose well-known mural cycle, The
Epic of American Civilization, many of you will
remember from your studious days in the Dartmouth library), returned to Hanover this fall to
work alongside students in professor (and fellow
classmate) Daniel Heyman’s studio art class. Clemente is the director of Impronta Casa Editora, an
independent book publisher and cultural venue in
Guadalajara. One of Dartmouth’s librarians was at
a book fair in Guadalajara and was sporting a piece
of Big Green merchandise. In seeing it quite unexpectedly, Clemente immediately put out his hand:
“I’m class of ’85”—and the rest is history.
Homecoming brought unseasonably warm
weather, a spectacular come-from-behind victory
for the Big Green and many classmates in attendance. Friday night parade marchers included Sue
Finegan, Valerie Hartman, Joe Riley, David Rosen, Lauren Sonstrom Rosen and Tim Woodward. Saturday’s
mini-reunion gathered classmates Mark Caron, Laura
Hicks Roberts, Katie Harris Robbins, Gabby Guise, Linda
Cooper Marshall, Donna Fraser Gourdeau, many of

whom were still dizzy having watched their offspring in the class of ’21 run 121 laps around the
bonfire—more than 14 miles! “Crazy impressive”
was the description shared. I am thinking just
plain “crazy”! Linda, Valerie and Donna delighted
in a Sunday morning reunion with fellow Sargent
Street senior year roommates Diana Shannon (living in Vermont) and Allison Shutz Moskow. Allison
is writing a book, supporting Planned Parenthood
of Northern New England, fundraising for therapeutic horseback riding and (in her spare time)
shepherding a 10-year-old through fifth grade.
Missing from this impromptu gathering were Sally Crane Goggin (living in Chicago with husband
Mark Goggin; all three kids grown), Ellen Jennings
(pastor in Maryland) and Sharon Matthews (would
welcome any info on where in the world Sharon

is these days).
Speaking of Elise Miller, she is embarking on a
new professional chapter with Days for Girls International (DfG, www.daysforgirls.org), an organization at the forefront of a global movement to help
break the cycle of poverty by making sustainable
feminine hygiene solutions and health education
widely available around the world. As Elise writes:
“DfG is exactly the kind of organization I was envisioning when I left my 24 years of work in the
environmental health field earlier this year with
the intention of returning to the passion and focus of my graduate research in the 1990s—namely,
understanding and improving the experience of
girls in developing countries.” Elise is currently
serving on the board and will transition to be fully
on-staff in 2018. The organization is headquartered
in Bellingham, Washington, but Elise will be able
to continue to work from home in Freeland, Washington, where she and husband Dan Neumeyer are
raising their son, Ravi.
Wishing each of you a happy and healthy new
year. Please send news.
All the best to all of you!
—Leslie A. Davis Dahl, 83 Pecksland Road, Greenwich,
CT 06831; (203) 552-0070; dahlleslie@yahoo.com;
John MacManus, 188 Ringwood Road, Rosemont, PA
19010; (610) 525-4541; slampong@aol.com
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I always have news from our classmates,
but there’s something special about
the ones who have found and married
the loves of their lives. I am beyond thrilled that I
have several to share. After 25 years together, Susan
Wayne married her partner, Diane Bielefeld. Mindy
Meade DeStefano and her husband, Greg, generously
hosted the celebration at their home in Evanston,
Illinois. In attendance were Lucy Mathews Heegaard
and Cece Conway Browne. Diane and Susan live in
San Francisco. Bonnie (Austin) Cluxton writes, “On
September 2 I married the man of my dreams in my
home town of Rutland, Vermont. It took 53 years,
but it was well worth the wait. My new husband,
David, recently retired from the Army JAG Corp. He
is the kindest, most generous man I’ve ever known.
My new stepdaughter, Katherine, is a junior at UConn. Following in her dad’s and late mom’s military
service footsteps, she is on her way to becoming
an Army nurse. I have truly won the lottery of life.
I’ve given David and Katherine a tour of Dartmouth
and we will likely visit frequently when David and
I eventually settle in the Vermont area a few years
down the road.” Jen Brown and John are newlyweds
with just one year of marriage. She writes, “Last
November we traveled to Belize where we hiked,
biked and went scuba diving near a school of eagle
rays. In May we traveled to Germany to sing with
the ‘all-European’ (plus one New Yorker) House of
Worship Choir. What a blast! We learned 13 a cappella choral pieces in four days in seven different
languages! The French, Spanish and German were a
breeze, all thanks to Dartmouth!” Jim Citron married
Laura González in Cape Cod, Massachusetts, where
10 Dartmouth alums, spanning six decades, were
present, including Helen Kang Martínez ’06, Tim
Rumberger, Alejandro Martínez ’07, Bob Delise ’92,
Mary Bourque ’87, Jeffrey Wheeler ’66, my father
John Citron ’57, Carl Pedersen ’73 and John Wolff
’46 (who was my Dartmouth alumni interviewer
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Delight

all your senses.

Restore your Mind and Body!
Connect with nature through
unique seasonal treatments
that capture the essence
of Vermont.
Massages & Body Treatments
Skin Care
Bridal Services
Manicures & Pedicures
Hair styling, Makeup & Waxing
Day Packages

888.364.6110
www.woodstockinn.com
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in 1981 and was featured in the March/April 2017
DAM article, “Wisdom of the Sages: Four nonagenarians and one octogenarian serve up more than
450 years of insight into this thing called life”).
Although Laura is not a Dartmouth alum, we met
through her participation in the summer program
at Dartmouth that I direct for public school teachers from Mexico under the auspices of Worldfund
and Dartmouth’s Rassias Center. Laura and I are
currently in Mexico City.” David Kotz completed his
ADK46, by climbing all 46 peaks in the Adirondacks
with elevation over 4,000 feet; 45 years after starting the effort. Laura (Lindner) and Kevin Sankey have
a daughter, Logan ’20, who is a ski jumper and is
training and competing summer through winter.
She is bunking up with Jory ’85 and Martha (Cornell)
Macomber in Park City, Utah, this fall. Susan Goran
Everhard is looking for Elle Jackson, Liz Babb Fanlo
asked about Meg Hall, and Mike Rich would like to
connect with Bill Park.
—Mae Drake Hueston, 624 Poppy Ave., Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625; mdhueston@me.com
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A series of incredibly fast-moving wildfires ravaged Napa and Sonoma counties in northern California in October
and caused multiple fatalities and widespread
property devastation. Blown by winds that at times
reached 70 to 80 miles per hour, ash fell from the sky
in San Francisco and acrid-smelling smoke cloaked
the entire Bay Area for days. A former co-worker
of mine lost her house, with just the chimney left
standing. Napa resident Brian Hurley believes he is
the “luckiest man alive.” Not only did he and his
family survive one of the most destructive wildfires
in California history, but his cabin in Napa survived
it as well, despite the fire consuming ancient trees
just feet from his back door. Brian admitted that
“the clichés about valuing people over things are
true.” When forced to evacuate, all Brian wanted
to save was “years’ worth of goofy artwork” from
his stepchildren, niece and nephews. “Maybe it’s
because I don’t have a lot of nice things, but it seems
to me that the only things truly irreplaceable are reminders of how fast people grow up and how short
life is,” Brian said. Most of all, he feels overwhelming gratitude for the firefighters: “Sometimes we
never know the people who have the biggest impact
in our lives. My home was saved because a group of
courageous, hard-working firefighters stood on my
back deck, keeping the fire at bay. I know they were
‘just doing a job’ as one of them said afterward, but
they chose that job and chose to intentionally put
their own lives at risk to help complete strangers.
I will be forever in awe of that.”
In the relative safety of Washington, D.C.,
Michele Rivard has taken a leap from government
to venture capital. When she is not running after
entrepreneurs and impact investors, she and Andrew Patzman (Stanford ’88) are keeping up with
15-year-old son Ian on cross-country courses and
tennis and basketball courts.
As we turn the calendar page to the start of a
new year, class mini-reunion chairs Allison (Obermann) Exall (aexall@exallwood.com), Pam Haering
(haeringp@yahoo.com) and Kathleen (Joyce) Kusiak
(kathleen.kusiak@gmail.com) are assembling a
team of doughty volunteers to organize class minireunions in 2018 around the country and the world,
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including our annual “87th night of the year” minireunions this spring. Contact them if you would
like to plan a gathering in your neck of the woods.
I have hosted a San Francisco event for the past
10 years and it is always a laughter-filled evening!
—Laura Gasser, 746 17th Ave., San Francisco, CA
94121; marcklaurag@aol.com
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After a brief stint in N.Y.C. post-graduation, Pete Gleason moved to Washington, D.C., where he worked in consulting. While there he earned an M.B.A. from Virginia
Tech and married his wife, Stephanie (UVA ’88).
After a stint with EY in Dallas—daughter Claire
(nearly 18) was born there—Pete returned to D.C. in
2000 and has been there since. Shortly thereafter,
he joined the National Association of Corporate
Directors (NACD)—a membership association
for corporate directors and their boards—and son
Carter arrived in 2001. Pete became president of
NACD in 2015 and became CEO this year. Pete
sees Dartmouth alumni who are members of the
association, including classmates Joe Raver and
John Scott. A few times a year Pete and first-year
floormate Jay Kumar get together with their families. He sees Sloane Anders Wildman ’87 and her
husband, Pat ’90, who live nearby, and keeps in
touch with fellow lax players Burgie Howard ’86,
Larry Pederson ’87 and Mike Kidd ’91. “I travel often around the country for work, but try my best to
maintain a healthy work-life balance. My wife, who
has two master’s degrees and her own company, is
an inspiration to my kids and me. We love living
near D.C. (despite the traffic) with the kids, rescue
dog Maggie and two rescued cats.”
Ed Landers lives in North Reading, Massachusetts, with wife Lynn, Th’89, daughter Megan (17)
and son Ryan (16). Ed earned his J.D. from Boston
College Law School in 1992 and has been practicing
in Boston since, including over 20 years at Morrison Mahoney LLP. “We spend a lot of quality time
together as a family, particularly playing tennis
and traveling. Recently we traveled to Anguilla and
Hawaii to celebrate birthdays and our 25th wedding
anniversary. Our kids are active in sports, which
keep us busy as well.”
Diane DePriest Cokerdem and her husband,
Shayne (Connecticut College ’91), have two sons,
in grades 7 and 5. Diane and Shayne both are international high school teachers. “I started teaching math stateside, then went international in
2012, teaching in Venezuela and now Poland, at
the American School of Warsaw. I love my job and
students, who give me hope for the future. I love
swimming, the outdoors, traveling, learning and
most of all enjoy spending time with family. I am
profoundly aware how fast 18 years can go by and
try to savor every moment with my boys.”
Susan Danley Baker married husband David
the fall after graduation and moved to Maryland
to work for Westinghouse (now Northrop Grumman). “We thought it was a temporary move but
here we are almost 30 years later! I am a program
manager for the company but have held positions
in business development and human resources.
Outside of work, I spent six years on the board of
directors for the Alzheimer’s Association of Greater
Maryland—a cause near and dear to my heart since
I lost my father to this terrible disease. David is a

graphic designer and has worked for design agencies, a publishing company and most recently a
sign shop, plus doing freelance work. We have two
children. Our oldest son, Kyle, is in his final year at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute studying interactive media and game design. (If anyone has contacts
in the video game industry, please let me know!)
Our youngest child, Keaton, is in seventh grade.
Yes, our kids are 10 1/2 years apart but it has worked
out well and we like to believe it has kept us young!”
Finally, please remember to save the date for
our 30th reunion: June 14 -17.
—Jere Mancini, 34 Wearimus Road, HoHoKus, NJ
07423; d88correspondent@gmail.com

89
yours?

Happy New Year! My New Year’s resolution: Meet up with more ’89s on my
trips ’round the girdled earth. What’s

Barbara Krauthamer was recently recognized
by the Association of Black Women Historians.
She and her husband, Noah (Columbia ’90), live in
Northampton, Massachusetts, and says, “I spend
the better part of my weekends shuttling from
gymnastics meets to lacrosse games and tennis
tournaments and also cheering for my husband,
who started competing in triathlons. Somehow in
the midst of all of this I manage to write books on
African American history and made my way up
the academic ladder to my relatively new position
as dean of the graduate school at UMass Amherst.
I see Joanna Morris from time to time as our sons
are the same age. I try to keep in touch with Lisa
Collins, Aaron Straight and Andy Fields. I talk to Kristin
Roth pretty regularly. She lives in London, where
she teaches Russian history at University College,
which gives me a great excuse to do research in the
British Library and U.K. National Archives at least
twice a year!”
Congratulations to Siobhan Wescott, assistant
professor of public health at North Dakota State
University, who received a four-year National
Science Foundation grant for diabetes research.
As Siobhan said to me, “In Fargo. And, before you
ask, no one says, ‘Yeah, sure, you betcha’ except
in jest. And usually it’s me! Keeping ridiculously
busy on the board of directors of the Association of
American Indian Physicians and as its representative to the American Medical Association. Still
researching vitamin B12, so if anyone has stories or
questions, please ask them to contact me at siobhan.
wescott@ndsu.edu.”
Laura Bordewieck Rippy LinkedIn with me,
saying, “Lots of good things going on here. Happy
healthy kids who are pushing all our buttons as
they are 11, 13, 15. (Maybe that’s why my husband
and I are now hooked on yoga.) I just started a new
job (stay tuned as I don’t have LinkedIn updated).”
Jamie Heller wrote “I’ve become The Wall Street
Journal’s business editor and people can feel free
to call me with tips. Meanwhile, I’ve been enjoying
hosting and attending ’89 mini-reunions.”
Steve Savage wrote, “I had a nice trip recently
to N.Y.C., where I hooked up with Mike Herzig, Scot
Bateman, Eric Heaton and Bill Smith and then a couple
of days later saw Leslie Timothy and Andrew Erlichson,
the most ’89s I’ve seen since our reunion. Tammy
Morse Savage ’91 and I just sent my daughter, Chelsea, off to Davidson College. We still love it here in

Charleston, South Carolina.”
I checked in with as many ’89s as possible
with the recent storms in Houston and Florida.
In Houston Michael Hafner emailed, “Perfect timing
to move home [from London]! Chris Herron is also
here in Houston and is fine.” Others safe included
Evan Betzer, Rob Jones and Adrian Harris Arnold, who
emailed, “watching the water rise was simply heartbreaking…the support and concern that has been
pouring in from around the country has been truly
uplifting.”
In Florida Brett Divers wrote, “We had just
returned last Thursday night from dropping our
kids (’18 and ’21) in Hanover—not exactly how we
hoped to start the empty-nest phase of our lives but
I guess it is a distraction that doesn’t make us miss
them so much.” Others checking in safe included
Jeannine Laz-Hall, Matt Garber, Brian Klett, Brendan
Lesch, Marc Farraye, Todd Timmerman and Lisa Gamell.
Hope you’ll make a resolution to get in touch
with more ’89s this year—I know I will be!
–Ned Ward, 2104 Graham Ave., #B, Redondo Beach,
CA 90278; ned@nedorama.com
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This month I asked ’90s, “What
thoughts have been roused by this
milestone year in which we all turn
50?” Andy Affleck: “Fifty? I have no idea what you’re
talking about. I’m turning 23. Again.” Sarah Stearns:
“Running into Cheryl Sheppard at the dedication of
the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge had me thinking
about improving my fitness so that I might feel like
hiking Moosilauke at age 50!” Eric Wellons: “After
15 years of vascular surgery I have decided to go
back to school for an eM.B.A. My wife also went
back to school and my kids are studying for high
school so I had to have something to do at night.”
Catherine Kassenoff: “Hey—50? Not quite! 2019!
I’m still holding on!” Dan Fuchs: “After a 15-year
layoff I’m playing ice hockey this fall and hope to
make it until March so I can say I played in my 40s
and 50s. After that I’ll probably hang up the skates
again, as I doubt I’ll be able to walk or stand up
straight.” Kim Lewis: “Fifty is just a number. Older
is wiser. I have aches and pains in places I didn’t
expect. Now I understand why my mother couldn’t
stand up straight first thing in the morning.” Theo
Gray: “Goal: Do something crazy. Attempt: Get my
master’s in cybersecurity at Brown University.
Result: Mission accomplished! It is crazy!” Nate
Emerson: “Now that I have probably lived 25 percent
of my lifespan, I think it’s time to figure out what
I want to do when I grow up. I don’t want to be on
my deathbed when I’m 200 years old saying, ‘I need
another few years to finish up.’ So after having my
most recent startup in Hong Kong crash and burn in
spectacular fashion, I have pursued a year of reflection, mostly while running long distances, lifting
weights and doing yoga. Got to bounce a few ideas
off of Brooks Preston and Curt Fish while sailing on
Curt’s boat in Maine last summer.” Daniel Sheldon:
“I just returned from Homecoming with my wife
and youngest daughter. As I have only been able to
return to campus three times in the past 27 years,
my mind still recalls the people and the campus
as they were at graduation. I find myself jealous
over the experiences yet to come for the current
students, as I feel like I should still be on campus,
worried about midterm exams.” Christine Smith:
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“The only ones giving serious thought to my turning 50 are my doctors, who say ‘colonoscopy.’ Still
trying to get out of that one, but I guess age doesn’t
lie. Otherwise, I’m choosing to ignore the big date,
although you may find me at a spa in early April
given that I have the perfect reason to go.” Jonathan
Sullivan: “One commitment I recently made is to get
in better physical shape—feel stronger, less worried about injuring myself—and make it part of my
lifestyle. (Having kids who are athletes is a helpful
motivator.)” Bill Rexford: “For my 50th I’m hosting
some lacrosse medicine games. I have not missed a
lacrosse season as a player (minus one when I was
hurt in 1989) and this is my 26th season as a high
school coach. So I figured if I were going to throw
a party for myself it had to involve lacrosse. Nothing better than a huddle with hands in and saying
‘Team!’ on three!” Quincy Vale’s automatic email
reply: “I am out of the office and off the grid, trekking
up Mount Kilimanjaro. As they say, hakuna matata.”
—Rob Crawford, 22 Black Oak Road, Weston, MA
02493; crawdaddy37@gmail.com
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Homecoming 2017 was a veritable
“who’s who” of ’91s! The weather was
warm, the bonfire was epic and the spirit
of Dartmouth in the air was overwhelming. Dozens
of ’91s made it back “home,” and I was able to connect with many of them. I saw Angela Brown Stafford in various locations including the alumni tent,
organizing events and working hard for the alumni
relations office in her role as an assistant director
for class activities. Michele DeStefano came up from
Florida, having recently survived Hurricane Irma,
to show her high schoolers around. Son Jasper and
daughter Reading were there, and we caught up at
the “Navigating College Admissions” presentation
offered by the office of admissions.
The alumni parade on Friday evening was well
attended. Geoff Bronner carried our class flag, and
classmate and Geoff’s wife, Kristy Patterson Bronner, marched as well. Sara Burbine Potter was there
with her husband, Kurt, and Sara enjoyed catching
up with Dartmouth Marching Band alums over
the weekend. Also in the class parade were Rich
Alleyne and daughter Ananya, Kim Godman Genzer,
who lives in Norwich, Vermont, Mike Stafford, New
Hampshire resident Tom Hong and his children, and
Alan Chun who came up from Slingerlands, New
York, with his family. Near the Green I realized I
was walking alongside my freshman pal Jeff Hamel,
who was marching with his high school daughter.
Jeff went to Columbia Law School and practices
law in New York. He lives in Larchmont, New York,
and enjoys fishing on Long Island Sound with his
family. He also posted this sad hashtag on Facebook
during Homecoming Weekend: #iwantmychickensammy. RIP EBAs.
As the marchers got closer to the bonfire, more
’91s gathered. Keith Dunleavy came to Hanover from
Annapolis, Maryland, with his wife, Katherine,
and three of his four children, Emma, Hannah and
Noah. John Pepper drove across the bridge from
Norwich, Vermont, for the event and his brood was
seen hanging out with Pat Crocker and his family,
who traveled all the way from the West Coast town
of Hillsborough, California. I also saw John Wright
and Megan Brimijoin Vaules and her family, including
their son, who is in the class of ’20.
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The bonfire was lit and the ’21s ran their laps.
During the bonfire two young women in ’21 shirts
came running over (when they saw my husband’s
’92 shirt) and said, “Our parents were ’91s! Did
you know Bill Chisholm, Kim Ford Chisholm and Pete
Levangie?” Of course I did! We chatted for a while
with the Chisolm and Levangie ’21s, and I ended
up seeing Pete and his wife, Enid, at a reception a
few minutes later. Such fun!
Game day was drizzly, but Dartmouth beat
Yale. The “Yuck Fale” signs were fun to see. Before the game I caught up with Tad Truex and Sam
Scollard ’92. The two engineers live in Sudbury,
Massachusetts, and were ready to cheer on the Big
Green! Emily Nielsen Jones, Heather Lane Spehr and
Julie Kalish all posted on Facebook that they were
at Homecoming too.
In other news Jennifer Barrett was honored
with the Zoetis Award for Research Excellence.
Jennifer is a professor of equine surgery at the Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine at
Virginia Tech and a faculty member at the Marion
DuPont Scott Equine Medical Center in Leesburg,
Virginia. The award is a national honor that seeks to
foster innovative research, and Jennifer’s research
focuses on regenerative medicine and its applications for the equine athlete. Way to go, Jennifer!
Enjoy the winter and post on our class Facebook page if you are heading to Winter Carnival!
—Deb Karazin Owens, 166 Colonial Drive, Fairfield,
CT, 06824; djowens@optonline.net
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Here are updates from two more classmates who have served our country in
the military.
Gretchen (Roush) Jackson wrote: “I was commissioned in the Army through Dartmouth ROTC
at graduation and had an educational delay in my
service obligation to go to law school. I entered the
Judge Advocate General (JAG) Corps in 1996 after
completing law school and passing the bar. I spent
more than 10 years on active duty, stationed first at
Fort Hood, Texas, then Heidelberg, Germany, and
finally at the Army JAG School here in Charlottesville, Virginia. It was an amazing experience
working alongside true patriots from around the
country! I left active duty as a major in 2006 and
joined LeClairRyan as a civil trial lawyer in our
Charlottesville office. It was fantastic to see my
fellow ROTC cadets at our 25th reunion—Josh Stein,
Kevin Cranmer, Celia Corkery and Tanya Schierling. In
July I took my son, Brady (age 12), for his first trip to
Europe and showed him my all-time favorite places
in Germany and Switzerland from my Army days.”
Kathy O’Rourke wrote: “I spent 20 years on
active duty in the Air Force from 1994 to 2014. I
deployed to Afghanistan in 2009. I am currently
living the dream as an administrative judge with
U.S. Civilian Board of Contract Appeals in D.C. I
live in Arlington, Virginia, with my son, who is a
freshman in high school. My daughter is a freshman
at the University of Rochester.”
Abike James-Enakhimion and Nicole BaptisteOkoh celebrated the 45th anniversary of the Black
Alumni of Dartmouth Association (BADA) in
September.
Nicole wrote: “It was invigorating and inspiring to return to Hanover after 23 years to attend
with my very close friend and fellow classmate

Abike. I was thrilled not only to connect or reconnect with other attending alums, faculty and staff
but also to meet and mentor some of the current
students. After receiving my doctorate in biological sciences at Columbia University and leaving
academia, I have been enjoying a quieter and more
flexible life as a freelance scientific editor. I currently live in N.Y.C. with my husband and three
daughters, ages 17, 14 and 11.”
Abike wrote: “I returned to Hanover after 24
years to attend. The return brought back so many
warm memories. Nicole and I reminisced on many
of our experiences from our Dartmouth days. Although we were the only ’92s in attendance, we sat
on the bench outside of Baker and remembered the
hours we had spent there with our classmates and
besties Jillian Lusaka and Tandiwe King Kone when
we were at Dartmouth. I had the opportunity to
reconnect with Professor Norman, who is now an
emeritus prof and was my thesis advisor. We also
connected with several current students and I was
so thrilled to see that the intrinsic amazing qualities
of Dartmouth students remain intact. I currently
live in a suburb just outside of Philadelphia with
my husband and three children. I am a obstetriciangynecologist on faculty at the University of Pennsylvania, where I see patients, train residents and
teach medical students.”
Our ’92 leadership also convened in September for Class Officers Weekend. Many thanks to
Anne (Blakely) Hammer for serving as our president
for the next five years. And congratulations to Kyle
Huebner for his well-deserved Treasurer of the Year
Award! Samir Desai and John McWilliams, our new
vice presidents of leadership, and Tom Paganucci,
our webmaster, also attended.
Anne returned to Hanover in October to carry
the 1992 banner in the Homecoming parade with
Tom and Jeff Owens, whose daughter just joined
the class of ’21. (Newsletters with photos: 1992.
dartmouth.org/news.)
—Kelly Shriver Kolln, 3900 Cottage Grove Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52403; (920) 306-2192;
dartmouth92news@gmail.com
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What an amazing comeback! Who
doesn’t love a turnaround story, featuring a come-from-behind victory,
and on Homecoming of all days? For those of you
who weren’t in Hanover for the epic game, the Big
Green was behind 21-0 against Yale at halftime.
Our team fought back to a 28-27 victory and even
scored a nail-biting touchdown in the last minute
of the game. Of course, I immediately thought of
our own victorious classmates, who led the football
team to three consecutive Ivy League championships. These classmates made Saturdays in the fall
a time to come together and develop a deepening
sense of school spirit and pride—so thank you to
our football-playing alumni!
One of my favorite memories from our first
year at Dartmouth, aside from those home football
games, is hanging out in the Richardson dorm with
new friends and lounging in the halls hearing each
other’s stories. Freshman year would not have been
as memorable and meaningful without Malik Franklin. Arriving at Dartmouth from San Jose, California, Malik has now gone full circle and lives in the
Bay Area in Oakland, California. After Dartmouth

he pursued a career in banking and then earned his
M.B.A. at Tuck. Now he has settled into life as a
husband, a father to son Balin (age 12) and business
owner of Northbridge Investments, a real estate
investment and advisory firm. He still serves as a
real estate venture partner for a local private equity
firm and I’m sure he is still throwing the football
around with his friends and Balin.
Jen Collins Cross is also a Bay Area resident,
and she writes to let us know about her recently
published book, Writing Ourselves Whole: Using
the Power of Your Own Creativity to Recover and
Heal from Sexual Trauma. Jen offers writing groups
for sexual trauma survivors, and her book is based
on works that have grown from these groups. Jen
explains, “The book is a collection of essays and
creative writing encouragements for sexual trauma
survivors (and others!) who want to risk writing a
different story for their lives.”
Jen’s book has received positive reviews from
Eve Ensler, author of The Vagina Monologues, and
Ellen Bass, poet and coauthor of The Courage to
Heal, among others. Also of note is Jen’s recently
published essay, “The Story of a Common Girl,”
which speaks in part to her experiences at Dartmouth while still a victim of sexual abuse. Check
it out!
Please continue to share your updates by
emailing me at the address provided.
—Laura Hardegree Davis, 1664 Cambridge Court,
Bethlehem, PA, 18015; lauradavis723@mac.com
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This is an amazing and complicated
time in American healthcare. Where do
you see the most hope or opportunity?
What’s your greatest concern? Shameem Abbasy
and Jonathan Lind wrote together in response to
these questions. They are proud to work at Swedish
Covenant Hospital, an independent community
hospital in Chicago. Shameem is a urogynecologist
and serves as medical group director and department chair of obstetrics and gynecology. Jonathan
is the health system’s chief operating officer. They
never knew each other at Dartmouth, although
Jonathan may have delivered EBAs to Shameem
a time or two. They wrote, “We have seen the new
insurance co-ops fold due to inadequate funding
and a riskier patient population than expected. The
state’s inability to pass a budget has held up state
Medicaid payments, expanded under the ACA in
Illinois. Declining reimbursement makes for little
cushion in the budget. Repealing the ACA could result in large numbers of uninsured or underinsured
patients again. It’s a challenging time, and that’s an
understatement.”
Shameem wrote, “I don’t see as many patients
with neglected medical problems since the ACA
was implemented. I really do not want to go back
to practicing medicine in that era. Patients are also
nervous. There’s been a surge of women coming
in to get intrauterine devices for long-acting contraception or the Pap test done early because they
don’t know what the future holds. The rising cost
of care remains a problem, especially for those
who gained access to care through the ACA. I see
patients making the decision not to proceed with
medically indicated, elective surgery due to the
high cost of their deductibles.”
They went on to write, “We think our focus

should be on fixing what is wrong with the current system, rather than repealing the ACA. There
is much to lose by starting from scratch and it’s
unconscionable to abandon the vulnerable on the
margins of our communities without an alternative.
Short-term political ‘gains’ are of no value when
they come at the expense of quality care for the sick,
prevention and wellness for communities, and the
long-term stability of any community.”
Andrew Resnick, now the chief medical officer
at Froedtert and the Medical College of Wisconsin
and formerly chief quality officer at Penn State,
writes: “There was certainly ‘enough’ going on up
until the 2016 election. Ratcheting up of the atrisk reimbursement and transitioning Medicare
to a new system, pushing for large-population
health models, all while increasing the number of
mandatory bundles (rather than fee-for-service)
resulted in tremendous activity and anxiety everywhere. Just when everyone was maxed out, the
election happened and the current administration
has moved in the opposite direction, getting rid of
mandatory bundles and dismantling the ACA however it can. Without getting political, the direction
changes have created even more uncertainty and
anxiety in healthcare. Certainly, there aren’t any
healthcare organizations that want to see millions
more uninsured Americans again.
“Increased regulatory compliance, decreased
reimbursement rates, loss of autonomy and uncertainty has created a huge physician burnout
problem. Despite so many positive advances in
healthcare (wonder drugs for cancer, robots for
surgery, etc.), burnout outweighs all of this. No
other profession has lost so much control and so
much financial reward over the past few decades.
The problem of physician burnout, including
the fact that the equivalent of an entire medical
school worth of physicians commits suicide each
year, is an issue that needs much more attention
nationally.”
More on healthcare from these and other medical professionals in our class in our next newsletter
and future columns. What’s your take? Join the
conversation and keep your news coming!
—Kaja (Schuppert) Fickes, 2 Bishops Lane, Hingham,
MA 02043; kaja.k.fickes.95@dartmouth.edu
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It has been an eventful autumn for
many of our class business leaders.
These movers and shakers have made
their presence known in ways that will continue
to impact the business world for years to come.
First comes word of a highly successful Dartmouth alum-led venture. Appian was founded in
1999 with the premise of low-code development,
a concept oriented toward expediting the software
application development process, allowing companies to cut their time to launch with enterprise
innovations. Nearly 20 years later, the company’s
founders are celebrating not only two decades of
incredible growth but also a successful initial public
offering valued at $75 million this past May. Three
of the company’s four founders just happen to be
Dartmouth alumni, including CEO Matt Calkins
’94 and our own Mike Beckley and Marc Wilson, who
are Appian’s chief technology officer and senior
VP, respectively. The IPO was so significant in fact
that TechCrunch ranked it as the “No. 1 tech IPO

of 2017.”
Also making news of his own was Adam Medros. After 13 pivotal years serving as senior VP of
product for TripAdvisor, Adam is moving on to a
new adventure. It was announced that come this
November he would be assuming the role of president and chief operating officer of edX, a nonprofit,
open-source learning destination bringing together
online courses from more than 130 colleges and
universities and other various organizations. EdX’s
business focus is oriented toward transforming
online and classroom learning through groundbreaking methodologies, game-like educational
experiences and cutting-edge research on an opensource platform.
Last but not least comes word that our own
Anh Thu Cunnion had thrown her hat in the ring in
the election for town clerk and tax collector for the
city of Essex, New York. Anh Thu, her husband,
Jeff, and three sons have been residing there since
2016, after relocating from Baltimore, Maryland.
By the time these notes are printed, the town will
have its newest town clerk and here’s hoping that
a future column is describing all the great work she
is doing once in office!
—Garrett Gil de Rubio, 1062 Middlebrooke Drive,
Canton, GA 30115; ggdr@alum.dartmouth.org
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On a glorious September weekend in
Hanover I met up with Lindsey Noecker
and Tony Field for Class Officers Weekend. We attended some fantastic panels, including a
discussion of the new branding strategy emphasizing the College’s sense of place. We listened to some
impressive students describe their class projects
and heard three trustees discuss volunteer leadership and how to prepare students to be leaders. We
walked around the ever-changing yet always familiar campus marveling at how young the members
of the class of 2021 looked. And while Tony and I
were hanging out at the Pine, we struck up a great
conversation with Zach Grenier of The Good Wife
and actors Tracie Thoms and Marjolaine Goldsmith, who all were starring in Theater of War’s
amazing production of Antigone in Ferguson next
door at the Hop.
These moments all reinforced for me how
special the College is and how lucky we were to
have our time on the Hanover plain. I can’t wait to
see many of you at our reunion June 15-17 and look
forward to making new memories.
Congratulations to Tim O’Leary on being named
the next general director of the Washington National Opera. In an interview with The New York
Times, Tim said he intends to make sure that his
company capitalizes on being in what he called “a
golden age” of new American works.
“There are more new American operas being
programmed throughout the whole country, by
companies large and small, than ever before,” Tim
said. “Whereas 20 years ago that kind of project was
regarded as something opera companies did out of a
sense of duty, these are now often the sellout shows
of opera seasons, and provide companies with many
of their most meaningful opportunities to engage
with the culture at large.”
Tim, who has led the Opera Theater of St.
Louis since 2008, staged a series of world premieres
of American operas, including Champion, a boxingJ A N U A R Y / F E B R U A R Y 2 0 1 8 93
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and-jazz themed opera by Terence Blanchard and
Michael Cristofer, 27 by Ricky Ian Gordon and
Royce Vavrek, and Shalimar the Clown by Jack Perla and Rajiv Joseph, based on the Salman Rushdie
novel. Tim also chairs the board of Opera America,
a national service organization. He will begin his
new position in July.
Over on the West Coast, Catherine MacDonald
Christian lives in Sacramento, California, with husband Tony and two daughters.
“Our oldest, Corinne, is a sophomore at a
boarding school in Monterey, so we make as many
excuses as possible to visit her there,” Catherine
wrote. “My youngest, Isabelle, is in seventh grade
and I homeschool her. She is an avid ballet dancer and is in the pre-professional division of the
Sacramento Ballet’s school. Tony and I run our
commercial construction company, Bancroft Development. Business is good. Between running a
business, homeschooling a junior high schooler
and keeping up with a teen at boarding school, I
don’t have a whole lot of time for much else, but
do spend time volunteering for Capitol Ballet’s
costume department sewing new costumes for
them. I guess that’s just about all the news that’s
fit to print for me!”
And across the pond, cheers to Cecile Divino,
who recently became a British citizen. She wrote
that she got the London bug more than 20 years
ago on our London history foreign study program.
Cecile graduated from business school at Oxford.
When we caught up on Facebook, she had been
working in Manila for the Asian Development
Bank on secondment from the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development.
That’s all for now. Best wishes to everyone for
a happy and healthy new year!
—Jason Casell, 10106 Balmforth Lane, Houston, TX
77096; jhcasell@gmail.com
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Happy New Year, ’99s!
I hope you made the most of the
holiday season and that 2018 is off to
a good start.
I’m pleased to write that Catherine (McCarthy)
and Muhammad Hutasuhut have welcomed their
third child into the world. Their son, Thayer
Nasohi Curtis Hutasuhut, was born on October
5, weighing in at 7 pounds, 15 ounces and 21 inches
tall. Older brother Noah (3) and older sister Potter (6 1/2) are enjoying the chance to get to know
their baby brother. The Hutasuhuts are in North
Carolina these days after spending three and a half
years in Indonesia. Congratulations, Catherine
and Muhammad!
In other news, Jane Dewitt has kept herself
busy since graduation by setting up a business,
Stonework, in upstate New York that enables her
to pursue her passion for building with rock. In an
interview with The Daily Star, a local newspaper,
Jane said: “I love the work. Using my hands. It’s
very satisfying to stand back and see the beauty
of the craft.” Jane sees history in her work. “I’ll be
digging around old houses and will find marbles
and kids’ toys. Some rocks will have evidence of
plough scrapes, which teaches me that the land
was worked by a farmer.”
Finally, Christopher Rea has translated a 17thcentury collection of stories on the art of deception
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in China. This book, Zhang Yingyu’s The Book of
Swindles: Selections from a Late Ming Collection
(published by Columbia University Press), presents a range of stories about criminal ingenuity—
such as coaxing a sister-in-law into adultery to
scam oil and meat and impersonating the son of
an official to steal a merchant’s silver—and a moral
lesson on each case from the original author. Christopher is an associate professor of Asian studies
at the University of British Columbia in Canada.
That’s all the news for now. I wish you all the
best in 2018 and look forward to sharing updates
with you again soon!
—Tony Perry, 24 Purssell Close, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 3XU, United Kingdom; tony.j.perry@
gmail.com
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Hello, classmates! Thanks to lots of
you who have sent in news recently.
Hoi Ning Ngai wrote to say, “I’ve taken
on a new role as the associate dean for student
affairs at the graduate school at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill! And I’ve moved to
Chapel Hill! Paul Nicklas ’01 was sweet enough to
fly out from Maine to UHaul me from Columbus
to Chapel Hill. And I’m excited to connect with
Jeremy Works, who recently moved down to the Research Triangle with his family from Washington,
D.C., as well as Dana Neutze, Jessica Meed, Laura
Brockway Sirianni ’02 and I hope many others
in the area!”
Joe Brown had a career update from academia
as well: “I moved to Honolulu in July this past summer after 11 years in Boulder, Colorado, and I’m
quite happy here so far, getting outside as much as
possible when I’m not at work. In August I started
a job as a tenure-track assistant professor of mechanical engineering at the University of Hawaii at
Manoa, here in Honolulu. Currently I’m teaching a
materials science lecture class and I’ll be building
a research group here around my long-term work
on mechanical engineering of nanotechnology.
Also, my first paper in this job was just published
in the ASME Journal of Applied Mechanics; during the last 18 months I worked out an analytical mathematical model for interlocking snap-fit
structures. I’d like to invite anyone passing through
Oahu to get in touch and say hi.”
During the summer Caitlin Bronner welcomed
her third child, Emma Isabella Bronner Lindberg.
Caitlin says, “Big siblings Charlotte (age 7) and
William (age 2) are excited about Emma’s arrival, and my husband, Martin Lindberg, and I are
thrilled. In other news, I continue to practice law
in New York, where I am a partner in the firm of
Ingram Yuzek Gainen Carroll & Bertolotti, LLP,
specializing in complex commercial litigation.”
I learned from the Internet that Brenda Withers
was named one of two Huntington playwriting fellows in the 2017-19 cohort at Boston’s Huntington
Theatre Company. She was selected from a pool of
50 applicants for the two-year residency program.
The theater’s director of new work cited her “tremendous gift for creating surprising and emotional
arcs for actors.” Congratulations, Brenda!
Thanks for all the news for this issue—keep
the updates coming!
—Kate Ryan Stowe, 849 26th Ave., San Francisco,
CA 94121; dartmouth2000secretary@gmail.com
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Seasons’ greetings, ’01s! During the
past few months a bunch of people have
reminded me that this is the 20th anniversary of our freshman year. Sit and ponder
that with a cup of tea while I give you an update
on an ’01 couple that met during our DOC trips
way back when. Roxanne (Stahl) and Chris O’Hara
celebrated the anniversary of their meeting 20
years ago by moving from New York City to New
Canaan, Connecticut, getting a puppy named Sadie and welcoming their third child, Samuel, who
joins sister Maddie (9) and big brother Jackson
(7). In other baby news, Nicholas Kovner and his
wife, Georgia, welcome their third child, Nicholas
Thomas, this September. He joins big sisters Paige
and Savannah.
A lot of ‘01s are going places—literally. Ben
Mandelker went on tour. His podcast, “Watch What
Crappens,” hit 1.5 million listens per month so he
and his cohost celebrated by taking their show on
the road to play to sold-out crowds in New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago and San Francisco. Ben will
be coming to N.Y.C.’s legendary Bowery Ballroom
this year, so keep an eye out. Madeline (Medeiros)
Ruiz took a sabbatical from her art history teaching
gig and moved to Madrid, Spain, with her husband,
Kially Ruiz ’98, and children Max and Sofia. During
their year abroad Maddy plans to write a book on
spirituality in art. Peter Leckerling and his family
have relocated back to the United States, Chicago
to be exact, after living in China for 16 years! He is
looking forward to working at a boutique private
equity firm and spending more time with his former Tabard roommate Mikah Soliunas. Sarah ’99
and Dominic Germana and their twin sons traveled
from their home in North Carolina up to Hanover
for Homecoming. After watching the bonfire and
enjoying the festivities, they went to Boston to
spend the day with Greg Chittim and his family.
Finally, Tara Dairman recently published her
fourth novel for young readers. Published by
Wendy Lamb Books/Random House, The Great
Hibernation is about a town where all of the adults
fall asleep and the kids are left in charge. Sounds
like my house on a Sunday afternoon.
—Rachel Milstein Sondheimer, 143 Branchville
Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877; (203) 645-693;
rachel.sondheimer@gmail.com
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Hello, ’02s. At this time 20 years ago
420 of us were celebrating our earlydecision acceptance to Dartmouth
and the remaining 700 or so were putting the
finishing touches on our applications. We’ve all
changed a lot since then and I continue to hear
great news from our classmates.
Rachel A. Ciprotti filled me in on some big
changes in her life, “This spring my boyfriend got
a wonderful new job and we have moved from my
beloved hometown of Atlanta to a new home in
Seattle. I continue to work in the arts and started
a job in July as the director of education and operations for the Seattle Chamber Music Society.
It’s been great to catch up with old college friends
who live out here, including Shreeram Akilesh ’00,
Frank Yoshida and Sylvie (Liberman) Vernick. I’ve also
been tapped to be the treasurer of the Dartmouth
Club of Western Washington.”
Julia Levy and Ari Edelson (Yale ’98) wel-

comed their second son, Leo Edmond Edelson,
on August 14.
Lauren Levin-Epstein sent an update about her
recent career move, “I’ve joined Gladstone Place
Partners as partner and chief operating officer.
It’s a New York-based strategic and financial communications firm. I hope our classmates will check
us out at www.gladstoneplace.com.”
Liz McKeon was married to Nathan Paoletta
(Brandeis ’06) on Saturday, September 9, in a
beautiful ceremony at Mayo Beach on Cape Cod,
Massachusetts. The Dartmouth contingent was
strong, including Brooke (Derham) Smith, Caroline
(Newman) Phillips, Jana Schaich Borg, Nina Markey,
Joanna Edwards with husband Jonathan Hummel
’99, Pam Piccola-Fales ’03, Ashley Nowygrod ’03,
Kendra Quincy Knauf, Sky Kalkman, Frank Yoshida,
Kevin Allen and Matt Yurgelun. Dinner was a delicious clambake and they danced the “Salty Dog
Rag” and “Blame it on the Boogie” multiple times!
Conner McGee shared an update, “My wife,
Kate (Mattern) ’01, and I moved with our three
kids and two labradoodles from New York City
to New Canaan, Connecticut, this summer. We
are loving the ’burbs and have had the pleasure
of seeing several Dartmouth grads around town,
including grabbing dinner with Kate (Laswell) Mako
and her husband, Jeremy. We are expecting kid No.
4 in January, which has thrown a wrench in our
plans to do things like have a life apart from our
kids, but it’s all good. Really!”

Happy almost 2018! Keep sending your
updates.
—Anne Cloudman, 315 West 99th St., Apt. 2D, New
York, NY 10025; acloudman@gmail.com
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Hi there, ’03s! As you all have probably
guessed, this will be my last column, as
life has gotten the best of me and I’m
finding the need to simplify. Megan (Riley) Kenney
has graciously offered to take over the remaining
columns left prior to electing a new secretary during our next reunion. A huge thank you to her and
I know that she will do a fantastic job!
Charlotte (Haldeman) Whitmore recently
wrote to ask me to share information about our
classmate, Maureen Ellinwood Pluvinage, who sadly passed away on September 25, 2017. Charlotte
writes: In her 36 years, Maureen accomplished
so much and touched so many. As those of you
who knew her can attest, she was always a source
of positive energy who constantly brought joy
to others. She traveled the world, pushed her
limits professionally and athletically, all while
remaining a loving and loyal friend, sister and
daughter. Maureen treasured her time in Hanover and reveled in the role Dartmouth played in
introducing her to her husband, Tuckie Mathieu
Pluvinage, Tu’13.
“Maureen’s family and friends are honoring
her memory through the Maureen Ellinwood
Pluvinage 2003 Memorial Scholarship Fund

to support financial aid for Dartmouth’s undergraduate students. All gifts are appreciated, and
if $50,000 is raised by June 30, 2018, the endowed
fund will be established and support financial
aid in perpetuity. In keeping with the high standards Maureen upheld in everything she did, her
friends and family have set the more ambitious
goal of raising $250,000, the current amount
needed for the inaugural Maureen Ellinwood
Pluvinage Scholar to be named. For those who
wish to celebrate and remember Maureen with
a contribution, please visit her giving website at
dartgo.org/maureen-fund. We will miss Maureen forever, but know that her incredible legacy
will live on, in part, through this scholarship.”
Gail Sweeney wrote in to report, “I married
Boulat Bash ’01 on July 15, 2017. We met at Dartmouth and got engaged at Dartmouth (while crosscountry skiing at Garipay Field), so we decided
to get married at Dartmouth at the DOC House
on Occom Pond. The ceremony was officiated by
Andrew Heisen ’01 and we had beautiful weather
for the ceremony and the photos, which were taken
by Rob Strong ’04. The reception was, thankfully,
inside the DOC House, as it did rain for good luck.
Elliot Olshansky ’04 and Jesse Roisin ’05 served as
groomsmen. And many of our Dartmouth friends
celebrated with us, including Karilyn Heisen ’01,
Eric Shoemaker ’01, Kathryn Shoemaker ’04, Jeremy Fineman ’01, Elizabeth Terry ’07, Dan Maxell
Crosby ’02, Sarah Maxell Crosby ’04 and Laura

GLOBAL SCHOLAR
PROGRAM
Develop a deeper understanding of the
world through a combination of experiential
education abroad, interdisciplinary
coursework at KUA, and a senior
capstone project that synthesizes
all you have learned.

Independent boarding school for grades 9–PG.
Meriden, NH • Only minutes from Dartmouth
603.469.2100 • www.KUA.org
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WHERE TO
SHOP
LEAGUE OF NH CRAFTSMEN GALLERY

Gifts that inspire and delight. Jewelry, pottery,
glass, home décor, prints, something for
everyone. Classes for adults, teens and
children in clay, metal and mixed media.
Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
13 Lebanon St., Hanover, NH;
(603) 643-5050, gallery shop;
(603) 643-5384, classes. www.hanoverleague.org.
ROBERT JAMES WALSH & COMPANY

Antiques, Art, Modernism, Appraisals.
Across from Simon Pearce Glass, Quechee, VT.
(802) 356-7112; RobertJamesWalsh.com.
HANOVER COUNTRY CLUB PRO SHOP

Get your golfing gear with the Dartmouth
College logo. The Pro Shop has a wide variety of
shirts, jackets, umbrellas and golfing equipment.
Need something special? We do special orders!
(603) 646-2000; www.golf.Dartmouth.edu.
COGWORKS

Wooden cutting boards, Lazy Susans, home
accents, bookmarks and fine Dartmouth gifts.
Antrim, NH; (603) 588-3333; www.cogworks.com.
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Quayle ’06.” Congratulations, Gail!
Igor Fuks wrote in to mention that, “On September 18 my wife, Elizabeth L. Smith, and I welcomed our daughter, Valentina Lazzara Fuks Smith.
Valentina is a happy and healthy family addition.
Her big canine brother, our English springer spaniel
Attila, is enjoying having us around more. We look
forward to our first family trip to Hanover!” Maybe
at our next reunion?
Can you all believe that it has almost been 15
years since we graduated? I can’t wait to see you all
again in 2019 (don’t quote me on that, but I believe
our turn is coming up again). It has been a pleasure
serving as your secretary the past few years. I look
forward to now reading the news versus writing it.
Please continue to send your updates to the email
below! Thank you!
—Kellee (Harper) Hanigan, 4347 Golf Bag Lane, Terre
Haute, IN 47802; dartmouth2003notes@gmail.com
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Thanks for taking a break from reflecting on 2017 and setting goals for the
new year ahead to read this column!
Leigh Vicens and her husband, George Loginov, welcomed their baby Nina to the world in
September. Two-year-old Alexi is happy to have a
little sister! The family lives in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, where Leigh is a professor of philosophy
at Augustana University.
Juventas New Music Ensemble recently appointed Oliver Caplan as its new artistic director.
Also, his album You Are Not Alone was released
earlier in December.
Carly Abrahamson and her husband, Erik, welcomed their second baby girl in October. Taylor
joined big sister Perry and all are settling into life
as a family of four in Denver.
Suzanne Larimore Wahl and Dan Wahl are doing well in Ann Arbor, Michigan, where they live
with Helen (age 6), Jane (age 3) and a daughterto-be-named-later (coming this spring). Suzanne
is a partner at the law firm Schiff Hardin, where
she specializes in antitrust law. Dan is a radiation
oncologist at the University of Michigan, where
he runs a research laboratory and treats patients
with brain tumors. Please drop them a line if you
are coming through Ann Arbor!
Colin Murray reports that after 13 years he is
still owed a chocolatini at Jesse’s steakhouse from
classmate Cliff Campbell. Cliff neglected to report
this in a column earlier this year, but is righting
this wrong now.
Alex Talcott is keeping busy teaching finance
and business law classes at Southern New Hampshire University Manchester, working with a financial planning service in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and working with an estate planning and
elder law firm she affiliated with last year. The firm
is expanding to Exeter and has offices in New York
as well! Kristin (Steinert) Talcott teaches graduate
social work virtually for Simmons College. Kristin
and Alex were recently in Hanover for Homecoming with their 6-month-old daughter Klara Willow
and 3-year-old twins Miriam Jordan and Hanover
“Hank” Luke. The weekend included a family 5k in
Cornish, New Hampshire!
Katia Asche married Matt Rocker in 2012. She
graduated from Fordham University’s School of
Law in 2014 and has been practicing product li-

2004-2008

ability litigation at Schiff Hardin LLP since 2015.
Katia and Matt welcomed Levi Asche Rocker on
March 31, 2017. The family is living in Carroll Gardens, Brooklyn.
Blair Dickinson and Ryan Schroeder (University
of Pittsburgh ’05) had a baby boy, Cole Thomas, on
October 24. He joins big sister Nora and can’t wait
to meet his mother’s Big Green friends around the
girdled earth.
Please keep the updates coming! As for me, my
wife and I are enjoying our new California selves,
which most recently involved dressing our dog
Cadbury in flannel pajamas to simulate the winters
we left behind in New York. We’re cool!
—Cliff Campbell, 203 Baltic St., Apt. D1, Brooklyn, NY
11201; (917) 345-6494; cliff.campbell@gmail.com
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Happy New Year, everyone. I hope the
holidays were great for all.
To start, the baby news didn’t stop
this fall. Brett Theisen and wife Christy welcomed
their second child, daughter Mia Grace, to their
family in October. Kristine (Charbonneau) O’Keefe
and husband Conner also welcomed a second child,
son Brady, to their family in October. Bob Bruce and
wife Becky welcomed their first child, son Robert
Douglas Bruce IV, in October as well. Bob has been
deployed overseas with the U.S. Army since August
and, needless to say, can’t wait to get home to his
family as soon as possible in 2018. Congratulations
again to all of the parents!
Adil Ahmad wrote in with the following: “After
returning from stints in Chicago and Washington,
D.C., I am back in Seattle as a partner for business
development at a healthcare company and investment fund. I almost made it to Hanover twice and
to the L.L.Bean store. I am engaged to a lovely lady
from Chicago and she loves it here in Seattle (why?).
The wedding will be soon(-ish). And I might have
bought into a goat farm too—goats and healthcare:
Come to get well and here’s some goat milk (or a
baby goat if you’d prefer) for you.”
Sarah Rogers was recently named a partner in
the New York office of Brewer, Attorneys & Counselors. Her practice focuses on complex commercial, securities and insolvency-related litigation
and regulatory matters.
Keep the updates coming and here’s to a great
2018 for all.
—Matt Nicholson, 79 Potomac Ave., SE, #345, Washington, DC 20003; mtnicholson3@gmail.com
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Hi, ’06s. Greetings from Charlotte,
North Carolina! I recently moved
here as part of the business leadership rotational program with Synchrony Financial. I join Jonathan and Stephanie (Cochran)
Landsberg, who have graciously hosted me in
their beautiful home on previous visits. If you
also live in the area, let us know!
Don’t forget to visit our class website to see
the Class Notes online and check out the photos
that classmates have submitted along with their
updates. You can access the website by visiting:
2006.dartmouth.org/classnotes.
I’m starting off this column with some exciting travel news: Vicki Allen and her partner, Sara
Olson (University of Wisconsin-La Crosse ’06),
took a recent trip to Watson Lake near Prescott,

Arizona. She also adopted a 6-year-old dog named
Fay, nicknamed “Tina Fey.” Vicki and the rest of
the Flagstaff Dartmouth crew—including Lauren
Edgar ’07 and Brett Carr ’07—welcome all Grand
Canyon visitors to check in at Flagstaff along the
way and smell the (not lone) pine trees.
Ben Schwartz and his foster son, Charles,
hosted Sarah Ball in Ghana on the first pilot trip
for his culture-meets-adventure travel startup.
He and Charles look forward to introducing more
Dartmouth guests to the splendor of West Africa.
In baby news, Jessica Alvarez and husband, Phil
Klay ’05, welcomed their second child, Marcos Andres, on September 15. He joins big brother Adrian
Felipe, who had a blast at the 10-year reunion.
Jonathan Vaccaro and his wife, Ashley, in June
welcomed their third child, Jacob, who joins Lucas
(2) and Delilah (1). They live in Vienna, Austria.
Will Pierce and his wife, Kristie, welcomed
their second child, a boy named Ben Wentworth
Pierce, into the world on September 10. Alex Tonelli
and his wife Tscharner, Tu’17, welcomed a baby
girl, Brannen Marie Tonelli, on September 2. Ben
is already looking forward to escorting Brannen to
her first sorority formal in 2036!
In September I visited Ryan Fuselier and his
wife, Lara, and enjoyed a weekend with them and
their Rottweiler Lolo in New York City. We also
attended the baptism of Anthony Gargiulo’s son,
Lucas, with wife Rachel.
Jesse Gero and Jane Cowan ’08 recently moved
to Paris.
Bill Quirk says hi from New York. When he’s
not at the opera, he’s losing sleep over never buying bitcoin.
And a huge congrats to Nick Taranto, whose
e-commerce food business Plated was acquired by
grocery chain Albertsons in September. Albertsons
is one of the largest supermarket chains in North
America, and this is the first purchase of a prepared
meal company by a supermarket chain.
Looking forward to hearing from you all for the
next column. Until then, happy holidays!
—Cindy Tsai, Synchrony Financial, 10840 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy, Charlotte, NC 28277;
cindaaay@gmail.com
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Ludi Chow married David Driscoll

(Grinnell College ’08) in May! Dartmouth had a strong showing on the
dance floor, including ’07s Christine Mandell Abely,
Brett Carr, Sean Garren, Bernice Kuang, Beata Lobel,
Sarah Markus and Devlin Su; ’08s Pete Bonanno, Will
Dekrey, Sam Haynor and Matt Mackey; as well as
Art Vilassakdanont ’06, Eric Benson ’04 and Noah
Shamosh ’04. “I also shamelessly used the wedding
as an opportunity to fulfill my longtime dream of
owning a (proper Dartmouth regulation-sized)
pong table—now signed by all of our guests! We are
excited to continue living in Oakland, California.”
Kristen (Grauer) Kittur got married this summer
to Gaurav Kittur (Cornell ’99). In March Kristen
also changed jobs, joining the Manhattan district
attorney’s office as a prosecutor in trial bureau 30.
Joseph Hilgard is now an assistant professor
of social psychology at Illinois State University.
He writes that, “I’m having a lot of fun studying
aggression, how to detect fraud and how to pool
results across several scientific papers.” He’s also

engaged to Nancy Chen (University of Virginia ’09)
and planning to get married in mid-2018.
Brett Carr got married this summer to Kristen
Bennett (UCLA ’11)! Brett writes that, “We had an
awesome ceremony in Flagstaff, Arizona (where
we’re currently living). Lots of Dartmouth alumni
were in attendance: Sarah Markus, Mike Zargham,
Ludi Chow, Lauren Edgar (who is actually our neighbor in Flagstaff—small world!), Peter Bonanno ’08,
Vicki Allen ’06 and Eric Benson ’04. Kristen and
I met while working on our Ph.D.s in geology at
Arizona State University. I will be moving to New
York in January to start a postdoctoral fellowship
at Columbia University.”
Sonia Faruqi has published her second book,
The Oyster Thief, the world’s first underwater fantasy book!
Moira (Sullivan) Gallagher married Greg Gallagher (CMC ’07) in Girdwood, Alaska, in July!
They were delighted to be joined by many ’07s as
they celebrated under the Midnight Sun. They will
continue to live in Anchorage, where Moira serves
as the social chair of the Dartmouth Alumni Club
of Alaska and encourages everyone to come visit!
Sara Segall announces that she is the founder
and CEO of Orsden, a high-performance skiwear
line with “ski club” and “après-ski” graphics that
transition from lodge life into everyday life.
In July Allan Reynolds married Lauren Caracciola ’09 in Huntington, New York. There were
many Big Greens in attendance, including Allan’s
best man, Matthew DeMarco.
Mike Greene and Kerry Snow announce the
birth of their baby girl, Valerie Lynn Greene, on
August 13!
Heather Luntz got married! “My husband, Michael Crain, and I had spent nine months planning
a wine country wedding, but given the Napa wildfires, we had to move our wedding to the city last
minute. We planned a brand-new wedding in eight
days in San Francisco, and Plan B turned out to be
even better than Plan A. All part of the adventure!
Twenty-five proud Dartmouth alums joined in the
celebration.”
Tom Carney, Th’10, and Lisa (Warren) Carney
are happy to announce the birth of their daughter,
Claire Josephine Carney (class of 2039), on July
31 in Rockville, Maryland.
Sam Routhier got married in September at the
1 Hotel in Brooklyn Bridge Park to Katy Brewster (Stanford ’10). Charlie Guthrie, Pete Cooch, Nate
Raines and Liz Yepsen represented the ’07 class.
They had a lovely singing of the alma mater just
off the dance floor and did some salty-dogging to
top it all off.
—Jaime Padgett, 1837 W Patterson Ave, #109, Chicago, IL 60613; jaime.padgett@gmail.com
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A short and sweet update as the class
of 2008 heads into hibernation for the
winter.
Over a beautiful Labor Day weekend in Burlington, Vermont, Ali Frizell married Nate Ward, so
she’s Ali Frizell Ward these days. Many ’08s were
in attendance, including John Beardsley, Adam
Platz, Aly Guillet, Nora Johnson, Anna Payne Fife, Meg
Whicker, Elsa Sargent, Laura Nielsen Lammers, Lauren
Smith and myself. There was dancing, merrymaking, boogie blaming and the ceremonial transfer of

WHERE TO
DINE
THE WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Farm-fresh cuisine, carefully harvested ingredients and regional recipes inspire the seasonal
menus at the Woodstock Inn & Resort’s distinct
restaurants. The talented culinary team prepares
creative entrées and innovative cocktails, resulting
in exceptional Northeastern cuisine that showcases
the essence of Vermont. Call (844) 545-4178
or visit www.woodstockinn.com.
LATHAM HOUSE TAVERN AT DOWDS'
COUNTRY INN

Good food. Good beer. Good times.
Full menu for lunch and dinner with 18 draft beers.
A great location for class reunions, weddings
and gatherings of all sizes.
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712;
www.dowdscountryinn.com;
www.lathamhousetavern.com.
RAMUNTO’S BRICK & BREW

Hanover’s only real New York pizza, featuring
traditional, Sicilian and brick-oven specialty
pizzas, salads, subs, calzones, the biggest
beer in town and much more.
Casual atmosphere, deliveries.
Open ’til midnight 7 days.
9 East South Street, Hanover;
(603) 643-9500.
THE LYME INN

Just minutes from Hanover, the Lyme Inn Tavern
and Garden Room offer tantalizing culinary
creations. With several function rooms available,
The Lyme Inn is the ideal place for your next mini
reunion, meeting or rehearsal dinner. Visit us and
view our menu online. Dinners Wednesday thru
Sunday from 5 to 9 p.m.
www.thelymeinn.com or call for a reservation at
(603) 795-4824.
SIMON PEARCE RESTAURANT & NEW
BAR

Award-winning, farm-to-table restaurant
overlooking the Ottauquechee River. Sip a handcrafted cocktail, watch our master glassblowers
and find the perfect gift. Open daily.
(802) 295-1470; SimonPearce.com.
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W H E R E T O S T AY
THE TRUMBULL HOUSE
BED & BREAKFAST

Hanover’s first and finest B&B, just four miles east
of campus. Luxurious country lodgings with six
spacious rooms and sumptuous breakfasts. Free
high-speed wireless Internet plus a business center.
Sixteen acres with swimming pond, trails and
gardens. 40 Etna Road, Hanover, NH 03755.
(603) 643-2370; (800) 651-5141;
trumbullhouse@gmail.com;
www.trumbullhouse.com.
BREAKFAST ON THE CONNECTICUT

Sits on 23 acres in Lyme, just 12 miles from
Dartmouth and overlooking the tranquil Connecticut River. Completed in 1997, we have 15 spacious
bedrooms replete with amenities, each with private
bath, TV/VCR and thoughtfully appointed. Some
bedrooms have gas fireplaces, skylights, romantic
Jacuzzi tubs and a stunning view of the river.
Bicycles, canoes and kayaks are complimentary, as
is the 8-person Jacuzzi spa. Open year-round. For
a virtual tour, see our website. Our gracious B&B is
the perfect place to escape for a weekend, a vacation, a retreat or reunion. A hearty New England
breakfast with house specialties and real maple
syrup makes getting up each morning a treat. 651
River Road, Lyme, NH 03768;
(603) 353-4444; (888) 353-4440;
www.breakfastonthect.com.
THE NORWICH INN

Experience historic New England charm just
1.5 miles across the river from Dartmouth.
The Inn features 40 rooms and Jasper Murdock’s
Alehouse Restaurant & Microbrewery offering a
variety of ales, hand-crafted on site. All free:
Parking, Wi-Fi and Fitness Center.
325 Main Street, Norwich, VT 05055;
(802) 649-1143;
www.norwichinn.com.
506 ON THE RIVER INN

Minutes from Woodstock Village, this awardwinning boutique is recognized for its beautiful
balance of casual elegance and rustic charm. The
45-room & suite hotel offers a country breakfast,
indoor pool, hot tub & sauna, game rooms, spacious grounds, as well as the 506 Bistro & Bar,
serving a locally inspired & seasonal menu, and
selection of microbrews and crafted cocktails.
1653 West Woodstock Road, Woodstock, VT;
(802) 457-5000; www.ontheriverwoodstock.com.
a pilfered animatronic creature.
While we’re on the marriage front, Chris
Crawford got engaged and will be getting married
in Atlanta in the summer of 2018. Congratulations,
Chris!
And a correction from last issue’s notes: Kiersten Hallquist and her partner, Mike, are not in fact
married. But they did just adopt a puppy! Even more
reason to visit them in Vermont!
Finally, a couple of new locations for our
classmates. Owen Zidar moved to New York and
Princeton University in August. And Liz Spence
lives in Minneapolis now, so she hangs out with me
and fellow Minneapolitan Anna Tobin, when Tobin
decides to answer her text messages.
Happy holidays, happy new year and here’s
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DOWDS' COUNTRY INN

Historic Inn with all the modern comforts. Just 8
miles from campus. New Latham House Tavern onsite. Full country breakfast with every stay!
9 Main Street, Lyme, NH;
(603) 795-4712; www.dowdscountryinn.com.
ELEMENT HANOVER-LEBANON

Discover the Upper Valley from the comfort of
Element Hanover-Lebanon. Our open-flow guest
rooms meet all your needs with the signature
Heavenly Bed and fully equipped kitchens.
State-of-the-art fitness center and healthy food
options help you be at your best.
260 Route 120, Lebanon, NH 03766.
(603) 448-5000;
www.elementhanoverlebanon.com.
THE LYME INN

The Lyme Inn has welcomed travelers to the
Upper Valley for over 200 years. Just minutes from
Dartmouth College, our 9 guest rooms and 5 suites
reflect a careful harmony between historic elegance
and contemporary luxury. Our restaurant tantalizes
your palate, while our warmth and hospitality
invite you to return. 1 Market Street, Lyme NH;
(603) 795-4824;
www.thelymeinn.com.
HOTEL COOLIDGE

Vintage railroad hotel with country inn ambiance
in the heart of revitalized White River, five miles
from campus. Excellent value; full service for
reunions, luncheons and parties.
(800) 622-1124; www.hotelcoolidge.com.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT
HANOVER/LEBANON

Located just minutes from Dartmouth College.
Shuttle service, high-speed Internet, fitness center,
breakfast café and dinner menu.
10 Morgan Drive, Lebanon, NH;
(603) 643-5600;
www.courtyard-hanoverlebanon.com.
KILLINGTON TIMESHARES

Enjoy a weeklong ski vacation at a Killington
timeshare resort located just under an hour from
Dartmouth College! Rental rates start at
$103/night, units also available to buy for
affordable annual trips.
www.sellmytimesharenow.com/timeshare/
Killington/city/rent-timeshare.
to a great 2018.
—Chris Barth, 315 14th Ave. NE, Minneapolis, MN
55413; (609) 405-9153; cbarthrun@gmail.com
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Happy holidays! Liz Baron and her husband, Art Baron ’07, are relocating to
Ottawa, Ontario, and look forward
to becoming hockey fans. Taylor Dryman married
Harry Wilmer on October 14, 2017, in Atlanta with
many fellow Dartmouth alums in attendance to
celebrate! She also successfully defended her
doctoral dissertation in September and will receive her Ph.D. in clinical psychology following
the completion of her clinical internship year.
Johannes Lohmann has finished graduate school in
development economics and moved to New York,
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THE QUALITY INN AT QUECHEE GORGE

Minutes from the Junction of I-89 and I-91, and 12
minutes from Dartmouth. Spacious guest rooms
and suites. Full service restaurant on premises. Hot
breakfast, indoor pool, fitness room. Pet friendly.
Wireless Internet. Exit 1 off I-89 in VT three miles
on Route 4 West. (800) 732-4376;
www.qualityinnquechee.com.
THE SUNSET MOTOR INN

Serene. Most rooms have river view. Cable, Wi-Fi,
a/c, free local calls, continental breakfast. AAA.
Two miles south on Main Street (Route 10);
(603) 298-8721.
THE NEW LONDON INN

Historic Main Street charm in the beautiful
Dartmouth Lake Sunapee region, we capture the
spirit of yesterday with the luxuries of today. Our
inn-house fine dining restaurant, The Coach
House, along with our beautifully renovated tavern
and charming 23 guest rooms are minutes from
year-round events and venues. Complimentary
breakfast, flat-screens, wi-fi, pet-friendly rooms,
private parking lot, Jacuzzi suites.
(603) 526-2791; thenewlondoninn.com.
WOODSTOCK INN & RESORT

Located in idyllic Woodstock, Vermont, the
Woodstock Inn & Resort defines country sophistication in one of New England’s most charming and
popular year-round vacation destinations. The
142-room, AAA Four Diamond Resort and member
of Preferred Hotels & Resorts, offers award-winning
dining in two restaurants, a Robert Trent Jones Sr.
18-hole golf course, Suicide Six Family Ski Resort,
Athletic Club and a LEED-certified Spa, creating a
luxury resort getaway.
(844) 545-4178; www.woodstockinn.com.
THE JACKSON HOUSE INN

Peaceful blend of casual elegance and comfort on 3
acres just beyond Woodstock. Suites with fireplaces,
massage tubs. Unforgettable breakfast featuring
local organics. Easy access to Dartmouth, skiing,
attractions. 43 Senior Lane, Woodstock, VT 05091;
(800) 448-1890; www.jacksonhouse.com.
RESIDENCE INN BY MARRIOTT

The preferred all-suite hotel in the Upper
Valley. Easy access off I-89 and just 3 miles from
Dartmouth College with shuttle service to campus.
Complimentary breakfast buffet. Guest access to the
River Valley Club and a pet-friendly hotel.
(603) 643-4511; www.residenceinn.com/lebri.
where he joined the Behavioral Insights Team to
work on behavioral economics in development.
Darcy Rose completed her Ph.D. in linguistics from
the University of Canterbury in Christchurch,
New Zealand. She still lives in Christchurch, playing and coaching basketball in her spare time.
After enjoying six months of unemployment, Peter
Shellito is starting a job at NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center. He moves to Arlington, Virginia,
in January. Andrew Son has been in Washington,
D.C., since graduation. This summer he started a
new job at JBG Smith, where he is a vice president of retail asset management, and he bought
a condo in the city. He looks forward to hosting
’09s visiting the nation’s capital! Cinnamon Spear
will spend the next two years as a participant in

the world-renowned Iowa Writers’ Workshop
in the literary epicenter of Iowa City. She will
receive a master of fine arts from the top writing
program in the country. She wrote, “I am honored
to have this time, space and opportunity to refine
my craft of fiction writing. I continue to strive
to make family, fellow alumni and the Northern
Cheyenne Nation proud!” Jen Stebbins Thomas
joined the board of Child & Family Services of New
Hampshire. She shared, “It is the oldest childrenand family-oriented social services organization
in the state, serving residents of every age. They
are doing some great work on substance abuse
treatment and prevention, child advocacy and
youth homelessness, among lots of other causes.
If any classmates are interested in helping this
great organization, I’d love to speak with them!”
Page Wagley is leaving New York and moving to
Seattle. She is looking forward to connecting with
’09s out west.
—Liz (Doolittle) Kahane, 7 Chatmoss Road,
Henderson, NV 89052; (617) 909-7669;
elizabeth.d.kahane@gmail.com
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Ingrid Liu graduated from Kellogg this

past June and moved back to N.Y.C.
to work at a healthcare tech startup,
AbleTo. Benjamin Meigs is also in N.Y.C. after graduating from NYU Stern in May. He’s now working
at McKinsey.
Ted Lesher started a new job last week at
Stripe in San Francisco. “We are hiring in almost every department and there aren’t nearly
as many Dartmouth people as there should be,
so if anybody is interested in Stripe, please get in
touch with me.”
Libbey Brown and Brendan Lane ’11 are engaged! They got engaged in Colorado in Mid-June
after biking up to the top of Vail, Colorado, mountain. They are still living in N.Y.C. and enjoying
their time in the Big Apple.
Uma Mullapudi married Steve Gempeler
in September in Washington, D.C. Classmates
Ali Brown, Amita Kulkarni, Suzanne Spignesi were
bridesmaids and a number of Dartmouth alumni
also attended.
Kristine Torres-Lockhart and Will Schpero were
married on October 21 in Quechee, Vermont, just
a short trek west from the College, where they first
met in spring of senior year. Many Dartmouth
friends were in attendance, including bridesmaids
Jen Argote, Sarah Koo and Eli Mitchell.
Ian Allison and Beth Hale had their own fall reunion at their October wedding in Gilbert, Arizona, where there were about 20 Dartmouth alumni
present, including maid of honor Jackie Begay.
Evan Greulich is graduating with a master’s
in architecture from the University of Texas at
Austin in December. He’s excited to move to Philadelphia after graduation!
We have some new parents among our ranks!
Katie Behan and her husband, Justin Ketterer, welcomed their daughter Beatrix Frances Ketterer
in August.
Dan Leopold and Christie-Anne Leopold
welcomed their son, Noah Thomas Leopold, on
September 5. Says Dan: “He’s a chubby chipmonkey cherub who’s excited to meet more ’10s at the
10-year reunion!”

Finally, I was in San Francisco in late October
and spoke at an event called 2X, which Thea Sutton happened to attend and which she submitted
a class note about! By the time you read this, I’ll
have moved from Barcelona to Hong Kong to finally open an office for Linjer. We’re hiring for 10
roles. If you know of any great candidates, please
direct them to the careers page on our website,
www.linjer.co!
Be well!
—Jennifer Chong, 7A Marine View, 19 Middle Lane,
Discovery Bay, Lantau, Hong Kong; jenniferashley
chong@gmail.com
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Steve Avila reports that he is alive. That’s

all. Just kidding. He also writes in, “I’ve
been living in southern China for the
last two and a half years and work for an overseas
education consulting company. I’ve been taking
Mandarin classes (and took a few Cantonese
classes) and can now go to KTV and ‘sing’ with my
colleagues. (I was a Romance studies major, Spanish, Portuguese and French, but these languages
have nothing in common with them.) Hong Kong
is a border hop away (90 minutes to the island)
and they have a pretty active alumni club. Caught
up with Betty Jiang and Kevin Jae Hoon Koo at the
Dartmouth Club of Hong Kong summer event.
(We rented a yacht. Super sweet.) Oh! And I met
up with Trevor King in Shanghai! The Bund is super
awesome.”
Abigail Ogilvy also wrote in about her contemporary art gallery, the Abigail Ogilvy Gallery in the
South End in Boston, which featured Katherine
Taylor ’97 and Natalia Wrobel during an exhibition
that ran October 4-29. (See a profile on her and the
gallery on page 55.)
Bill Gerath dropped a line about Denise HottaMoung and Lane Donald Zimmerman’s July marriage
at New York City Hall and their first dog, Yoshi,
a corgi.
Jessica Krug also has a wedding announcement to make: She married Boston University
graduate Lauren Ranieri at Paradise Ridge Winter in Santa Rosa, California, with Marisa Gilmore,
Mike Abendroth, Alicia Driscoll, Vera Bergengruen,
Ali Herdeg, Sam McIntire, Travis Whitfield, Eliana
Piper ’12 and Myesha Jackson ’02 attending. Sadly,
the winery burned down in the Tubbs Fire, so the
happy newlywed sends a PSA to drink more Sonoma and Napa wine so the wineries can rebuild!
And we can expect at least one more wedding
to come: Florence Ling said yes to Matt Mizuhara
when he proposed! Congratulations, all!
—Hillary S. Cheng, 16013 Legacy Road, #304, Tustin, CA 92782; (603) 546-8452; hillary.s.cheng@
dartmouth.edu
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Hi, ’12s! It’s been a big year. We’ve
moved, started new jobs or schools,
maybe even launched companies of
our own, made new friends and in general just
grown a lot. Sure, maybe we regressed a bit at the
five-year reunion. At the Class Officers Weekend
up in Hanover this September your class officers
(new and old) met to set goals for the next few years
and learn from the experience of other classes.
In addition to working with Tim Koeth and Shaun
Akhtar for a couple of days, it was a treat to run

into Karen Afre hosting a Latinx barbecue in the
McLaughlin Cluster. She’s working for the College
and looks like she’s still making a big impact on the
current students.
As usual, our class has a host of joyful moments to celebrate, from engagement rings to
wedding bells to babies. Keep the announcements
coming!
You can take the kids out of New Hampshire,
but you can’t take the New Hampshire out of the
kids. Amanda Hua and Matt Stone got engaged on
Mount Osceola this summer. They’ll be tying the
knot in Boston in March!
In more New England wedding news, Marcelo
Menezes tied the knot with Molly Michalenoick at
Killington, Vermont, in September. And Waitsfield, Vermont, was home to two double-’12 weddings this summer! First, Laura Coyle and Wills
Begor capped off years of dating this August. Then,
about a month later, Kat Sanders and Yang Wei Neo
sealed the deal in the same picturesque town.
In October Chris Calby and Ilanna Kowski got
married on Kiawah Island, South Carolina. And a
belated congratulations to longtime sweethearts
Anna Weingart and Kevin Folinus, who got hitched
in New Jersey this past spring.
Finally, Priscilla Trojano and Cody Dennis,
along with buying a house in Massachusetts, announced that they’ll be welcoming a baby boy this
January. Cheers to the happy parents-to-be!
Celebrating the once-in-a-lifetime moments
of our fellow classmates is a joy, but I’m also loving
living vicariously through our friends’ daily adventures. For one, Ariana Vacs Renwick just wrapped
up a busy travel season in her role as assistant
director of admissions at Skidmore. She hit India,
France, England, Wales, Switzerland, Norway, the
Netherlands, Belgium and Scotland, just this fall.
I’d definitely like an invite next time.
Ben Ludlow also spent much of this fall traveling through Europe and Asia, including six weeks
walking and biking the Camino de Santiago in
Spain before heading to Japan and Hong Kong.
Per Ben, one memorable moment was “finishing
in the top five of a stein hoisting contest in front
of thousands of onlookers at the Happy Valley
Racecourse in Hong Kong (joined by the eventual
winner Tom Hauch ’13).” Ben, I’m very jealous. As
is Jamila Ma—hat tip for the Instagram find!
Wishing a happy holiday season and new year
to all of you and your loved ones! Keep breaking
the mold, taking risks and doing cool things. And
when you do, shoot me a note so I can share the
news. We couldn’t be prouder!
—Liz Sullivan, 1444 Rhode Island Ave. NW, #603,
Washington, DC 20005; elizabeth.a.sullivan.12@
dartmouth.edu
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First and foremost, huge shout out to
our five-year reunion chairs Caitlin Ardrey and Maya Herm! With the help of
many of you, they’re putting together an amazing reunion in Hanover June 15-17. I’m looking
forward to seeing many of you there!
Congratulations to Jessica Gagner and Matt
Binnington, who got engaged in August.
Sending warm wishes and congratulations
to Ian Martin-Katz and Lauren Willoughby, who got
engaged in Stowe, Vermont, in September.
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In other romantic New England news, Dan
Rosengard and Kate Burns got married in Boston

in October with many classmates in attendance.
Congratulations!
Michael Burbank celebrated his 30th birthday
last summer and planned a get-together for the
entire Dartmouth Club of Los Angeles.
After spending the last year in China working
at Alibaba’s Hangzhou headquarters, Qian Zhang
moved back to the United States to join Alibaba’s
New York City office, where she is responsible
for developing strategic partnerships with North
American brands and helping them sell to Chinese
consumers.
Max Sloan recently got a job on Amazon’s Kindle education team and will be moving out to Seattle at the start of 2018 with his girlfriend, Jessica
Ost. He writes in, “I’ll be sad to leave Chicago (and
my wonderful roommates Angie Yang and Ben Page
’12), but I’m looking forward to new challenges,
new community and much bigger mountains.”
Sean Derrow and Sahil Joshi started business
school at MIT Sloan School of Management.
After four years selling craft beer throughout
the Midwest, Rob Bathe moved back to Minneapolis to open a coffee roaster called Folly Coffee
to rave reviews. You should all check out his delicious coffee!
Max Hunter recently finished up a month of
theater residency in New York City through his
theater company Bride Production Group, which
featured plays written by Maia Matsushita and Carol
Brown ’12.
In the fall Jill Dunne and Danny Zhang both
moved from Boston to Chicago, where Danny started business school at University of Chicago Booth
School of Business and Jill is working remotely at
her job in healthcare consulting. Olivia Korostelina
is a fellow first-year M.B.A. candidate at Booth.
Kate Sullivan completed her time as a company
commander and finished her active duty tour as
a Marine officer in November. She is planning to
move to Los Angeles or New York City to pursue
arts, entertainment and writing. She writes in, “I’m
still learning how to surf and I recently purchased
a bunny whose name is Mars. He is just like a dog,
only he’s actually a bunny.”
After finishing his master’s in Latin American
studies at the University of Texas at Austin, Francisco Herrera began working as a college counselor
in the Mile High City at KIPP Denver Collegiate,
where he is supporting students through the college admissions and financial aid process.
Melanie (Parnon) Guyer, her husband, Martin,
and their three little ones recently moved to Wylie,
Texas, a suburb of Dallas, for Martin’s job.
After three years in New York City working
for Quartz, Svati Narula moved to Santa Fe, New
Mexico, in July for a job as an assistant editor at
Outside Magazine. She promptly adopted a puppy
and got a season pass at the local ski area. She reports that life is good in the land of enchantment,
but she does miss New Hampshire.
Ben Southworth recently completed his Ph.D.
in applied mathematics at the University of Colorado Boulder.
Yuan “June” Shangguan moved from Seattle to
California to work for Google’s embedded speech
team. She reports that she is enjoying the chal100 D A R T M O U T H A L U M N I M A G A Z I N E
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lenges of her research and catching up with Bay
Area Dartmouth friends.
—Emily Fletcher, 822 South Main St., Apt. 4, Ann
Arbor, MI 48014; emilyefletcher@gmail.com
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In October I was fortunate enough to go
up to Warren, New Hampshire, for the
new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge dedication. I found myself a bit nervous walking up the
dirt road to the entrance. There was something
about the rush of memories—from the dancing
and singing of trips to the calm of stepping into
the lodge on a cold evening for a warm meal—and
the feeling that they might disappear more quickly
now that the lodge was no longer the same. But I
stepped down the new path to the entrance and
saw friends that I hadn’t planned to see who yelled
up to me from below. I saw alumni of all ages sharing in this special moment in this truly special
place. I saw that Green Eggs and Ham still had a
spot hanging on the wall.
I realized that it may not be the lodge that we
saw when we arrived tired and dirty after a few
days in the woods. It may not be the lodge where
years of Lodj Croos cooked industrial-size lasagna
and got shin splits jumping off the fireplace while
singing to freshmen. It may not be the same lodge
where students spent beautiful, thoughtful terms
living and working every day, taking care of the
property and serving wonderful food to guests
from near and far. And it may not have the same
toilets we had to plunge 10 times per day during
trips. But I believe that the lodge will forever embody the spirit of Dartmouth, no matter how nice
the kitchen is. It will always represent an escape,
a place to re-center, recharge and go back into the
world reminded of the beauty of nature and the
soul-warming taste of a handmade loaf of warm
bread.
What I realized most was that I’d love to hear
your memories from the lodge. Please send me any
stories that you would like shared in this space,
and I will be sure to include them in the next issue.
Below are a few updates from our classmates!
Caela Murphy started working at the Endeavor
Foundation in New York.
Morgan Illikainen was named an assistant
coach for the Dartmouth women’s hockey team.
She previously spent a season as the hockey and
lacrosse assistant at the Northwood School in Lake
Placid, New York.
Jon Xu recently joined the Dartmouth investment office in Boston. Working with the small team
managing the College’s endowment has been a
tremendously rewarding experience thus far, and
he’s looking forward to tackling the exciting new
challenges ahead!
As always, please send any updates or topic
suggestions my way!
—Samantha Webster, 665 Washington St., Apt. 711,
Boston, MA 02111; (484) 356-3678; samwweb15@
gmail.com
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Happy New Year, ’16s! Hope you all had
a great 2017 and are excited to welcome
the new year.
A few quick updates from our classmates.
Sofia Roman started working at the NBA as a
digital and social content publisher in Secaucus,

New Jersey. This has been a dream since she loves
and plays basketball. She is very excited to be starting her career in the sports industry.
After finishing up a four-plus-one master’s in
computer science at Dartmouth in September, Jaki
Kimball is back in the Bay Area making games at
EA. She has enjoyed catching up with Dartmouth
friends in the area.
Victoria Li has had a great time being involved
with Women of Dartmouth as the New York regional communications committee co-chair and
global communications committee member. They
have been hosting great events in different cities
for alumni. In N.Y.C. she has been pairing alumni
monthly to meet and has had the opportunity to
meet an ’81, ’03, and ’07! She encourages ’16s to
check out women.dartmouth.org
Thanks for reading! As always feel free to
send any news and updates my way—I love hearing from you all!
—Feyaad Allie, 202 Running Farm Lane, Apt. 201,
Stanford, CA 94305; feyaad.allie@gmail.com
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Although it feels like our first snowball
fight on the Green was just yesterday,
we’re about to turn the page on our calendars to 2018. I wish you all happy holidays and a
year full of many more accomplishments.
A few months ago Devyn Greenberg traveled
out to Rabat, Morocco, as a new Fulbright scholar.
Devyn is teaching English at the National Architecture School, which has been rewarding because
the students are talented and passionate about
intercultural education. She also works at the
Center for Moroccan Innovation and Social Entrepreneurship, where she leads design thinking
workshops for high school students and adults who
are in the process of developing projects. Of course
Devyn was prepared to take on this challenge after
being a teaching assistant for “Design Thinking”
at Dartmouth. Outside of her teaching, she takes
salsa classes for fun and goes to jam sessions at
a local café with her former host sister from the
foreign study program in Fez.
Also in Morocco is Nicole Castillo, who is
teaching two English courses at Abdelmalek Essaadi University in Tetouan. Life as a professor
has certainly been an adjustment being called Professor Castillo by students who are her age and
sometimes older, but she loves teaching because
the students are respectful and appreciative of
having a native English speaker as their teacher.
Nicole has been fascinated by the opportunity to
live in Tetouan, which is truly a multicultural and
multilingual city; one time she found herself in a
conversation using six different languages among
five of her colleagues.
Our classmates have been keeping busy in the
United States as well. Lauren Gruffi spent her summer earning a 200-hour yoga instructing certification in Long Beach Island, New Jersey. In August
Lauren and Regan Plekenpol held a charity yoga
and essential oils event, where they raised money
for Lauren to run the N.Y.C. marathon and for the
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. Since
then Lauren started work at Huron in life sciences
consulting and moved to Manhattan with Regan
and Mia Steck. Right now Lauren is taking yoga
classes regularly, but once she gets settled in the

“I enjoyed learning with other talented students
and being part of the Smith House community.
It was a real college experience.”
—2017 writing workshop participant

Summer Science and Engineering Program
Young Women’s Writing Workshop
College Admission Workshop

July 8–August 4

July 8–21

July 22–28

Field Studies for Sustainable Futures

July 22–August 4

Hidden Lives: Discovering Women’s History

SUMMER AT SMITH

Precollege programs for exceptional young women
entering grades 9 through 12 in fall 2018

Smith Summer Precollege Programs

Individual. Global. Exceptional.

July 22–August 4

2018

30 Belmont Ave., Room 201, Northampton, MA 01063
413-585-2165 or 413-585-4455
Email: summerprecollege@smith.edu
www.smith.edu/summer

Health Careers Institute
at Dartmouth

Brewster, MA
Resident Camp
Ages 8-17 • Coed Program
Mentoring Future Leaders
in )FBMUI$BSF

Instruction using the Rassias
Method® of Professor John
Rassias of Dartmouth College.
For Students looking to acquire
or perfect a second language.
High School and Gap Programs:
• Language immersion in Arles,
France, Gijón, Spain and
Trujillo, Perú.
FIND US ON FACEBOOK
TEL:

603-643-3007

info@rassias.com www.rassias.com

The Health Careers Institute at
Dartmouth engages and prepares high
school students interested in entering a
variety of health-oriented professions
during an iOtense, educational, and
DPMMFHFFYQFSJFODFweek.

Summer Dates:

Sun, Jul  - Sat, Jul 
Sun, Jul  - Sat, Aug 
Sun, Aug -  Sat, Aug 
For more informationBOEUPBQQMZPOMJOFHPUP:
IUUQUEJEBSUNPVUIFEVIFBMUIDBSFFSTJOTUJUVUF

Monomoy Day Camp
Ages 4-17 • Coed Program
Group Rentals
Offered Spring, Winter and Fall

Offering exceptional programs
Sailing, Swimming, Arts,
Landsports, Archery, and more.
Contact:
P. 508-896-3451
Info@CapeCodSeaCamps.com
www.CapeCodSeaCamps.com

Sponsored by The New Hampshire Area Health
Education$FOUFSBU5IF%BSUNPVUI*OTUJUVUFGPS
)FBMUI1PMJDZBOE$MJOJDBM1SBDUJDF
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city she wants to teach yoga at homeless shelters
and trauma centers.
This September Brian Li moved to San Francisco to begin work as a data operations associate
at Flexport, a freight boarding company. He enjoys
spending time with his coworkers, most of whom
are recent graduates as well, and he had the opportunity to travel to Atlanta for work. Brian lives
with fellow ’17 Joby Bernstein and they’ve spent
many weekends exploring San Francisco together.
During the fall they biked across the Golden Gate
Bridge; Joby, who was an avid hiker and a distance
swimmer at Dartmouth, moved far ahead of Brian,
but Brian learned that he could keep up with the
retired athlete once he turned up the gear catch.
Also in the Bay Area is James Thompson, who
works as an engineering intern for the Initiation
Systems Group in the defense technologies engineering division at Lawrence Livermore National Lab in Livermore, California. He’s had the
opportunity to run large computer simulations
and appreciates the insight he’s able to retrieve
using the lab’s multi-physics hydrodynamic codes.
When he’s not in the lab, J.T. spends time camping
and with his girlfriend, Audrey Perez. Most importantly, J.T. has had the pleasure of playing with Phi
Delt’s esteemed pig Winston, who moved in with
his family in Tracy, California. Winston adjusted
to the West Coast lifestyle quickly by befriending
the Thompson family’s chickens, cooling off in his
kiddie pool and eating lots of frozen strawberries.
—Dorian Allen, 33 Kensington Terrace, Maplewood,
NJ 07040; (973) 986-5988; dorallen@comcast.net

Grads

I have received news from Ariadne Labs, a joint
center for health systems innovation at the Harvard School of Public Health and Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, about Dr. Evan M. Benjamin
(Adv’17). Evan, a national leader in quality improvement and patient safety, is now its new
chief medical officer. He will lead the organization’s clinical and scientific effort to drive health
systems innovation around the world. He brings
30 years of experience in clinical care, quality improvement and population health, and he comes
to Ariadne Labs from Baystate Health System, the
third-largest system in Massachusetts. There he
was the senior vice president for quality and population health. In this role he led the development
and implementation of a system-wide approach
to patient care and population health that has
consistently made Baystate one of the country’s
highest performing teaching hospitals for quality,
safety and accountable care. He also established
Baystate’s Center for Quality of Care Research and
cofounded TechSpring, the health information
technology innovation center, to enable startups
driving change in healthcare delivery.
Nationally recognized for his work in outcomes management and quality-of-care improvement, Evan has published more than 50 research
studies in major journals, including the New England Journal of Medicine and the Journal of the
American Medical Association. As a professor in
the department of medicine at Tufts University, he
has contributed to five books regarding healthcare
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delivery. Ariadne Labs designs, tests and spreads
scalable solutions to improve healthcare delivery
at the most critical moments in people’s lives. The
tools and programs Ariadne scientists have developed for childbirth, surgery and serious illness are
demonstrating worldwide impact. As the chief
medical officer and member of the executive team,
Evan will provide oversight, guidance and support
to the research faculty, ensuring that findings are
supported by rigorous evidence and result in clinically meaningful change. In partnership with the
chief project officer, he is responsible for ensuring
that Ariadne’s projects, initiatives and programs
successfully meet their scientific objectives as they
advance from concept to solution to scale.
Evan writes, “I am honored and privileged to
join the outstanding team at Ariadne Labs. Healthcare is at a pivotal point and the need for simple and
scalable improvements has never been greater.”
A Massachusetts native, Evan holds a B.A.
from Williams College and an M.D. from Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine.
His M.S. from Dartmouth is in healthcare delivery science. He did his postgraduate education in
internal medicine at Yale New Haven Hospital
and also served as an epidemiologist in the U.S.
Public Health Service and Indian Health Service
early in his career.
—Jane Welsh, 175 Greensboro Road, Hanover,
NH 03755; (603) 643-3789; m.jane.welsh.gr@
dartmouth.edu

Clubs &
Groups

Fall is the perfect time to refocus and get energized,
and Dartmouth clubs and groups were busy with
many great events this season.
The Black Alumni of Dartmouth Association
(BADA) returned to Hanover at the end of September for a weekend of celebration marking
the 45th anniversary the group’s formation. In
1972 Garvey Clark ’57 organized a group of current students and alumni to create BADA. Today
the group is led by Leah Threatte Bojnowski ’01,
president of BADA, and has 10 regional chapters
that organize events around career networking,
student mentorship and social activities. BADA
had a great reunion this year thanks to the hard
work of Leah and fellow alumni, including Jason
Harris ’01. Almost 100 members of BADA attended.
Activities during the weekend included lunch with
professor Craig Sutton about Dartmouth house
communities, a strategic planning session, a Q&A
with President Hanlon, a women’s lunch and a
celebratory banquet on Saturday night. BADA
alumni also had plenty of time to interact with
students, including two specific mentoring and
career-focused sessions, which were a highlight
for everyone involved.
The Women of Dartmouth in Chicago were also
very busy this fall. Suzanne Kanter ’88 organized a
number of educational and social activities that
were quite well attended. On September 13 the
Women of Dartmouth hosted a speaker event at
Jenner & Block in Chicago featuring Lisen Strom-

berg ’84. Around 60 women from a wide range of

class years attended. After dinner and mingling,
Lisen sat down with Laura Hulce ’05 for an interactive discussion about her book, Work Pause Thrive,
her research on work-life integration and her proposals for achieving more diverse and equitable
workplaces. Lisen’s warmth, charisma and passion
for her work was contagious and a great time was
had by all. On October 4 the Women of Dartmouth
hosted a gathering of around 30 women featuring
Dartmouth professor Lorie Loeb at the Evanston
home of Jennifer O’Shaughnessy ’09. Professor
Loeb is the director of the digital arts minor at
Dartmouth and a research associate professor in
Dartmouth’s computer science department. She
is also the executive director of the Digital Arts
Leadership and Innovation (DALI) Lab at Dartmouth and the president and cofounder of TellEmotion Inc., a social entrepreneurship startup
aimed at motivating people to change behavior
and conserve resources. Lorie shared the amazing
work that Dartmouth students have been doing for
clients in the DALI Lab in Hanover. To round out
the evening, she led attendees through a “hacktivity” in which everyone broke up into groups and
had 20 minutes to create a new product, design it
out of craft supplies and pitch it to the group. It was
a wonderful event with a great group of attendees
and a lot of laughs.
Last but not least, the fifth annual Dartmouth
Entrepreneurs Forum took place this fall in San
Francisco. Many alumni from the Bay Area and beyond attended for another fantastic event. The last
panel of the day was quintessentially Dartmouth—
Ed Yip ’04 of Norwest Venture Partners moderated
a panel of alumni entrepreneurs discussing their
experiences leveraging the Dartmouth alumni
network. Panel participants included Tom Allason
’02, Zach Goldstein ’06, Amanda Greenberg ’07 and
Jacqueline Loeb ’08. It was a great panel that really
highlighted what an amazing alumni network we
have and was a good reminder of how lucky we all
are to be Dartmouth alumni!
Don’t forget to send me updates about the
great events that your club, association or affiliated
group have organized! Newsletters and other email
updates are also welcomed.
—Stina Brock ’01, PO Box 9274, Jackson, WY 83002;
stina.brock@gmail.com

Deaths

The following is a list of deaths reported to us since
the previous issue. Full obituaries, usually written
by the class secretaries, may appear on the DAM
website at dartmouthalumnimagazine.com, where
friends and classmates may post their own remembrances of the deceased. Please contact alumni
records at (603) 646-2253 to report alumni deaths.
Eugene Shea ’34 • Oct. 3, 2017
Gardner Chapin Cook ’41 • Oct. 25, 2013
Merle Lester Perkins ’41 • April 16, 2017
John Lawler Brooks ’42 • Aug. 20, 2017
Warren Emil Carlson ’42 • May 23, 2016
LeRoy Lincoln Eldredge Jr. ’42 • Oct. 5, 2017
Charles E. Dorkey Jr. ’43 • Aug. 25, 2017
Frederick Matthew Daley Jr. ’44 • Aug. 31, 2017
Elizabeth Munson ’44 • May 11, 2017

Gene Jay Bokor ’46 • May 19, 2017
Donald Edmond Millians ’46 • Feb. 15, 2017
William Webb Striker ’46 • July 28, 2017
John Amorosino ’47 • Sept. 2, 2017
Edward Howard Churchill ’47 • June 28, 2013
David L. Auld ’48 • Oct. 1, 2017
David I. Barr ’48 • Sept. 6, 2017
John J. Turner ’48 • Aug. 12, 2017
Robert Donald Hill ’49 • Aug. 22, 2017
Stafford Warwick Keegin II ’49 • Sept. 4, 2017
W. Dean Merrill ’49 • Oct. 12, 2017
C. Reed Parker ’49 • May 11, 2017
Alfred Thomas Quirk ’49 • Oct. 12, 2017
J. Leo Appel ’50 • Sept. 5, 2017
Parton Crane Keese ’50 • Aug. 25, 2017
Wilson W. Cross ’51 • Sept. 6, 2017
Albert L. Katz Jr. ’51 • Aug. 23, 2017
Allan E. Odell ’51 • Aug. 18, 2017
C. Jerome Underwood ’51 • May 1, 2017
Elliott Cates ’52 • Sept. 2, 2017
Harry Wells Heap ’52 • Aug. 21, 2017
Robert Reiss Schuldt Jr. ’52 • Sept. 18, 2017
Charles H. Weed ’52 • Aug. 12, 2017
Burton Bernstein ’53 • Aug. 26, 2017
Thomas D. Bloomer Sr. ’53 • July 8, 2017
William Leibovitz ’53 • Oct. 8, 2017
John William Newton ’53 • Aug. 21, 2017
William G.S. McKee Jr. ’54 • Sept. 20, 2017
William Derwood Norcross ’54 • Aug. 3, 2017
Robert Wallace Osmond ’54 • Oct. 9, 2017
Gustav Henri Wedell ’54 • Sept. 8, 2017
William Contini ’55 • Aug. 18, 2017
Philip Marshall James ’56 • Oct. 5, 2017
Robert Nutting Andrews ’57 • Aug. 19, 2017
George Andrew Morrison ’57 • March 21, 2017
H. Barton Apfelbaum ’58 • Oct. 4, 2017
Alan Laurie Greener ’58 • Oct. 6, 2017
Tom Cornell Whitmore ’61 • Aug. 4, 2017
Alexander Bass ’63 • July 10, 2017
Walter Lee Kincaid ’63 • Aug. 17, 2017
James Marlin Knappenberger ’63 • Aug. 19, 2017
Robert Andrew Wilson ’63 • May 5, 2017
Guy Rogers MacMillin ’64 • March 12, 2017
George Walter Bond ’66 • Sept. 25, 2017
Land Lincoln Washburn ’68 • Jan. 14, 2014
Daniel Thomas Chandler ’69 • Aug. 21, 2017
Traylor Tullar Mercer ’70 • Aug. 29, 2017
Stephen Alan Hill ’72 • Aug. 30, 2017
John Eric Rutledge ’72 • Aug. 17, 2013
Alton M. Chapman Sr. ’76 • Aug. 30, 2017
Wythe E. Braden ’77 • Aug. 27, 2016
Christopher Mark Patti ’80 • Aug. 27, 2017
Stephen Phillips Storfer ’80 • May 23, 2017
Kenneth John Dunning ’82 • Feb. 16, 2017
Maureen Ellinwood Pluvinage ’03 • Sept. 25, 2017

FULL OBITUARIES
Usually written by the class secretaries,
may be found at our website,
www.dartmouthalumnimagazine.com,
where you can post a remembrance, find
relevant links and search the archive.
Please contact alumni records at
(603) 646-2253 to report a death.

Kader Attia: Reason’s Oxymorons
January 5–March 18, 2018
This research-driven video installation consists of interviews by Attia with
philosophers, psychiatrists, anthropologists, traditional healers, historians,
musicologists, patients, and immigrants. The conversations center on the
ways in which non-Western and Western cultures approach psychiatric
conditions and emotional breakdowns.
Kader Attia, Reason’s Oxymorons, 2015, 18 films and installation of cubicles, duration: variable, 13 to 25 minutes,
Edition of 3. Photo: Max Yawney. Courtesy the Artist and Lehmann Maupin, New York and Hong Kong.
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MOOSILAUKE LODGE (continued from page 41)

the sound of a banging screen door and the
lessons they learned from fixing broken
panes of glass.
They heard from former students who
insisted that the central stone fireplace was
the Ravine Lodge’s most important feature
and from wind-and-solar environmentalists who argued that fireplaces were inefficient by nature and had no place in green
design; from faculty who wanted more
space for classes and from first-year trip
organizers who wanted more space for feeding more people; from those who fervently
believed the College—because of what it
was—had an obligation to the past and from
those who just as fervently believed the
College—because of what it was—had an
obligation to the future. Chelsea Liddell ’11
wrote in an email, “I fear that the planners
will make it a comfortable place, with no
shivering in the morning hours, no carrying
firewood to keep it going. I fear that when
I walk to the lodge, I will not walk through
the woods, which, a College administrator
told me, ‘is pretty intimidating,’ but that I
will pull up to fancy doors and never have
to know that I am part of nature.”
They heard from timber-frame proponents who talked in terms of design flexibility and insulation R-values (a measure
of thermal resistance). They heard from
timber-frame critics who argued that
drywall and plaster were antithetical in a
mountain lodge and that sawn posts and
beams, even with expert joinery, even on a
large scale such as the Dartmouth Skiway’s
McLane Family Lodge—seemed sterile and
lifeless compared to the living, breathing
log cathedral McKenney had built.
College administrators ultimately drew
a bright line. The new lodge would meet
Dartmouth’s strict standards for low maintenance, low energy use and high efficiency.
It would be a commercial building of large
capacity, open to the public. As such, it
would necessarily follow the American Disabilities Act requirements for accessibility
and would adhere to New Hampshire’s commercial building code. “We were sensitive
about what we were replacing,” says eventual project manager James Pike. “And we
were aware it’s in a rugged, remote location.
But in the end, we’re still Dartmouth College
and this is a commercial property. It isn’t
1938. Code doesn’t allow us to build a cabin.”
Whatever its construction and features, the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge
would have an elevator, a wet sprinkler
system, handrails, wi-fi and a fresh-airexchange ventilation system. To many of
those who loved the old lodge, the question
was: Would it have a soul?
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“SOME THINGS ABOUT THIS PLACE ARE VERY
CONCRETELY PHYSICAL,” SAYS DAN NELSON ’75.
“SOME ARE METAPHYSICAL.”
For the architects contemplating how
to satisfy so many technical requirements
and so many stakeholders with heartfelt
stakes in the new building, that bright starting line might as well have been the edge
of a razor.
The production schedule would be
aggressive, some said crazy: teardown in
early September 2016, with a new lodge
completed in time for first-year trips by
the end of the following summer.
At least Maclay wasn’t starting from
scratch on Moosilauke. Several years earlier the class of 1984 had donated its 25th
reunion gift for the construction of new
lodge crew quarters, a remarkable heavytimbered structure that showcased the
class’ architects and was built, in large part,
by timber-frame workshops and volunteer
work parties led by the class’ own David
Hooke. Its presence made a statement and
instantly upped the standards of the outbuildings surrounding the lodge. Jim “Pork
Roll” Taylor ’74 rallied his 40-year-reuning
classmates to fund a replacement timberframed bunkhouse to complement the new
crew quarters. Maclay was invited to design
the building. Other classes stepped forward with interest in upgrading the other
deteriorating bunkhouses. Maclay and the
College realized the site needed a fully conceived master plan to fit together all the
existing, renovated and planned pieces. As
outdoor programs director Dan Nelson ’75
puts it, “Maclay was already plugged into
the mountain.”
Maclay had carved out a reputation
for designing super-efficient buildings.
The firm turned to John Nininger of the
Wooden House Co. of Wells River, Ver-

mont, for ideas. Nininger was unusual in
the trade, even among master craftsmen.
A member of both the timber-framers and
log-builders guilds, Nininger cared deeply
about tradition and energy efficiency. In
addition to the traditional skills of squarerule, mortise-and-tenon joinery, dovetailed
corners and hand-hewn timbers, Nininger
had refined a suite of creative talents that
incorporated full-scribe joinery, log gables,
sanded log ends, hidden screw jacks, log
archways, naturally curved timbers and a
unique method of round notching for fulllog construction. His log buildings were
extraordinarily tight.
Nininger pulled together test results for
energy efficiency from a few of his full-log
buildings and showed them to Eileen Hee.
“She was totally impressed,” Nininger says
later. “She couldn’t believe log buildings
could hit those numbers. But they didn’t meet
Maclay’s super-stringent requirements.”
Nininger came up with an ambitious
compromise that promised to capture
the rustic warmth of logs and the literal
warmth of a super-efficient envelope: a
heavily insulated, mortise-and-tenon
timber frame, but one joining together
huge full-round logs with tons of exposed
wood surfaces inside. As much as possible,
he’d use the natural contours and variations in the posts and beams to create the
rustic character of a true log building. In
concept, it sounded stunning. Maclay and
Dartmouth went for the plan.
The white pine for Nininger’s frame
came from Dartmouth’s Trescott property
in Etna and from Blodgett’s 709-acre woodlot in Bradford, Vermont. The logs from
Blodgett’s land, especially, were striking:

gorgeous mast logs—massive, long, smooth
and straight as the barrel of a rifle. Blodgett
was proud they’d end up on Moosilauke.
He’d first climbed the mountain in 1945
and had since spent more than 130 days
(he’d stopped counting) volunteering on
its hiking trails. He had recently climbed
to the 4,802-foot summit to celebrate his
86th birthday. He had spent most of his
life on his family’s Bradford land, farming,
logging and running a boys camp in summer. He remembers looking up from haying
or planting and seeing the broad hulking
mountain 25 miles away. “Moosilauke,” he
says, “is my eastern horizon.”
During the fall of 2015 and into the winter, Blodgett, Nininger and Hee searched
the woodlot for appropriate timber. “I’m
not wealthy,” Blodgett says, “but I could
give Dartmouth trees. I gave them my best.”
The following June, as Blodgett was
waiting for a trailer load of his pine to be
emptied at Nininger’s field, he wandered
to the back of the truck and counted the
tree rings in the log butts. They averaged
101 years old. Some of the logs, 60 feet long,
would have to be cut because they were longer than any of the logs specified in the plan.
“It broke my heart,” Blodgett says.
Nininger had also located a rare stand
of eastern white cedar just north of Wells
River. Those cedars—extraordinarily large,
with impressive root flares—tapered too
fast to be used as long carrying members,
but were exquisitely suited for the vertical
posts in Nininger’s plan. During the end of
a warm February in 2016, when the ground
was frozen, Nininger’s crew pulled a hundred of them out of the wetland.
As the log stockpile grew in Wells River,
interestingly shaped and curving logs were
set aside and imagined into the frame. The
crew lived with the wood, studied it, spent,
on occasion, more than a day positioning and
subtly turning and measuring and repositioning and remeasuring a single branching
or complex log, running lasers to get a true
center line and ensure the cuts would deliver the engineering. The massive Y-shaped
pine designated “F-9” on the framing grid
was affectionately referred to as “Slingshot.”
“Three-Tooth” was the name they gave the
log that branched out with upright arms, like
a saguaro cactus. It would make a perfect, if
technically difficult, corner post. A smaller
log with an inosculation—where a branch
had bent back and re-embedded itself—was
first dubbed “Cyclops” for its resemblance
to a giant single eye, and then “Odysseus,”
for the way that sounded. It would be integrated into the pediment on the lodge’s
southwest, mountain-facing entrance.

The workers used $400 log scribes with
custom levels made in Vershire, Vermont,
to mark the tight-fitting cuts that traced 20
inches and more around the surfaces of the
round logs. Some of the joinery was inspired
by Nininger’s knowledge of thousand-yearold buildings in Europe. Some of the joinery
the workers invented themselves, specific to
the logs they would attach: complex angles,
tapers in different dimensions, rafter-topost connections with lateral stability in two
directions, a tricky interlock that Nininger
came up with to eliminate the need for external steel plates in the asymmetrical truss
just north of the planned stone fireplace.
Each joint needed to be evaluated and approved by the project engineer. “Once he
saw what we were doing,” says Nininger,
“he pretty much trusted us.”
Nininger’s crew—and Hooke’s crew,
for parts of the job—put in 60-hour weeks
during eight months preparing and building
the frame—some 20,000 hours in all. They
marked, cut and assembled the entire frame
upside-down, before disassembling it and
trucking the finished logs to Moosilauke as
winter closed in on the mountain. Some of
the assemblies in the roof structure alone
weighed five tons.
All winter and through a protracted mud season, while extreme weather
dumped more rain and snow on the mountain than any year in recent memory, the
ravine filled with the sound of wind, diesel
engines, pneumatic drills, back-up beepers.
Simply keeping the access road open for
the construction vehicles was a challenge.
Workers—some commuting more than two
hours each way—arrived in the dark and left
in the dark. They poured the new foundation under the same difficult conditions
McKenney had faced. They erected an interior steel skeleton and raised and sheathed
Nininger’s wild and natural frame.
Surprisingly, the rocky slopes of the ravine—even disturbed by excavation—didn’t
reveal enough massive, high-quality stone
for the central fireplace envisioned by mason Joe Rolfe of Belmont, New Hampshire.
Rolfe was, according to project manager
James Pike, one of the best in the business.
“What he does,” says Pike, “is not ‘normal’
masonry.” Rolfe identified several huge
boulders on the site—one of them weighing 22 tons—that he could cut flat on a side
and drill through and use as organic foundation stones for the cedar posts. But the
motherlode came from Roger Belisle’s granite quarry in Hooksett, New Hampshire.
Rolfe spent three days walking around the
quarry, hand-picking the stones that would
give him the 30 inches of depth he needed

for the chimney’s bottom course, the thick
11-footer that would beautifully serve as the
lintel above the fireplace, the 250 tons that
would create the intricate and challenging
20-by-20-foot masonry column that would
encase the fireplace as well as a grotto and
a hidden interior staircase. “To do justice
to that lodge,” says Rolfe, “I felt compelled
to use some really large stones. The scale
of the building, the scale of the logs and the
scale of the fireplace all had to be in line.”
Last May Rolfe’s crew of masons was
in the midst of its 80-day push. Rolfe, occasionally, allowed himself to think of the
future. “I work primarily for affluent customers who spend millions on their homes,”
he says. “And the last thing we do is the
gated entrance. Very few people get to see
our work. I’m 54 years old now and I have a
grandson. I love that he’ll have the chance
to someday see what we’ve done here and
say, ‘My grandfather built that.’ And a lot of
my guys feel that same way.”
The building was weathertight, eastern
white cedar shingles were going up on the
exterior walls, and sub-contractors were
jockeying for space around mechanical,
electrical, plumbing and fire-protection
systems. But the schedule, in large part because of tough weather, had slipped more
than a month. The College announced that
the new building wouldn’t be ready for the
first-year trips after all. The trips, this year,
would converge at the Skiway’s McLane
Family Lodge.
In the summer the job turned to finish
work. The best of the logs from the old lodge
had been set aside and trucked to a portable
sawmill, where they were sawn into halfrounds and one-and-a-quarter-inch slabs
with live edges that now colored interior
walls and wainscoting. Other logs had been
sliced into sections, the disks turned into
thank-you mementos for contributors to
the project. Two original transom lights
found new use as interior windows. One of
the wagon-wheel light fixtures went back
up on the ceiling. A craftsman in Springfield, Vermont, was building the lodge’s new
furniture from sustainably harvested wood
from the College Grant and salvaged material from old New England plank houses.
The old wooden screen door, obsolete in
the new, energy-efficient airlock entrance,
was fitted for banging on a side porch. The
old trail signs and wooden skis and campy
memorabilia sat in storage in Taylor’s Class
of ’74 Bunkhouse. The new lodge crews
would add them back in their own fashion
starting in the fall.
To anyone who had hiked into the construction site or knew about the details of
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the construction, there was no question
about the College’s commitment. Where a
property had once been all but abandoned
and nearly given away, Dartmouth started
to raise $11 million for the construction of a
magnificent new lodge and an additional $5
million to endow its ongoing maintenance
for generations of students to come. (The
College still needs to raise $5 million of the
$16 million total.) The commitment went
beyond replacement. It added 5,000 square
feet of space, including a larger kitchen, additional bathrooms, new meeting and multipurpose rooms, and an expanded main hall
that could seat 120 people for dining, nearly
double the capacity of the old lodge. “The
new lodge will serve more people per day
for more days throughout the year,” noted
George “Skip” Battle ’66, who was the lead
financial contributor to the project and
who hosted a party for the workers on the
mountain, complete with Dartmouth’s own
house bluegrass band. “It will be,” he says,
“dramatically more available.”
The planners had thoughtfully preserved the original lodge’s crossing-gable,
T-shaped plan, the side porches, the familiar layout of kitchen on the north side,
bedrooms on the south, lounge and library
downstairs. They’d added limited wi-fi capability for academic use in specific rooms,
but kept the wireless-free, device-free environment for guests. (For reliable cell coverage, students will still have to run down to
Warren and stand outside the library or find
the sweet spot higher up Route 118.) Importantly, the planners had also preserved
Butterfield’s bold perch, the lodge facing
straight up at the mountain. The relationships would be the same. “Some things about
this place are very concretely physical,” says
Dan Nelson. “Some are metaphysical.”
Pike struggles to compare the cost to
conventional projects, because, as he points
out, there was nothing conventional about
this facility. In the terms of the trade and
across higher education, there were simply no comparables. The cost reflected a
commitment to local materials and craftsmen and to energy efficiency. It reflected
a commitment to a 100-year timeline, including a 12,000-head sprinkler system,
three new sewer tanks and a 3,000-gallon
domestic water tank with a new water line
to the upper road. It reflected a commitment to a sacred but challenging site, which
required extended siting and infrastructure
costs that involved moving one building and
constructing a separate smaller one, boulder retaining walls, and hardscaping and
landscaping that would somehow soften all

of the scarring and make the new lodge feel
like an organic part of the ravine. It reflected
a commitment—through its accelerated
schedule—to minimizing the disruption
of the student experience on Moosilauke.
The question of a building’s soul was
still outstanding.
What did a building’s soul have to do
with the people who gathered there? How
much of it was formed by building materials and layout, and how much by rituals
and collective memory? By shared love?
By Dickey’s sense of place loyalty?
The McLane Family Lodge at the Skiway doesn’t feel homey, an alum pointed
out, because there aren’t students working
and living there, making it their home.
Another alum had hiked in to the construction site as the workers were putting
on the finishing touches and had seen the
fresh-cut granite steps leading down from
the access road to the new lodge. “They feel
like steps to a city library,” he said to his
buddy, a Middlebury grad. “At least they
had the sense to scrap the plan to have a
‘luggage slide’ along the stairs. Can you
imagine that, on Moosilauke?”
“Are you kidding me?” his buddy answered. “Can you imagine what Dartmouth
students would have done with a luggage
slide?”
In her class’ 25th reunion book, former
DOC president Viva Hardigg ’84 wrote: If
the lodge must be rebuilt, I feel wholeheartedly that the spirit of the place is much grander
than the fine old building itself. While honoring spruce logs and hand-carved joinery, our
deepest commitment is to one another and
the sacred strength of a common hearth, far
from commerce and close to wilderness. We
return to the sanctuary of the ravine because
of the glory of the mountain and the distinct
New England alchemy of wood smoke, oral
storytelling, fiddle music, pots of tea, wool
sweaters and other idiosyncratic ingredients
of rustic mountain hospitality. The rituals of
the culture will continue as one generation
teaches the next.
It will take time for the new Moosilauke Ravine Lodge to soften under the
touch of hands, the feeling of feet having
walked for years over the same boards.
It will take time for the students to make
the new building their own, to discover its
quirks and charms, to create new rituals
and pass them down. The mountain will
anchor them.
JIM COLLINS is working on a book that will
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wisdom. As editor of the Falmouth High
School newspaper, The Intelligencer, he
wrote a piece of satire his senior year that
criticized the rise of standardized testing.
The piece, titled “Mouse Control Assault
System”—an Orwellian riff on the name
of the state test, Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System—was about
mice who were eliminated if they were too
weak. Joe resisted the idea that the state
could determine someone’s value based
on a score.
Joe clearly relished penning polemical articles for public platforms. But in his
more private writings, he showed a sensitivity uncommon to a teenager. For an English class his freshman year in high school,
the students had to write letters to someone
they did not know. This was the late 1990s,
and most students wrote to people such as
Michael Jordan or the band Nickelback.
Joe wrote a letter to Prince William and
Prince Harry about the terrible grief they
must be feeling after the sudden death of
their mother, Princess Diana. He understood their suffering, he said, because he
loved his mom so much too.
And sections of his college essay about
Cape Cod echo the lyrical poetry of another
son of New England, Robert Lowell. The
Cape, Joe wrote, “is where the Scotch pines
murmur and the soil unfurls a chorale linking residents to all things past and present.
It is where the thundering ocean communicates possibility and optimism. It is where
lonely, crumbling stone walls, denoting a
faded hierarchy, stretch off into the woods
obscured beyond sight. In the isolation, the
qualities of reverence and veneration for
community and continuity are conveyed.
The Cape has rooted residents to the past,
advocating a respect for history and an admiration for natural beauty.”
WHEN IT WAS TIME TO APPLY TO COL-

leges, Joe set his sights on Yale. In many
ways, Yale fit the bill. It was a school for
intellectuals and the alma mater of William
F. Buckley Jr., who would later become one
of Joe’s favorite writers. Joe was waitlisted
at Yale, though, and that was a disappointment for a time. So he set off for Hanover—
and when he got to campus, Joe fell in love
with Dartmouth the way he did with Falmouth. “I can’t imagine being anywhere
else,” he wrote in The Dartmouth Review his
senior year. Dartmouth, he wrote, was “the
greatest school on the face of the earth.”
For Joe, as for many people, college was
an opportunity for invention and reinvention. Once on campus he read an essay by
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H.H. Horne, a late 19th-century Dartmouth
professor of English, that mythologized
the Dartmouth man as “the vigorous liver
of life,” “versatile, straightforward, and
capable,” “practical, forceful, and efficient.”
For such a man, “the College comes first,
partial interests of whatever kind second.”
Joe soaked it up. He aspired to Horne’s ideal

have made a flipbook.” After Joe died, his
family found in Joe’s apartment more than
200 history books about Dartmouth and
New Hampshire, a Mason jar full of punch
served to him and his Phi Delt brothers on
their last night as undergraduates in 2005
and binders holding vintage postcards from
those Quechee antique shops.

Dartmouth changed Joe.

It gave him the freedom, his family and friends
say, to come into his own in a new way.
and, in many ways, became the archetypical Dartmouth man. Dartmouth changed
Joe. It gave him the freedom, his family
and friends say, to come into his own in
a new way.
For one thing, he stopped painting. The
break was sudden and absolute. He buried
that part of himself so deeply that some
of his closest friends and colleagues were
shocked to discover, only after he died,
that he’d been an artist at all, let alone a
gifted one. He also tried his hand at crew
after a coach recruited him to the team.
Tall yet awkward, Joe was not a natural
athlete—yet he nevertheless committed
himself wholeheartedly to this new activity his freshman year, coming home from
early morning practices with bloody and
blistered hands. Another transformation
was academic. He arrived at Dartmouth
intending to study math and science but
decided to major in history, most likely after taking a course his sophomore fall with
professor Jere Daniell ’55 on the American Revolution. Joe was quiet in class, but
Daniell still remembers Joe’s term paper—
about Falmouth during the Revolutionary
War—as one of the best he’d seen in his
many decades of teaching.
Joe wasn’t merely interested in history,
he was infatuated by it. When most college
students were nursing hangovers or playing beer pong—and Joe no doubt did his
fair share of both—Joe was antiquing in
nearby Quechee, Vermont, for Dartmouth
artifacts. He didn’t just write a senior thesis
about 19th-century Boston intellectuals
but devoted his entire junior summer to
researching it at the Boston Public Library.
He also constantly took pictures, always
carrying a disposal camera with him—and,
after those became obsolete, a digital one.
“He never left Phi Delt,” says close friend
Rob Freiman ’05, “without taking a picture
of the big elm tree outside its door. He could

It shouldn’t be surprising, then, that the
same year Joe took Daniell’s class, he got
involved with two institutions defined by
their devotion to history and tradition: Phi
Delt, whose alumni include former General
Electric CEO Jeff Immelt ’78 and Game
of Thrones co-creator David Benioff ’92,
and The Dartmouth Review, where Laura
Ingraham ’85 and Dinesh D’Souza ’83 got
their starts.
As his involvement with Phi Delt
deepened, Joe began to especially appreciate the intergenerational quality of the
brotherhood. After he graduated, Joe came
to Hanover every fall for rush weekend,
which doubled as a reunion for the fraternity’s many alumni. He hardly ever missed
a brother’s wedding or bachelor party.
One time, after his flight had been canceled due to a storm, Joe drove all night
to Chicago from New York to attend the
wedding of John Paro ’05. For the wedding
of another friend, Andrew Kallmann ’05,
he waited years before giving the couple a
gift. A few weeks before he died, Joe presented Kallmann with a framed 100-yearold postcard of the hotel where the wedding
was held.
Joe found his creative home at the
Review. The independent conservative paper served as Joe’s school of journalism.
He threw himself into it, working all night
long several nights in a row, many times
alone, listening to a single song on repeat,
writing and rewriting, editing, doing layout,
finding art—in short, putting together each
issue. By the time I joined the Review as a
freshman staff writer—just a few months
after Joe had graduated in 2005—he was
already a legend within the paper’s ranks.
The then-chairman of the Review’s board,
James Panero ’98, says that as editor, Joe
“displayed literary and critical gifts that
were sui generis and fully-formed.”
As editor Joe steered away from arm-

chair opinionating and national politics.
Instead, he did real reporting about Dartmouth issues. In 2005 he published an
expose of the controversial Student Life
Initiative (SLI), the project launched by
President James Wright in 1999 to end
Greek life “as we know it,” as The Dartmouth reported at the time. Joe had acquired hundreds of confidential documents
from the trustee committee on SLI from a
secret source and published some of the
more damning items in the Review’s pages.
What motivated Joe’s editorial vision wasn’t anger or frustration toward
those with whom he disagreed, but his
love of Dartmouth and its traditions. The
Dartmouth of today, he thought, was wonderful—but it was also a pale shadow of
what it once was. In a 2005 article called
“Threnody for Old School Dartmouth,” Joe
complained that “New School Dartmouth”
was like “an industrial mill [churning out]
résumé after résumé of sufficient pedigree and illustriousness to land a job.” Old
School Dartmouth “rejected this kind of
abstemious, risk-less living.” It embraced
the intensity of ritualized brawls and excessive drinking. It celebrated the horning
of professors and the rushing of the Green.
“Easy as it is to dismiss Old School
Dartmouth as a culture of misbehavior,
vulgarity, and debauchery,” Joe wrote,
“that culture, which loudly predominated
at Dartmouth for decades, did have a prescription for producing creative, adventurous, spiritual fellows.” Fellows, Joe argued,
such as Robert Frost, class of 1896—fellows
who went all out.
The paper also brought Joe in contact
with emeritus professor Jeffrey Hart ’51,
the former Reagan and Nixon speechwriter, National Review editor and English
department gadfly who helped launch the
Review in the 1980s from his living room.
Hart quickly became an important mentor
to Joe. Over lunches at Murphy’s, Hart gave
Joe an education in political philosophy.
But the most important lesson he taught
Joe is that there’s much more to life than
politics. Hart was conservative, but he
wasn’t an ideologue. He was more passionate about literature and tennis than
public policy. During the past presidential
election, as friendships were being torn
apart over politics, Joe liked quoting an
article by Hart that appeared in these pages
in 1976 called “The Ivory Foxhole”: “Existence, thank God, includes much more
than opinions.”
Hart also played an instrumental role
in Joe’s career at the Journal. As Joe was

getting ready to graduate, Hart sent Joe’s
cover letter and clips to his former student, Gigot, editor of the Journal’s editorial
pages. Hart attached his own recommendation to the bundle, which essentially said,
“You’ve got to hire this guy.” Gigot read
through Joe’s articles and was immediately
struck by the quality of his writing and his
“nuanced mind.” He hired Joe as an intern
immediately after he graduated in 2005
and then full-time that autumn. “It was
the best decision I’ve made in my 16 years
in this role,” Gigot says.
JOE BEGAN AS AN ASSISTANT EDITOR ON

the editorial features page, where he edited
opinion pieces and wrote the occasional
article. Some of his early pieces, such
as profiles of Tom Wolfe and Buckley,
touched on themes Joe wrote about for the
Review. The title of the Buckley profile was,
simply, “Old School.” Other pieces were
more polemical, such as his notorious 2006
takedown of bloggers as fake journalists,
“The Blog Mob,” which earned him some
serious hate mail from said bloggers. Then,
in 2007, Gigot moved him over to the editorial page, where during the next decade
Joe would write a total of 1,353 unsigned
“Review & Outlook” pieces.
One day Gigot came by Joe’s desk
and asked him whether he’d like to cover
healthcare. Without skipping a beat, Joe
said, “Sure.” In 2011, at the age of 28, he
won the Pulitzer Prize in Editorial Writing
for, in the words of the Pulitzer committee,
“his well-crafted, against-the-grain editorials challenging the healthcare reform
advocated by President Obama.”
Soon after Gigot assigned Joe the
healthcare beat, the Journal started receiving subscriptions to academic publications
such as Health Affairs. Technical books
and research papers started piling up on
his desk. He got to know sources from every corner of the field—Capitol Hill policy
wonks, insurance executives, academics.
And he was one of the few people who actually read and understood the behemoth
Affordable Care Act.
When Gigot asked Joe to cover the
2016 presidential election, it was the same:
Joe read every single book he could find either by, about or related to Donald Trump—
including The Bitch Switch by Omarosa,
the former Apprentice star who serves in
the White House. For his piece, “Donald
Trump, Meet Your Customers,” Joe did
what he described as the “slow, blearyeyed scutwork” of reading 26,000 online
reviews of Trump products (“remember,

kids,” he wrote, “this is what happens if you
go into journalism”). When he learned of
the existence of a Trump board game, he
tracked one down and made the Journal’s
interns play it. It’s unclear whether Joe
ever slept.
That was the way Joe worked. He was
endlessly curious and delighted in learning. When his family and friends cleaned
out his small Manhattan apartment they
found some 1,300 books stuffed into it floor
to ceiling. There were more than 30 books
on or about F. Scott Fitzgerald, at least 15
books about the Journal and some 17 by
the literary critic Joseph Epstein. Joe’s
Dartmouth books included the Letters of
Eleazar Wheelock’s Indians, the proceedings of the 1971 Dartmouth “Conference
on Computers in the Undergraduate Curricula,” the coming-of-age tale Ten Years
to Manhood by Clarke Church ’49 and a
pamphlet by Noah Riner ’06 titled “Rollins Chapel Chancel Windows: A History.”
There were also books about Chris Farley
and David Letterman, including Home
Cookin’ With Dave’s Mom by Letterman’s
mom, Dorothy. These books were all annotated with Joe’s signature, the location
where he acquired them and the date he
read them.
Joe also found time to indulge his
mischievous side at the Journal. In 2011,
around Oscar time, the paper’s editorial
board members put together a list of their
favorite movies. Joe’s colleagues honored
films such as Ben-Hur and Patton. Joe’s
submission: the children’s film Kangaroo
Jack, which he described as “an allegory
about the obsessive pursuit, through the
Australian Outback, of an elusive marsupial with a fortune hidden in its pouch.
You might call it the thinking man’s Moby
Dick.” In the spring of 2016 he found out
that lines of Ivanka Trump scarves were
being recalled because they were flammable. The scarves were made in China,
a fact that Joe found hilarious, and made
the basis of an editorial called “A Trade
Lesson in Trump Scarves.” He managed to
track down one of the scarves and wore it
to an editorial meeting, asking Gigot, half
seriously, if they could light it on fire on
the set of the Journal Editorial Report to
see if it would actually burn.
Joe always said he wanted to stay at
the Journal as long as the paper would have
him. What would have been next for him
there? According to Gigot, Joe was about
to receive his own weekly column, in which
he’d cover national issues alongside columnists such as Peggy Noonan and William
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Dutton Hill, Norwich, VT

120+ Acres, Westview Lane, Lebanon, NH

Contemporary home on a beautiful sun-filled hilltop
meadow. 3 br, 2½ bath, with connected 1 br, 1-bath rental.
Master-carpenter rustic, hand-built finishes, Rumford
fireplace and woodstove hearth. Use “as is” with two living
units; convert to
single-residence;
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stall barn with
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Large, elevated, Mt. Tug hillside parcel (deed states 165
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Green Mountains and great solar exposure. Wonderful estate
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McGurn. Eventually, Gigot says, Joe could
have “been editor of this page for sure.”
Joe had other goals, too, that he hoped
to accomplish alongside his work for the
paper. Most especially he wanted to write a
book—and, in fact, he did. Around the time
he won the Pulitzer, he wrote a detailed
policy volume on healthcare. But when
he showed it to publishers, they wanted
to transform it into a polemic about how
Obamacare ruined America—something
“dripping with blood,” Joe told a friend.
Joe didn’t want that, so he turned down
the book deals, even though one of his goals
was to publish a book before he turned 30.
Among his many idiosyncrasies was
taking notes on 3-by-5-inch index cards.
After he died his parents and colleagues
found hundreds in his apartment and at
his desk at the Journal. On some of them he
jotted down goals: “Write about a hundred
editorials a year—PG,” a statement attributed to Gigot. On others, memorable advice:
“Don’t lose your own voice when you write
under your own byline—TV,” a quote from
his old boss, Tunku Varadarajan. On others,
wisdom from old masters: “Produce again—
produce; produce better than ever, and all
will be well—Henry James.” But many of
those index cards contained brief descriptions of scenes, short character sketches,
bits of dialogue—the fragments, it seems,
of a novel. On one he wrote: “Character like
Nick Carraway, a Charles Ryder who is a
guide for the reader”—referring to characters from the novels The Great Gatsby and
Brideshead Revisited, respectively.
It’s tragic that Joe never had the chance
to write a book. There’s nothing he would
have loved more than adding his own small
contribution to the historical record—and
specifically, to Dartmouth’s. The healthcare book aside, Joe’s real yearning was to
write a work of history covering the College’s last 100 years. But even if his words
aren’t preserved in binding—not yet, anyway—he did leave a lot behind. Of course,
there was his work at the Journal, which
reached millions of people and affected the
course of national politics. But there was
also his character. Joe was everything that
many successful people are not—humble,
generous and kind. He didn’t suffer fools
gladly, but he had grace. From an early age
his big-heartedness touched many people
who crossed his path, and that may prove
to be his most powerful legacy.
is an editor at the
Hoover Institution and the author of The
Power of Meaning: Finding Fulfillment in
a World Obsessed with Happiness.
EMILY ESFAHANI SMITH
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UMBRIA, ITALY: Luxuriously restored medieval
tower with addition. Historic charm, all modern
comforts: chef’s kitchen, a/c, Wi-Fi, lap pool,
outdoor kitchen/pizza oven, gym. 3 large, ensuite bedrooms, possible 4th (4 ½ baths). Nestled
in olive grove near Spoleto, with gorgeous views.
agillenson@gmail.com.
LUXURY TUSCAN VILLA. Set high in the Chianti
countryside, this exquisite, recently restored villa
has 8 bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms. Perfect
for large families or groups of friends, the
beautiful vistas, large pool and outdoor
fireplace all make for the vacation of a lifetime.
Private chef available. mahokeza@comcast.net
or (860) 651-0010. D’82.
FRANCE, PARIS-MARAIS. Exquisite, sunny, quiet
one-bedroom apartment behind Place des Vosges.
King-size bed, living/dining room, six chairs, full
kitchen, washer, dryer, weekly maid service, Wi-Fi.
$1,350 weekly; max@gwu.edu.
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“The first in a series of Christian speculative
sci/fi novels weaving in quantum
physics research.” - Jennifer D. Anderson
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Cruises

SUMMER RENTAL. 2 hrs. from Hanover. Private,
exclusive lodge; sleeps 8. Double fireplace. Porch
overlooking lake; magnificent view. Includes
dock, boats. No pets/no smoking. bit.ly/nhlodge.
(202) 320-8268; rmargesson@gmail.com.
PARIS, ILE SAINT-LOUIS: Elegant, spacious
top ﬂoor skylighted apartment, gorgeous
view overlooking Seine, 2 bedrooms sleep 4,
2 baths, elevator, well-appointed, full kitchen,
Wi-Fi. (678) 232-8444 or triff@mindspring.com.

P.O. Box 2195, Duxbury, MA 02331
P.O.
MA-2454
02331
800Box
-2222195,
-1236Duxbury,
781-934
P.O.
MA-2454
02331
800Box
-2222195,
-1236Duxbury,
781-934
www.fcwl.com
800 -222 www.fcwl.com
-1236 781-934 -2454
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what i’ve learned since graduation

Martha Pollack ’79
On leading a university
Interview by L I S A F U R L O N G
“The most important work done in the university is done by the faculty.”
“I always loved academia and I always loved research, so as early as

Dartmouth I considered being a faculty member. Being an administrator wasn’t in my wildest visions of the future.”

“Anthropology professor Hoyt Alverson taught me to color outside
the lines. When I told him I wanted to do a dual major in math and

anthropology, he suggested linguistics even though there was no
department: ‘You think very formally like a mathematician, but
you’re interested in people.’ He helped me design a major. He made
me feel I could be taken seriously as a scholar.”

“I found the ratio of men to women at Dartmouth very awkward in the
1970s, but when I went on to computer science, where the ratio

was 10 to 1, being able to navigate had a profound effect on my life.”

“As I moved up in administration, I found I could support a lot of people

in achieving what they wanted—faculty in doing the kind of research
and teaching they wanted, students in recognizing their educational
dreams. I could even support the staff in their careers.”
“When I became the vice provost at Michigan, my dad said, ‘You’re an
academic. You’re going to run a multi-billion-dollar budget?’ I

said, ‘That’s the point. Managing a budget is all about resource
allocation, and it’s all about investing in those areas of the academy
that are most important. That’s what I know how to do.’ ”
“One of my biggest challenges is that I am terrible at recognizing
faces. I drive my husband crazy when we’re watching a movie. If

somebody changes clothes, I have to ask if it’s the same person.”
“I try not to prioritize my constituencies. In the moment, you have
to be listening to one or the other of them a little more closely,
but you have to attend to all of them. I so appreciate it when a
student or junior staffer tells me, ‘You took the time to listen to
me. I took your advice and it really made a difference.’ ”
“I’m a proponent of free speech on campuses not only because I think
it’s important for universities to be marketplaces of ideas, but also

because history has shown us that when you try to suppress speech,
it is typically the least powerful and the most marginalized people
who suffer.”
“There is a lot of confusion about what is protected by free speech.

Harassment and threat are not. The lines are messy and I think it’s
appropriate for universities to be debating those lines.”
“College rankings are pernicious. They reward behavior that is not
in the best interest of universities. For example, 10 percent of the
U.S. News & World Report best college ranking is based on expenditures per student. If you try to do the right thing and drive down
your costs, you’re penalized in the ranking.”
“Every Cornell president gets to create a special ice cream at Cornell
Dairy that is served at their inauguration. Mine was Martha’s Bits

and Bytes: French vanilla with a banana swirl through it, bite-size
brownie pieces and little white chocolate bits.”
“I love what I’m doing. There is absolutely nothing like a typical
day, and that’s one of the things that makes this job so fun and
rewarding.”
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GR AFTON COUCH
Pompanoosuc Mills

HIV E PENDANT LAMPS

HER STORY

Notable: President of Cornell since April 2017; expert in artificial intelligence,
natural-language processing and automated planning
Career: Professor, dean, vice provost, provost and EVP, University of
Michigan, 2000-16; professor, University of Pittsburgh, 1991-2000; technical staffer at Silicon Valley research institute SRI International, 1985-92
Education: A.B., linguistics (Phi Beta Kappa); M.S.E., computer and information science, University of Pennsylvania, 1984; Ph.D., computer and
information science, UPenn, 1986
Personal: Married to Ken Gottschlich; mother of Anna, 29, and Nicholas, 24
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•
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